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ABSTRACT

It has been recognised for more than two hundred years that the basic style of
poetry in the Hebrew Bible is parallelism, and its system has been minutely

studied. More recently ethnographers have noted the same style in numerous
ancient and traditional languages. Within the last half-century, an identical
feature of parallelism has been found in classical Hebrew and one cognate
language, as well as in several unrelated traditional languages. This feature, the
presence of certain specific pairs of words in contiguous lines of verse, has
attracted the interest of linguists, ethnographers, and biblical scholars. A
concerted effort, which still continues, was started by Mitchell Dahood to collect
the word pairs cognate between Ugaritic and classical Hebrew; before 1982, three
volumes consisting of 1019 pairs were published asRas Shamra Parallels. The
widespread use of parallelism in traditional languages and its documented use in
cognate languages before and after the heyday of classical Hebrew suggests that
word pairs also are present. In order to determine to what extent, if at all, authors
writing in the classical Hebrew style were aware of the nature and significance of
word pairs, this study has been undertaken to assess the degree to which the
translators of the Septuagint were consistent in their choice of words. Unusual
consistency argues that the Seventy were aware of the special role of the specific
words which form pairs.
A selection of Dahood's pairs was made consisting of the words that pair
with "earth" (thirty in number) and those that pair with the thirty, totalling
about 220. This number, about 20% of the total, is regarded as statistically
significant. A concordance programme,AnyText ,developed by Linguists'
Software, Inc. was used to determine the number of occurrences of each of those
words in the Hebrew Bible. The same programme was then used to find and
record the references where the members of each word pair appeared in close
proximity. Finally, each reference was checked against the Septuagint and the
Greek translation of each member of the word pair was recorded.
Taken as a whole, translations were remarkably consistent. Those words
which appeared many times as members of word pairs were usually translated in
the same way wherever they appeared. Those which appeared in few word pairs
were less consistent in translation, though the correlation was not absolute. A
complex of word pairings that appeared frequently was identified and assessed fDJ
consistency of translation; those results confirmed what had already been found.
It appears that the Seventy were aware in an implicit sense of the significance of
word pairs.

PREFACE

Retracing the steps by which one has arrived at a certain intellectual orientation
is, at best, a tricky procedure. Who knows herself well enough to understand the
route by which she arrived at her present state of mind?
My father started his academic career as an entomologist, was later captured
by comparative anatomy, and ended his life as a paleontologist. The common
thread that tied all his interests together was taxonomy, and I have a melancholy
suspicion that I am more like him than I had hitherto supposed. My interest in
oral formulaic analysis is, at bottom, taxonomic and lies in the broad area of
literary criticism loosely designated genre studies.
Somewhere along the line, I began to wonder how an oral formula
performs in translation. Word pairs are a type of formula that appears in the
Hebrew Bible; the ones found there seem to have originated in parallel language,
and are part of a long history of Canaanite tradition that goes back at least as far as
Ugaritic. The translators of the Septuagint read these same pairs and may have
spoken them; what did they do with them when they came to the problem of
translation? Did they recognise them as an integral part of the language?
The Bible is the most studied literature of all time. Anyone who seeks to
make an original contribution has an enormous body of information to sift and
assess in order to lay the groundwork for what is to come. Inevitably much must
be made of other people's work before embarking on a description of one's own. I
am painfully aware of the danger of interpreting previous work in such a way as
to bolster the credibility of mine. For this reason, I have deemed it best most often
to use previous scholars' own words to describe their arguments. This policy has
resulted in long and frequent quotations in those chapters which lay the
foundations for the rather specific work that this thesis consists of. It is not to say
that the nucleus of the study is not original. Indeed, its originality lies in several
directions:
1) it brings together the insights of people whose work appears to be
unknown to each other,
2) in it I have developed a general classification for word pairs which is
intended to function not only in Ugaritic/Hebrew but across language lines,
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3) I have described a matrix of semantically related word pairs which appear
and re-appear in the Hebrew Bible. The way this matrix causes meanings to
overlap adds substantially to our understanding of the mental framework in
which the ancient Israelite mind worked.
4) for the first time several Late Hebrew texts have been examined for word pai
cognate with those in Ugaritic and classical Hebrew
5) the study seeks to illuminate the nature of word pairs and their use by
observing how some of those in the Hebrew Bible were translated in the
Septuagint
As far as I have been able to determine, no one has yet looked at the way
word pairs were used in translation at all, outside the observation that they are
cognate in Ugaritic and Hebrew. When I began this work, the only result I
envisioned was 5). The others have emerged as it were gratuitously along the
way.
A major component in the successful completion of this thesis has been the
unfailing support, indeed enthusiasm, of my supervisor, Albert Moore. His
contribution has not been because of his profound knowledge of word pairs, for
his areas of expertise lie elsewhere, but rather because he has encouraged me to
pursue my scholarly interests to their logical conclusions. He has also insisted
that the integrity of my work be checked along the way, and that my writing be,
like that of the man Francis Bacon describes, exact. For all this and much more, I
am profoundly grateful.
I also wish to record my deep appreciation to the staff of the Faculty of
Theology for the generous assistance they have given me. In particular, Paul
Trebilco made it possible for me to use the Linguists' Software programme,
AnyText . And the staff of the Religious Studies Department, who sympathised
with me and ignored me when appropriate, had a major part to play in the
success of this venture.
Finally, to my friends and family, who support me in every way possible
and whose reward has been to know more about word pairs than anyone could
wish, I owe all I do or could ever hope to do.
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INTRODUCTION

The original title of this thesis was "Folk Proverbs in the Ancient Near East". The
intention was to trace, through several Ancient Near Eastern traditions folk
proverbs which shared a common semantic feature, using a selection culled from
the Hebrew Bible as a starting point. This idea foundered when I discovered that
not only is there little agreement about which sayings in the Hebrew Bible are
folk proverbs but there is even less agreement about what a proverb is and how it
can be identified.
In the flush of enthusiasm attendant upon beginning a project of this scope,
it seemed that the thing to do was to attempt a definition. One way to approach
definition is through context, that is, a proverb is a proverb when it behaves like
a proverb. However, that approach only serves to push the question back from
"what is a proverb?" to "what does it mean to behave like a proverb?" and this
issue has been discussed in depth by Carole Fontaine inTraditional Sayings in the
Old Testament (1982). Therefore, I chose to work on structural criteria which, in
any case, interested me more. (As I say, I am a taxonomist at heart.) To that end, I
began a study of proverbs from the point of view of oral formulaic analysis. This,
in the context of the Hebrew Bible, inevitably led straight to parallelism, which
seemed likely to be a fruitful source of material about what structures go into the
making of formulaic language.
Along the way, my attention was caught by the phenomenon of word pairs.
There has been considerable interest in them among biblical scholars, though the
discussion has for the most part generated more heat than light. Some have
hailed word pairs as the Semitic equivalent of the Homeric epithet, while others
have declared them to be an incidental language phenomenon of no inherent
significance. It is notable, however, that few studies have collected hard data.
Where information is available, few scholars have followed it up. For instance,
that parallelism is an important feature of classical Hebrew poetry has been
known since the eighteenth century. In the first half of the nineteenth century,
reference was made to the parallel structures of Chinese poetry, drawing specific
comparison with Hebrew. In this century, linguists and ethnographers, led by no
less a scholar than Roman [akobson, have studied parallelism in the crosscultural context and have shown that it is an extremely widespread cultural
phenomenon, more common in non-lndoEuropean languages. Because it is
relatively uncommon in the IndoEuropean languages (though very common in
the others), Western academics of the last two centuries have met it in the only
non-IndoEuropean language with which they were acquainted, classical Hebrew.
Many biblical scholars still believe that parallelism is a Semitic language
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phenomenon. Parallelism to them equals Semitic, and to be Semitic is to be
capable in religious matters, if a bit fanatic, but as far as literature is concerned not
a patch on Western Europeans.
However, parallelism is very far from being confined to oral, pre-industrial
or primitive societies. Rather, from the remarkable similarity of its organisation
in different language stocks, it seems to reflect some inherent pattern in the way
human beings try to make sense of the world. In the chapter on parallelism and
the one on word pairs I will describe the extent to which biblical scholarship has
failed to see these important points, and what that implies about conclusions that
have been reached. I will also show some of the useful aspects of analogous cases,
while frankly admitting that analogy takes us only so far and acknowledging that
it cannot, in the end, answer every question.
The focus of this study is on word pairs, generally acknowledged to be a
feature of parallel language, itself a feature of classical Hebrew poetry. But the
phenomenon of word pairing is not confined to parallel language, nor is parallel
language confined to poetry. The situation is similar to the phenomenon of
rhyme in English. Rhyme is a feature of English poetry, but is found in all sorts of
language not poetical, while poetry does not need to exhibit rhyme. In other
words, the two are not co-extensive. Further, rhyme may be studied, not as an
essential feature of poetry (which it isn't), but as a thing in itself. When studied
that way, it throws light upon the way our minds shape language and are in turn
shaped by it. So it is with word pairs: the chapter on parallelism explores that
topic in depth because it is relatively unfamiliar to speakers of Indo-European
languages. Later chapters develop the nature of word pairs, in parallel language
and in other styles of speech. All the above is discussed in considerable detail
because this thesis brings together several different disciplines to throw light
upon the continuity of word pairs.
Having set the stage, as it were, I reach the real centre of this study, the
translation of word pairs into the Greek of the Septuagint. The pairs shed light
upon several interesting aspects of language use. Most biblical scholars have
focussed on what the pairs (may) tell us about the composition of poetry in
parallel lines. But the very recognition that certain words are regularly used
together gives insight into the linguistic framework of biblical Hebrew. Another
way of throwing light upon the same issue is to look at the way those words were
translated in the Greek of the Septuagint. This particular approach - of
considering how word pairs were used by looking at how they were translated has, as far as I have been able to determine, been attempted by no one else.
As the study progresses, I explore what the translation of the pairs tells us
about the consciousness of the Seventy concerning the Hebrew language. Given
the nature of Jewish belief in revelation and the function and inerrancy of

Scripture, this is inextricably if tangentially linked with contemporary theology.
However, I wish to make it clear at the outset that theology, contemporary or
otherwise, is not the focus of this study and therefore is dealt with only in brief
comments or left to readers' implicit awareness.
The Influence of the Parry-Lord Theory
Judging by their bibliographies, linguists and ethnographers' who study
parallelism are aware that they owe their terminology at least to the abiding
interest of modem Jews and Christians in the workings of the Israelite mind.
Biblical scholars are not generally so well informed about their secular
counterparts. About one area of literary criticism they are very well informed,
however. The Parry-Lord theory appeared in its classic form when Alfred Bates
Lord published The Singer of Tales in 1960. That theory was in essence
formulated by the time of Milman Parry's accidental death in 1935, but
underwent refinement and verification by Parry's student and colleague, Lord.
The disruption caused by Parry's untimely death and then by World War rr
delayed Lord's thesis, which was eventually published asThe Singer of Tales. But
by the 1950's, enough was known about Parry and Lord's findings (through the
publication of papers since the early 1920's and through Lord's thesis, which was
submitted in 1949) to cause scholars studying other oral traditions to consider
how the Parry-Lord theory might be applied to their own work. Francis Peabody
Magoun's seminal article, "The Oral-Formulaic Character of Anglo-Saxon
Narrative Poetry" appeared in 1953, [arnes Ross published "Formulaic
Composition in Gaelic Oral Literature" in Modern Philology in 1959, and
Formulaic Diction and Thematic Composition in the Chanson de Roland , by
S.G. Nichols, jr., appeared in 1961. On the other hand, also appearing in 1961 was
Birger Gerhardsson's Memory and Manuscript: oral tradition and written
transmission in Rabbinic Judaism and early Christianity; it makes no mention of
any of Parry's articles or anything about Lord.
Not surprisingly, the first person to apply oral formulaic analysis (the
generic term for the Parry-Lord theory) to biblical texts was a classical scholar. At
least one article by William Whallon on the Homeric epithet had already been
published inYale Classical Studies ; his "Formulaic Poetry in the Old Testament"
appeared in 1963. Whallon expressed the central thesis of that article several
times:
[A] primary characteristic of the poetical books in the Old Testament
was a hemistichal parallelism of meaning, and a similar or identical
form of expression has subsequently appeared dominant in ancient
Egypt and Sumeria, as in Finland and Mongolia from the latter half of
our own millenium. Aural devices such as meter are relatively
. incidental; semantic rhythm is the essential property of the genre.
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Hebraic parallelism may therefore be considered a prosodic
requirement analogous to the Homeric hexameter and Anglo-Saxon
alliteration. Each existed from the beginning and cannot be derived....
....The Hebraic poet associated the swords and spears [of Isaiah 2:4] to
express himself under the schema of parallelism, as the Homeric poet
augmented his own swords with epithets that would provide segments
in the hexameter, and as the Anglo-Saxon poet replaced his swords
with kennings that would alliterate as he wished. The Old Testament
combines nouns; the Iliad modifies them; Beowulf supplants them.!
He followed this article with "Old Testament Poetry and Homeric Epic", but since
both were published inComparative Literature , they were little noticed in the
field of biblical studies. Whallon made his point even more forcibly inFormula,
Character, Context: Studies in Homeric, Old English, and Old Testament Poetry
(1969). That book, I think, brought oral formulaic analysis to the attention of
biblical scholars who had previously failed to notice it.
Few scholars today dispute the oral background of the Hebrew Bible or even
the formulaic nature of many of its texts.? Whatis hotly disputed, however, is
the meaning of formulaic in the biblical context, the extent to which a particular
passage is formulaic, and how much influence oral formulae had on the shape of
pieces that came to be written down. Probably because information about the
Parry-Lord theory is readily available rather than because of any demonstrated
similarity to Homeric Greek, biblical scholars most often apply Parry and Lord's
conclusions to the Hebrew Bible. In theory, there is nothing wrong with this:
In the past much light has been shed on dark areas of the people of
Israel and their literature by exploring parallel situations in the history
of other peoples about whem more is known. When faced with an
embarrassing lack of information about conditions prevailing at a
given time, scholars have often sought to sketch in the background of
the few and insufficient facts available by drawing an analogy from
another historical situation that is more fully documented, and so
more completely understood....This method is in principle quite sound,
since very often the discovery of a parallel about which more is known
offers the only hope of interpreting the meagre facts at our disposal. But
the extent to which such a study succeeds depends upon a careful and
judicious treatment of the evidence.s
The Iliad and Beowulf have an obvious flaw when considered as parallels with
the Hebrew Bible. Neither exhibits parallelism, which on anyone's terms is the
prominent feature of Hebrew verse. It is necessary to make some accommodation
for this fact, though many biblical scholars have been content to assume a
similarity that is by no means self-evident.
Whallon, 1963, pp. 1-2
2 In many of his articles John Van Seters seeks to correct the facile attribution of
"difficult" texts to oral tradition. See for example Van Seters, 1986.
3 Culley, 1967, p. 4
1
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Culley in the vel)' book quoted above sounds a warning that should have
been taken far more seriously by evel)'one, himself included. In reference to the
work done by [ames Ross on "Formulaic Composition in Gaelic Oral Literature"
he comments that
Ross's examples come from a tradition of oral composition that is no
longer living and so there appears to be no way of discovering how
individual singers employed recurrent ideas in a line or two-line form.
Further investigations will have to be made in different kinds of oral
literature to see how common such a device might ~.
Parallelism Is More Common Than Was Once Thought
At the vel)' time the words quoted above were being written, "Grammatical
Parallelism and its Russian Facet" was published by Roman Jakobson (1966). Like
other articles of importance to biblical scholars, it was little noticed by them at tl
time because it appeared in a journal not devoted specifically to biblical
scholarship. Not until Stephen A. Geller'sParallelism in Early Biblical Poetry
(1979) did anyone attempt to discuss biblical poetry in the light of [akobson's
observations. This is in spite of the fact that the Bible is the most studied
literature of all time, as well as being the most studied of the works which exhibit
parallelism.
Some fifteen years earlier than Geller however, Stanley Gevirtz drew upon
the previous study of Ugaritic parallelism and particularly the word pairs found
there. His book, Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel, was first published in 1963,
with a second edition in 1973. It turned out to be the most influential book on the
subject written before 1980. Gevirtz saw what he did as only a beginning, a way to
help discover the meaning of obscure texts.
We began these studies with what appeared to us to be a verifiable and
self-evident truth: the pervasiveness of a tradition in the fashioning of
early Hebrew poetry. This Syro-Palestinian tradition to which the
biblical poets were heir, which seems to have had its origins in remote
antiquity and which may have been motivated, we suggested by the
requirements of oral verse formation, consisted for the most part in the
employment of fixed pairs of words set in parallel structure. Through a
close investigation of five poems we set out to examine the use made
of this tradition by the early Hebrew poets and the applicability of the
resultant patterns as a literary-critical tool for the elucidation of the
meaning of these several texts.>
Gevirtz acknowledged in his Prologue that he learned of the Parry-Lord theory
only at the end of his work, but emphasised that he appreciated the similarity of
principle that lay behind his own and Parry's work

4
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Culley, 1967, p. 20
Gevirtz, 1973, p. 97
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Only after the present work in all its essentials was completed, the
evidence assembled, and the ideas formulated, was I introduced to the
theories of the late Professor Milman Parry, whose studies of the
Homeric poems and other epic literature led him to recognise the
importance, and to stress the significance, of tradition in the
composition of ancient poetry. The literary traditions of Greek and
Hebrew differ widely and fundamentally, but to have learned that the
force of tradition was as much a factor in early Greek as in Hebrew
poetry and to have arrived independently at a similar explanation for
such reliance upon it have helped strengthen my own convictions
concerning the essential validity of the position reached.s
Since Geller's book, most biblical scholars writing on parallelism have made
some use of the ever-increasing volume of literature concerning that
phenomenon. They have, however, almost without exception, failed to make
use of the linguistic studies that have been done on the many languages that
exhibit this trait. There have been fine studies of parallelism in Mandarin
Chinese (Boodberg, 1979), Toda (Emeneau, 1966), Nahuatl (Leon-Portilla, 1985),
and Rotinese (Fox, 1988), to mention only a few.
A Hebrew Metrics?
Some mention should be made of the ongoing attempts of generations of
scholars to discover metres which would enable biblical poetry to be scanned, and
so bring it into line with other (mainly Western) systems of poetry. The reason
for this persistence appears to be an ethnocentric belief, reinforced by the
pervasive study of classical texts, that led to the conviction, often subconscious,
that "real" poetry has metre. Prior to the last century or two, understanding of
language groups was minimal, leading to an assumption that what was true for
Greek and Latin was also true for Hebrew. Comments made by Jerome (c. 340--420
CE) demonstrate this clearly.
Well, then, from the beginning of the book to the words of Job, the
Hebrew version is in prose. Further, from the words of Job where he
says, "May the day perish wherein I was born, and the night in which
it was said, a man child is conceived," to the place where before the
close of the book it is written "Therefore I blame myself and repent in
dust and ashes," we have hexameter verses running in dactyl and
spondee: and owing to the idiom of the language other feet are
frequently introduced not containing the same number of syllables,
but the same quantities. Sometimes, also, a sweet and musical rhythm
is produced by the breaking up of the verses in accordance with the
laws of metre, a fact better known to prosodists than to the ordinary
reader."

6
7

Gevirtz, 1973, pp. 4-5
Fremantle, 1893, p. 491
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The Budde hypothesis is the most sustained modern attempt to find a
metrical pattern.
In 1882 Karl Budde first described in detail his hypothesis on the
structure of ancient Hebrew poetry. Qina meter, or falling rhythm, is a
succession of lines of two colons, unequally divided in terms of
syllables or accents, so that the first exceeds the second....
Normally in the Heb the longer colon consists of three words and the
shorter is two words, with some recognized variation. Budde held that
the line is never equally divided. He described the falling meter as a
rhythm that always dies away and he attempted to establish rules for its
structure. He associated the rhythm with the lament or funeral song....
The concept of Budde's falling rhythm has attracted scholarly attention
up to the present time. The paradox is that, while one can find classic
examples of the falling rhythm in Lamentations and elsewhere in the
Hebrew Bible, there is no general agreement on a rationale for the
numerous exceptions found in the same poems. There are clearly
many examples of the qina meter in Hebrew poetry that have nothing
to do with lament, and some laments are not written in that pattern.
Perhaps the only consensus is that great caution is in order when
characterizing falling rhythm.
Conventional statistical tests have the ability to distinguish
patterns, differences, or relationships that may not reasonably be
attributed to chance. Thus it is possible to analyze Budde's hypothesis
by means of statistics in order to determine which patterns of syllable or
stress structure may be attributed to the freedom of the poet to express
each thought without regard to structure, and which patterns may
fairly be laid to nonchance factors, technically called significant
differences. A nonchance pattern would imply the presence of design
crafted into the structure of the poem under study in terms of line
length, colon length, and stress pattern. If all fluctuations and
exceptions are nothing more than chance factors, the argument for
design could not be sustained. The advantage of such analysis is that it
examines only the overall design, rather than the usual stanza-bystanza analysis.f
ABD fails to note that there is not even any scholarly agreement on what
constitutes a syllable, let alone how stress should be determined. That fact rather
undermines the value of statistical analysis.
[S]tatistical analysis provides substantial support for the structural
aspect of Budde's hypothesis when the colons and stresses of the poems
are taken as a whole. One possible interpretation of this evidence is that
the poems were sung in ancient times in such a way as to emphasize
the qina pattern, and that the chanter had ways analogous to modern
liturgical chanting of accommodating to those lines which did not
conform to that pattern.?
While it is tempting to be scathing about efforts like Budde's (and
Freedman's more recently), biblical scholars generally agree that stress and/ or
8
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syllable count is significant, even if the specifics are debated. Therefore ongoing
attempts at analysis are valuable in spite of what seems like a slight air of
desperation that attends the efforts. To be fair, the same could be said of the way
the poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins are scanned - if we didn't have the
scansion from the author's own hand.
The difficulties are summed up by Gevirtz in a measured paragraph.
Meter in Hebrew poetry has generally been described in terms of the
number of stressed syllables. But meter, in the strict sense of the word,
must account for unstressed syllables as well. Lowth's argument against
the likelihood of defining meters in biblical Hebrew poetry has never
been adequately refuted: namely that the correct pronunciation of
ancient Hebrew, the syllabification of many words, and the quantity
and accent of the syllables are all highly uncertain.... In addition, the fact
of a Syro-Palestinian literary diction, common also to the biblical poets,
with origins in remote antiquity, makes metrical schematizations as
currently fashioned hazardous in the extreme. Ugaritic preserves case
endings, while Hebrew, with rare exceptions according to the received
text, does not. Since Hebrew does not preserve the case endings found
in Ugaritic, while it does preserve the very specific word pairs, the
meters would necessarily differ. It is merely a begging of the question to
ignore all these difficulties and, in counting stresses alone (when even
the exact placement of them is often uncertainl), to speak of meter. For
what is counted most often is simply the number of words, or
"significant" elements, in each colon.! 0
Pardee's more recent exploration of the same issue reaches the same conclusion:
The reasons for this study are two: 1) When reading various studies on
Hebrew and Ugaritic metrics I am frequently struck by the degree of
arbitrariness which goes into the erection of the system, one which
often leads to unacceptably extensive transformations of the text (hence
a certain scepticism towards any metrical system); 2) Even when the
metrical systems are erected and applied to the text, they appear to me
not to meet the accepted definition of the word 'meter' as used in
describing the structure of poetry in other languages. 1 1
After discussing various definitions of metre:
I wish to argue that it is this regular, predictable, or at least observable
recurrence which is lacking in Ugaritic and Hebrew poetry and that it is
this lack which renders usage of the term 'meter' inappropriate.! 2
I feel that Pardee has fairly settled the issue of metrics in these two languages
until more information changes the picture.
A system of accented syllables accompanied by a set number of
unaccented syllables appears to me to be out of the question for
Ugaritic, or Hebrew poetry. On the other hand, Ugaritic poetry, the lines
of which are on the whole more regular in length than those of
Hebrew poetry, could have a meter based on accented syllables only, if
Gevirtz, 1973, pp. 12-3
1 1 Pardee, 1981, p. 113
1 2 Pardee, 1981, p. 116
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2 I
we assum e that long word s could have more than one accen t
and that
short word s could comb ine to furnis h one accen t....Si nce this
is
undet ermin able owin g to our ignor ance of Ugari tic vocal izatio
n,
witho ut ment ionin g poetic inton ation, such a syste m canno t
be
prove n. The same may be said of the more regul ar of Hebr ew
poetr y. A
large amou nt of Hebr ew poetr y, howe ver, has lines that vary
a great
deal in length , and none of the accep ted metri cal system s may
be easily
appli ed to such poetr y, i.e., no metri cal system which I have
seen can
scan a signif icant portio n of Hebr ew poetr y, witho ut emen datio
n, and
come up with anyth ing appro achin g a predi ctable patter n, or
any kind
of regul arly repea ted patter n.! 3

The Parry -Lord Theo ry
Some time aroun d 1932, MiIm an Parry , who was Assis tant Profe
ssor of Class ics at
Harv ard Unive rsity, becam e dissat isfied with his effort s to elucid
ate the oral
backg round of Home r's poetry .
[Parry in 1930J was argui ng deduc tively from his analy sis of style.
In his
secon d articl e on the same subjec t, publi shed in 1932, writte n
befor e his
Yugo slav trips, he made use of evide nce from other poetr ies
and from
the repor ts of collec tors. It was becau se he was dissat isfied with
both of
these metho ds that he decid ed to condu ct his own inves tigati
ons of
oral poetry .! 4
Parry 's own word s make it clear why he chose to study the Yugo
slav epics.
[T[he aim of the study was to fix with exactn ess thefo rm of oral
story
poetr y, to see where in it differ s from theform of writte n story
poetry .
Its meth od was to obser ve singe rs work ing in a thrivi ng tradit
ion of
unlet tered song and to see how the form of their songs hangs
upon
their havin g to learn and practi ce their art witho ut readi ng and
writin g.
The princ iples oioral form thus gotten would be usefu l in two
ways.
They would be a starti ng point for a comp arativ e study of oral
poetr y
which sough t to see how the way of life of a peopl e gives rise
to a
poetr y of a given kind and a given degre e of excell ence. Secon
dly, they
woul d be usefu l in the study of the great poem s which have
come
down to us as lonely relics of a dim past: we woul d know how
to work
backw ards from their form so as to learn how they must have
been
made .t >
Parry 's hopes were more than justif ied; his work began the discip
line of oral
formu laic analy sis.
A New Meth odolo gy
The most press ing need in the study of biblic al poetr y has been
for a firm
metho dolog y - at a time when many discip lines recog nise the
need for a
thoro ugh overh aul. The work of those schol ars who have used
the insigh
Parde e, 1981, p. 117fn
14 Lord, 1991, p. 40
1 S quote d in Lord, 1960, p. 3
I 3
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Parry and Lord to develop their theoretical understanding has foundered on the
difference between Homeric epic and biblical poetry. Those insights have been too
slavishly applied to any composition loosely described as "oral". Are we therefore
to dismiss a whole generation of classical scholars? By no means. Still less would
I suggest that the fruits of their labours should be confined to the compositions of
Homer and his Greek contemporaries. No, rather, it is necessary to take a step
back from what is specific in the Parry-Lord theory in order to learn from the
creative insights that lie behind it.
For instance, Parry defined the formula as "a group of words which is
regularly employed under the samemetrical conditions to express a given
essential idea";' 6 That definition does not work for the formula in Hebrew
poetry. So much is clear. It is not only that, as explained above, our
understanding of the role of metre is unclear. In addition, if the definition of
formula is separated from the idea of metre, then a new definition must be
constructed. It might be (with Parry's well-known words in mind) that a formula
in Hebrew poetry is "a group of words which is regularly employed under the
same
conditions to express a given essential idea". But what conditions are
those? "Stylistic" appears too loose. We have already accepted that the conditions
are not metrical, which may be why those familiar with Homer find Hebrew
poetry very much less rigorous. This observation does not mean however that
we should dismiss the idea of "formula" in connection with Hebrew poetry. To
be sure, we must treat it with caution because it was originally formulated from
the observation of narrative poetry which is rare in the Hebrew Bible. Even
Whallon, who relies largely on twentieth century classical scholarship for his
insights, counsels caution:
In the first chapter of Mimesis....Erich Auerbach contrasted the
narrative about Odysseus' scar (from the nineteenth book of the
Odyssey ) with the narrative about Abraham's offering of Isaac (from
the twenty-second chapter of Genesis). The analysis is brilliant; and yet
the two texts do not seem wholly comparable. For Homeric epic is no
more analogous to Old Testament prose than to the poetry; it is
episodic like the one, but formulaic like the other - the argument from
style that Homeric epic derived ultimately from an oral culture cannot
be extended to Old Testament prose but can in large measure be
extended to the poetry. So the passage about Odysseus' scar answers, in
one way, to the passage about the offering of Isaac, but in another way,
equally good, to a chapter from Habakkuk.! 7
But theidea that formulae are used in performance composition to facilitate the
construction of songs remains valid for (as far as we know) all oral traditions.

quoted in Lord, 1960, p. 4; my emphasis
17 Whallon, 1969, pp. 173-4
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Likewise, the study of a living culture that exhibits the particular style of language
construction under consideration remains a contribution to a valid methodology.
There is one characteristic of parallel language which strikes the observer as
formulaic. Gevirtz goes so far as to call word pairs cliches:
From a modern perspective, conditioned by its prejudices of literary
canons and taste, such fixed pairs are cliches. The charge is legitimate;
but in the hands of a skilled poet, as we hope to show, the cliche can be
transformed into an instrument of immense power and a most able
vehicle for intense emotional expression.' 8
Gevirtz related these "cliches" to the traditional ways of expression found in oral
societies.
When we ask why poets, who were capable of the most original,
profound, and moving thoughts world literature has ever known,
should have had such regular and continual traffic with cliches, the
answer must lie in an understanding of their dependence upon, and
regard for, tradition. Reliance upon tradition, in turn, must find its
raison d'Eire in some particular need to which it answered. This need,
it may be suggested, had its genesis at a time when poetry was being
composed without the aid of writing tools, that is to say, when poetic
composition was an oral art. The poet had to construct his verses "on
his feet," as it were, and to retain them in his memory. He was
therefore forced to rely upon some mnemonic device, in this case upon
a conventional diction and traditional patterns of composition. SyroPalestinian poets, who formed their verses primarily in parallel lines,
apparently found it expedient to employ conventionally fixed pairs of
words.l

?

Gevirtz went on to compare the traditional diction found in Hebrew poetry with
that of the early Greeks.
Parry similarly found the need for the reliance upon a fixed poetic
diction in the limitations imposed upon the poets who composed their
verses orally. Writing, he argued, permits a poet to leave his thought
unfinished and sufficient leisure to search for, to find, and to alter new
groupings of words with which to satisfy the requirements of his
creation. In a society where writing is unknown, however, a poet is able
to fashion his verses only if he has available to him a diction readymade, a number of formulaic phrases at his command which he can
easily arrange and rearrange to suit the specific needs of his poem's
action. The sources of these phrases, necessarily, are the poems of his
predecessors and contemporaries which he has heard and whose poetic,
or stock, phraseology he has mastered.? 0
Word pairs answered the same need for Hebrew poetry as Parry's formulae did
for Greek:
Gevirtz, 1973, p. 9
! 9 Gevirtz, 1973, p. 10
20 Gevirtz, 1973, p. 11
! 8
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Unlike the Greek, the Hebrew poet structured his verses not with
whole formulaic phrases (though on occasion, as we shall indicate, this
technique also was employed) but with fixed pairs of parallel terms.? 1
Thus, word pairs are formulaic, without being formulae in Parry's definition
because that definition makes metre integral. Whallon, who makes the word pair
the Semitic equivalent of the Homeric epithet, hypothesises beyond what we
know of how parallel language is constructed.
Further, this characteristic appears independently in several languages
which are not closely, or even remotely, related. Word pairs appear to be a
feature, but not a necessary feature, of parallel language. They also occur in some
language which is not parallel, such as the Eddas? 2 and the writings of
Montaigne. 2 3 This entire issue is discussed at length in the following chapters.
A Living Tradition of Parallelism
William R. Watters touched in 1976 on the problem of a valid comparative
living literature. He started by noting the inconsistency of Culley's criticism of
Ross.
Culley has lodged a criticism against J. Ross' work in Gaelic poetry
which is applicable to himself. Culley says that Ross has studied a now
dead tradition of oral composition, namely Gaelic poetry. Thus there is
no way to determine how that poetry was created, but certainly, so is
Culley's examination of Old Testament poetry a study of a now dead
tradition.... 2 4
He even suggested where a parallel might occur: "It would be wiser, we think, to
seek out a Semitic oral tradition, if one exists, rather than unrelated parallels
from diverse literatures."25 But later, for himself, he rejected the comparative
study of living traditions because he believed it was not able to elucidate his
material. "We have no interest in field studies of living oral verse-making be
they taken from the South Seas or the Ukraine."26 Watters was unable to take
the step back from Parry and Lord's work to see that while the specific
conclusions drawn are not valid for the study of the Hebrew Bible, the
methodology that inspired those conclusions is.
Where then are we to find a living tradition that exhibits both parallelism
and word pairs? Luckily there is just such a one available that has been much
studied over a period of some three decades. [ames J. Fox has devoted his life to

21 Gevirtz, 1973, p. 12
22 See Gurevic, 1986
23 See Sayee, 1971
24 Watters, 1976, p. 19
25 Watters, 1976, p. 18fn
26 Watters, 1976, p. 39
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the study of Rotinese, and has published a great deal of material on parallelism in
general and on word pairs in particular. I shall draw on his work intermittently
throughout this study as I regard his investigation of the living tradition of
parallelism and word pairs in Rotinese as relevant to the study of word pairs in
the Hebrew Bible as the study of Avdo Mededovic's work was for Parry's analysis
of Homer. We cannot, however, get all our questions about ancient texts
answered by modern practitioners of a similar poetic style. It is a case of using the
similarities with skill and discretion, while maintaining a close study of the
primary text.
We can and must take cognizance of the work of a modern ethnographers
like [ames Fox. (Later we shall also look at the work of William Bright for the
same reason.) They are not however the final answer to questions about biblical
parallelism. Those examples, like others from Toda and Vietnamese, Russian
and Icelandic, remain valid only by analogy. They tell us in no direct way what
classical Hebrew practitioners thought they were doing when they composed in
parallel language and when they used word pairs. We have, as I have said, no
direct information on the subject. Yet parallel language was used, and so were
word pairs in ritual language and in narrative prose through all the centuries of
the Hebrew Bible and those of the early Christian era, at least by speakers and
writers of Aramaic and Late Hebrew. In the later centuries, parallelism was not
recognised consciously as such in scripture, and this at the very time and by the
very people who used it in their secular writing and in pieces like prayers
composed more or less in scriptural style. That fact constitutes another argument
that such composition was intuitive or at least culturally conditioned.
Why Word Pairs?
It has been an object of the study of word pairs almost from its inception that
specific rules governing their practice should if possible be found. If it were
possible to find what determines their usage, then one could extrapolate from the
rules and discover when they were being broken and why.
Fortunately, in the texts under investigation, many of the errors can be
corrected with a reasonable degree of certainity. Nevertheless, the critic
may not rule out the ever present possibility that what may appear as
unintelligible to the modern reader may well have been perfectly
intelligible to the ancient writer; while, on the other hand, apparent
textual intellibility can on occasion be shown to have been the result of
later scribal activity. But in so far as poets have ever delighted in casting
old materials in new forms, and new materials in old forms, the critic
must be ever alive also to the possibility that the poet may have
deliberately altered his manner in order to produce a new effect. 2 7
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The paremiologist Lutz Rohrich has argued that "traditional formulaic language
like the proverb has an inner tendency to be parodied."? 8 Stanley Gevirtz
discusses an example, not of parody but of intentional departure from the
accepted pattern, in Lamech's song to his wives (Gen 4:23-4).
Lamech vaunts himself even beyond his infamous forebear, and his
exaggeration is underscored by the very composition of his pretentious
bravado. The parallelism in which this may be seen and which
commands our attention is that of the numbers "sevenfold" / /
"seventy and seven." We have already noted in the preceding study the
tradition of number parallelism so common in Syro-Palestinian verse,
a tradition which required a gradation of numerals in successive lines
such that the figure employed in the second of the two parallel lines
was one unit larger than the first. The significance of this pattern, it was
stressed, lay in the "equivalence" of the two numbers. Had the present
couplet, therefore, been fashioned after this pattern of Syro-Palestinian
number parallelism the sequent of "sevenfold" would of necessity
have been "eightfold," or, conversely, the correspondent of "seventy
and seven" appearing in the second colon would have had to be "sixty
and six" in the first colon. But, had either of these parallelisms been
employed, Lamech's meaning would have been that his claim to
revenge was as great as that of Cain. And this is the point of the poem
and of its nontraditional final couplet: Lamech pretends to an even
greater -- an exaggerated -- measure of revenge and is made to do so
through a disproportionate parallelism of numbers.P ?
If subsequent research indicates that the matter is not quite as simple as Gevirtz
suggests, still the principle he enunciates -- careful examination of texts to
determine patterns -- remains a model for research in this field. He says himself
that
no attempt, as far as I am aware, has been made to apply this principle
of poetic tradition systematically to any poem or group of poems within
the corpus of biblical Hebrew literature for the purpose of noting its
significance as a literary-critical, that is to say, an interpretative, tool.
The present monograph represents an initial attempt at filling this gap;
"initial," because I am only too aware of the insufficiency of what has
here been done and of how much has yet to be done. But if these
studies may for others serve as stimulus to further exploration and
investigation the attempt will have been justified and the writer's
efforts amply rewarded.> 0
In the work which follows, I have been concerned to look only for the
presence of word pairs within the parameters set by the concordance programme.
We are too ignorant of the mechanics of their use to be able to draw firm
conclusions about the significance of how they are used. At this stage we simply
do not have enough information to know whether it is significant that word
28
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pairs are used in different types of parallelism, in reversed order, and as different
parts of speech, for example. Once we have accumulated sufficient hard data, it
may be that this sort of information will be forthcoming later. In the meantime,
the most pressing need -- in association with a sound methodology -- is the
accumulation of that data. To that end first and foremost this study is devoted.
One of the difficulties inherent in understanding the Hebrew Bible is the
uncompromising fact that classical Hebrew has not been a living language for
more than two thousand years. Those for whom it was a mother tongue are
separated from us not only by culture and language but by rather more than two
millennia. Little remains to enable us to understand the basic mechanics of their
everyday lives, let alone their thought patterns.
The "discovery" of parallelism in the eighteenth century, followed by the
"discovery" of word pairs, first in Ugaritic and then in Hebrew sixty years ago, has
greatly deepened our insight into the mechanics of Semitic versification.
Nevertheless, we remain almost wholly ignorant of the extent to which
practitioners of the art were self-consciously aware of parallelism and specifically
of word pairs. For example, when a "singer of psalms", to paraphrase Lord's
words, performed, did (s)he conciously cast his/her composition into pairs of cola
for which the lynch-pin as it were was the word pair? Evidence from Roti ("our
ancestors spoke in pairs") suggests that he may have. On the other hand, when
very much later rabbinic scholars attempted an analysis of parallel language, they
failed to comprehend it at all. My personal feeling, and it is more feeling than
anything else, is that the pairing of words is almost wholly culturally
conditioned, whether in parallel language or in language structured other ways;
("fish and chips" or "shark and taties", but never "shark and chips" or "fish and
taties" .)
Along the way, on the continuum with the "singer of psalms" (whether
Ugaritic or Hebrew, or both) at one end and the proto-rabbinic commentator at
the other, there is a point where the trajectory has been as it were frozen, and it is
possible to gain an insight into the linguistic workings of one group of people
who used parallel language. This was the group of Jews, probably men, who lived
in Alexandria and perhaps other Hellenistic cities, who undertook the
momentous task of translating Hebrew scriptures into Greek. It seems not to
have been done by committee, but by a group of people each of whom did a
portion:
We are fortunate that it was individuals who translated the biblical
Books into Greek; and even when a Book was translated by two men,
they each worked on a different portion of the Book, the second
Septuagint translator beginning where the first left off. So that when
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the modern scholar studies the Septuagint translation of a Book of the
Bible, he is studying the work and temperament of one man.> 1
My conclusion in this study is that the Seventy were probably not consciously
aware of the significance of word pairs; they were however subconsciously
aware, and this subconscious awareness expressed itself in an unusual
consistency in the translation of those pairs. This consistency is greater than any
other discovered for the Septuagint so far, and greater than that found in some
other contexts. Evidence for these contentions will be brought forward from time
to time as my argument develops.
Nevertheless, the translation made in Alexandria of the Hebrew Bible
during the closing centuries of the first millennium before Christ remains the
most significant translation ever achieved.P ? Through the exertions of the
Seventy, we have for nearly all the Hebrew scriptures both the Greek of the
Septuagint (LXX) and the Hebrew that has come down to us as the Masoretic Text
(MT). That the latter has not changed substantially in two thousand years has
been verified by comparison of the MT with Qumran texts. Thus it is possible to
compare the two texts and to consider ( make a stab! ) at what may have been in
the minds of the Seventy as they struggled to render the parallel cadences of
classical Hebrew into something approaching the grandeur of Hellenistic Greek.
Since it is not my intention to argue for or against the inclusion of any
particular two words as part of the corpus of recognised word pairs, I have chosen
those for which I search the ones collected by Dahood and his associates in the
three volumes ofRas Shamra Parallels (RSP). While I am aware that some points
about RSP are contentious, such as the inclusion of two identical terms as word
pairs, the focus of this study is ontranslation rather than onprovenance.
Therefore I have accepted RSP as they stand, with a few exceptions which are
noted in Chapter VI Which Word Pairs?
It is a tall order to analyse the translation(s) used by the Seventy for RSP
word pairs. Therefore, I have confined my efforts to certain pairs only: those
which pair with y:)~ "earth", which number thirty: those which pair with the
thirty, bringing the total to about 220, and those which pair with the ones that
pair with y)~, which are noted but not analysed. The reasons for choosing these
words are described in detail in Chapter VI Which Word Pairs? Suffice to say
here that the number is statistically significant and the spread of occurrences is
satisfyingly broad. Further, the words conveyed important concepts to the Jewish
mind, for they appear as a veritable galaxy in which constellations such as
"heaven", "house", "way", liking", and "sea" manoeuvre. To extend the
Orlinsky, 1975, pp. 89-90
32 It has been called "Egypt's greatest gift to Western civilisation." Quoted
without citation in the Forward to Pietersma and Cox, 1984.
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metaphor, this galaxy provided a universe in which Jewish exegetes navigated
through the ever more difficult stratosphere of an increasingly monotheistic
theology.
The same issues are revelant to the Christian scriptures. It is not only that by
entering into the minds of Jews in the later pre-Christian centuries and early
Christian era, we can begin to appreciate their style of thinking, though this is
true. It is not even that everything we learn about the time goes toward building
up a picture that is still disturbingly meagre, though this too is true. It is far more
specific than either of those. First century Jews (at least those who eventually
wrote the Christian scriptures) used the LXX. Not only were they so familiar with
it that they used it in the great majority of their OT quotations, but they took it for
granted that their readers would appreciate their choice.> 3 While we do not
know at what time or to what degree the LXX was used in worship in Palestine, it
was undeniably there in the first century CE, for fragments are found among the
Qurnran documents. And, because it was used in Christian scripture both by
verbal allusion and by direct quotation, the influence of the LXX version on
subsequent patterns of Christian thought is profound. Presumably the LXX was
also used in Christian circles in that first century, as scripture always has been, in
preaching and in liturgy. In support of the idea that the LXX was used in
synagogues throughout the Hellenistic world, it is logical to assume that where
life was conducted in Greek, preaching at least was also in that language. On the
other hand, we know that in the eastern Roman Empire quite ordinary urban
people were often multi-lingual, to facilitate communication in a polyglot
society. (Acts 2:5-11 describes Jerusalem in such terms; how much more could the
cities founded by Greek colonists be so characterised.)
Whatever may have been the situation regarding the day-to-day use of the
LXX in subsequent centuries, it is clear that the more insight we can gain into
reasons, linguistic or theological, for the choice of words by the Seventy, the
better. And this analysis of the translation of word pairs is one small attempt at
that. It is logical that by selecting lexical items in common currency, like word
pairs, we may reduce the likelihood of being misled by idiosyncratic translation.
For the same reason, translations are taken from all the books found in the BHS
which are also found in the LXX. Which is to say that we are not concentrating
on Psalms, for instance, or even on the Prophets. Scope is important if we are to
establish the continuity of a principle as pervasive as that of word pairing.
Methodology
As explained earlier in this chapter, I feel that the academic study of the Hebrew
Bible suffers considerably from a lack of what might be called for want of a better
33
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term "scientific method". By this I mean that terminology often is not strictly or
explicitly defined, generalisations are made from woefully inadequate data, there
is little explicit description of how data are collected, etc. It will be clear that I
intend that this study suffer from none of these.
It used to be said that the essence of the scientific method was that "if one
fool can do it, any fool can do it.", that is, the rationale and method should be so
clearly and carefully explained that anyone can follow the same technique and
achieve the same results. That is what I intend in this study. I have described in
Chapter VI Which Word Pairs? the means by which I selected the word pairs for
study and how I discovered specific examples from the Hebrew Bible. In Chapter
VII How Were They Translated? there is an explanation of the attempts I made to
find a convenient way to discover the LXX Greek of those Hebrew words. In the
end, the way I chose was to simply look up the reference in the LXX. At the places
where the LXX does not directly follow the MT, for instance in the different
numbering of the Psalms, I have noted the correct LXX reference.
In order to throw the word pairs I have chosen into sharper focus, I have
developed a stylised perspective from which to view them. As mentioned
already, the word y}~ "earth" is the focus around which all the words I chose
revolve. Those that pair with it I call the first shell, those that pair with the first
shell I call the second shell, and those that pair with the second shell I call the
third shell. This is an artificial way of examining the word pairs, intended only to
heighten perceived relationships. In no way do I mean to imply that the shells
constitute anything inherent in the Hebrew words themselves.
The status of data is different from that of conclusions. You may criticise me
for the way I developed the methodology or you may point out that I did not
correctly follow my own method, but once you have accepted those, the results
are beyond dispute. Conclusions fall into a separate category and are, like all
conclusions, forever vulnerable.
One of the benefits this study has to offer is that it has brought together the
work of scholars who are not, as far as I can tell, known to each other. Adele
Berlin does not appear, for instance, to know of the work of Peter Boodberg on
parallelism. I have been able to use insights from several disciplines - Iinguistics,
ethnography, and biblical studies - to produce a coherent, if tentative, description
and classification of word pairs. This classification is carried through and used in
each example discussed in the case studies that lie behind the discussions in
Chapters IV and V. In turn this classification serves as a basis from which to work
when assessing the Greek translation of the same words in the Septuagint.
The concordance programmeAnyText (a product of Linguists' Software,
Inc.) was used on a MacIntosh LC personal computer in conjunction with the text
of theBiblia Hebraica Stuttgartensis (BHS), grammatically tagged and indexed.
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The information generated by this programme was the primary source of my
data. Using references produced byAnyText , I then consulted Rahlf's edition of
the LXX (1935) for the translation of the word pairs. I constantly checked my
interpretation against those in English translations of the LXX, as well as
translations given in HR and LS. For meanings of Hebrew words, I have deemed
as correct any which are accepted by both BDB and KB. It is unfortunate that the
newDictionanJ of Classical Hebrew, presently in publication by the Sheffield
Academic Press, is not yet complete. Both of those I am using have faults (the
former is very old, and the latter, beingau fond a German work, uses somewhat
idiosyncratic English), but in the absence of the Sheffield dictionary I feel the
combination of the two offers the best possibility for accuracy.
All data accumulated is compiled in appendices that appear at the end of the
chapters most relevant to their use. The first appendix appears at the end of
Chapter HI How Word Pairs Mean; it contains the complete classification of word
pairs given by three writers whose methods are analysed in that chapter. There is
another appendix consisting of tables of all the word pairs in RSP, analysed by
part of speech, and a full listing of "the Major Complex". They are found at the
end of Chapter VI Which Word Pairs? The appendix which contains the
examples of Late Hebrew text which I analysed for the presence of word pairs is
found at the end of Chapter V Did Word Pairs Persist? The final appendix is the
most comprehensive; it consists of all the word pairs analysed for their
translation, in the order of their RSP number, with numbers of occurrences both
Hebrew and Greek, and other relevant information. Thus, whenever a word pair
is mentioned in the text, it may be checked according to its RSP number for
specific data by looking in that appendix. It appears just before the Bibliography.
Finally, I feel that I cannot do better than to quote Matitiahu Tsevat:
I am aware that I may be criticised for counselling underinterpretation.
My response: underinterpretation, while bad, is a shade better than
overinterpretation. Overinterpretation breeds a host of untestable
hypotheses; like the hoped-for nuclear fusion reactor it produces its
own fuel. Yet facile hypotheses (in the biblicists' jargon, "bold
hypotheses") are more a hindrance than a furtherance in Old
Testament science.P ?

34 Tsevat,

1980, p. 203
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WHE N

COR RECf LY VIEW ED

THE MERELY META PHOR ICAL
BECO MES THE SUPERBLY THRE E DIME NSIO NAL
"As my two eyes make one in sight"
Rober t Frost 1
Seein g As A Stylis tic Devic e
by the early
The came ra is only one of many remar kable devic es inven ted
to freeze action as
Victo rians. It enabl es a perso n to recor d instan tly what is seen,
ds in two
it were. But it also has is a disad vanta ge. A photo graph recor
distor tion. What
dimen sions what exists in three dimen sions . This result s in
fact small .
appea rs to be near is in fact far away ; what appea rs large is in
is becau se two
Natur al huma n sight is able to see in three dimen sions . This
the right eye sees
eyes are invol ved in the proce ss. The left eye sees the image and
eyes are not seein g
the same image , but from a slight ly differ ent angle . The two
three dimen sions ; a
from exact ly the same place. The result is that huma ns see in
.
came ra "sees " in two dimen sions becau se it has only one "eye"
photo graph y to
Dagu erre's succe ssors used the two-d imens ional chara cter of
throu gh a pair of
create the illusi on of a three -dime nsion al image . One looke d
scopi c vision
lenses at a pair of photo graph s set in a rack 30-40 cm away . Stereo
Since the adven t of
produ ced a three -dime nsion al effect which was very striki ng.
explo ited to
aerial photo graph y in this centu ry, the same princ iple has been
separ ated by abou t 7
meas ure land heigh ts using a stereo scope . Two photo graph s
are taken of the
degre es (beca use that is the angle of differ ence betwe en the eyes)
table or draw ing
same geogr aphic al featur e. These stereo pairs are place d on a
lense s on a fourboard , and the stereo scope is fitted over them. It consi sts of two
graph s place d so
legge d frame of conve nient size to accom moda te the two photo
ng the two
that neith er obscu res the other. [See Figur e 1 overle af.] By viewi
ved. One calcu lates
photo graph s toget her, an illusi on of three dimen sions is achie
ed to photo graph s
land heigh t using a fixed formu la. The same meth od is appli
taken throu gh a scann ing electr on micro scope .
"desc ribe"
There is an impo rtant princ iple at work here: it is possi ble to
possi ble to create
three -dime nsion al thing s in a two dimen siona l way. It is also
277
1 from "Two Tram ps in Mud Time ", Latha m, 1969, p.
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the illusion of three dimensions by simultaneously "viewing" two
representations of the same thing from slightly different points of view.
This principle works the same way when it is transferred from the discipline
of optics to that of literature. In language, things may be "described" using
metaphQr, which creates a picture. Just like a photograph, a metaphor can be
stunningly effective, particularly in the hands of a person who combines skill
with genuine love for the art form. But it remains two-dimensional because the
thing is "seen" through a single "eye".
Just as in photography, there is a way to use the natural advantage of two
human "eyes" to produce the illusion of three dimensions. And the method by
which it is done is exactly the same as in photography. Two metaphors
("pictures") are placed side by side, and are "viewed" simultaneously. The result
is three-dimensional as a single metaphor never is, be it ever so striking. When
Brooke-Rose describes parallelism as a pointing formula, she demonstrates the
sort of confusion a person unfamiliar with this technique might feel:
In Parallelism, there is in fact no pointing to the proper term at all, but
the repetition of the same construction, or the use ofand , or other
methods, implies that it is equal to the metaphoric term. And because
the link is suggested rather than stated, both metaphor and proper term
can sometimes look like the two terms of an unstated simile, or two
literal statements. 2
The analogy of the stereoscope has been derived from apparently
independent comments culled from several writers.
Parallelism is constituted by redundancy and polysemy, disambiguation
and ambiguity, contrast within equivalence. Parallelism focuses the
message on itself but its vision is binocular. Like human vision it
superimposes two slightly different views of the same object and from
their convergence it produces a sense of depth. 3
The same thing has been noted in a study of word pairs in the writing of Michel
Eyquem, Seigneur de Montaigne (1533-92). "In these cases of duplication based on
distinction we can see an essential quality of Montaigne's mind which might be
called, literally, duplicity, the tendency to polarize, to see everything from two
points of view at once." 4
The word stereoscopic itself was used some years ago by the distinguished
philologist of Chinese, Peter Boodberg, in a short note about "what may be called
the principle of 'stereoscopy' in parallelism. Indeed," he went on,
parallelism is not merely a stylistic device of formularistic syntactical
reduplication; it is intended to achieve a result reminiscent of
Brooke-Rose, 1958, p. 79
3 Berlin, 1985, p. 99
4 Sayee, 1971, p. 387
2
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binocular vision, the superimposition of two syntactical images in
order to endow them with solidity and depth. 5
The metaphor of the stereoscope is not a perfect representation of every
aspect of parallelism. It is offered as a model because it counteracts the all too
prevalent belief that parallelism is a defective mode of expression which requires
people to say the same thing twice, that "parallelism is monotonous and
presents a perpetual tautology'>.
The Point Has Not Been Lost Upon Traditional Societies
Now, the poetic possibilities of "double" metaphors are recognised in notably
divergent literatures.
As numerous scholars have observed, in many cultures of the world
tradition demands that certain compositions be given dual expression.
Words, phrases, and lines must be paired for a composition to be
defined as poetry, ritual language, or elevated speech. 7
Paired composition -- i.e. parallelism -- is found in texts from ancient Egypt, 8
ancient Ugarit, 9 in classical Hebrew, 10 classical Mandarin, 11 Vietnamese, 12
Toda, 13 Mayan, 14 to name only a few. The list could go on and on. Parallelism is
arguably the most pervasive speech form found in traditional societies.
In those societies, the nature of parallelism is understood. We know that it
is understood because it is used with skill, not to say ease, by its practitioners. That
much no one disputes. Indeed, it is instructive that disagreement about
parallelism -- what it is and how it works -- comes only amongst modern
ethnologists and literary critics. Those who actually use it have no trouble with it;
the problem lies with those who look at it from the outside.
The "Discovery" of Parallelism

Boodberg, 1979, p. 184
6 quoted in [akobson, 1966, p. 160
7 Pox, 1988, p. 3
8 Poster, 1975
9 Craigie, 1971
10 Yoder, 1972
11 Liu, 1983
12Pox, 1977
13Emeneau, 1966
14 Bricker, 1974
5
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Modern scholarship on this subject starts with Bishop Robert Lowth's now classic
definition ofparallelismus membrorum formulated in 1753 and refined in
1778.15
[L]owth was something of a poet, and he read biblical poetry with the
mind!:pf a poet. Por One thing, he recognised the wide range of£oetic
utterance in the Old Testament, and drew the consequences orthts
literary form for the interpretation of the sacred records. He was aware,
too, that poetry has its special techniques: thus he sought to discern its
cadences and rhythms, its lineaments and configurations. But he was
more than a technician or craftsman. He had an acute sensitivity to the
connotations which words possess beyond all the precision of their
denotations, and he perceived the ever-changing nuances which words
achieve in fresh contexts. His description of the sententious quality of
Hebrew speech has never been surpassed; his feelings for imagery and
the effects that imagery produces upon the reader gives his work an
aesthetic authenticity...; his openness to the spontaneity, immediacy,
concreteness, and primitive vitality of the Hebrew mind classes him
among the peers of Old Testament study. 16
Another whose poetic soul had been touched by the rhythms of Hebrew
commented a century later on that same parallelism.
The artificial part of poetry, perhaps we shall be right to say all artifice,
reduces itself to the principle of parallelism. The structure of poetry is
that of continuous parallelism, ranging from the technical so-called
Parallelisms of Hebrew poetry and the antiphons of Church music to
the intricacy of Greek or Italian or English verse. 17
Hopkins was writing, of course, from a nineteenth century point of view. It will
be noted that he compared Hebrew poetry with Greek, Italian, and English poetry.
He, like his contemporaries, did not take into account possible differences in style
caused by different language stocks (Semitic vs. Indo-European), let alone the
possible influence of an oral background. In this he was no different from Lowth.
The Confluence of Three Theories
The renewed interest shown in parallelism in the last two or three decades is a
result of three great projects. All these scholars write out of their deep
understanding of language transmission: Roman [akobson (1894-1982) studied
parallelism for most of his life; Milman Parry (1902-1935) and Albert Bates Lord
(1912-1991), who continued Parry's work after his accidental death, formulated
15 De sacra poesi Hebraeoruni was published in 1753 andlsaiah: A New
Translation with a Preliminary Dissertation and Notes Critical, Philological, and
Explanatory in 1778.
16 Muilenburg, 1984, P: 193. Muilenburg here wrongly cites Lowth's first name as
Richard. It was, in fact, Robert.
17 Hopkins, 1959, p. 84
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--) highl ights the
the Parry -Lord theor y of oral comp ositio n; Walte r J. Ong (1912
in litera te ones.
differ ence betwe en mode s of thoug ht in oral cultu res and those
ssion . Neve rthele ss,
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the study of oral
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ins work ed most
comm ent quote d above from the youth ful Gerar d Manl ey Hopk
er]s] of the oral
powe rfully upon him. Conta ct with writte n texts and with "carri
migh t fairly be
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name
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that paral lelism which ties toget her conti guous verse s from
rtant point
impo
this
to end. I was partic ularly aston ished to realiz e that
The
seem ed hardl y to intere st the specia lists in Russi an folklo re.
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know
well
organ izatio n of texts into coupl ets was
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introd
versif icatio n -- the very term "para llelism " had been
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descr ibe it two hund red years earlie r -- and the equal ly consi
1917 I
..In
it..
to
ared
parall elism of Finni sh epic verse was often comp
.[and ] I
under took to analy ze...a single text.... It was a short speci men..
red in
prom ised to contr ibute an articl e on the subjec t....Th e issue appea
ture
imma
an
as
dered
1919, but witho ut my article , which I rightl y consi
preci se
sketc h that neede d exten sion and revisi on in the light of more
twent yprinc iples of lingu istic analy sis. I allow ed this analy sis of the
befor e
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one lines of the "Misf ortun e" poem to ripen for half a centu
its Russi an
using it in my mono graph on gram matic al paral lelism and
Even this
ge.
angua
facet, publi shed in 1966 in the Amer ican perio dicalL
mono graph is in my eyes only a prelim inary sketc h. 19
e as a starti ng point ,
Judgi ng by the amou nt of mater ial which uses that 1966 articl
surve y20 of the
[akob son's obser vatio n is more than justif ied. Fox's admi rable
se, throu gh
bread th of [akob son's influe nce -- rangi ng from Hebr ew to Chine

18 [akob son and Pomo rska, 1980, p. 100

19 [akob son and Pomo rska, 1980, pp. 101-2
2oFox, 1977
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Malagasy, Rotinese, Toda, Finnish, and central American languages such as
Nahuatl, Mayan, and Tzotzil -- provides ample evidence.
A major shift in emphasis among folklore theorists in this century appeared
as a result of the discovery of formulae in Homeric and Baltic epic poetry.
Known as the Parry-Lord theory or the Oral-Formulaic theory, it
focusses (unlike previous theories of folklore) on the actual
performances of folkloristic phenomena, their compositional elements,
and eventually their impact upon the audience. What a folklore item is
and how it behaves replaced the earlier speculations about its possible
origin. 21
Work begun by Milman Parry in the 1930's, interrupted by his untimely death
and again by the Second World War, was completed and published by his
associate Albert B. Lord in 1960.
The impact ofThe Singer of Tales (1960) has...been enormous. Suffice it
to say that the book has held its position as the bible of Oral Theory for
more than twenty-five years; it will always be the single most
important work in the field, because, simply put, it began the field as
we now know it. 22
Parry scarcely had time to develop a theory of oral composition. Any description
of it, however, must take account of Lord's use of Parry's definition of formula as
"a group of words which is regularly employed under the same metrical
conditions to express a given essential idea." 23 Later implementation of the
theory has applied that definition too narrowly, and has failed 24 to take account
of Lord's reflections upon some thirty years of study:
Yet after all that is said aboutoral composition as a technique of line
and song construction, it seems that the term of greater significance is
traditional . Oral tells us "how," but traditional tells us "what," and
even more, "of what kind" and "of what force." When we know how a
song is built, we know that its building blocksmust be of great age. For
it is of thenecessary nature of tradition that it seek and maintain
stability, that it preserve itself. And this tenacity springs neither from
perverseness, nor from an abstract principle of absolute art, but from a
desperately compelling conviction that what the tradition is preserving
is the very means of attaining life and happiness. The traditional oral
epic singer is not an artist; he is a seer. 25

21 Foley, 1988,

P: ix

22Foley, 1988, p. 41
23 quoted in Foley, 1988, p. 41
24 See Magoun, 1953. Objections were raised in Rogers, 1966, and were further
developed in Fry, 1967. A more recent review article is Windleberg and Miller,
1980.
25 quoted in Foley, 1988, p. 44
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how Lowt h (he who
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26 Ong, 1982, p. 142
27 Ong, 1982, p. 143
28 Clair, 1976, p. 355
29 Ong, 1982, P: 3
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It was, I submit, the work of these men -- [akobson on parallelism, Parry and
Lord on oral composition, and Ong on orality and literacy - that brought about
the current explosion (and it can be termed no less) of literature focussing on

parallelism in traditional societies. The question is not "are they right?" or even
"do I agree?", but rather "stimulated by their work, have people thought and
written with creative insight on the subject?". And the answer is a resounding

yes.
The study of parallelism, as indeed the initial terminology for its study,
derives primarily from the recognition of canonical parallelism in
specific oral traditions. Roman [akobson's contributions to the study of
parallelism have been to draw together the separate, and at times
isolated, linguistic studies of these phenomena, to call attention
repeatedly to their comparative significance, and to suggest directions
for further research. 30
One further question remains which, while admittedly a side issue, is
nevertheless interesting. How closely were these people associated? They surely
were acquainted with each other's work, but did they know each other? Did they
work together? Parry and Lord of course knew each other and worked together,
for Lord was Parry's field assistant in Yugoslavia in the months preceding the
latter's death. Lord also knew Roman [akobson and valued his advice, for as well
as several references in the notes, his Preface toThe Singer of Tales includes this
tribute, which suggests a dynamic relationship between them.
Thanks also are due to Roman [akobson, Samuel Hazzard Cross
Professor of Slavic Languages and Literatures at Harvard, who has
always given unstintingly of his breadth of learning, particularly in the
field of folklore and epic poetry. He also read the manuscript and
suggested a number of criticisms. I was not able in every case to follow
his suggestions, but I have noted them where I could. 31
Waiter Ong uses the writings of Parry and Lord extensively, but he doesn't
mention Jakobson at all inOrality and Literacy (1982). It leaves open the
question of how well they knew each other.
The work of Parry and Lord came to bear upon the problem from a different
direction. It focussed, as we saw above, on the formula, what it is and how it
works. To be sure, it transpires that Parry's definition, which holds metre to be
integral, is too narrow. But the very fact that a good deal of work was done in the
60's and 70's attempting to define formula in such a way as to encompass a variety
of oral traditions indicates the profound influence ofThe Singer of Tales.

30 Fox, 1977, p. 60
31 Lord, 1960, p. viii
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Hebrew had the particlewaw 'and' as almost its only connective;
Homeric Greek had syllables of just two different lengths; Old English
had the accent at the beginning of the word; and Old French had the
accent at the end of the word and the clause. The one poetic style was
therefore based on parallelism, the second upon meter, the third upon
alliteration, and the fourth upon assonance. 32
It seemed so straight-forward in 1969.
Walter Ong's book is the most recent of the three. It seeks to clarify the
nature of the shift from a world-view based on orality to one based on literacy.
Like Parry and Lord, he does not discuss parallelism as such. Nevertheless, the
whole tenor of his argument resonates strongly for those who study the nature of
parallelism. For instance, the observation that language in oral societies is
additive33 provides some support for the contention that parallelism is a
linguistic device originating in traditional societies. (It may also be a function of
short term memory.) Ong would say that almost total reliance on "and" as the
conjunction of choice is not only a literary device found in classical Hebrew, as
Whallon suggests above. Describing it that way, he falls into the same error, one
with a long and noble history, as Horace and Lowth. Parallelism is a mode of
expression which is found in the oral tradition to which it can trace its roots,
even when the example we have is in the strict sense literary. Ong sees reliance
on "and" as the conjunction of choice centring the language of the Old Testament
firmly in oral tradition; for him, it has nothing to do with the development of
literary devices.
In [akobson then we find appreciation of the pervasiveness of parallelism, of
its importance as a fundamental mode of expression. In the writings of Lord, the
nature of the formula is explored, as well as its significance for an understanding
of the role of performance in the transmission of folk composition. And finally,
Ong again and again points out ways in which we literates fail to understand
traditional compositions because we fail to understand the traditional (oral)
mind-set. The quotation from Brooke-Rose given at the beginning of this chapter
pinpoints one of those failures. [akobson has encouraged us to look at more than
just the Hebrew poetry of the Bible for parallelism, Lord has emphasised the need
to be ever mindful of the way the formula is used, and Ong has cautioned us to
judge oral composition on its own terms, not ours. The result is a veritable
flowering of work on parallelism.

32 Whallon, 1969, p. 158
33 Ong, 1982, pp. 37-8
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The key word here is scope, and so studies of the Vietnamese and
Montaigne find word pairs34, studies of the Shih Ching, of American
newspapers, modern Rotinese, and sixteenth century Nahuatl find parallelism. 35
It is a very much extended and richer way of looking at things for ethnographers,
linguists, and literary critics.
The Effect Upon the Study of the Hebrew Bible
Not surprisingly, since it was where parallelism was first found, the Hebrew Bible
is still the text most often examined with that in mind. Indeed, many studies of
parallelism in other languages make reference at the beginning to the classic
work done on Hebrew. 36 Nevertheless, the study of parallelism in the Hebrew
Bible was given its greatest impetus by the discovery in 1929 of the remains of the
great Ugaritic library at Ras Sharnra. The language, written in cuneiform, proved
after decipherment to be cognate with classical Hebrew and to exhibit numerous
similarities to the language and motifs of the Hebrew Bible. The on-going
translation of this library has not attracted the attention of the popular press as
has that of Qumran, but the results are every bit as significant for the study of the
Hebrew Bible as are those of Qurnran for the study of the Christian scriptures.
Before we understood parallelism as we do now (and that, it must be noted, is far
from complete), the existence of pairs of words was noted in successive lines of
verse.
Not only did Ugaritic and Hebrew prove to be closely related languages,
but the two poetic traditions had so much in common that some
considered them part of one Canaanite tradition. The most obvious
similarity was that both Ugaritic and Hebrew poetry used parallelism
extensively and, upon closer examination, it was found that the two
even used the very same parallel terms in many cases. This
observation led to the monumental effort of collecting what came to be
known as fixed word pairs -- parallel terms that occur frequently in the
Bible and in Ugaritic texts. Begun a half century ago, it continues still,
and it is one of the major achievements of modern biblical research. 37
The pairs themselves proved to be cognate, and have been collected in a series
calledRas Shamra Parallels, which has to date identified over a thousand. The
great scholar and biblicist, Mitchell Dahood (1922-1982), posited a "Canaanite
thesaurus from whose resources Ugaritic and Hebrew poets alike drew"38.
However, further study has shown that word pairs are an integral part of the
34 See Fox and Sayee above.
35 See Liu and Fox above. See also Hiatt, 1973, and Leon-Portilla, 1985.
36 See for example Bright, 1990, P: 438, and Leon-Portilla, 1985, p. 19
37 Berlin, 1985, p. 65
38 Dahood, 1970, p. 74
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phenomenon of parallelism, not unique to Semitic languages. More, the very
pairs are frequently the same, even in situations where no possibility exists
(because of distance in time or space or both) of poets drawing on a common
"thesaurus". We will return to this point in subsequent chapters, for it is the very
stuff of our argument.
Theoretical Views of Word Pairs
Inevitably scholars' opinions about what word pairs are shape their criteria for
translation and interpretation. A comprehensive evaluation of every author's
exposition would enlarge this chapter beyond reasonable bounds because theories
of parallelism influence the perceived value of word pairs. And every shade of
opinion is represented. Some scholars hold that word pairs are absolutely central
to the way parallelism functions, while others maintain that they are coincidental
and largely irrelevant. At the same time, some scholars are prepared to amend
text on the basis of a word pair classified elsewhere39, whilst others regard regular
use of certain words together as part of the way any language works, no more to
be regarded are significant than English pairings like "kith-and-kin". However, in
the next chapter How Word Pairs Mean, we shall see how these pairings as well
as word pairs in the stricter sense may be classed as significant language
phenomena.
Because of the (unfortunately still prevalent) view that parallelism is a
linguistic phenomenon chiefly if not wholly associated with the Hebrew Bible,
most writers on the subject are biblical scholars. However, in the new climate
caused by the confluent work of [akobson, Parry-Lord, and Ong, several who are
not biblical scholars have addressed the issue of the nature of parallelism. Three
of the latter group are included in this survey. For the sake of simplicity, writings
are taken in chronological order.
It is my intention that wherever possible writers should speak for
themselves. It may be objected that some of the quotations are rather too long.
This may be so, but I have been particularly concerned that each of the authors, so
far as possible, be fairly represented and that their views be set out in such a way
as to correctly represent what each believes about word pairs. It seemed to me tha1
the best way to achieve this is to use their own words, and if the author said
The rationale behind amending the Masoretic Text on the basis of the Ugaritic
is not that Ugaritic is "better" because it is older than classical Hebrew. Rather,
because we have Ugaritic tablets that were actually written in the second
millenium BeE, they constitute texts that have not undergone centuries of scribal
transmission. Therefore, in theory, they should be "purer". Needless to say, this
principle should be used with great caution.
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much about word pairs, then I would be obliged to quote much. It is for the same
reason that this survey does not include specific criticism. My remarks are
confined to positioning each writer in the context of the unfolding scholarly
debate. This chapter concludes with a general criticism of that debate.
Robert Lowth (1778)
Word pairs were first found40 in Ugaritic writings from Ras Shamra discovered
early in this century. Subsequently they were recognised in the Hebrew Bible as
well. Robert Lowth therefore did not know about them as such. Nevertheless,
word pairs would have come as no great surprise to him:
The correspondence of one verse or line with another, I call
parallelism. When a proposition is delivered, and a second is subjoined
to it, or drawn under it, equivalent, or contrasted with it in sense, or
similar to it in the form of grammatical construction, these I call
parallel lines; andthe words or phrases answering one to another in the
corresponding lines, parallel terms. 41
As far as I know, this is the earliest reference to what we now recognise as
word pairs. 42
Roman jakobson (1966)
While [akobson did not directly address the issue of word pairs in his seminal
article "Grammatical Parallelism and its Russian Facet", his remarks apply to all
the lexical elements found in parallel systems, as Fox is at pains to make clear.
Instead of a ready-made typology or a hasty assignment of word pairs to
a limited set of formal categories, Jakobson has urged a decidedly more
open exploration of the pairing of elements in corresponding
sequences. The essential feature of this pairing - whether it is based on
supposed synonymy, antonymy, or "synthetic" determinations - is that
it involves simultaneously both identification and differentiation. In
this sense, parallelism is distinguished from repetition, which involves
identification alone. In any parallel composition, the relation of
parallelism to repetition must be carefully considered but these two
principles should not be confused. As Jakobson has phrased it: "Any
form of parallelism is an apportionment of invariants and variables.

I am referring here to word pairs as an integral part of parallel language. Word
pairs as they are used in Germanic languages, in the Eddas and in Old English,
have been known for very much longer. Gurevic, 1986, for instance, refers to a
study of word pairs in the Eddas conducted by Richard Meyer in 1889.
41 Lowth, 1778, p. ix; my emphasis
42 It is not, I need hardly say, the earliest reference to parallelism. As Watters,
1976, p. 92, points out, there are references much earlier. He cites Menahem ben
Saruch from 960 CE.
40
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The stricter the distribution of the former, the greater the discernability
and effectiveness of the variations."43
As we will see later, the contribution of [akobson that has proved most farreaching was his comment that
[t]he only living oral tradition in the Indo-European world which uses
grammatical parallelism as its basic mode of concatenating successive
verses is the Russian folk poetry, both songs and recitatives. This
constructive principle of Russian folklore was first pointed out in a
paper devoted to the Kalevala and published anonymously as an item
of 'Miscellany' in a popular Petersburg periodical of 1842 with an
eloquent subtitle: 'The identity of foundations in Hebrew, Chinese,
Scandinavian and Finnish versification, as well as in the verse art of
Russian folklore -- Parallelism/vt
[akobson was influenced in his study of parallelism by the work of Lowth, of
course. In fact he quoted the exact passage above, but his more immediate
inspiration came from a quite different source.
When approaching the linguistic problem of grammatical parallelism
one is irresistibly impelled to quote again and again the pathbreaking
study written exactly one hundred years ago by the juvenile Gerard
Manley Hopkins:
The artificial part of poetry, perhaps we shall be right to say
all artifice, reduces itself to the principle of parallelism. The
structure of poetry is that of continuous parallelism, ranging
from the technical so-called Parallelisms of Hebrew poetry
and the antiphons of Church music to the intricacy of Greek
or Italian or English verse.s >
Robert C Culley (1967)
Culley's discussion of word pairs is embedded in his broad perspective of the
theory of oral formulaic analysis. Of course, when he wrote, the comparative
study of parallelism, let alone word pairs, was in its infancy. [akobson's seminal
article had been published only the previous year, and Culley does not include it
in his bibliography. Nor, I might add, does he include Lowth, though
parallelismus membrorum as it is commonly understood lies behind his
discussion of the poetry of the Psalms.
He confines his remarks to a discussion of Gevirtz and an article by Whallor
that provides a foretaste of Whallon's book published two years after Culley's." 6

43 Fox, 1977, p. 73
44 [akobson, 1966, p. 405
45 [akobson, 1966, p. 399
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[B]oth Gevirtz and Whallon suggest that the fixed pair was a device of
oral composition for Hebrew poets corresponding to the formula used
by poets in other traditions. The theory is undeniably an attractive one.
It seems sensible for a number of reasons. This phenomenon of fixed
pairs goes back very early to a time when oral composition was likely
practised. Then again, fixed pairs appear to have been a convention,
and conventional language plays a part in oral composition.
Furthermore, it seems that the need to produce parallel cola would be
one of the problems facing an oral poet of Hebrew, and one might
expect that he would have a device to assist him in this.
On the other hand, there appear to be good reasons for not
accepting this proposal. The main objection is that a study of the
repeated phrases in the biblical psalms has turned up formulas and
formulaic phrases very similar to those found in other poetic
traditions [T]he major device in Hebrew oral composition was the
formula Nor does Hebrew poetic structure strongly suggest that oral
poets would be more likely to develop fixed pairs rather than formulas
and formulaic phrases as the major device for composition. The
freedom permitted by Hebrew metre does not necessarily mean that
formulas would not be used. There is a great deal of latitude in the
number of syllables in a line in Russian oral narrative poetry, and yet it
appears that formulaic composition developed there in much the same
way as it did elsewhere. Then again, while parallelism is dominant in
Hebrew poetry, it is not necessary that every line show this
characteristic. In other words, there is something more fundamental to
Hebrew poetry than parallelism, and this probably has to do with
metre, which, although we cannot as yet say precisely how, restricts the
cola within certain limits. Consequently the concern of the poet was
not just to get parallel cola but to produce cola which also did not
transgress the limitations of poetic structure. Thus the precise
relationship of fixed pairs to oral composition is not clear and remains
to be defined more fully," 7
Culley does not include Lowth in his bibliography, though he does have the
first edition of Gevirtz's book and Whallon's 1963 article, "Formulaic Poetry in
the Old Testament". He does not have [akobson's article, which only been
published the previous year, though the presence of other articles from
Comparative Literature ,Modern Language Notes, and theJournal of American
Folklore suggests that he might have seen references to [akobson's work shortly
after he finished Oral Formulaic Language in the Biblical Psalms.
William Whallon (1969)
Whallon appears to have been the first scholar to have attempted to fit an
understanding of word pairs into a general theory of parallelism. Having devoted
the first part of his bookFormula, Character and Context: Studies in Homeric, Old
47 Culley,

1967, pp. 118-9
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English, and Old Testament Poetry to describing the way the formula is used to
generate Homeric verse and the second part to the same for the kenning in Old
English verse, Whallon goes on to describe the poetry of the Hebrew Bible. He
maintains that the generative force in parallelism is the word pair:
a. They determine the kinds of parallelism.
b. The word pairs assisted composition rather than memory.
c. The word pairs raise the question of economy.
d. The word pairs may all have been traditional.s s
The insights of the Parry-Lord theory have been brought to bear upon the
workings of the Hebrew text, which shows evidence of the performance
composition which lay behind it.
Whallon cites Lowth on parallelism, but mentions only Gevirtz's (first
edition) work on word pairs; he seems unaware of others and particularly of
Culley.
Stanley Gevirtz (2nd edition, 1973 )
This work was first published in 1963 and was not modified substantially for the
second edition. It is certainly the most influential work on the subject until
O'Connor's in 1980. Gevirtz richly deserves his position of influence because of
he demonstrates outstanding scholarship and a clear and succinct exposition.
Because I have had access to the second edition, it is the one to which I refer.
In his prologue, Gevirtz describes the discovery of word pairs in this century
by H.L. Ginsberg and their classification by Cassuto and Held:
By isolating the pairs of fixed parallel words in the Ugaritic texts and
locating these same pairs in biblical Hebrew poems they marshalled a
significantly large array of irrefutable evidence in support of the theory
that the two literatures, despite the difference in their age, locale, and
stage of linguistic development, were in reality not two distinct
literatures but merely represented two branches of a common, SyroPalestinian, literary tradition." 9
At that time, "more than sixty"5o pairs had been found in Ugaritic and Hebrew
literatures.
Gevirtz goes on to explain the significance as he sees it of the word pair:
When we ask why poets, who were capable of the most original,
profound, and moving thoughts world literature has ever known,
should have had such regular and continual traffic with cliches, the
answer must lie in an understanding of their dependence upon, and
regard for, tradition. Reliance upon tradition, in turn, must find its
raison d'eire in some particular need to which it answered. This need,
48Whallon, 1969, pp. 140-157
49 Gevirtz, 1973, p. 3
50 Gevirtz, 1973, p. 8
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it may be suggested, had its genesis at a time when poetry was being
composed without the aid of writing tools, that is to say, when poetic
composition was an oral art. The poet had to construct his verses "on
his feet," as it were, and to retain them in his memory. He was
therefore forced to rely on some mnemonic device, in this case upon a
conventional diction and traditional patterns of composition. SyroPalestinian poets, who formed their verses primarily in parallel lines,
apparently found it expedient to employ conventionally fixed pairs of
words. Such stylization enabled the poet more readily to 'compose and
to retain his verses; for, once he had set forth a line of two, three, or
four words or phrases, the formation of the parallel line was virtually
at hand since the parallel terms, which would complete the thought,
were already determined. The fixed pairs, therefore, constituted for the
Syro-Palestinian poet what we have termed one of the "essentials of his
craft." He doubtless acquired these through listening to the poems of
his contemporaries and adapting for his own poetic needs those
patterns of diction and verse structure that most pleased. New patterns
could be, and were formed; and as they conformed to the traditional
modes of versification, and struck the poets' fancies as apt, would tend
by repeated use to find their way into the repertory of poetic diction.> 1
He then, in five detailed studies, shows specific examples of the use of word
pairs in both Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew; all are poetic, in keeping with his belief
that word pairs are a poetic phenomenon. The passages studied are "The
Women's Eulogy of Saul and David" (1 Sam 18:7), "Lamech's Song to his Wives"
(Gen 4:23-4), "Isaac's Blessing over [acob" (Gen 27:28-9), "Balaam's First 'Mashal'"
(Num 23:7-10), and "David's Lament over Saul and [onathan" (IT Sam 1:18-27).
Gevirtz mentions only Lowth, though he freely acknowledges his debt to
both Ginsberg and Cassuto for references in Ugaritic and other Ancient Near
Eastern languages.
William R. Watters (1979)
Watters begins with a comprehensive survey of 20th century Homeric studies
and goes on to the work of William Whallon. Chapter II is called "The Nature
and Occurrence of Word Pairs".
Gevirtz...deals with about one hundred occurrences of word pairs. We
have listed and examined thousands. We wish, in other words, to see
what the practicalities of cataloguing word pairs tell us about
composition, authorship, and traditional diction. We have no interest
in field studies of living oral verse-making be they taken from the
South Seas or the Ukraine. Theories are fine to propose and thereon
cite a few supporting examples. But do the theories hold up under the
scrutiny of many supporting examplest> 2
51 Gevirtz, 1973, pp. 10-1
52Watters, 1979, p. 39
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And he goes on to discuss at some length the confusing terminology employed by
scholars on the subject.
Culley terms the repeated phrase a formula; Gevirtz calls the repeated
word pair a formula; and Whallon deals with repeated word pairs and
repeated hemistichs and distichs, both of which he calls formulas. We
shall try to simplify matters by saying that a word pair or phrase is a
formula if it is repeated....The key to the formula is its necessary
repetition. 5 3
What then is a word pair in Watters' terminology? It turns out to be difficult to
determine. Watters is more concerned to distinguish them from phrases than he
is to define them.
Word pairs may be determined, then, with little degree of
speculation....Word pairs are a poetic construction easily recognizable,
while phrases by their primary nature are merely a series of
words....While fixed pairs are certainly determined by meaning, the
pairs stand out very easily in the texts....We can see a word pair in a line
from its association and meaning, repeated or not.> 4
And he concludes that they are not traditional:
As far as we are able to ascertain, the pair had no life in the
transmission of the poetry, nor is their activity in the transmission of
the poetry needed to understand why the pairs repeat...: the pairs are
the result of common association fostered by a limited root vocabulary,
and are freely created by the poet whenever and wherever he wished.
[We have] now liberated the Hebrew poet from membership in
the regimentation of the "stockpile of traditional diction't.> 5
So what does Whallon make of Ras Shamra Parallels, the collection of word
pairs cognate between Ugaritic and Hebrew? One might well ask; it does not
appear in his bibliography, even though the first volume was published in 1970.
However, based almost entirely on Stanley Gevirtz's bookPatterns in the Early
Poetry of Israel (1963), he concludes:
When a new word pair is located in Ugaritic, it is almost always present
in Hebrew. But the amount of Ugaritic literature available is still
limited in extent compared to Hebrew. So it is Gevirtz's suggestion that
if a word pair is found in Hebrew poetry, but is not found in extant
Ugaritic verse, it probably did once exist in Ugaritic. There are many
more word pairs in Hebrew because we have more lines of Hebrew
verse than we have Ugaritic available to us....In this way, Gevirtz once
again affirms, as does Culley, a traditional poetic diction, but for
Gevirtz, it resides now within a Syro-Palestinian Iiterature.e s

53 Watters, 1979, p. 43
54Watters, 1979, p. 44, p. 27
55Watters, 1979, p. 80, p. 94-5
56 Watters, 1979, pp. 23-4
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Watters makes some use of Lowth, much more of Culley and Whallon. He does
not mention Jakobson.
James J. Fox (1977)
Fox has provided a comprehensive survey of the comparative study of
parallelism. He begins, logically enough, with Lowth and very quickly notes the
discovery of word pairs.
[T]he 1928 discovery, at Ras Shamra, of Canaanite or Ugaritic texts has
led a host of recent scholars to examine, in meticulous detail, the extent
to which Lowth's "parallel terms" constitute, in the ancient oral
traditions of Syria and Palestine, a standardized body of fixed word pairs
by means of which verse forms were composed.P ?
While describing the breadth of Jakobson's influence on the study of traditional
language, Fox specifically mentions word pairs found in Vietnamese (p. 63) and in
Mayan (p. 69), as well as Toda, Hebrew, Ostyak and Vogul, and finally Fox's own
specialty, Rotinese (p. 78). Having cautioned that one scholar's definition of
parallel terms is not the same as another's, he points out that
Perfect synonymy in language is illusion. The choice of similar words
in parallel lines is intended to have a "stereophonic" effect.
"Parallelistic juxtaposition," as Boodberg has illuminatingly argued,
gives us "the satisfaction of re-experiencing the build-up step-by-step,
first viewing the panorama presented by the poet from one syntactical
angle, then from another, and fully savoring the stereoscopic
aftersensation or afterimage." Thus an analysis that reduces lexical
congruence to identity misrepresents the essential features of the
language of this poetry. Similarly, as Hale has made clear, a tradition of
parallelism based primarily on a principle of antonymy, such as
tjiliwiri or 'up-side-down Walbiri' used only in the context of
Australian aboriginal ritual, cannot be reduced exlusively [sic I to this
single principle. Many of the fundamental oppositions intjiliwiri turn
out to be what Lowth would have called "synthetic" pairs. And in
every tradition of parallelism, it is these synthetic pairs that present the
most interest for an analysis simply because they defy simplistic
categorization based on synonymy or antonymy. A further and,
perhaps, more serious criticism of this typologizing of word pairs is that
this procedure generally assigns each pair to a specific category without
examining the possibility of systematic connections among lexical
elements in different paired relations. 5 8
In addition to an eloquent acknowledgement of [akobson's role in the study of
parallelism, Fox naturally mentions Lowth; there is no mention of Culley,
Whallon or Watters in his bibliography.

Fox, 1977, p. 61
58 Fox, 1977, p. 61
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T. Collins (1978)
Unfortunately, I have not been able to examine a copy of Collins' bookLineForms in Hebrew Poetry , Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1978. I have, however, an
extended resume, prepared by [ames Barr, of the original dissertation which
formed the basis for the book. It sounds a cautionary note to the enthusiasm with
which some scholars took up the study of word pairs.s ?
Our study shows that lines with the same syntactic form may carry a
variety of different semantic contents. Two hemistichs may be perfectly
parallel in syntactic terms, but their relationship on the level of
meaning is quite unpredictable. It does not follow that two nicely
balanced nouns are going to be synonymous. In fact the skilled poet
will bring in quite surprising semantic relationships and developments
between the two. Hence, if one noun is obscure or textually corrupt, we
cannot automatically appeal to a parallel noun of known meaning to
provide a "meaning" for the unknown.s ?
Lowth is the only member of our survey cited in the resume.
Stephen Geller (1979)
Geller acknowledges his debt to Roman [akobson at the outset by declaring that
[tjhe immediate stimulus for this study was an article by Roman
Jakobson, 'Grammatical Parallelism and Its Russian Facet,' whose
approach was provocative to one who had been dissatisfied with the
treatment of parallelism in biblical Hterature.v 1
But he goes on to state that the kind of analysis advocated by Jakobson is beyond
our reach for ancient languages. "It is clear that ancient texts are not immediately
accessible to the sophisticated analysis which [akobson and Steinitz can apply to
languages which are fully understood."62 His discussion is not so much
comprehensive as focused, being a methodological suggestion (with illustrations)
of how to begin grammatical analysis of biblical poetry. He does not refer to word
pairs as such, but in his preliminary chapter comments that "[w]ithin the
structure of the couplet, structures may be isolated by semantic parallelism or
repetition. Within A and B Lines certain terms are parallel in meaning, either
totally or partially."6 3 One must assume that this is a reference to word pairs, as
among his works consulted are those by Dahood and Gevirtz.
Of those authors we include in this survey, the only ones consulted by Geller
are Culley, [akobson, Gevirtz, and Lowth.
Juxtaposed against the previous quotation, the two point with the utmost
clarity the broad spectrum of opinion surrounding the study of word pairs.
60 Collins, 1978, p. 244
61Geller, 1979, p. 1
62Geller, 1979, p. 3
63 Geller, 1979, p. 6
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are in part right, the confusion is a token of astonishing vitality. A
further approach to dyads, foreshadowed for Hebrew by Kaddari (1973),
is suggested by Fox who notes that "an element or word [in Rotinese
verse] may form a pair with more than one other element. Most
elements are not confined to a single fixed dyadic set but rather have a
variable range of other elements with which they form acceptable sets."
(1974:76). He suggests that underlying all poetic expression is "a stable
network of semantic elements whose interrelations can be formally
represented."68
O'Connor's citations are the most extensive we have found in our survey so
far. Apart from Collins and Geller, every other author mentioned so far occurs in
his bibliography. It is evident that he has cast his net rather further than others,
from his use of Fox's work on Rotinese, for example.
James L. Kugel (1981)
Kugel's central thesis is that parallelism is a misnomer, as the two lines of
Hebrew verse are not separated by an equals sign (=). The very word parallelism
has made scholars assume an equality that simply does not exist. Rather,
parallelism should be seen as a statement of "A and what's more, B". A and Bare
parallel in so far as B builds on the principle of A, but it does not simply restate
the case; it goes beyond and in so doing reinforces A.
Kugel's discussion of word pairs follows on from what he has already said
about parallelism:
As far as the workings of parallelism are concerned, the function of
such fixed pairs is obvious. They strongly establish the feeling of
correspondence between A and B. Indeed, the more stereotypical the
pairing the greater the bond; with the most frequently used pairs, the
appearance of the first in itself creates the anticipation of its fellow, and
when the latter comes it creates a harmonious feeling of completion
and satisfaction. In another way the pairs themselves may bring out the
"what's more" relationship of B to A, for, as has been pointed out, the
second word in the pair sequence is most often the rarer and more
literary term; when both terms are common, the second is sometimes a
going-beyond the first in its meaning.s ?
He goes on to criticise implicitly those who suggest that the sense of the line is in
the word pairs:
[I]t is an error to see the pairs themselves as the essence of the line. On
the contrary, the pairs often function to bring into equation the other
words of the line -- words that are rarely connected, or in any case
words whose apposition is the whole point....The use of pairs does not
mean that the clauses are equivalent, and what is interesting...are the
subtle variations....This point is important, for in the enthusiasm
680'Connor, 1980, p. 108
69Kugel, 1981, p. 29
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following the discovery of the pairs, the differences between A and B
have sometimes been overlooked." 0
The next idea to come under fire is that of the "Canaanite thesaurus", the
suggested stock of word pairs upon which both Ugaritic and Hebrew oral poets
may have drawn when composing.
Where do the pairs come from? Initially this subject suffered from
some wishful thinking on the part of writers who wished to see in the
"pair" phenomenon the "regular stock in trade of the Canaanite poets,"
specially created to serve the poetic device of parallelism. This
judgment is only partially correct. It is true that the recurrence of
certain pairs -- "house-palace," "earth-dust" -- suggests something of a
literary stereotype, and their frequency is consistent with what was
noted above concerning premodern fondness for oft-repeated,
solemnizing formulae. But one ought not to conclude more than the
evidence warrants. Hebrew and Ugaritic, like most languages, had their
stock of conventionally associated terms, of synonyms and nearsynonyms, and of antonyms and near-antonyms. Some of these were
regularly paired to make a single merismatic phrase: "day and night"
meant "all the time," "silver and gold" meant "everything of value,"
"ox and ass" meant "beasts of burden," etc. Other pairs, while not
merismatic in a strict sense, are nevertheless frequently used in a single
phrase -- "love and faithfulness," "teaching and law," etc....Again, the
fact that some of the "pairs" consist of nothing more than
conventionally interchangeable concepts, synonyms and nearsynonyms, is witnessed by textual variants within the Masoretic Text
(or between the MT and other texts or versions) which consist precisely
of the substitution of one such "word-pair" for another. Thus there is
nothing "poetic" or literary in the pairs per se, any more that there is in
"far and near," "law and order," "bag and baggage," etc. in English.
What is "poetic" is the breaking up of such proverbial pairs, or, more
generally, of any conventionally associated concepts into adjacent
clauses to establish the interclausal connection and the feeling of
closure." 1
The last idea about word pairs that is demolished by Kugel is the way the ParryLord theory has been applied to Hebrew poetry:
Finally it should be noted that there is no evidence to show that these
pairs functioned as "oral formulae" comparable to those described by
Milman Parry and Albert Lord in the poetry of ancient Greece or
modern south-Slavic epics. As remarked earlier: the function of the
pairs is no different from the use of similar syntactic structures,
alliteration, etc. -- all establish the sense of correspondence between A
and B. The fact that certain pairs recur may indicate that they had
achieved a certain formulaic popularity, or perhaps simply that they
expressed a concept adaptable to a wide variety of lines. But in no way
70 Kugel, 1981, pp. 30-1
71 Kugel, 1981, pp. 33-4
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does their presence in a line suggest the line was the extemporaneous
production of "poet-performers" who composed "on their
feet." .... Formulaic language is not necessarily spontaneously composed
language. No doubt some of the Bible's parallelistic passages were
composed spontaneously in front of their intended audience, and
perhaps even some of the lines exhibiting stereotypical pairs are among
them. But parallelism is a far less exacting requirement than the meter
of Greek epics.... There is no reason, logical or empirical, to associate the
frequent use of such pairs with spontaneous composition, still less to
search out their origins in the conditions of oral poetry." 2
Of the authors that we have surveyed, Kugel uses Lowth, [akobson and Culley.
He relies heavily on Stanley Gevirtz (2nd edition, 1973) for the specifics of word
pairing.
Edward L. Greenstein (1982)
Greenstein sees the whole problem of parallelism, including word pairs, from a
different point of view altogether.
The study of Biblical poetics has until recently devoted itself largely to
the side of the author or bard. Analysis has focused on cornpositional
techniques, as well as on evidence of oral composition and
performance. Parallelism, conventional motifs and topoi, meter,
chiasm, and other variations in word-order, and perhaps above all
word-pairs in parallelism have typically been explained as devices to
help the bard in composing and memorizing his poetic pieces, or (in
the case of variation) as methods of avoiding monotony. There can be
no doubt that the ancient Hebrew poets were heirs to a literary tradition
with an array of sophisticated techniques. Nor can anyone question the
fact that the biblical poet had to train in order to master the
conventional methods of versification. But upon reflection it seems
almost trivial to understand the art of Biblical verse as being of chief
importance to the bard who proclaimed it. The truly significant
question is: In what ways do the devices of Biblical poetry control the
audience's perception of the message? In what ways does Hebrew verse
attract, appeal to, and move its audience? Certainly the ancient Hebrew
poets sought to affect their hearers, perhaps to amuse them as well. If
the use of parallelism, meter, word-pairs, and the like had chiefly
served the needs of the bard and did not engage an audience, the poets
and prophets of ancient Israel would have played to an empty house'? 3
And he goes on to apply transformational-generative analysis to selected texts. He
does not again mention word pairs.
Although Greenstein concentrates on transformational-generative analysis,
his bibliography includes every writer previously mentioned in this survey
except for Watters and Fox. He also takes account of Berlin, whose "Grammatical
72 Kugel, 1981, pp. 34-5
73 Greenstein, 1982, pp. 42-3
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Aspects of Biblical Parallelism" (1979) he criticises. Her bookThe Dynamics of
Biblical Parallelism (1985), which expands and develops the themes touched on
in her earlier article, is covered later in this survey.
Wilfred G.E. Watson (1984)
Watson has contributed to the debate by pointing out that parallelism is a term
from geometry, and by discussing the implications that has for the use of the term
in literary criticism. He has not been satisfied with simply stating that the word
becomes a metaphor when applied to literary criticism. Instead, he shows in
detail how parallelism works in geometry, and goes on:
Parallelism, it is now evident, belongs within a larger group of
mathematical analogues and cannot be exalted to the rank of 'the
characteristic of Hebrew poetry', quite irrespective of the fact that it is by
no means the only form in which such poetry is cast. The significance
of what has been set out is that it accounts for chiastic patterns as well
as parallelism, and sets parallelism in its proper context." 4
What implications this scheme has for the study of word pairs is left unstated.
Watson defines word pairs, following Yoder (1971), thus:
1. each must belong to the same grammatical class (verb, noun, etc.);
2. the components must occur in parallel lines;
3. such word-pairs must be relatively frequent." 5
And he sounds a cautionary note regarding the tendency to regard them as
confined to certain languages, though he does not seem to know of their
existence in those not found in the Ancient Near East.
[Pjarallel word-pairs are not confined to Ugaritic and Hebrew: they
occur, too, in other languages (notably, Akkadian), but to date full
listings have not yet been drawn up for the related languages.
Therefore, pending the availability of these lists it is difficult to
evaluate the significance of data collected so far. It does seem that there
was a common core of word-pairs for several of the languages
concerned, but the extent of this core has not yet been determined." 6
In discussing the implications of word pairs for the presumed oral origins of
Hebrew verse, Watson accepts the idea that the word pair (as well as the
stereotyped expression described by Culley) "played the same role in Hebrew
poetry as did the formula (in the Parry-Lord sense) in classical Greek verse."??
The function of word pairs he sums up under three headings:
1. From the poet's point of view the main function of parallel pairs was
to assist him in composing verse.... It must be noted...that use of word74 Watson,
75Watson,
76Watson,
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pairs is not exclusive to oral poetry; the writing prophets, for example,
though well schooled in the traditions of oral poetry, were able to use
word-pairs with a certain degree of freedom betokening mastery.
2. The word-pair effectively slowed down the flow of verse-making and
at the same time reiterated keywords in each line, enabling the
audience (or reader) to follow the meaning better. Also, as bard and
listeners (or readers) shared the same traditional stock of word-pairs -though, of course, the poet's repertoire was very much larger than that
of the average person -- communication became easier not least because
of the rapport which must inevitably have been created between them.
There does not seem to be much support for the view that word-pairs,
in themselves, were ever props to the memory of either poet or
audience.
3. The third function of parallel word-pairs, operative at a linguistic
level, is cohesion: the use of stock word-pairs helps bind together the
parallel lines of couplets. Lexical cohesion 'is achieved through the
association of lexical items that regularly eo-occur'. This is
collocation." 8
In taking word pairs seriously as a linguistic phenomenon, Watson has
contributed considerably to the debate. His bibliography includes Watters,
Jakobson, and O'Connor.
Adele Berlin (1985)
Berlin undoubtedly has produced the most sustained discussion of word pairs
found amongst the biblical scholars of our survey. The emphasis she places on
them is in keeping with her comment that
both Ugaritic and Hebrew poetry used parallelism extensively and,
upon closer examination, it was found that the two even used the same
parallel terms in many cases. This observation led to the monumental
effort of collecting what came to be known as fixed word pairs -vparallel
terms that occur frequently in the Bible and in Ugaritic texts. Begun
half a century ago, it continues still, and it is one of the major
achievements of modern biblical research." 9
Thus she examines word pairs from several different angles --grammatical,
lexical, semantic and phonological. Her chart of aspects and levels clarifies the
way she sees word pairs fitting within the general scheme of parallelism.s 0

78Watson, 1984, p. 140
79Berlin, 1985, p. 65
80 Berlin, 1985, p. 29
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Aspec t

Level

_Gra mma tical

I_Lex ical/ Sem antic _I_P hono logic al_

===
============================================================
Word

morp holog ical
equiv alenc e
and/ or contra st

I word pairs
I
I

sound pairs

------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----I ---I phono logica l
seman tic
Line or
claus e

synta ctic
equiv alenc e
and / or contr ast

I relati onshi p
I betwe en lines

I equiv alenc e
I of lines

calls word
Given her schem e, in this surve y I addre ss only the portio n she
pairin g of word s, I
pairs. In the next chapt er, in the more gener al discu ssion of the
pairin g of word s
will also menti on briefl y what she calls sound pairs, becau se the
She also contr ibute s
by sound is part of the gener al pheno meno n of word pairin g.
for the
subst antial ly to the debat e by the classi ficati on she has devel oped
on is discu ssed
relati onshi ps betwe en the memb ers of word pairs. That classi ficati
lel Lang uage.
at lengt h in the next chapt er, in the sectio n Word Pairs in Paral
so far. Her
Berlin 's biblio graph y inclu des every autho r we have surve yed
an [akob son and
only acqua intan ce with Fox seems to be throu gh his articl e "Rom
the Comp arativ e Study of Paral lelism ."
Migu el Leon -Port illa (1985)
Middl e Amer ican
1985 saw the publi cation of theSu pplem ent to the Handbook of
e 3,
India ns, unde r the gener al edito rship of Victo ria Brick er. Volum
signif icanc e of
"Lite rature s", conta ins an impo rtant discu ssion of the stylis tic
word pairs.
to the
The conce pt of paral lelism can be empl oyed again in appli cation
withi n
very frequ ent use of phras es of relate d conno tation appea ring
nce to
refere
or
the units....By way of comp lemen t, contr ast, dimin ution ,
ssion
a third realit y, the frequ ent paral lelism s withi n the units of expre
other
of
those
are a stylis tic attrib ute share d by the Nahu atl poem s with
litera tures of the ancie nt world , as for instan ce in the case of the
Hebr ew psalm s. [Ano ther stylis tic eleme nt] shoul d be
, which
menti oned, ...wha t Garib ay...d escrib es asdifr asism o (diph rasis)
olic
symb
a
give
her
he defin es as "pair ing two metap hors which toget
addu ce
mean s of expre ssing a single thoug ht." To illust rate this I shall
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to our
the veryd ifrasi smo that Nahu as used to expre ss an idea akin
poetr y:in xochi tl,in cuicatl 'flow er and song' ....
[F]ro mRom ances :
Chalchihuitl on ohuaya in xihui tl on in
motiz ayo in moihu iyo, in ipaln emoh ua
ahuayya 00 ayye ohuaya ohua ya.
Jades , turqu oises : thy clay, thy feathe rs,
Giver of life.
elates
The intere st of this exam ple takes off from the fact that it interr
word s
the
two differ ent kinds ofdijrasismo . On the one hand we have
chalc hihui tl andx ihuit l 'jades , turqu oises ' which toget her evoke
o
'some thing preci ous'. On the other hand mo-ti za-yo .mo-i h.ui-u
tions of
posse ssed forms oftiza-tl 'clay' andih ui-tl 'feath er', are evoca
the
are
rs
the color white for warri ors' dress , of which the feathe
the
decor ation . Tizat l andih uitl toget her evoke war. The sense of
r
arepa
ion
doub ledifr asism o is to asser t that strug gle and confr ontat
excel lence a preci ous thing ." 1
sismo . He is
Leon -Porti lla is descr ibing word pairs, thoug h he calls them difra
, as can be seen
aware in gener al terms of work in biblic al studie s on paral lelism
schol ars.
from the quota tion given above , but does not cite any speci fic
Denn is Parde e (1988)
one of Hebr ew
Parde e's work looks at specif ic exam ples, one of Ugari tic and
e about paral lelism ,
poetr y. He is not conce rned to cover every aspec t of the debat
his rema rks abou t
but point s out some areas of conce rn. In partic ular, sever al of
the word pairs debat e are of relev ance here.
[Repe titive paral lelism ] bring s toget her into one pair of word s
sema ntic, gram matic al (both morp holog ical and synta ctic), and
phon etic paral lelism . (Even with the gram matic al paral lelism
on of like
exclu ded, repet itive paral lelism const itutes a great conce ntrati
recall
gest
eleme nts.) Thus repet itive paral lelism funct ions as the stron
ten lines'
devic e in distan t parall elism : if the same word is repea ted at
ing the
mean
distan ce it is more likely to be noted than anoth er word
ing, or
same thing , than a like gram matic al form with a differ ent mean
2
than the repet ition of a single sound or group ing of sound s.f
of tradit ional ism
He then proce eds to discu ss the on-go ing debat e about the role
vs. the role of creati vity in the comp ositio n of paral lel verse .
ction
[Ilt appea rs to me impo ssible to rule tradit ion out of poeti c produ
in an ancie nt socie ty -- just as impo ssible as to rule creati vity
each
comp letely out of an artist ic produ ction . Thou gh the exten t of
ism is
eleme nt is certai nly variab le, and thoug h the study of tradit ional
of
more the work of anthr opolo gists and socio logist s rathe r than
y of
theor
philo logist s, it is nonet heles s incon ceiva ble to me to devis e a
81 Leon- Portil la, 1985, p. 19
82 Parde e, 1988, p. 170
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This said,
artisti c produ ction which absol utely exclu des either eleme nt.
iple of
howe ver, I believ e that we must accep t that it was the princ
ction ,
produ
parall elism which was the guidi ng princ iple of poetic
of
rathe r than a hide- boun d tradit ion, but that, at least in the forms
had
y
poetr
of
ction
produ
poetr y which have come down to us, the
usage s
reach ed a highl y sophi sticat ed level and tradit ional forms and
had taken their place as a part of the poet's craft.f 3
cter" of sema ntic
Parde e follow s this with comm ents on the "inter natio nal chara
parall elism .
ious
[N]ew progr ess has been made in recen t years with the consc
are
which
pairs
el
parall
seekin g out in other Semit ic langu ages of
to
cogna te or equiv alent to the Ugari tic-H ebrew pairs. Acco rding
catalo gue
Watte rs, S.E. Loew ensta mm and Y. Avish ur are prepa ring a
dian, and
Akka
of all the parall el pairs which occur in Hebre w, Ugari tic,
de the
Aram aic. This work shoul d event ually be broad ened to inclu
devic es
elistic
parall
of
other Semit ic langu ages and to inclu de the study
in Semit ic langu ages which rely on poetic devic es other than
And,
parall elism as main struct ural featur es (mete r, rhym e, etc.).
ts of
aspec
us
finally , once the Semit ic pictur e becom es clear, the vario
with the
parall elism withi n the Semit ic langu ages shoul d be comp ared
may
es
studi
broad
uses of parall elism in other lingu istic group s. Such
of the
do some thing to cure the study of North west Semit ic poetr y
narro w provi nciali sm from which it suffer s.s "
lon, Watte rs,
Parde e's biblio graph y inclu des Lowt h, [akob son, Culle y, Whal
. In short, he know s
Collin s, Gelle r, O'Co nnor, Kuge l, Green stein, Watso n, Berlin
tion of Fox and
every autho r we have inclu ded in our surve y, with the excep
Leon- Portil la.
Willi am Brigh t (1990)
specif ically word
Brigh t is an ethno graph er; his intere st in parall elism , more
a peopl e of centr al
pairs, is throu gh his intere st in early conta ct betwe en the Nahu
ssed earlie r.
Mexic o and Europ eans. In this he resem bles Leon- Portil la, discu
ically
[I]t shoul d be notice d that a partic ular type of coupl et, of specif
atl
Nahu
by
nised
recog
META PHOR ICAL functi on, has long been
ated
transl
schol ars unde r the name of "difra sismo '...; the term has been
exem plifie d
as 'coup let kenni ng' ....Sev eral well- know n difras ismos are
tain'... r i.e.
in theCo loqui os, e.g.in atl in tepetl r lit. 'the water , the moun
lord of the
'the city'. Other exam ples arein tloque in nahuaque , lit. 'the
God';
One,
nt
adjac ent, the lord of the near'...i.e. 'the Omni prese
king
cente nili onien tli , lit. '(with ) one lip, (with ) two lips' r i.e. 'spea
which
'that
i.e.
,
'
chest
its
indire ctly'; in itop in ipetlacal , lit. 'its coffer ,
i.e. 'their
is hidde n'; in impetl in imicpal , lit. 'their mat, their seat' ... r

83 Parde e, 1988, pp. 173-4
84Par dee, 1988, pp. 174-5
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the
thron e, their powe r'; andin cuitlapilli in atlapalli , lit. 'the tail,
wing' ..., i.e., 'the peopl e'.
ical
Such metap horic al phras es can occur in a varie ty of morp holog
that
sts
sugge
conte xts, both inflec tional and deriv ationa l;....T his
alized
difras ismos , altho ugh they may repre sent sema ntical ly speci
.s >
const ructio ns, need not be given speci al gram matic al status
Portil la and Fox.
In his biblio graph y, Brigh t menti ons [akob son, O'Co nnor, LeonConc lusio n
of work is going
Even this brief surve y has made it clear that while a great deal
ion. Peopl e withi n
on, much of it has been or is being condu cted in relati ve isolat
, but not abou t
a single discip line are gener ally well- inform ed about each other
publi shed in 1968
those outsid e. An excel lent exam ple of the situat ion is a work

Middle English

by Inna Koske nniem i,Rep etitive Word Pairs in Old and Early
d and
Prose . With the subtit le "Expr ession s of the Type Whol e and Soun
s likely that we will
Answ ered and Said and Other Parall el Const ructio ns", it seem
we have alrea dy
find there discu ssion of the same sorts of lingu istic styles that
in the biblio graph y
consi dered . To some degre e, this prove s to be true. We find
(1958), and Thun 's
Benso n (1966), Mago un (1953), one of Sayee 's earlie r work s
nition that most
volum e on redup licati ves (1963). But, in spite of a solid recog
of the origin al,
word pairs in transl ations of the Hebr ew Bible are a reflec tion
the disco very of the
there is no refere nce to any of the work which has follow ed
Ugari tic librar y in 1929.
of word
In any transl ation of the Old Testa ment the origin al sourc e
phras es
llel
[P]ara
....
pairs is to be found mostl y in a Hebr ew expre ssion
hand,
are very domi nant in classi cal Hebre w. It is true, on the other
of
iple
princ
poetic
that the Hebr ew paral lelism (base d on the
than
paral lelism us memb rorum ) often conce rns large r synta ctic units
h is more
single word s, and as such differ s from word paral lelism whic
typica lly Cerm anic.f 6
pairs like those
The relati onshi p betwe en Germ anic word paral lelism and word
next chapt er. That
found in the Ugar itic/H ebrew corpu s will be discu ssed in the
lines, allow s for
classi ficatio n, which I delibe rately devel oped acros s lingu istic
many differ ent kinds of relati onshi ps betwe en word s.
to other
After about a gener ation, inform ation begin s to filter throu gh
may come from an
discip lines. For exam ple, most peopl e work ing with texts that
iples of oral
oral tradit ion now have a nodd ing acqua intanc e with the princ
n ofThe Singer of
formu laic analy sis, more than thirty years after the publi catio
son's intere st in
Tales . In a simila r way, those of struct uralis t bent know of [akob
85 Brigh t, 1990, p. 440
86 Kosk iennie mi, 1968, pp. 40-1
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parallelism a little less than thirty years after "Grammatical Parallelism and Its
Russian Facet" appeared in 1966. While Fox, Leon-Portilla, and Bright know of
work in biblical studies on parallelism and even word pairs, only Berlin and
O'Connor know of Fox's work. And none of them seem to know of Bright and
Leon-Portilla. I myself found Bright by accident, and traced Leon-Portilla from
Bright's bibliography.
And yet Watters' bookFormula Criticism and the Poetry of the Old
Testament opens with the words:
It is characteristic and a tragedy of modem scholarship that few writers
in one field are aware of work being done in another. The man for all
seasons, able to encompass all available knowledge, is certainly no
longer with us....And it is an unfortunate result of singular attention to
one's own studies that discoveries in one field, especially with regard to
new methodology, go completely unnoticed in another.f 7
He then attempts to apply the insights of oral formulaic analysis to classical
Hebrew poetry, without apparently ever having noticed that what may hold good
for the iambic hexameter of classical Greek does not necessarily work for the
parallelisms of Hebrew poetry. Furthermore, there were numerous examples in
the literature, even when Watters wrote in 1976, of oral traditions that exhibited
marked parallelism and which were much more rational sources of comparison
than the Iliad. Reference to some of these examples may be found in [akobsori's
1966 article "Grammatical Parallelism and its Russian Facet".
At the other end of the scale, we have Watters announcing that "[w]e have
no interest in field studies of living oral verse-making be they taken from the
South Seas or the Ukraine."88 About the same time, J. C. de Moor and P. van der
Lugt declared in the face of published information that "the principle of
parallelismus membrorum was invented by the Sumerians and was taken over
by the Akkadians and other Semitic peoples of the ancient world.r''' 9 And yet we
have the example, described in the introduction, of Fox, who has studied a living
tradition of parallelism; it can shed light on a tradition long dead. We do not seek
to adopt Milman Parry's conclusions; however valid they may be for the classical
Greek tradition, their relevance to Hebrew poetry is in only the most general
terms. No, it is Parry's methodology we wish to adopt. When frustrated by his
inability to gain insight into the workings of the Homeric bard's mind, he talked
with Slavicguslari and recorded their singing. Culley gives an example of the
same type of thinking:
87 Watters, 1976, p. 2
88 Watters, 1976, p. 39

89 quoted in Pardee, 1988, p. 170 fn
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In the past much light has been shed on dark areas of the people of
Israel and their literature by exploring parallel situations in the history
of other peoples about whom more is known. When faced with an
embarrassing lack of information about conditions prevailing at a
given time, scholars have often sought to sketch in the background of
the few and insufficient facts available by drawing an analogy from
another historical situation that is more fully documented, and so
more completely understood....This method is in principle quite sound,
since very often the discovery of a parallel about which more is known
offers the only hope of interpreting the meagre facts at our disposal. But
the extent to which such a study succeeds depends upon a careful and
judicious treatment of the evidence.P ?
So, let us be "careful and judicious", but let us not reject parallels completely.
And let us be selective about the "parallels" we do choose.

o
o

90 Culley, 1968, p. 4
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HOW WORD PAIRS MEAN

The previous chapter introduced the idea of parallelism and offered a survey of
scholarly opinion on its nature. This chapter develops an analysis of how words
pair -- not necessarily in the context of parallelism or of biblical studies, but in the
broadest possible terms and using examples from English, both spoken and
literary, and from English translations of the Hebrew Bible. Thus it will serve to
introduce terms and concepts that will be used freely in later chapters.
We begin this chapter with a discussion of word pairs in their most general
sense, i.e. any two words which tend to be spoken and! or written together. We go
on to discuss word pairs in a narrower sense. This narrower sense will need
defining, and the latter portion of this chapter is to a large degree an attempt to do
just that.
The Primacy of Paired Structures
From the outset we are convinced that pairing is fundamental to the way thought
processes make language. If WaIter Ong's viewpoint, as described in the last
chapter, is right then these thought processes are much more obvious in oral
literatures than in written ones because oral literature has not been restructured
by the world view which dominates literacy. To some degree this is correct, if a
survey of those literatures in which parallelism has been found is anything to go
by. On the other hand, it has also been found in surprising places, like American
newspapers.I It seems likely that the matter is a good deal more complicated than
Ong would have us believe. Nevertheless, parallelism and word pairs are
frequently found in oral literatures and in those written documents which are
based on oral tradition. Parallelism also occurs in several literatures which are
heavily influenced by an ancient (and functionally oral) tradition.
It does not end there. Graves2 cites numerous examples demonstrating the
prevalence of parallel structures in modern English. His concern is not so much
to show its presence as to enter a plea that conscious use of it be taught in creative
writing courses. In so doing, however, he cites work analysing the nature of art.
Suzanne Langer describes symmetry as a fundamental principle of
art.... [H]er most interesting contention is that symmetrical form is not
only fundamental to human experience but capable of expressing "our
deepest vital feeling." She writes, 'The safest device to achieve living

1 Hiatt, 1973
2 Graves, 1984, pp. 175-8
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merel y
form is symm etrica l comp ositio n." Thus seen, symm etry is not
force. 3
a cold, static form, but, rather , a poten tially dynam ic, life-g iving
sugge sted that
At the begin ning of Chap ter II When Corre ctly View ed...r we
-dime nsion al
parall elism -- symm etry, in Grave s' phras eolog y -- offers a three
ssion of huma n
view of realit y. Here it is seen to be a dynam ic force in the expre
exper ience .
Word Assoc iation
n one after the
By its natur e langu age assoc iates words . If two word s are spoke
iate word s
other , the mind is more likely to assoc iate them than it is to assoc
if there are other
which are separ ated by sever al senten ces. On the other hand,
or voice
mitig ating factor s that act as "glue ", such as rhym e or allite ration
the mind links.
emph asis, the more widel y separ ated word s may be those which
prom otes a ment al
Sound , too, assoc iates word s. The way that simila rity of sound
ssion and is a
link betwe en word s will under pin much of the follow ing discu
l phone mes, is
const antly recur ring factor . Allite ration , the repeti tion of initia
the assoc iation is
extrem ely comm on: "didd le, diddl e, dump ling". Even when
en "this" and
denie d, it remai ns: "Not this but rathe r that" forges a link betwe
stron g is seen in
"that" which is diffic ult to dispe l. Evide nce that the bond is very
ete, like "fro" in
the numb er of word s found in word pairs but other wise obsol
"to-an d-fro" and "kith " in "kith- and-k in".
. For
For a few word pairs, we know how the assoc iation came about
centu ry and is
instan ce, Tom and Jerry was a drink popul ar at the turn of this
ver, go back to a
more recen tly appli ed to a pair of cartoo n mice. The name s, howe
by the first sport s
best-s eller called Life in Lond on, which was publi shed in 1820
his count ry
journ alist Pierce Egan. The book, in which Corin thian Tom and
lar stage play.4
cousi n Jerry exper ience Regen cy Lond on, becam e an equal ly popu
s of Engli sh
And the name s Tom and Jerry are forev er linke d in the mind
speak ers. [See Figur e 3 overle af.]
Panin i's Rules
That fact bring s
Note too that they are not [erry and Tom; they are Tom and Jerry.
two mille nnia ago. In
us to an aspec t of word pairin g which was noted more than
inatio n of word
an agglu tinati ve langu age such as Sansk rit, the order of the comb
in Panin i's
roots is critic al to mean ing. The rules they follow are descr ibed
rehen sive a work
wond erful book (four th centu ry BCE), so disce rning and comp
3 Grave s, 1984, pp. 172
4 Reid, 1971
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rit gram mar". 5
that it is "to this day... the unsur passe d autho ritativ e text on Sansk
ages; we are
There is little doub t that these rules apply to Indo- Europ ean langu
s.
much less certai n of their appli cation to other langu age stock
ially
Panin i descr ibes a numb er of princ iples, two of which are espec
signif icant for us:
se porta nt
II.2.29 (Deux ou plus de deux noms [lechis forme nt un compo
er le
le nom de) dvandra ("paire" = compose copul aiif) pour exprim
lle et
sens (que note la particule) "et" (a savoir, en fait, joneti on mutue
collection) . plaks asoka u "les arbres plaks aet asoka " joncti on
et la peau"
muiue lle); vaktv acam "(1'en sembl e forme par) la parole
(valeu r collective) ....
nomb re
11.2.34 (Dans un compose copul aiif), le mot ayant un plus petit
n
icatio
l'appl
a
de voyell es (forme le membre anierieur, par preference
et (malgre
eoentuelle de 32 et de 33). plaks anyag rodha m"le pO et le nO"
la
32) vagag ni"la parole et le feu". En cas de plus de deux noms,
ue,
restriction ne vaut que pour un: sankh adun dubh ivnah "conq
t l'etre
notan
tambour, ciihare", Vt.: est aussi memb re anieri eur le mot
[rere dine:
(plus) digne de respect: matap itarau "le pere et la mere". -- le
(plus)
yudh isthir arjun au'Y" et AO ", -- le mot dont les syllables sont
legeres: kusak asam "herb es kO et kO ", -- le nom de la caste plus
eleueurimportante: brahm anaks atriya vitsu drah" brfihm ane, noble,
ent en
uienn
artisan, sudra ", -- le nom de la saison ou de l'asterisme qui
ah" h iuer,
tete, si le nombre des syllables est egal: hema ntasi sirav asant
e:
nombr
de
[rimae, printe mps", -- le plus faible de deux noms
navat isatam "90 et 100". 6
one class of
We will encou nter these princ iples again when we consi der
in the order ing of
word pairs below . The laws that Panin i descr ibes help to expla
also helps to expla in
word pairs, but give no clue to the origin of the links. Panin i
iel draw s very
the irreve rsabil ity of some word pairs. The lingu ist Yako v Malk
Panin i.
simil ar concl usion s about Engli sh, but does not seem to know
PLUS
Mode rn Engli sh displa ys a very mark ed partia lity to SHOR T
able, or
disyll
c)
ytoni
LONG : either mono syllab le plus (norm ally parox
and
ter
two mono syllab les of unequ al size....Exce ption s do exist (chap
and
verse.,.. hithe r and yon... ), but fail by a wide marg in to excee d 10%
of
ons
can almos t invar iably accou nted for by powe rful const ellati
.7
speci al circum stanc es inimi cal to this deep- roote d prede lidion
Ment al Proce sses Leadi ng to Word Pairin g
most signif icant
In the end, it is tradit ion that pairs word s. And that may be the
disco ver how pairs
thing we know about them. Study of the tradit ion can help to
5 Eliad e, vol. 11, 1987, p. 165
6 Renou , vol. 1, 1966, pp. 108-9
7 Malki el, 1968, p. 345
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is asked in the
form; it can even throw light upon why, provi ded the quest ion
right way.
betwe en
There are a numb er of differ ent ways of viewi ng relati onshi ps
words . The follow ing schem a treats them as figure s of speec h.
the
[A figure 's] existe nce depen ds comp letely on the aware ness that
is
that
urse
reade r has, or does not have, of the ambig uity of the disco
of a
being offere d to him. Sartre was to obser ve that the mean ing
reade r],
[the
he
is
it
litera ry objec t is not conta ined in the word s, 'since
to be
on the contr ary, who enabl es the signif icanc e of each of them
value
the
ic:
rhetor
in
exists
under stood .' This herm eneut ic circle also
ds
depen
it
of a figure is not given in the word s that make it up, since
ives,
on the gap betwe en these word s and those that the reade r perce
n
writte
the
of
menta lly, beyon d them, 'in a perpe tual super sessio n
thing .'8
son's termi nolog y
The termi nolog y for the schem a below was inspir ed by [akob
age :
for the two types of aphas ia descr ibed inFun damen tals of Langu
1)
Any lingu istic sign invol ves two mode s of arran geme nt.
occur s
Comb inatio n. Any sign is made up of const ituent signs and / or
istic
lingu
any
only in comb inatio n with other signs. This mean s that
units
unit at one and the same time serve s as a conte xt for simpl er
Henc e
unit.
stic
lingui
lex
and/ or finds its own conte xt in a more comp
ior unit:
any actua l group ing of lingu istic units binds them into a super
comb inatio n and conte xture are two faces of the same opera tion.
ility of
2) Selec tion. A select ion betwe en altern atives impli es the possib
respe ct
subst itutin g one for the other , equiv alent to the forme r in one
n
itutio
subst
and
and differ ent from it in anoth er. Actua lly, select ion
s
mode
are two faces of the same opera tion... .In order to delim it the two
select ion,
of arran geme nt which we have descr ibed as comb inatio n and
on two
F. de Sauss ure states that the forme r "isin presentia : it is based
the latter
or sever al terms jointl y prese nt in an actua l series ," where as
onic
"conn ects terms in absentia as memb ers of a virtua l mnem
series " .9
The two types are called "simi lar" and "cont iguou s":
ent
The devel opme nt of a disco urse may take place along two differ
their
sema ntic lines: one topic may lead to anoth er either throu gh
d be
simila rity or throu gh their contig uity. The metap horic way woul
for
way
ymic
the most appro priate term for the first case and the meton
the secon d, since they find their most conde nsed expre ssion in
metap hor and meto nymy respe ctivel y.U'
select a word
In his clinic al work [akob son noted that aphas iacs strug gling to
d to the desir ed
err in one of two basic ways: either the word select ed was relate
he called the
word as a metap horic al figure is relate d to the prope r term (what
8 Genet te, 1982, p. 54
9 Iakob son, 1956, p. 60
10 [akob son, 1956, p. 76
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ed term as a
simila rity disord er), or the word select ed was relate d to the desir
der). Thus, to use
meton ym is relate d to the prope r term (the conti guity disor
der woul d respo nd to
Jakob son's own exam ples, a patie nt with the simila rity disor
r ", or "mistr ess "
the stimu lus word "cham pagne " with "ging er pop ", "geyse
the conti guity
[We migh t say "sparkling wine "or "bubb ly. "1 A patie nt with
disor der
the
will readil y resor t to meton ymica l shifts from the cause to
the thing
imme diate or furthe r effect (tipsi ness or hango ver ), from
ary tool
conta ined to the conta iner (bottle ), from the goal to an auxili
(cork screw ), and from the whole to the part (foam ).11
htfor ward forty years
As with practi cally every thing else, what seem ed quite straig
ago no longe r appea rs so simpl e:
about
It is easy to critici se attem pts to make large gener alizat ions
the
aphas ia as overs impli ficati ons and no one woul d claim that
typol ogies
gener alizat ions [akob son and Sabo uraud have made in their
ent
differ
of
e
are mean t to be comp lete descr iption s of the natur
can be
distur bance s. They are, rather , propo sals from which hypot heses
the typol ogy
gener ated. But the quest ion is not so much wheth er or not
princ iples
is an overs impli ficati on, which is admi tted, but whet her the
2
on which it is based are sound .1
, about the
We are not here prese nting any claim s, or even sugge stions
r, we wish to
validi ty or other wise of [akob son's typol ogy of aphas ia. Rathe
termi nolog y.
ackno wledg e our debt to him for the ideas which spark ed our
ing, a
Word s are paire d in three types . In order to facilit ate under stand
overp age):
schem atic descr iption prece des the discu ssion (See Figur e 4

11 [akob son, 1971, p. 236
12 Lesse r, 1978, p. 43
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1) meta phor

both word s
prese nt
a. adjec tive
+ noun
i) Home ric
epithe t
ii) kenni ng
b. two nouns

2) meto nymy
one word
prese nt
a. rhym ing
slang
b. euphe mism
c. antiph rasis

d. synec doche
e. hendi adys

i) colloc ation
ii) meris mus
zeugm a

3) repet ition

word x2
a. studi ed
i) figure of
rhetor ic
ii) pun
iii) mean ing x 2
iv) cogna te accus ative
v) idem per idem
b. redup licati ves
i) identi cal
ii) ablau t
iii) rhym e

r's attent ion to
1) Meta phor. One word (the figure ) direct s the heare r'sl reade
figure elucid ates
anoth er (the prope r term) . The word s are comb ined so that the
text; the
the prope r term. The key is that both word s are prese nt in the
this perce ption is
speak er I write r perce ives them to be relate d in some way and
conve yed to the heare r I reade r by mean s of the metap hor.
word pairs .
a. Some tradit ions have devel oped formu laic adjec tive I noun
ion, thoug h
i) The classi cal tradit ion produ ced theHomeric epithet ; its funct
do know ,
studi ed since the 1920' s, is still not comp letely under stood . We
conta ined speci al
howe ver, that for its heare rs as well as for its practi tioner s, it
emph asis.
tive
[T]he short er formu lae may best be exam ined in the noun- adjec
] but
[sic
comb inatio ns, which are used not merel y for god sand men
and the
for all sorts of inani mate object s such as spear s, sword s, the sea,
ions
variat
few
sky. In using these Hom er follow s mark ed rules with
the
from them, and the rules are deter mine d by the dema nds of
se Greek
becau
Just
x.
hexam eter and the inflec ted natur e of Greek synta
to
ding
nouns are declin ed and have differ ent metri cal value s accor
mmat e
their cases, so the formu lae have been work ed out with consu
every
for
and
care and skill to be ready for all cases in the decle nsion
there are
space or place to be occup ied in the hexam eter. For instan ce,
is
each
but
56 differ ent noun- adjec tive comb inatio ns for Achil les,
ied in
deter mine d by the case of the noun and the positi on to be occup
ce,
practi
al
norm
r's
the verse . With certai n excep tions... r this is Home
inven ted
and it indica tes an ancie nt and powe rful tradit ion whic h has
little
such comb inatio ns for almos t every need. At times it looks a
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as out of
mech anica l, as when certai n epith ets are not so much otiose
'godcalled
place. Thus we hardl y expec t the Cyclo ps Polyp hemu s to be
'lady
like'...or great- hearte d... r or the moth er of the begga r lrus to be
h cases
...Suc
men'.
moth er'...o r the herds man Philo etius to be 'leade r of
and
sugge st that even for Hom er some epith ets had little mean ing
times
other
At
.
were used chiefl y for filling a place in the verse
do not
epithe ts, which in most place s are suitab le and even charm ing,
beach ed
fit their conte xts, as when the sky by day is called 'starr y'...or
et is
ships 'swift '...or dirty linen 'shini ng' .... Here the famil iar epith
cts slight ly
retain ed in its usual place in the verse , even thoug h it confli
with the sense . 13
conti nuum
ii) The Old Engli sh and Old Nors ekenn ing is simila rly on a
fluidi ty of
boun ded at one end by rigid tradit ion and at the other by the
formu lae
perfo rman ce comp ositio n. Study of the natur e and use of epic
ry's] defin ition... has
contin ues to fascin ate while it frustr ates schol ars, since "[Par
fifty years , the
prove d inade quate and, in spite of furthe r study durin g the last
formu la has resist ed defin ition. "14
is an
An epithe t is a simpl e name appli ed to some one; a kenni ng
to a
nces
refere
of
e
adjec tival phras e that becom es a stand ard featur
world
out
perso n, place, or thing , and is thus used repea tedly ....Th rough
foot,'
litera ture kenni ng phras es are comm on: thus Oedip us is 'club
Haml et is 'mela nchol y Dane ,' Cassi us is 'lean and hungr y.'15
ebrew
The pairin g of noun + adjec tive occur s, but rarely , in Ugar itic/H
word pairs:
There is no Holy One like the Lord,
no one besid es you;
there is no Rock like our God.
(1 Samu el 2:2 NRSV )
RSP IT 49, HI 157
b. Two word s of the same gramm atical type are paire d.
i) Theco llocat ion is found in Old Norse and Old Engli sh.
is thus a
The formu la is a habit ual colloc ation, metri cally defin ed, and
expre ssion ,
styliz ation of some thing which is funda ment al to lingu istic
l
name ly the expec tation that a seque nce of word s will show lexica
matic al
congr uity, togeth er with (and as a condi tion of) lexica l and gram
that
ple,
exam
comp lemen tarity . It may be said of 'wide ' and 'way' , for
, which
in Old Engli sh they set up a recipr ocal expec tancy of each other
acros s
ly
equal
may opera te strictl y withi n the 'half- line' struct ure..., but
13 Bowr a, 1962, p. 29
14 Wind elber g and Mille r, 1980, p. 30
15 Packa rd, 1989, p. 107
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half-l ines... , and also of cours e in prose .... An exam ple with a
one still
thema ticall y more powe rful conne xion (and in conse quenc e
6
more widel y explo ited) is the pairm 0 d andm aegen ....1
word pairs than
Collo cation s are very much more comm on in Ugar itic/H ebrew
are those of the kenni ng type.
For the son treats the fathe r with conte mpt,
the daug hter rises up again st her moth er
(Mica h 7:6 NRSV )
father / moth er RSP I 47
son/d augh ter RSP I 114
of speec h
ii) Anoth er type of word pairin g is a little- under stood figure
comm on in oral tradit ions:
,
Meris mus, a figure of speec h akin in some respe cts to synec doche
them
of
consi sts in detail ing the indiv idual memb ers, or some
and
usual ly the first and last, or the more prom inent - of a series ,
speci es
are
ers
memb
thereb y indic ating either the genus of which those
the
or the abstra ct qualit y which chara cteris es the genus and which
is the
speci es have in comm on. Symb olical ly expre ssed, meris mus
of the
place
brach ylogo us use of A + Y or A + B + Y or A + X + Y in
Z of
comp lete series A + B + c... + X + Y to repre sent the collec tive
is
which
z
ct
abstra
the
which the indiv idual s A to Y are memb ers or
are
on
their comm on chara cteris tic, and the terms select ed for menti
7
comm only joined to each other by the copul a.1
As long as the earth endur es
seedt ime and harve st, cold and heat,
summ er and winte r, day and night
shall not cease .
(Gen 8:22 NRSV )
er/wi nter,
The four word pairs here -- seedt ime/h arves t, cold/ heat, summ
event s or activi ties
day / night -- are not inten ded to refer simpl y to the occas ions,
of a whol e
menti oned. In each case, the two desig nated are repre senta tive
ties, but to
categ ory. Seedt ime/h arves t does not refer only to those activi
cultiv ating,
every thing invol ved in the agric ultura l cycle, such as ploug hing,
sting. Likew ise
weed ing, thresh ing, and winno wing as well as sowin g and harve
n, but rathe r
the word pair summ er/wi nter does not exclu de sprin g and autum
16 Quirk , 1963, pp. 150-1
17 Hone yman , 1952, pp. 13-4
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summ er and
includ es them unde r the gener al categ ory of seaso ns, of which
ng or heari ng a text
winte r are but two exam ples. It is notew orthy that, when readi
most peopl e
which conta ins exam ples of meris mus like the verse just cited,
intuit ively unde rstan d the autho r's inten tion.
Isaiah :
An intere sting exam ple of word pairin g occur s in the book of
[You] turn aside the needy from justic e
and rob the poor of my peopl e of their right,
that wido ws may be your spoil,
and that you may make orpha ns your prey!
(Isaia h 10:2 NRSV )
and follow s it with
The text gives us a word pair which is the series needy / poor
ws/ orpha ns. The
anoth er word pair which gives two exam ples of that series : wido
first pair is a colloc ation, and the secon d a meris mus.
is not
2) Meto nymy . The figure is prese nt in the text; the prope r term
on the quick prese nt but sugge sted. The write r / speak er of the word pair relies
se so much word
witted ness of the audit or to identi fy the word inten ded. Becau
be used to preve nt
assoc iation is cultur ally depen dent, this kind of point ing can
know ing group .
under stand ing as well as to emph asise the exclu sivity of the
some times
In parall el langu age both the figure and the prope r term are
both by the conte xt
prese nt. Here the meton ymic type of word pairin g is signa lled
word pair.
and by the sema ntic distan ce betwe en the two memb ers of the
the
a. A very well know n exam ple of this type of word pairin g is
with succe ssive
phen omen on of rhymi ng slang . Patter ns of speec h are larde d
the unsta ted
word pairs in juxtap ositio n, the secon d of which rhym es with
allusi on is a
prope r term. The exten t to which the listen er under stand s the
meas ure of how close s / he stand s to the inner circle .
oped in the
Rhym ing slang , Cock ney rhym ing slang , is not ancie nt. It devel
nce of thiev es' cant.
first half of the ninet eenth centu ry, perha ps unde r the influe
in the
was
Just wher e did it start? Matth ews states that one origin
meet each
langu age of begga rs but, since they have no press ing desire to
lin
Frank
other , this can hardl y have been the main sourc e. [ulian
was then
maint ains that it arose via the secre t langu age of thieve s and
aves
tea-le
se
becau
studi ed by the police . That seem s very plaus ible
catch
(thiev es) need a langu age code to baffle eaves dropp ers and to
have
may
tus
impe
third
them the police need to break the code. A
most
come from brick layers ' slang , which Colem an states was 'the
slang he
pictur esque , invol ved and unint elligi ble' of all the rhym ing
exam ples
His
s'.
had heard and was simila rly used 'to baffle newc omer
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show that he was referring to exactly the type we are discussing: 'Now
then, my china plate (mate); out with your cherry ripe (pipe), off with
your steam packet (jacket) and set your bark and growl (trowel) a-going';
'More Dublin tricks (bricks)!' 'Give me some fisherman's daughter
(water); 'He's elephant's trunk (drunk)'. A fourth origin, suggested by
Dodson and Saczek, is that it started from gangs of Cockney navvies,
the period 1800-1850 being the era of navvy gangs building canals and
railways, and was used by them to confuse rival Irish construction
gangs. In my view, Cockney rhyming slang seems to have arisen chiefly
from the second and fourth causes outlined above, namely navvies'
language taken over by thieves.1 8
That same Pierce Egan who coined the bound structure Torn-and-jerry
was the first writer to bring into fiction a faithful and friendly portrayal
of the Cockney....We do not get a great deal of the Cockney dialect in
Egan, although he has some delightful passages, but he is generous
with the lively, colourful slang that peppers London popular speech.
More than that, he portrays with relish and affection, and without a
hint of condescension, not only the Cockney character, but the rich
diversity of typical London types which the city had thrown up in the
early nineteenth century....Here, brought into print for the first time, is
the world of characters Dickens was to make his own and give
immortality to.1 9
The popularity and ubiquity of Egan's books, followed by those of Dickens,
brought Cockney speech into the immediate English language where it remains
today. Nevertheless, however popular, rhyming slang would not have enjoyed a
vogue of a century and a half had it not struck a chord for those who heard it. To
some degree the appeal lies in the way words pair, and the fun of learning those
rules so as to be a member of the inner circle, one who knows.
Berlin, 1985, discusses phonological pairing. I have not covered it here
because it would enlarge this topic beyond reasonable limits. Also, owing to our
minimal understanding of the pronunciation of ancient languages, any
application of this issue to RSP pairs is highly conjectural.
Not all word pairing by metonymy falls into the category of slang, rhyming
or otherwise. Ancient writers on rhetoric identified many -e.euphemism : "to pass away" for "to die"
Where it appears in parallel language, the word pair may provide the figure and
follow it with the proper term:
But when Reuben heard it, he...[said], "Let us not take his life ."
Reuben said to them, "Shed no blood .... rr

18 Wright, 1981, pp. 94-5
19 Reid, 1971, p. 207
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(Genesis 37: 21-22 NRSV)
RSP 155

b.antiphrasis ,which uses a word whose meaning is the opposite of what the
author intends the reader to understand
Then nightly sings the staring owl
Tu-who;
Tu-whit, Tu-who -- a merry note,
(Shakespeare, Love's Labour's Lost, V, 2, 908)
The following example of this usage from the Hebrew Bible is not in parallel
language, but it is an example of the way a particular style of speaking! writing
flows over from its original usage. The antiphrasis is so clear that modern
translations simply give the proper term rather than the figure.
Then his wife said to him, "Do you still persist in your integrity? Curse
[Heb = "Bless"] God, and die." Gob 2:9 NRSV)

dixit autem illi uxor sua
adhuc tu permanes in simplicitate tua
bene die Deo et morere
(Vulg.)
The LXX retains antiphrasis, but does not use the verb found either in the MT or
in the Vulgate. Also, it has several verses just here that are not present in the
MT.

xpovou 6£

lTOAAOD lTPO~£VTJKOTO<; EtlT£V UUTqJ

crAM Et lTOV

-r r Pi'jj.lIX Eis-

i] yuvi] UUTOV ..

KUplOV KU\ TEA£l:!TU.

(LXX)

c. synecdoche, the part for the whole
"the Beehive" for "the New Zealand government".
Again, as with euphemism, in parallel language the proper term may be present
along with the proper term.
They climb up into the houses,
they enter through the windows like a thief.
(Joel 2:9 NRSV)
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RSP I 131

d.Hendiadys is another kind of pairing, this time two nouns joined by a
conjunction. Its name describes it perfectly -- one (idea is expressed) through two
(words). In the example "odds-and-ends", one does not think of a pile of "odds"
here and one of "ends" over there. Rather, odds-and-ends is a single entity. There
is as such no proper term, not even implied; it is suggested by the stated figure
which is the word pair. In this it differs from rhyming slang. In rhyming slang,
the word pair is the figure which points to the unstated proper term. In
hendiadys, there is no specific word which is the unstated proper term. Rather,
the idea is suggested by the word pair that forms the hendiadys.
The way hendiadys works is elucidated by the image with which we started
the last chapter. The stereoscopic nature of "seeing" allows more of the imagined
proper term to be appreciated than any number of stated figures could. What is
arguably the most famous hendiadys ever occurs in the Twenty- third Psalm
"Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life" (Ps 23:6a
NRSV). :li~ and '91J together point to an attribute of Yahweh which, though
ineffable, is more nearly described this way than any other.
Zeugma may be regarded as being of either the metaphorical or the
metonymical type of word pair. It contains the figure and the proper term, and
thus appears to be of the metaphorical type. But it is also of the metonymical type
because it requires the hearer I reader to supply something not already present.
Zeugma is defined as "a figure of speech in which a word stands in the same
relation to two other terms, but with a different meaning."20
"The room was not light, but his fingers were."
The relationship between room and light is literal, but the relationship between
light and fingers is figurative. While both the figure and the proper term are
present in the text, the hearer still needs to understand something not present in
the text in order to make the necessary double association. The hearer I read er :
must understand the difference between the two relationships. There is an
identical figure of speech in parallel language. "[Janus parallelism] hinges on the
use of a single word with two different meanings, one of which forms a parallel
with what precedes and the other with what follows. Thus, by virtue of a double
entendre, the parallelism faces both directions."21

20 Cuddon, 1976, p. 761
21 ABD, vol. 5, p. 157
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Myself amid lions
I must lie
Amid men's flaming tongues.
(Isaiah 42:8 Dahood, 1967)
"Lie amid lions" has literal meaning, while "lie amid men's flaming tongues"
has figurative meaning. Many, even most, translations fail to appreciate Janus
parallelism, a difficulty frankly acknowledged by Mitchell Dahood:
How can we tell that such a phenomenon is objectively present in the
text and not just the projection of the critic's aesthetic faculty? The
Masoretic and versional unawareness of this pattern counsels caution,
but the enriched sense and the improved syllable count that result
from its recognition permit, even oblige, the translator and exegete to
move beyond the Masoretes and the ancient versions. 22
In the above example from Psalms, "[slchematically represented, the
tricolon reads A + B // C // B' + A':'23 The syllable count is 7 // 3 // 7.
3) Where a word is repeated.
a) studied repetition
i) "True" repetition is that done deliberately foremphasis
Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day ...
(Shakespeare, Macbeth V, 5, 19)
And [acob said, "0 God of my father Abraham,
and God of my father Isaac...."
(Genesis 32:9 NRSV)
RSP I 001

forbalance
He did not know the Somali proverb that says a brave man is always
frightened three times by a lion: when he first sees his track, when
he first hears him roar and when he first confronts him. (Ernest
Hemingway, "The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber")
orto pick up a train of thought after one or more intervening words.
Ah! must-22 Dahood, 1967, p. 574
23 Dahood, 1967, p. 578
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Designer infinite! -Ah! must Thou char the
wood ere Thou canst
limn with it?
(Francis Thompson, "The Hound of Heaven")
He leads counselors away stripped,
and makes fools of judges....
He leads priests away stripped,
and overthrows the mighty.
(Job 12:17+19 NRSV)
RSP I 165
ii) A word may appear to be repeated but actually be used indifferent senses.
This kind of repetition resembles zeugma in that the hearer/reader must
understand that the sense of the second usage is different from that of the first.
"The cook was good as cooks go, and as good cooks go, she went." "Never
trouble trouble till trouble troubles you."
If you offer to the starving your victuals [tO~.~l

and the appetite [tO~#l of the oppressed satisfy.
(Isaiah 58:10, Dahood)24
RSP III 218
iii) Themeaning of a word may be repeated even though the actual words
used are different: "common or garden variety". This is very common in
parallel language, and is what most people understand by the term.
Be lord over your brothers,
and may your mother's sons bow down to you.
(Genesis 27:29 NRSV)
RSP I 017
In some cases, the roots of the members of the word pair come from
different languages: "last will and testament ",
Tyre has built itself a rampart,
24 RSP III, p. 116
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and heaped up silver ["19.;;l] like dust,
and gold [Y~in] like the dirt of the streets.
(Zechariah 9:8 NRSV)
RSP I 301
but there is also another pair:
two hundred shekels of silver ["19.;;l1
and a bar of gold [~iJ!] weighing fifty shekels,
(Joshua 7:22 NRSV)
The latter word pair is not attested in Ugaritic because ~iJ! "gold" is thought to be
a word of the South Canaanite dialect. In support of this hypothesis, "19.;;l :: ~iJ! is
by far the more common of the two word pairs in the Hebrew Bible. "ynn, in
Hebrew, appears to have been the more archaic form, having cognates in
Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Phoenician, while ~in has cognates in various Aramaic
dialects and in Arabic:'25 Gevirtz comments that
[it] is of interest to note that no biblical poet ever made use of the
parallelism [ynn 11 ~i1"r], "goldl" 1/"goldz," from which we may
perhaps infer (1) that tradition did not countenance this pair and (2)
that the alteration in the regular parallelism, [ynn 11"10:l] to
[~i1"r 11 "1 0 :l], may perhaps have been dictated by metrical
considerations. 26
iv) The classical languages have favoured a construction which lends its use
in English an air of archaicism and pedantry. [uvenal's well-known comment
"Sed quis custodiet ipsos custodes ?" is customarily translated as "But who is to
guard the guards themselves?", which retains the form as well as the sense of
the cognate accusative . Strictly it is an internal accusative, that is, the noun in the
accusative case refers to the same occasion as does the verb: "Fight the good
fi g h t .... "
Now and then in Hebrew a verb and noun are used which both have the
same word root, though they do not really qualify as cognate accusatives:
The bricks have fallen,
but we will build with dressed stones

25 Gevirtz, 1973, p. 13
26 Cevirtz, 1973, p. 13
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(Isaia h 9:9 NRSV )
RSP I 325
....iTl. :ll n~n i '1~0») C" l:l~
."
The root 1:l forms both the verb "to build " and the noun "brick
~_

'T:

TT

--:

n now know n
v) In 1874 Lagar de wrote of the Semit ic langu age pheno meno
c and Hebre w.
asidem per idem , illust rating its form and funct ion in both Arabi
ted
Theid em per idem consi sts of a verb in the princ iple claus e repea
lled
in the subor dinat e clause , and linke d by some form of the so-ca
the main
relati ve prono un. The numb er and perso n of the subje ct in
re, the
ermo
Furth
clause is mirro red in the attach ed relati ve clause .
guish ing it
repea ted verb has the same sense in both clause s, thus distin
the same
have
not
do
from paron omas ia, in which simila rities of form
sense . 27
ntial) exam ple of
Far and away the most famo us (and theref ore the most influe
Exod us 3:14:
this const ructio n is the enigm atic rema rk of Yahw eh found in
i1:;;;r~ i~~ iT:;;;r~

--

"I Am Who I Am." (NRS V)

genui nely
b)Red uplic atives are differ ent again . Only some times are they
tions of a single
repeti tive; at other times they "invo lve partia l or total repeti
lly as a single
morp heme or word" 28. In every case, they funct ion lingu istica
age.
word , which is proba bly why they do not appea r in parall el langu
i)idw tical reduplicatioes : tom- torn, ack-a ck , goody -good y
as descr ibed
ii)ablaut redup licativ es : The vowe l chang es from short to long,
by Panin i: sing- song, zig-za g
bells ,
iii)rh yme redup licativ es : Only the initia l phon eme chang es: hell's
ding- a-ling
ic exerc ise of
On the face of it O'Co nnor is right that "[tjhe psych other apeut
in a langu age can
free assoc iation revea ls, if it is not obvio us, that any single word
to perce ive how far
be paire d with any other "29. But it needs very little reflec tion
viden t is often
practi ce falls short of theor y, and how that which seem s self-e
gross ly inacc urate.
few of
[A]s happe ns so often in cultu ral patter ning, one finds relati vely
..In
the total numb er of theor etical possib ilities actua lly oceur ring..
270g den, 1991, p. 107
28 Dund es, 1974, p. 1
29 O'Co nnor, 1980, p. 96
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'Ther e is
discu ssing rhym e redup licati ves, [Hen ry Whea tley] obser ved,
nearl y
a remar kable pecul iarity conne cted with this divisi on, viz, that
h....'
half of the word s embr aced withi n it comm ence with the letter
than
r
Excep t for the obvio us error in referr ing to ortho graph y rathe
. 30
phono logica l realit ies, Whea tley's obser vatio n seem s to be sound
mere recor ding of
But there is more point to these remar ks of Dund es than the
speec h patter ns.
d be
Clear ly each.. .idiom has its own indiv idual histor y and it woul
callin g
absur d to attem pt to expla in them solely in terms of what I am
the Henn y-Pen ny pheno meno n. Many of the redup licati ves
i polloi
thems elves are loanw ords from other leang uages [sic], e.g.,ho
ly on
entire
from Greek . Clear ly the forma tion could not be expla ined
other
the basis of the Henn y-Pen ny pheno meno n in Engli sh. On the
nce
existe
the
by
hand, the borro wing itself may have been encou raged
folk
of an I hi: I pi prede lictio n in Engli sh.It seems safe to say that
role in
ed
reciat
unapp
to
phonological esthetics may well play a hither
which
of
both the forma tion of idioms as well as the determ inatio n
new forma tions or borrounngs gain acceptance 31.
ral
The pairin g of word s by sense and/o r eupho ny is a cross -cultu
g in Engli sh, in
pheno meno n. We have exam ined some comm on types of pairin
with and as an
order to provi de a sense of the scope of what we are deali ng
show n how that
introd uctio n to conce pts and termi nolog y. We have furthe r
ate the use of
same classi ficatio n may be appli ed to a paral lel langu age to elucid
some word s.
Word Pairs In Paral lel Lang uage
high oral
A great many langu ages (and these are mostl y oral or with a
ures. "Para llelism , as
comp onent ) exhib it a mark ed prede lictio n for paral lel struct
same or relate d
it is most often called , can be defin ed as the repet ition of the
lines or verse s.,,32
seman tic conte nt and/o r gram matic al struc ture in conse cutive
as to be practi cally
It may be objec ted that a defin ition like this is so open- ended
lism itself is such
mean ingles s. Certa inly, it is very broad , but that is becau se paral
rathe r than a
a broad pheno meno n. As a result the open- ended ness is a virtue
see paral lelism as
defec t. Indee d, some schol ars, follow ing Hopk ins and [akob son,
a (perh apsth e ) princ iple under lying all poetr y.
Becau se there are infini te possib ilities for activa ting lingu istic
equiv alenc es, there are infini te possi bilitie s for const ructin g
any
parall elism s. No paral lelism is 'bette r' or 'more comp lete' than
30 Dund es, 1974, p. 2
31 Dund es, 1974, p. 6, my emph asis
32 Berlin , 1992, p. 155
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devic e
other. Each is const ructed for its own purpo se and conte xt. The
ilities
capab
of parall elism is extrao rdina rily flexib le, and its expre ssive
and appea l are enorm ous.... 33
noted in
Weste rn schol ars prior to the upsur ge in the study of paral lelism
tive. Thus a
the previ ous chapt er were inclin ed to equat e oral with primi
has to be said
wides pread belief grew up that in paral lel langu age every thing
g.
twice becau se heare rs are incap able of grasp ing it at one hearin
own
his
to
Herde r, 'the great advoc ate of parall elism ' accor ding
iated bias
expre ssion, resolu tely attack ed the afterw ard repea tedly enunc
logy'
tauto
tual
perpe
that 'paral lelism is mono tonou s and prese nts a
have
and that 'if every thing has to be said twice , the first sayin g must
en
--Hab
reply
ct
succin
er's
been only half achie ved and defec tive'. Herd
of
arison
Sie noch nie einen Tanz gesehen ? -- follow ed by a comp
lelism
Hebr ew poetr y with such a dance , transf ers gram matic al paral
prope r
the
into
from the class of genet ic debili ties and their remed ies
34
categ ory of purpo sive poetic devic es.
One of those "purp osive poetic devic es" is certai nly word pairs.
ars think of
We have alread y seen what sever al impo rtant mode rn schol
ers of the pairs
word pairs. Now we must discu ss at some lengt h how the memb
holds the
are relate d to each other and what in fact may be the "glue " that
memb ers togeth er.
of
[I]t may not ultim ately seem surpr ising that struct ural analy ses
land
High
of
or
o
Borne
of
episo des from Genes is, or of the mytho logy
a
yield
d
Burm a, or even a portio n of Amer ican India n myth s shoul
ctly rich array of binar y oppos itions , since this may - direct ly or indire
st that
sugge
d
woul
it
have been their comp osing princi ple. Conv ersely ,
ough t to
a comp rehen ding analy sis of these forms of elabo rate duali sm
35
exam ine this under lying princ iple of comp ositio n.
".
But Fox goes furthe r than this in his asses smen t of the "glue
lelism is
The curio us featur e of the dyads in elabo rate tradit ions of paral
attem pted
that they make -- thoug h comm entato rs on paral lelism have
and
ars
simil
to make these distin ctions -- no distin ction betwe en
have in
oppos ites. Comp lemen tary, contr ary, and contr adicto ry terms
at a
ly,
possib
that
So
comm on their relati on to one anoth er as apair ,
oppos ites,
first-o rder level, there is a funda menta l unity of sirnil ars and
ons
a prima cy in polar ity. Thus the creati on of a seman tics of relati
sis
woul d be a prere quisit e to a seman tics of refere nce. Binar y analy
its field
woul d, theref ore, be an essen tial tool in this inves tigati on, but
tedly
woul d be more clearl y delim ited. Roma n [akob son has repea
istic
argue d that the binar y princ iple appea rs to under lie much lingu
e
extrem
y
clearl
are
expre ssion and most poetr y. Syste ms of paral lelism

33 Berlin , 1992, p. 160
34 [akob son, 1966, p. 423
35 Fox, 1975, p. 102
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and for
and relati vely transp arent devel opme nts on a binar y princ iple
36
this reaso n suitab le for such analy sis.
in parall el
Let me emph asise once again that word pairs do not appea r only
there, but the
langu age. To be sure, it appea rs thatoriginally they were found
styles of
force of that tradit ion cause d their use to sprea d widel y into other
osite forms such as
langu age. At the same time they also began to appea r in comp
of word pairs.
const ruct phras es and in hendi adys. These are no less exam ples
Some Analy ses of Word Pairs
pts to analy se
In the litera ture I have exam ined there are surpr isingl y few attem
those in paral lel
the relati onshi p betwe en the memb ers of word pairs, at least
pairin g (such as that
langu age. A numb er of studie s of the Germ anic type of word
in the previ ous
descr ibed by Kosk ennie mi) are availa ble. Howe ver, as noted
to contr ast that type
chapt er, these make no seriou s attem pt either to comp are or
study , the
of word pairin g with the type found in parall el langu age. In this
ple of the
analy sis by Elena Gurev ic of Eddic poetr y37 will serve as an exam
Rotin ese 38 is the
Germ anic type, while the prelim inary repor t by [ame s Fox of
w. In addit ion, there
only exam ple for parall el langu age apart from Ugari ticj Hebre
39
are three on word pairs in Biblic al verse which I will discu ss.
Elena Gure vic
s "and" :
Gurev ic defin es word pairs in Icelan dic thus, wher e DC mean
2J wher e
Form ulaic pairs are formu las that follow the patte rn x 1 DC X
g the
havin
x 1 and x 2 are word s from the same morp holog ical class
Meye r
same inflec tional form (exce pt possi bly differ ing in numb er)....
or
ration
allite
of
classi fies these formu las accor ding to the prese nce
rating ,
rhym e: all formu laic pairs fall into one of three group s, allite
ts: Ax laC
rhym ing, or rhym eless. Our mode L.has three possi ble varian
R=
Ax 2J Rx lac Rx 2J and x 1 DC X 2J wher e A = allite ration and
rhym e.40
lf to just antith etical
Recog nising that Meye r had been too narro w limiti ng himse
and tautol ogica l formu las, Gurev ic goes on:
nt of the
Thus we identi fy three ways of struct uring the sema ntic conte
they may
formu laic pair: the two memb ers of the pair may be oppo sed,
a
comp lemen t each other , or they may be synon ymou s, formi ng
ed to
tautol ogy. All the formu laic pairs found in the Edda can be assign
36Fox, 1975, p. 128
37 Gurev ic, 1986
38 Foxr 1975
39 Watso n, 1984; Berlin , 1985; Gelle r, 1979
40 Gurev ic, 1986, p. 33
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one of these groups, according to the structure of their content, that is,
according to their internal form as opposed to the external form
defined by the pattern x 1 DC X 2 described above. 41
Examples of formulaic pairs based on opposition are "morning :: evening",
"speech :: silence". Examples of those which are complementary are "food ::
clothing", "strong :: brave". Examples of those which are tautological are "sabres
:: swords", "valuables :: treasures".
Although her formula x 1 DC X 2 would seem to suggest otherwise,
members of the pairs do not exclusively occur with each other. This is shown by
Gurevic's examples, which list under complementary formulas, for example,
"lands :: warriors", "victory :: lands", "weapons :: lands", "gold :: lands".
Interestingly, a significant number of the word pairs Gurevic identifies turn up in
other unrelated languages which exhibit the kind of word pairs associated with
parallelism. These include "morning :: evening", "food :: clothing", "strength ::
power".

Stephen Geller
Stephen Geller's study of early biblical poetry is one of three that goes beyond the
identification of word pairs and seeks to describe the relationship between the
members. In order to facilitate matters, these three studies will be described in a
group and in chronological order.
Geller's interest in typing word pairs derives from his belief in their
importance to semantic parallelism. Thus he describes a typology which seeks
to combine the concept of semantic paradigm with the recognition that
the relationship of the B Line term to its A Line parallel involves in
every case what might be called a 'rhetorical relationship: that is, one
which is intended to produce a certain literary effect. 42
How this works is not immediately obvious from the categories, though
they are fairly straightforward. They are based on two general types which he calls
"simple" and "modified", plus a third category "compound" which consists of a
few combinations of the first two types. Simple categories are those in which the
two members of the word pair are of the same type, e.g. proper noun, number,
etc. Modified categories are those where they are not, e.g. proper noun :: epithet,
metaphor :: synonym, and so on.43

41 Gurevic, 1986, p. 34
42 GelIer, 1979, p. 32
43 GelIer's categories in full may be found in the appendix at the end of this
chapter.
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There is one further aspect of Geller's typology worth noting. He introduces
into his analysis the concept of semantic grades, "another type of semantic
distinction" .44
By this term is meant inherent degree of parallelism; for example,
"house" is felt by most speakers of English to be closer to terms like
"home," "residence," "domicile," and also "door," "wall," "roof," than
terms which also belong to one of the possible semantic paradigms of
the word, like "street," "insurance," "contract," "plumber." Of course,
since no procedure exists for hierarchical classification within semantic
paradigms, any dogmatism on such matters is misplaced: rather, the
distinction described above is useful only from that most shifting of
bases, common sense, to which may be added literary sense. An
empirical basis for discrimination may be partially established for
biblical Hebrew by recourse to the concordance or to related literatures;
however, this is by no means a safe guide, in view of the limited extent
of surviving ancient Hebrew literature and its distribution over a
period of approximately a thousand years.45
The distinction of semantic grades seems to be feeling for the same sort of
separation as that promoted between "metaphoric" and "rnetonyrnic" in my
classification of word pairs.
Even the brief overview of word pairs found in this chapter has been
sufficient to introduce the reader to the frustrations inherent in trying to find
categories for them. Nevertheless, I feel that the particular problem addressed by
Geller with his semantic grades can be elucidated by [akobson's discussion of the
types of word displacement occurring in aphasia. [akobson's terminology was
used earlier in this chapter to help provide a way of classifying word pairs in
general. The same terminology may prove useful for classifying word pairs in
parallel language.
Wilfred G.E. Watson
Wilfred G.E. Watson is another biblical scholar who has made an attempt at
classifying the way word pairs go together. His first concern is that he not be
misunderstood" so his definition of word pairs (given in the previous chapter
under the survey) is repeated here for ready reference:
Parallel word-pairs can be recognised as such if they fit the following
requirements:
1. each must belong to the same grammatical class (verb, noun, etc.);
2. the components must occur in parallel lines;

44 Geller, 1979, p. 41
45 Geller, 1979, p. 41
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3. such word-pairs must be relatively frequent 46
It should be noted that both Gurevic and Watson insist that word pairs
must belong to the same grammatical class, even though the former is not
concerned with a language that exhibits parallelism.
Watson's discussion of types of word pairs begins by clarifying the factors
involved in how such types emerge.
In classifying parallel word-pairs two factors are significant. The first is
the semantic element -- for example, the pair 'father / / mother' belongs
to the semantic class PARENT. The second is the restrictive context of
the two parallel lines. It is at the intersection of these two components
that the various categories (to be listed) arise. The second component
(parallelism within a couplet) is necessary, otherwise the semantic class
of a particular word-pair would be undetermined. To take our example:
'father/ / mother' could also be hyponyms of the classes SEX (as
male/ /female), ADULT (contrasted with CHILD) and so on. The second
co-ordinate fixes the class by narrowing the context and determining
which 'rhetorical relationship' is operative between components of a
particular pair. However, although such considerations must be kept in
mind, we are here dealing with the use of poetic technique in practice.
Accordingly, rather than remain at the theoretical level, it makes more
sense to categorise the different kinds of parallel word-pairs in line
with the way poets employ them....Whatever classification is adopted
or posited there will inevitably be some overlap: a particular pair may
belong under two or more heads, or the same class type may apply to
more than one kind of word-pair. 47
Watson's contribution to the problem of classifying word pairs, in spite of his
curious belief that they must be of the same grammatical type, is considerable. It
consists in pointing out that the relationship between the pairs is of more
significance than what they are in themselves.Thus the pairs need not be of the
type A :: A or even A :: B, where A is, say, a proper noun and B is an epithet. In
addition, Watson declares, word pairs may be of the type A :: A + B, e.g. PNl :: son
of PN2. This insight, as well as several other of the same type, broadens the scope
for understanding word pairs. 48
It is immediately obvious that the first three of Watson's categories are those
of Gurevic, and that the remainder are largely subsumed under types of word
pairing that were discussed earlier in this chapter. For instance, one example that
Watson gives of a correlative pair is "blind/ /lame", which he suggests might
indicate a crippled person. It is more reasonably described as a merismus for

46 Watson, 1984, p. 128
47 Watson, 1984, pp. 130-1
48 Watson's categories in full may be found in the appendix at the end of this
chapter.
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disability. Identical or repetitive pairs may qualify as reduplicatives. And Watson
notes under his comments on reversed word pairs that "[tjhere seems to be no
reversal for either epithetic word-pairs or numerical pairs".49 It is possible that
that may be explained by reference to Panini's explanation of word order, or there
may be some other explanation hitherto unrealised.
Adele Berlin
The third Biblical scholar in this group has produced by far the most
comprehensive and detailed classification of word pairs. Adele Berlin has
described three interlocking approaches to classification, which are invoked
simultaneously to elucidate the relationship between the members of word pairs.
A schematisation developed by her of the relationships existing among their
various aspects was reproduced in the previous chapter to describe what she
thinks they are, as well as their importance. That diagram is inserted here again
to facilitate the discussion of Berlin's categories (Figure 5).

Aspect

Level

_Grammatical

I_Lexical! Semantic_I_Phonological_

===============================================================
Word
I word pairs
sound pairs
morphological

Line or
clause

equivalence

I

and! or contrast

I

syntactic
equivalence

I semantic
I relationship

and! or contrast

I between lines

I phonological

I equivalence
I of lines

The only aspects of Berlin's categories with which I am concerned in this
discussion are those within the horizontal grouping "Wo r d " and under the
vertical sections "Lexical/Semantic", in other words "word pairs". Nevertheless,
because her three aspects of parallelism (grammatical, lexical, and semantic) fit so
closely together, in the appendix that closes this chapter I have included the
categories she gives for all three.
The sorts of categories that we have seen from other biblical scholars
Berlin inserts under the grammatical heading. But because the three
49 Watson, 1984, p. 135
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aspects of her analysis work simultaneously, she does not therefore intend
that pairs of words which show "morphological equivalence and/ or
contrast"only be classified in that section and not elsewhere. This is
because all words in context have these three aspects simultaneously.
Word pairs are no different, which only goes to show how difficult it is to
describe them in isolation. Berlin's solution, as well as the three aspects as
it were superimposed, is a series of rules which may be applied to the
lexical and semantic aspects. They are further subdivided into
paradigmatic rules and syntagmatic rules, with a third grouping called
"syntagmatic pairing in Hebrew", a catch-all for those cases which fall into
none of the others. Interestingly, the lexical, grammatical, and semantic
patterns she describes are identical and so require no "fit" to allow them to
be superimposed in a single situation.
james J. Fox
Another study of the relationship between the members of word pairs is "On

Binary Categories and Primary Symbols: some Rotinese perspectives", by [ames
Fox. 50 He gives examples of word pairs from Isaiah 2:2-5, parallelism in the
Hebrew Bible being a good place to start the discussion:
[B]iblical scholarship ...has shown that Hebrew oral poetry shared, with
Ugaritic and Canaanite traditions, a standardized body of
conventionally fixed word-pairs....In these lines [Isaiah 2:2-5]' the sets
nations/ / peoples, ways/ / paths, word/ /instruction, Zion/ /Jerusalem,
swords/ / spears give a translated approximation of the word-pairs of
the original translation. 51
He then focuses specifically on Rotinese:
A dyadic language of the kind used by Rotinese in their rituals is a
formal code comprising the culture's stock of significant binary
relations. lt is a complex code, not arbitrarily restricted to a particular
'domain' of natural language and it is relatively stable....Furthermore,
it is capable of formal study, since it is itself a formal system.....[E]ach
dyadic set is a unique semantic grouping that brings into conjunction
two separate elements, thereby 'affecting' their individual significance.
What is more, an element that forms part of a dyadic set may pair with
other elements to create new dyadic sets. Thus whereas the binary
categories may be considered as ordered pairs, they are not exclusive
pairs. A ready example is civet-cat.,..Civet forms dyadic sets with 'cat',
'pig', and 'bees', each set signalling an altered significance for its
constituent elements. This feature makes possible the study of these
relations, as a system, because any element may have a whole range of
50 Fox, 1975
51 F ox, 1975, p. 101

J.
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elements with which it forms a set and these elements, in turn, may
pair with still other elements, creating an extensive network of
interlinkages. In fact, the present stage of analysis suggests that the code
for Rotinese ritual language can be displayed as a large constellation of
complexly interrelated elements with only a limited array of
unconnected elements. 52
Gurevic, however, without as far as I can tell any knowledge of Fox's work, yet
manages to suggest how it is possible to determine which sets are "closed" and
which "open".
If we compare the concepts expressed by the opposed formulaic pairs
with those expressed by the complementary pairs, we cannot help
noticing that they reflect different levels of consciousness: the former
are conceptual (mythological, associated with the order of the family
and the world), unchanging and primeval; the latter are behavioral,
essentially dynamic and changing, reflecting either explicitly or
implicitly the realities of heroic and domestic life. The behavioral pairs
lack the closed, rigid quality of the conceptual pairs; on the contrary
they are open and linked together not necessarily, but potentially. Thus
we can easily find open chaining of concepts:..."wisetaciturn" ... rr silently-comprehendingly"... " comprehending""
' f...' 'praIse-goo
''
d WI'11" .... If t h e
e1oquent" ... " e 1oquence-wi" t..."praIse-wl
opposed formulaic pairs reflect and affirm a fixed, eternally consistent
picture of the world and can no more be changed than that world
picture can, then the complementary formulaic pairs, embodying fluid
and shifting ways of life, inevitably change as life does and easily form
and dissolve. The stability and invariability of the contrasts expressed
by the opposed formulaic pairs testify to the antiquity of the formulas
themselves, while the instability of the complementary formulas
indicates the reverse, although complementarity as a device may be no
less archaic than opposition. 53
It is interesting that both Gurevic and Watson (one of whom does not study
parallel language and one of whom does) are of the opinion that word pairs must
be of the same grammatical class. Berlin and Geller make it clear from their
classifications that they disagree and Fox specifically denies it for Rotinese:
[I]nterlinkages cross-cut conventional grammatical categories, such as
verb, adverb, preposition, and noun, joining elements instead by what
seems to be some other underlying system of semantic values. Tracing
relations among these semantic elements -- the chains and cycles along
edges of what is a symmetric graph -- provides a glimpse of the
structuring of the cultural code of the Rotinese. 54
Reference to the work of Dahood in RSP requires that word pairs (at least those in
Ugaritic/Hebrew) need not be in the same grammatical class.

52 Fox, 1975, p. 110
53 Gurevic, 1986, p. 39
54Fox, 1975, p. 111
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In our discussion earlier in this chapter, we looked at word pairs in a general
sense -- Homeric epithets, ablaut reduplicatives and the like. It was clear from
that discussion that like grammatical class was not a prerequisite for all types of
pairing. Is the same true for word pairs in the narrower sense, i.e. those that
derive from their inevitable role in parallel language? Do these several ways of
classifying word pairs throw light upon the "glue" that joins the members? Or do
they seem to be a case of lining up some labelled baskets into which word pairs
may be thrown more or less at random? We will address some of those questions
in the next chapter. We will examine in detail three texts from vastly divergent
cultures, all of which exhibit both parallelism and word pairs. By this means we
will be able to see examples of the sorts of things that have been discussed so far.
The authors we have surveyed, Gurevic, Celler, Watson, Berlin and Fox,
have provided us with different but potentially complementary approaches to a
study of what holds word pairs together. In later chapters we will use some of the
concepts that they have described to help elucidate what kinds of consciousness
underlay formulaic word pairs in Hebrew. Then we will go on to see how the
persistence of these same kinds of consciousness also underlie the translation of
the Hebrew Bible into Greek.

o
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER III
Geller's classification of word pairs: 1
1. Simple Categories
a. synonym
i. epithet
ii. proper noun
iii. pronoun
b. list
i. whole-part; part-whole
ii. concrete-abstract; abstract-concrete
iii. numerical
c. antonym
d. merism
e. identity
f. metaphor
2. Modified Categories
a. rhetorical category / / proper noun or reverse
i. proper noun/ / synonym
ii. proper noun/ / part-whole
iii. whole-part/ / proper noun
iv. proper noun/ / whole-part
v. epithet/ / proper noun
vi. proper noun/ / epithet
vii. proper noun/ / antonym
viii. metaphor / / proper noun
b. rhetorical category / / pronoun or reverse
i. pronoun/ / synonym
ii. part-whole/ /pronoun
iii. pronoun/ /whole-part
c. rhetorical category / / rhetorical category
i. epithet-whole-part/ / proper noun-epithet (?)
ii. epithet/ / synonym
3. Compound Categories
a. antonym and whole-part
b. epithet and identity
c. whole-part and identity
1 Celler, 1979, pp. 34-40
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Watson's classification.1. synonymous word pairs
2. antonymic word pairs
3. correlative pairs
4. augmented word pairs
"Symbolised as AI I AB, they differ from repetitive or identical pairs...by
the addition of the modifier B to the repeated element, hence the name
'augmented' ....The function of such augmented pairs is metrical, serving to
fill out the line as expletives.rJ
5. epithetic word pairs
"usually of the pattern PN11 I son of PN2"4
6. figurative word pairs
"include metaphorical words in parallel and metonymic pairs such as
abstract nouns in parallel with concrete and synecdochic couples" 5
7. identical or repetitive pairs
8. fixed + variant word pairs
"parallel pairs in which the first element is unchanging while the second is
varied (symbolised as AI IB1,B2,B3, etc.)."6
9. distant word pairs
"are pairs which normally occur in consecutively parallel lines, but are
occasionally found in lines which are distant from each other. The
recognition of these pairs is dependent on establishing straightforward
word-pairs (perhaps even in a different literary tradition such as Ugaritic)
and on being able to determine correct stichometry."?
10. reversed word pairs
11. numerical word pairs
Berlin's classification.S

1. THE GRAMMATICAL ASPECT
Morphologic Parallelism

2 Watson, 1984, pp. 131-5
3 Watson, 1984, p. 132
4 Watson, 1984, P: 133
5 Watson, 1984, p. 133
6 Watson, 1984, p. 134
7 Watson, 1984, p. 134
8 Berlin, 1985, pp. 32-126
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A. morp holog ic pairs from differ ent word classe s
i. noun / / prono un
ii. noun / prono un/ / relati ve claus e
iii. prepo sition al phras e/ / adver b
iv. subst antiv e (noun , adjec tive, partic iple)/ /verb
B. morp holog ic pairs from the same word class
i. contr ast in tense
ii. contr ast in conju gatio n
iii. contr ast in perso n
iv. contr ast in gende r
v. contr ast in numb er
vi. contr ast in defin itenes s
vii. contr ast in case
viii. misce llaneo us contr ast
Synta ctic Paral lelism
A. nomi nal/ /verb al
B. posit ive/ /nega tive
C. subje ct/ / object
D. contr ast in gramm atical mood
2. THE LEXI CAL AND SEMA NTIC ASPE CTS
The Lexic al Aspec t: Word Pairs
A. the parad igmat ic rules
i. the minim al contr ast rule
ii. the mark ing rule
iii. the featur e deleti on and addit ion rule
iv. the categ ory prese rvatio n rule
B. the synta gmati c rules
i. the select ion featur e realiz ation rule
ii. the idiom comp letion rule
C. synta gmati c pairin g in Hebr ew
i. conve ntion alized coord inates
ii. binom inatio n
iii. norm al synta gmati c comb inatio ns
The Relat ion Betw een the Lexic al and the Sema ntic Aspe cts
Lexic al, Gram matic al, and Sema ntic Patte rning

A. lexica l patter ning
i. aabb
ii.aba b
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iii. abba
B. grammatical patterning
i. aabb
ii. abab
iii. abba
C. semantic patterning
i. aabb

ii.abab
iii. abba
The Semantic Aspect
A. disambiguation and ambiguity
B. parallelism as metaphor
3. THE PHONOLOGIC ASPECT: SOUND PAIRS
The Patterning of Sound Pairs
A. aabb

B. abab
C. abba
D. multiple sound pairs
E. other occurrences of sound pairs

--
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THREE COMPLETELY DIVERSE LANGUAGES ?

This chapter seeks to establish by example the principles of parallelism and word
pairs that were described in previous chapters. We have written a good deal about
the theory, and have accompanied it with descriptions in linguistic terms of what
goes on in this style of language. We have also dealt at length with the
phenomenon of word pairing, which occurs in conjunction with, though not
exclusively with, parallelism. Now it is time to look at examples in order to see
what actually happens.
In keeping with our contention that the use of parallelism and its attendant
word pairs is a language phenomenon as Wide-spread and pervasive as it is
deeply ingrained, we have selected texts from places and times as widely separate
as possible. In each case, the language type has been intensively studied by
specialists. In fact, it appears that where there is parallel language there are also
word pairs, but not necessarily the other way about. The examples of parallel
language cited in this chapter all exhibit word pairs. So do Germanic languages,
notably Icelandic, though it does not show parallel structure.
The example we use of Nahuatl is one of the earliest New World texts
recorded. Since its transcription in 1524, many Meso-American languages have
been recorded and studied. But not until the latter half of this century, when
anthropological linguistics came of age, did a systematic study of these languages
reveal what [akobson has called "canonical" parallelism.
Parallelism, in its other aspect, refers to the specific manifestations of
this binary principle as a strict, consistent, and pervasive means of
composition in the traditional oral poetry of a wide variety of peoples
of the world. Parallelism is promoted to canon "where certain
similarities between successive verbal sequences are compulsory or
enjoy a high preference." [akobson has described this form of
parallelism as "compulsory" or "canonical" parallelism - what Hopkins
referred to as "the technical so-called Parallelisms of Hebrew poetry."
The study of parallelism, as indeed the initial terminology for its study,
derives primarily from the recognition of canonical parallelism in
specific oral traditions)
Sympathetic study by Angel Maria Caribay, Miguel Leon-Portilla2 and, most
recently, WiIIiam Bright3 has revealed the existence of word pairs, which had

1

2
3

Fox, 1977, p. 60
Leon-Portilla, 1985
Bright, 1990
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been independently christened difrasismo . The close association of word pairing
with parallelism, itself a widespread linguistic phenomenon, was not generally
known when Garibay conducted his study (1953-4).
The second language we use as an example of parallelism and word pairs is
modern Rotinese. The east Indonesian island of Roti was known and to some
degree studied by Dutch explorers; some texts were transcribed just prior to World
War I. But there is no doubt that the most intensive and deeply involved study
has been done over a period of some thirty years by [ames J. Fox. He it was who
first translated the text we are using, aided by Rotinese chanters, and who
discovered canonical parallelism in it. And his identification of word pairs greatly
enriched their study in other languages because he has been able to show us
living examples, much as Milman Parry and Albert B. Lord did when they
studied the formula among Balkan Slavic guslari.
The Didi (reduplication of di :'pole') is a species of giant stick-insect of
the order/suborderPhasmida. These insects are at least eight to ten
inches long and resemble a mantis in form. They become active only at
night and are especially visible in the light of the full moon, hence
their association with the moon. The set 'spider / / stick-insect' (bolau / /
didi ) is illustrative of the translation problems one encounters in
dealing with ritual language. On my first field trip, I never saw a didi
and when I asked what this word referred to, I was told by several
informants that thedidi was an insect, 'like a spider'. One night on my
second field trip, I discovered the didi ,was actually a stick insect: it
being 'like a spider' had nothing to do with its shape and appearance,
but only its eo-occurrence in the same set. 4
The final example selected was classical Hebrew, because the points of view
that are here being promoted will bear fruit in this study of word pairs in
Ugaritic/ Hebrew. At present it is of the utmost importance to establish their
persistence and resilience. Once that has been established, such comparative lines
as are drawn will be far more believable. It is for this reason that the text we chose
is one widely acknowledged to owe much to Ugaritic influence. As well as
demonstrating recognised Canaanite motifs, it contains numerous word pairs for
which cognate examples have been found in Ugaritic texts.
All three of these texts have been selected specifically because there could
not have been any influence among them. These are not the only possibilities,
but in these cases distance in both time and space is so wide that their
independence is strifing. Other possible texts were excluded for various reasons,
4

Fox, 1975, p. 130
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for example -- the absence of a readily available transliterated text, or the
admittedly conjectural link with Elamite where Toda is concerned. 5
I myself have competence in neither Nahuatl nor Rotinese. For information
about these languages I am indebted to the scholarship of William Bright and
[arnes J. Fox respectively. It is their translations I have used, complete with
transliterations. To some extent I have also used their interpretations; but, as will
be seen, both parallelism and word pairs are obvious in the transliterated texts
even when the translations are laid aside. Specific links made between languages
are my own interpretation.
Certain language situations seem to attract parallelism. As numerous
scholars have observed, in many cultures of the world tradition
demands that certain compositions be given dual expression. Words,
phrases, and lines must be paired for a composition to be defined as
poetry, ritual language, or elevated speech. 6
Thus it is no accident that our examples include a theological debate (Nahuatl), a
funeral lament (Rotinese), and a hymn (classical Hebrew).
Nahuatl
Nahuatl is a language of ancient origin spoken in central Mexico by people we
know as Aztecs. Though it is still spoken, this example was recorded by a Spanish
historian shortly after the arrival of the Europeans. It is part of
an extraordinary account of a theological debate of 1524, between
Spaniards and Indians: on the one hand, twelve Franciscan friars sent
to Mexico by Pope Adrian VI and Emperor Charles V, and on the other
hand, a group of native Aztec priests and scholars. These proceedings
were reported in both Nahuatl and Spanish by Fray Bernardino de
Sahagun, who is often called the first ethnographer of the New World,
working in collaboration with the native elders?
Coloquios y doctrina cristiana is the name under which that debate is known
today. In the first few chapters, the Spanish friars present the argument that the
Nahuatl are ignorant of God; he has sent the Spanish to enlighten them. We will
examine a part of the response by the Nahuatl to the argument of the Spaniards.

Coloquios y doctrina cristiana VII,933-71
translated by Williarn Bright
Anquimitalhuia

5
6
7

McAlpin, 1974
Fox, 1988, p. 3
Bright, 1990, p. 439

933

You tell them (the chiefs)
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ea amo ticiixi machi lia
m tloque nohua que,
in ilhuic ahua
in tlalticpaque:
anqui mitalh uia
ea amo ne/li teteo
in toteoh uan
Ca yaneu ie tlato/li
in anoui mitalh uia,
auh ie tiiotlapololtia,
ie titotetzahuia.
Ca in toteehiuheahuan
m oyeeo,

934

935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942

943
944

m onemtco

tlaliic pac,
a11lO iuh quitot ihui:
ca yehua ntin
teehm aeatih ui
in intlam aniiii iz
yehua ntin quine liocat ihui,
quin tlayec ol titihu i,
quimm an uiztil itih ui,

945
946
947
948

949
950

m teteo:

951
yehua ntin iechm achtit iaque
in ixquie h intlayecoltiloea 952
953
m imma huizii tiloca :
mic tmtxp ati titlalq ua

954

inic titizo
mic titoxtlanua,
mic ticopaliema,
auh inic titlam ictia.
Quito tihui
ea yehua ntin

955
956
957

teteo
impal nemoa
yehua ntin techmaceuhque

958

959
960

961

that we did not know
the Omni prese nt One,
He who owns the heave ns,
He who owns the earth ;
you have said
that our gods are not
true gods.
Indee d it is a new messa ge
that you have told them
and we are distur bed by it,
we are fright ened by it.
Indee d our ances tors,
those who came to be,
those who came to live
on the earth ,
they did not speak thus;
indee d it was they who
gave us
their way of life,
they who belie ved in
serve d,
rever enced
the gods;
they who taugh t us
all their ways of worsh ip.
their ways of doing
rever ence;
thus in their prese nce we eat
earth,
thus we bleed ourse lves,
thus we disch arge our debts ,
thus we burn incen se,
and thus we offer sacrif ices.
It used to be said,
indee d it was they,
it was the gods,
by whom we live,

they who are respo nsible for

UE
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962

m Iqum

.

.

m canin.
in oc yohuayan

963

A ult quitotihui
ea yehua ntin iechmaca

964

965

m iocochca
m toneuhca

966

auh in ixquich
in ihuia ni,
in cualo ni,
m tonacayotl,
in tlaolli,
in etl,
in liuauh tli,

967

968

in chian.

969
970

yehua ntin tiquim itlani a
in atl,

m quiahuitl
tnu: tlamochihua tlalticpac.

971

when ?
wher e?
when the world was still dark.
And it used to be said,
indee d it is they who give us
our eveni ng meal
our morn ing meal
(= our food) ,
and every thing
that we eat,
that we drink ,
our flesh,
the corn,
the beans ,
the amar anth,
the chia;
it is they from whom we reque st
the water ,
the rain,
by which thing s grow on earth .

ident ified by
This text exhib its to a high degre e that canon ical parall elism
that only a Singl e
[akob son and descr ibed earlie r in this chapt er. Often it is so strict
964-6:
word is chang ed from one line to the next. In the Coloq uios,
Indee d it is they who give us
our eveni ng meal
our morn ing meal
and every thing
that we eat
that we drink
s that heigh tens the
The repet ition induc es a statel iness in the rhyth m of the word
forma lity of the occas ion.
here is word
The major featu re of the paral lelism that we wish to exam ine
ositio n or in
pairs. As we saw in the previ ous chapt er, these may be in juxtap
reaso nable
contig uous lines, but the essen tial featur e is that they occur in
to mind , as Fox
proxi mity and are thoug ht of as a pair. One bring s the other
(thou gh not
vivid ly descr ibes from his encou nter with the stick insect . Often
(
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s in each of the
alway s), in parall el langu age, one memb er of the word pair occur
conti guous lines.
ter II Whe n
As we saw in the surve y of schol arly opini on at the end of Chap
functi on of word
Corre ctly View ed...r there is a variet y of specu lation about the
ars descr ibed them
pairs in litera ry and/ or perfo rman ce comp ositio n. Some schol
long held by
simpl y as mnem onic devic es. From what we know about "a belief
on memo ry ."8,
Gesta lt psych ologi sts, name ly, that symm etry has a positi ve effect
rd the
we can "obse rve what migh t be called a consi stent tende ncy towa
thoug h, that the
symm etrica l patte rn being easier to remem ber."? The fact is,
ositio n of paral lel
exact way the mech anism of word pairs funct ions in the comp
ructed by analo gy
langu age is not under stood . Early descr iption s of their role const
hold water . More
with perfo rman ce comp ositio n amon g gusla ri simpl y do not
age which
realis tic comp arison may be made with Rotin ese, a living langu
after the discu ssion
exhib its both paral lelism and word pairs. To this we will turn
of Nahu atl.
In lines 964-6 of the Coloq uios r the word s transl ated "even ing
ple of a word pair.
meal / / morn ing meal" ("tocochca / / toneu hca ") are an exam
in the last chapt er
Let us at this stage see how well the classi ficatio ns we descr ibed
imme diatel y to
fit these exam ples. Perha ps the chara cteris tic that sprin gs most
that are comm on, as
mind here is their allite ration and asson ance, chara cteris tics
next most
we saw in the previ ous chapt er, to all sorts of word pairs. The
en them, what
notice able chara cteris tic is the assoc iation in mean ing betwe
ym (Le). Wats on
Gurev ic calls oppos ition, what Gelle r classe s as a simpl e anton
pairs. The
make s this type of pairin g his secon d, called anton ymic word
goes back to
recog nition that some types of pairin g are based on oppos ition
Lowt h:
The secon d sort of parall els are the antith etic -- when two lines
corre spond with one anoth er by an oppos ition of terms and
times in
sentim ents; when the secon d is contr asted with the first, some
expre ssion s, some times in sense only.... 10
ed here as well. In
Berlin 's three interl ockin g types of classi ficati on may be appli
parall elism , in its
its gram matic al aspec t, this word pair exhib its morp holog ical
the pairin g in its
lexica l aspec t, conve ntion al pairin g. We may also appre ciate
it woul d focus on
phono logica l aspec t. If we were using Wats on's classi ficatio n,
natur e of the
the seman tic eleme nt of "mor ning/ / eveni ng"; the restri ctive

Grave s, 1984, p. 172
9 Grave s, 1984, p. 173
1 0 Lowt h, 1778, p. xv
8
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second member helps to fix the context within which the word pair functions,
similar to Celler's "rhetorical relationship". And Fox's insights bring to bear
other potential pairings -- "morning/ / dawn", "morning/ / sunrise",
"evening/ / nightime", etc. -- which remind us of the universe (technically,
semantic field) within which this piece of composition is working. Seen from this
point of view, Fox's and Watson's methodologies for classification are very
similar.
Rotinese
Ana-Ma Manu Kama ma Falu-Ina Tepa Nilu comes from the island of Roti in
eastern Indonesia. It is a funeral chant collected about 1900 by the Dutch linguist
J.c. [onker. Though the Rotinese text was published in 1911, [onker did not
translate it and it remained untranslated until 1965 when J. J. Fox undertook the
work with the help of several practising Rotinese chanters. His account is
contained in an article called "'Manu Karna's Road, Tepa Nilu's Path': theme,
narrative, and formula in Rotinese ritual Ianguage".t !
For Rotinese people, a metaphor frequently used to describe the human
condition is "orphan and widow". There is no more appropriate opportunity to
elaborate this metaphor than in a funeral chant. Manu Kama's Road, Tepa Nilu's
Path tells the story of Everyman as orphan and widow. Lines 189 - 232 describe
one episode in the quest -- a feast which offers the hero no joy.

Ana-Ma Manu Kama ma Falu-Ina Tepa Nilu
translated by [ames J. Fox
Ma nae: ata uma-t-ala uma lean

189

Ma ata lo-t-ala 10 lean!
Te au sama lea inam boe
Ma deta lea ie'om. boe
Bolok-ala tao do
Ma fatik-ala tao lada
Boe ma lama-nene 101010
Ma lama-nia ndanda
Labu kapa behoe
Ma dele bi'i bendena

190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198

11

Fox, 1988

189-232

And she says: Our home, come to our
home
And our house, come to our house!
For I will be like your mother
And I will be similar to your aunt.
Late in the evening,
In the middle of the night,
They constantly listen to,
They continually hear,
The resounding buffalo-skin drum
And the booming goat-skin beat.
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Boe ma na-ian e neu man
Ma teteni neu te' on nae:
Labu sila leme be mai
Ma meko sila leme be mai?
Ma nae: leme
Do leme Tata
Te Bulan ana
Ma Ledo ana

flu Ladi mai
Feo mai

tati hani
soe ueu
Nae: na la'o le'a au dei
Ma lope nuni au dei
Fa meko teu iaka-n eni
Ma labu teu ta-nilu
Boe ma lea flu Ladi leu
Ma lea Tata Feo leu
Leu te Bulan ana tao feta
Ma Ledo ana tao dote
Boe ma la-lelak Manu Kama
Ma la-lelak: Tepa Nilu
De ala ko'o [e Manu Kama nesuk
De lae [do] kana
Ma ala keko [e Tepa Nilu batu
De lae [do] kandela
De malo le-a so
Do mand ak-a so
Te boe ma ala ke te'i
Ma ala sode ndui
De ala fe Tepa Nilu betek
Ma ala fe-n neu lu 'ak:
Me [e Manu Kama bak
Ma ala fe-n neu lokak
Boe ma Manu Kama nasa- kedu
Ma Tepa Nilu nama -iani
Boe ma ana [o'u [anu de la'o
Ma ana lelo afe de lope

199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232

So he asks his moth er
And quest ions his aunt, sayin g:
The drum s come from wher e
And the gongs come from where ?
And she says: From Rainb ow Cross ing
Or from Thun derin g Roun d,
For the Moon kills his anima ls
And the Sun slaug hters his stock .
He says: Lift your legs, carry me then,
And move your arms, lead me then.
Let us go and see the gongs
And let us obser ve the drum s.
So they go to Rainb ow Cross ing
And they go to Thun derin g Roun d.
They go, for the Moon gives a feast
And the Sun has a celeb ration .
They recog nise Manu Kama
And they recog nise Tepa Nilu.
They pick up a rice morta r for Manu
Kama
And they call it a small table
And they push over a rock for Tepa Nilu
And they call it a chair.
This was good,
And this was prope r.
But then they cut and divid e the meat
And they spoon and scoop food.
They give Tepa Nilu mille t
And they give it to him in a rice baske t,
They give Manu Kama lung
And they give it to him in a meat bowl.
So Manu Kama begin s to sob
And Tepa Nilu begin s to cry.
He gets up and leave s
And he stand s up and goes.

", e.g. paral lelism in
We find in this comp ositio n the same "cano nical paral lelism
. Lines 201-2
the strict er sense , that we saw in the exam ple from Nahu atl above
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show the same change of only one word. The only difference between the two
lines occurs with the word pair "drums I I gongs". We may use this word pair to
assess the value again of the typologies outlined in the previous chapter, because
what may have been proved valid for Nahuatl need not also apply to Rotinese.
"Drums I I gongs" is, on Gurevic's classification, a word pair based on
complementarity. This means the members in it are
behauioral , essentially dynamic and changing, reflecting either
explicitly or implicitly the realities of heroic and domestic life. The
behavioral pairs lack the closed, rigid quality of the conceptual pairs; on
the contrary they are open and linked together not necessarily but
potentially....[T]he complementary formulaic pairs, embodying fluid
and shifting ways of life, inevitably change as life does and easily form
and dissolve.! 2
But is Gurevic's assessment correct for Rotinese? Is "drums I I gongs" (Lnbu II
Meko ) one of those pairs the different members of which can also be paired with
other words? Within the section of Manu Kama's Road, Tepa Nilu's Path that
we are considering, the word pair Labu II Meko occurs only one other time (lines
209-210), and there the previous order is reversed. Labu r however, occurs in line
197 where, instead of being paired with M ek o , it is paired with Dele (line 198). It
would seem, then, from the very limited sample that we have examined, that
Gurevic's analysis has some validity.
But of course Gurevic's classification is only one of several. If we use
Geller's categories, Labu II Meko is a simple merism (l.d). The very act of
classification provokes several questions in this context: are variable elements in
pairing to be associated with merism? E.g., are the members of any individual
word pair two words selected from the group of many that makes up that class? If
so, are the members of those word pairs selected on some other criterion, such as
rhyme, assonance, or metrical considerations?
Watson's typology allows this particular example to be classed under several
categories: (3) correlative pairs; (8) fixed + variant word pairs (AI fBI, Bb B3, etc.);
(10) reversed word pairs.
An attempt to use Berlin's classification is correspondingly more complex
because her classification is so much more complex. It involves, as explained in
the previous chapter, the use of three interlocking typologies, which focus in turn
upon the grammatical aspect, the lexical/ semantic aspect, and the phonological
aspect. In the grammatical aspect, the word pair Labu If Meko in lines 201-202
appears, as did "morning I f evening" in Nahuatl, to exhibit morphological
parallelism. This is to say nothing more than that they both appear to be plural
! 2

Gurevic 1986, p. 39

nouns used as the subject of the sentence. In the face of my total ignorance of the
grammar and stylistics of Rotinese, I feel unable to comment further on the
relevance here of Berlin's classification.
Fox himself makes much more of the matrices formed by the pairing of one
word with several others than he does of specific pairs. Unfortunately for the
example we have used above, he does not seem to have turned his attention to
musical instruments, as he has to plants. It may well be that analogous types of
patterning would emerge, if he did.
Classical Hebrew
Classical Hebrew is the language of the Hebrew Bible. It has probably not been
spoken as an everyday language for well over two thousand years. Our example
from that language is Psalm 29, a hymn whose provenance is fiercely debated. We
do not know if it is an Ugaritic hymn to Ba'al the god of thunder reworked for the
Israelite deity Yahweh, or if it is an Israelite composition written using motifs and
a style which were traditional in the region (to name just two of the possibilities
that have been suggested). In any case, its antecedents are very old, as it has
stylistic features and motifs which also occur in the early Canaanite language
Ugaritic.
Psalm 29
Give to Yahweh, children of El,
Give to Yahweh a mark of honour
and power.
Give to Yahweh the honour of his
name;
Bow down to Yahweh at (his) holy
appearance.
The voice of Yahweh is over the
waters;
The glory of El thunders;
Yahweh over the vast waters.
The voice of Yahweh is in strength;
The voice of Yahweh is in grandeur.
The voice of Yahweh splinters
the cedars;
Yahweh has splintered the cedars
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of Lebanon.
He makes Lebanon skip like a bullcalf
And Sirion just like the young of
the wild oxen.
The voice of Yahweh stirs flames
of fire.
The voice of Yahweh makes the
'. wilderness tremble;
Yahweh makes the wilderness of
Kadesh tremble.
The voice of Yahweh brings to labour
the does of fallow deer;
And he brings kids to premature birth.
In his temple everyone is saying,
"Glory".
Yahweh sat enthroned before the
Flood;
Yahweh has been king for ages.
Yahweh will give his people strength;
Yahweh will bless his people in peace.
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The parallelism Hebrew exhibits is as striking as in the other examples we have
.encountered. The very simple type where only one word is changed occurs in
verse 4. Here the word pair involved is "strength/ / grandeur" (rJj//i..FJ).
.
By now
we have sufficient familiarity with the typologies we have been using to classify it
immediately as the complementary type, possibly a merismus.
Classical Hebrew offers an advantage to the curious scholar that the other
two languages we have examined don't. For this reason we shall examine the
word pairs in this psalm in more detail than we have those in the previous
examples. Many, though apparently not all, word pairs in Hebrew also occur in
the cognate language Ugaritic, which exhibits even more rigid canonical
parallelism than does Hebrew. And, since 1929, we have had access to the library
in Ugaritic found at Ras Shamra. Careful study of the language has shown us that
"[tjhis habit of the Hebrew poet of balancing thought against thought, phrase
against phrase, word against word, was also that of his Canaanite
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predecessors."! 3 It transpires that in Psalm 29 fourteen word pairs occur that have
cognate examples in Ugaritic:
v. 1

C"?~

:: ., ,~~, "sons" :: "god"

RSP III 017
The two members of the word pair are here joined to form a composite phrase.
1.
Give to Yahweh, children of El.,...
classification: two words joined in a construct relationship to form a composite
phrase
v. 2

';::l.:;J:: ~ '1J,rlt¥i'J r "honour" :: "bow down"

RSP 1 174
Here is an example of a word pair the two members of which are not in the same
grammatical class, "honour" being a noun and "bow down" a verb. This may be
part of the reason why, though they are in adjacent lines, they do not hold
parallel positions. If the pairing were "give honour" :: "bow down", this pair
would be more nearly what is generally thought of as parallel.
2.
Give to Yahweh the honour of his name;
Bow down to Yahweh at (his) holy appearance.
classification: modified collocation ?
v. 4

l;l;p:: l;l;p, "voice" :: "voice"

RSP 1487
An identical repetition which occurs not only in this verse but which begins
phrases throughout the central portion of the psalm.
4.
The voice of Yahweh is in strength;
The voice of Yahweh is in grandeur.
classification: studied repetition
v. 5

"~iU:: .,~tQ; J

r

"splinters" :: "has splintered"

RSP 1598
An identical repetition, here used in two different aspects.
5.
The voice of Yahweh splinters the cedars;
Yahweh has splintered the cedars of Lebanon.
classification: studied repetition

13

RSP Ill, 1981, p. 5
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v. 5

1i J;t7iJ :: 1" J~ r "Lebanon" :: "cedar"

RSP I 326
liJ;t7 is paired with 1"}~ on twenty-six of the ninety-one occasions on which the
former occurs in the Hebrew Bible.
5.
The voice of Yahweh splinters the cedars ;
Yahweh has splintered the cedars of Lebanon.
classification: modified collocation ?
v. 6

ir.l.~::

ir.l:p, "like" :: "like"

RSP 1289
Identical repetitive prepositions in parallel positions in contiguous lines.
6.
He makes Lebanon skip like a bull-calf
And Sirion just like the young of the wild oxen.
classification: studied repetition
v. 6

1i Ji? :: f'~~,

"Lebanon":: "Sirion (Herrnon)"

RSP I 328
Two place names which occur as a word pair. The grammatical parallelism is
obvious. Nevertheless, because the pair is a hapax legomenon , 14there has been
scholarly dispute about its provenance. It has now been settled from Ugaritic
texts.
6.
He makes Lebanon skip like a bull-calf
And Sirion just like the young of the wild oxen.
classification: collocation or merismus
v.6

liJ;t?:: C"1;l~~ ,

"Lebanon":: "wild oxen"

RSP III 173
This seems like a most unlikely pairing, and would certainly never be picked if it
were not for its presence in Ugaritic as well. This is a good example of the
principle that, while we may recognise word pairs by stylistic clues, there are
many we would never predict because of their cultural dependency.
6.
He makes Lebanon skip like a bull-calf
And Sirion just like the young of the wild oxen.
classification: unknown (perhaps wild oxen were associated with the Lebanon)
vv. 6 + 9

C"r.l~i :: niS.. ~ "wild oxen":: "does of fallow deer"
•

••

:
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RSP II 055
This is a word pair the members of which are set at a distance.
6.
He makes Lebanon skip like a bull-calf
And Sirion just like the young of the wild oxen....
The voice of Yahweh brings to labour the does of fallow deer....
9.
classification: collocation or merismus

If the pairs "Lebanon c: cedar", "Lebanon c: Sirion", "Lebanon c: wild oxen", "wild
oxen :: does of fallow deer" are considered, along with associated pairs such as
"Lebanon :: tree" (RSP I 327), "tree :: cedar" (RSP I 442), "tree :: earth" (RSP I 068),
"earth :: heaven" (RSP I 71) as well as its reverse (RSP I 554), "doe of fallow deer ::
goat" (RSP 1I 002), "bull :: wild ox" (RSP I 508), "bull :: El" (RSP I 607) and "wild ox
:: ox" (RSP I 10), etc., a matrix of the type described by Fox could be developed. All
the word pairs in such a matrix resonate together to evoke a semantic field that it
would be difficult to enter by any other means.
We will discuss in detail a very complex example of this kind of matrix in
Chapter VI Which Word Pairs? The words in it all pair with more than one
word.
v. 10

:lW~::
:lW:;
T T ·.. •• ,

"sat":: "has sat"

RSP 1271
Identical repetitive verbs in parallel positions in contiguous lines; the first is in
the perfect aspect and the second in the imperfect waw consecutive, and
therefore is construed as though being in the perfect. .
10.
Yahweh sat enthroned before the Flood;
Yahweh has .been [lit. has sat as ] king for ages.
classification: studied repetition/ one word used twice with two different
meanings
v. 10

-?:: -?, "before"::

"for"

RSP 1313
Identical repetitive prepositions in parallel positions in contiguous lines.
10.
Yahweh sat enthroned before the Flood;
Yahweh has been king for ages.
classification: two words with the same meaning?
v. 10

171?::

1:I7i~ , "king":: "eternity"

RSP 1363
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The word pair 17~:: C7i:.l has here been joined to form the phrase "king for
ages".
Yahweh has been king for ages.
10.
classification: two words joined in a construct relationship to form a composite
phrase
'r":.l:: ci~t¥, "strength":: "peace"
RSP 1545
Note that'r":.l ("strength") here is not the same word as 1]:::1 ("strength") in v. 4.
Yahweh will give his people strength;
11.
Yahweh will bless his people in peace.
classification: collocation or merismus

v. 11

v. 11

iD?:: T1-i; , "give"::

"bless"

RSP II 022
This example of the word pair exploits the cognate relationship between the
noun 1:);f ("knee") and the verb l':J. ("to bless").
Yahweh will give his people strength;
11.
Yahweh will bless his people in peace.
classification: collocation or merismus
How Much Richer
We have now briefly considered the richer textual analysis made possible by an
appreciation of word pairs. This enrichment proceeds on two levels. In stylistics,
the study of parallelism has been freed from the prejudice which some people
still hold, that it is used by those who are too underdeveloped for "higher" forms
of versification. In semantics, the discovery of traditional pairs of words and of
the matrices that multiple pairings produce has added greatly to our appreciation
of the sorts of mind sets within which people who use parallellfu,guage move.
We have seen that the habit of thought which produces parallelism and
word pairs exists across cultures and languages where there is no possibility of
influence. Further, in some cases the very word pairs themselves are identical.
This should not surprise us too much. After all, "morning:: evening" is a
reasonable word pair in any culture, as is "female:: male", "hungry:: satisfied",
and so on. And what we expect turns out to be so: the pair "heavens i: earth"
occurs in the Coloquios 936 as well as in Hebrew (RSP I 71), and the pair "widow
:: orphan" forms the basis for Manu Kama's Road, Tepa Tilu's Path in Rotinese,
as we saw. It occurs also in Ugaritic/Hebrew (RSP 140), as well as its reverse
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"orphan:: widow" (RSP I 262). We may posit that some of these pairings are
universal, and that they may serve to illuminate the way humans structure their
perceived reality in order to interpret it.
On the other hand, we should resist the temptation to reduce word pairings
to the obvious associations. Fox's experience with the stick insect is an example
already cited. RSP I 329 "silver c: clothing" is not a pair that would spring
immediately to mind on semantic grounds. Nor does it show stylistic features
that might encourage pairing, such as alliteration, assonance, or a form of
reduplication. Nevertheless, it is paired in both Ugaritic and Hebrew. The pairing
was a source of puzzlement to scholars; as long ago as the translation of the
Septuagint (3rd century BeE) "clothing" was corrected to "gold" in Job 27:16. On
the basis of the Ras Shamra texts, we can now confirm that the Masoretic Text
preserves an original sense.

o
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DID WORD PAIRS PERSIST?

Twentieth century scholarship has established the prevalence of parallelism in
various language systems throughout the world. Word pairs have been shown to
be important to the way those systems work. But we still do not understand
exactly how speakers and writers use them. In spite of contemporary work with
speakers of parallel language, we have little knowledge of the mechanics of such
usage.
This is hardly surprising, as relatively little is known about the mechanics of
any language use. We do not know, for instance, exactly how children learn to
speak. Imitation is a large part of it, to be sure; children who grow up hearing
English spoken speak English themselves, and the same thing happens with
children who hear Swahili. But there is a qualitative (not merely quantitative)
difference between a child learning to speak and a parrot learning to speak. And it
is that difference we cannot yet fully describe.
Another example which shows our imperfect knowledge of the way
language is used is the problem of nativelike speech) We are not at all certain
what consitutes it nor how to define it, though an occasion where it is missing is
instantly identifiable to a native speaker. Nativelike is not the same as idiomatic,
still less as grammatically correct. It is some obscure combination of context,
idiom, timing, pronunciation, and what for want of a better word we might call
sensitivity that gives native speakers le mat juste.
The Tradition That Carried Word Pairs
The question at issue here turns on the way users of Ancient Near Eastern
languages understood their own use of word pairs. Some light is thrown upon
the matter by the study of contemporary speakers of parallel language. They, as
we have seen, use it with skill and ease; but people following an oral tradition
usually do not analyse speech patterns nor the rationale behind them beyond a
firm anchoring in the tradition of the elders. The title of one of Fox's articles says
it all: "Our ancestors spoke in pairs." (1974) 2 And that fact may be enough to
explain the continuity between Ugaritic and Hebrew word pairs, because the
Ugaritic of the library found at Ras Shamra predates classical Hebrew by perhaps
as much as five hundred years. But does the power of this same tradition account
for the next five hundred years or the thousand years after that?
lSee Pawley and Syder, 1983.
2 Fox, 1974
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For evidence about that we need to consider which language took the place
of classical Hebrew when it ceased to be spoken. That language was Aramaic,
sadly under-studied by the majority of biblical scholars even though it
was the primary international language of literature and
communication throughout the Near East from ca. 600 RC.E. to ea. 700
C.E. and was the major spoken language of Palestine, Syria, and
Mesopotamia in the formative periods of Christianity and rabbinic
Judaism. 3
Scholars have paid relatively little attention to Aramaic because, with a few
exceptions's, it is not the language in which scripture was originally written. It
has, however, had considerable influence on the way scripture is viewed, not
least on the Syriac translation, the "Peshitta", The term "Peshitta" refers to the
whole Bible, which was translated into Syriac a few books at a time during the
first and second centuries CE. The translation of the Pentateuch in particular has
some literary connection with the (oral) Aramaic tradition of the Targums,
though it was basically done from the Hebrew with an occasional side look at the
LXX.
Aramaic is a language which is in its most standardised form contemporary
with the later portions of the Hebrew Bible, for which there has been found
preserved a large variety of documents of a formal and informal nature, as well
as several that have undergone prolonged textual transmission. This language is
in addition cognate with classical Hebrew, and indeed later Jews spoke Aramaic
after the classical language of the Hebrew Bible fell into disuse as a spoken
language, which may have happened not long after the Exile. (Some groups, like
those at Qumran, seem to have continued to speak a late form of Hebrew.)
Aramaic remained the spoken language of ordinary Jews in Palestine during the
Greek period, a fact attested both within and outside biblical sources.
Most admirable...was the mother, who saw her seven sons perish in a
single day, [but] exhorted...each of them in the language of their
forefathers....Antiochus, suspecting insult in her words, thought he was
being ridiculed. 2 Maccabees 7:20-4 (NAB)
The most important considerations in the study of the comparisons are: that it
has relatively standardised forms which are known from many documents of
different kinds, that it is cognate with another language with which we are
already acquainted, and that it was used widely in both spoken and written forms
by those people whose self-consciousness about language we wish to study.
Together they make Aramaic texts ideal places to look for parallelism in general
3 ABD, vol. IV, p. 173
4 Daniel 2: 4-7:28; Ezra 4: 8-68, 7:12-26; Jeremiah 10:11; two words in Genesis
31:47; a few words here and there in the Christian scriptures
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terms, and word pairs in particular. If the latter are present, and particularly if the
ones found happen to be those in RSP, Le. cognate with Ugaritic and Hebrew, it
indicates a trajectory which we may document from about the middle of the
second millenium BCE in Ugaritic, through classical Hebrew and Late Hebrew,
into Aramaic.
For this purpose then, we must first consider the language styled "Imperial"
or "Official" Aramaic, that which lasted to about 200 BCE.
From a linguistic perspective, what characterizes this period above all is
that it witnessed the development of a literary, standard form of both
the language and its orthography - an ideal to be strived for, at least in
literary texts and formal documents. The model for this standard
appears to have been Babylonian Aramaic as spoken and written by
educated Persians. This ideal, in the guise of Standard Literary Aramaic,
was to last more than a thousand years. 5
The Aramaic found in the Hebrew Bible is written in the same Imperial Aramaic.
However, since the Masoretic consonantal text of the Old Testament
(Biblia Hebraica) was first definitively established along with the canon
in the 1st cent. A.D., later orthographic conventions and grammatical
forms (as well as a few Hebraisms) were able to penetrate the text...,
while the fragments from Qumran (...before 68 A.D.) show the usual
Hasmonaean orthography of their time. 6
And, it transpires, the trajectory remains unbroken, for Aramaic too exhibits
parallelism.
[W]hile in their own compositions the Rabbis showed ample awareness
of the elements of biblical style, as exegetes they seem singularly blind
to the same procedures. Stated bluntly, the point is this: the ways of .
biblical parallelism are everywhere apparent ID rabbinic prayers and
songs: yet nowhere do the Rabbis speak of parallelism or acknowledge it
in their explanation or interpretation of biblical verses, even when -- to
our eyes -- it is so obvious that the greatest industry seems necessary to
devise a reading that does not comment on it. The resolution of this
apparent paradox is not difficult to find, but it is an important step in
understanding what happened to parallelism after the close of the
biblical period -- why, specifically, it was "forgotten" by the Jews?
And in a footnote on the same page, Kugel notes that this "forgetting" was
[p Jointed out by G.B. Gray, Forms of Hebrew Poetry r p. 27: 'At the very
time that the Rabbis were examining Scripture with eyes blind to
parallelism, other Jews were still writing poems that made all the old
use of parallelism.' Not 'other Jews' -- the very same!8

5 ABD, vol. IV, p. 174
6 Beyer, 1986, p. 19
7 Kugel, 1981, p. 97
8 Kugel, 1981, p. 97
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The problem of the way Aramaic-speaking people used parallelism is complicated
by the variety of dialects (from the 8th century BCE to the present)9 for which we
have examples. Nevertheless, there was a standard form, simply for ease of
communication throughout the Near East.
Aramaic had already in the 8th cent. B.C. become the lingua franca of
the Near East: between 735 and 732 RC. a Phoenician from Tyre writes a
non-extant Aramaic letter to the Assyrian king Tiglath-Pileser IlL., in
701 B.C. the ambassadors of the Assyrian king Sennacherib and the
Judaean king Hezekiah negotiate in Aramaic so that the people of
Jerusalem do not understand (2 Kings 18:26) and c. 600 RC. a Canaanite
king, Adon, writes an Aramaic letter to the Egyptian Pharaoh. Aramaic
was influenced at first principally by Akkadian, then from the 5th cent.
B.C. by Persian and from the 3rd cent. B.C. onwards by Greek, as well as
by Hebrew, especially in Palestine.1 0
Word Pairs in Aramaic
We have seen how parallelism persisted in spoken and written Aramaic well
into the Common Era. I am of the opinion that we will find word pairs - the very
same word pairs that we have already seen persist from Ugaritic into classical
Hebrew - continue into the Aramaic written by Jews. After all, the tradition had
already remained in Palestine for as much as a millenium. The new language
was cognate, it exhibited parallelism, and was spoken by people whose thought
and writing patterns were heavily influenced by the word pairs found in
scripture. It is difficult to believe that they did not persist.
The first place to look for word pairs is the most obvious - namely, the
portions of the Hebrew Bible which are in Aramaic. Dahood 11 notes that RSP I
028 "kl/qrts 'to eat' /'to gnaw' is found twice in the Aramaic of Daniel (3:8 and
6:25)." "Accordingly, at this time certain Chaldeans came forward and denounced
the Jews" (Daniel 3:8 NRSV). The phrase here translated "denounced" is
i iil"i$";l!? ~l;,:;l~J. It "incorporates the two verbs of the word pair, and is an ancient
Akkadian expression having the idiomatic meaning 'to bring an accusation'" .12
9 "From the 8th cent. B.C. on, Aramaic, thanks to its simplicity and flexibility,
increasingly superceded Akkadian and Canaanite - a development which was
further accelerated by Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian imperial policy and the use
of transportation as part of that policy in the 9th - 6th cent. RC. In the time of
Jesus Aramaic was spoken throughout the Semitic area apart from where Punic
(until the 5th cent. A.D.) and Arabic were used. In the 7th - 10th cent. A.D.
Aramaic was extensively replaced by Arabic in conjunction with the spread of
Islam. It still survives today, however, in a few places." Beyer, 1986, pp. 9-10
10 Beyer, 1986, pp. 13-4
11 RSP I, p. 108
12 Lacocque, 1979, p. 61
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The same expression with the same idiomatic meaning occurs again in Daniel
6:25. These two verses constitute the only occurrence of a word pair from RSP
found in the Aramaic portions of the Hebrew Bible.
Extra - Biblical Sources
The next place to look is in extra-biblical works that are found in about the right
place and time. Of necessity, many of these must be from Qumran texts and from
rabbinic authors. The pieces 1 have chosen for analysis were picked at random
from amongst those to which I had access, and which included both a text in
square Hebrew characters and an English translation. In fact, only one of these is
in Aramaic. The others are in a Late Hebrew which is very like the language of
the Hebrew Bible. Some scholars working on the Qumran texts are of the opinion
that the spoken language of that community was Late Hebrew rather than
Aramaic, because it has been noted that there are no aramaicising mistakes in the
Hebrew texts. 13 The word pairs for which I have searched are those found in RSP.
To the best of my knowledge, no attempt other than this has been made to check
extant texts in Aramaic and Late Hebrew for them.
Reference to exegetical and compositional habits of the rabbis pushes the
argument forward into the Common Era. Valid it may be, but as extrapolation it
remains subject to the constraints of any extrapolation. There is, however, a
traceable history of Hebrew / Aramaic between the composition of classical
Hebrew poetry and what the rabbis have left us.
The heightening characteristics of biblical style, and parallelism in
particular, were clearly not lost on the remnant of Israel that lived at
the close of the biblical period. Prayers and songs going back to this
period, like indeed later Hebrew, Aramaic, and even Greek
compositions of various genres, show themselves to be the true heirs
of biblical style, not only in their penchant for familiar forms of
"seconding" but in their use of traditional pair-words, differentiation,
repetition, verbal alternations, and ellipses -- features that, as we have
seen, accompany parallel style in much of the Bible. Nor ought one to
see here an antiquarian revival. For the ways in which these
compositions differ from, for example, their Psalter prototypes,
precisely in the matter of parallelism, argue that they are a
development rather than an imitation of biblical stylistics, one that
observed some of the conventions of the latter and yet underwent an
overall loosening of constraints and formulae, a phenomenon that in
fact probably began in the latest stratum of biblical texts.14

13 Comment in a lecture delivered by Carol Newsom at the University of Otago,
May 1994.
14 Kugel, 1981, p. 96
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Composition is a pre-eminent way to determine the mentality of the
composer. But this century perhaps more than any other has recognised how
opaque composition is. And we must add the insights of Parry and Lord
(confirmed by many others) that oral poets are fully capable of skill equal to that of
writing poets. Promoters of the Parry-Lord theory emphasis the importance of
formulae and of variation in performance composition. Parry and Lord's
suggestion that these characteristics are coextensive with the practice of oral
poetry must be modified in the light of experience in other predominantly oral
cultures. For instance, "Andrzejewski reports that Somali poets memorize long
poems, build huge repertoires, 'can learn a poem by heart after hearing it only
once', and have illiterate audiences arguing later over the purity of textual
readings...."15 The experience in India with the transmission of sacred texts also
reflects minute attention to detail, a feature scarcely recognised by the original
formulation of the Parry-Lord theory, though Lord agreed that the Vedas
constitute an important exception to the theory.1 6
Aramaic seems to have retained the use of word pairs in its spoken and
compositional forms, though their importance gradually ceased to be recognised
when the language was used as a translation (for instance in the Targums) under
the influence of rabbinic exegesis. Dahood has examined some Qumran texts for
RSP word pairs, but appears largely to have confined his efforts to manuscripts of
the Hebrew Bible. His research has been fruitful in that it has turned up readings
that support the presence of word pairs cognate to Ugaritic in the Hebrew Bible,
when later Masoretes (through alternative pointing or division of words)
overlooked them.
The words upon which I wish to focus are the Ugaritic/Hebrew word pairs
collected inRas Shamra Parallels . These words are significant for several reasons:
First, as we have seen, word pairs appear to be an integral part of the structure of
parallel language. Later we will observe how the Seventy handled them in
translation, which serves to illuminate their self-consciousness as translators.
Second ,these particular word pairs provide a continuity of expression and
therefore, we can deduce, of thought in Canaanite/Israelite circles from the
second half of the second millennium BeE into the Common Era. It is critical
that we establish the boundaries of the usage of these particular word pairs as
15 Fry, 1975, p. 45
16 "It should be clear...that sacred texts which must be preserved word for
word, if there be such, could not beoral in any but the most literal sense."
Lord, 1960, p. 280, fn 9
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clearly as possible. Only then will we be able to position the Seventy in their
correct relation to the practice of word pairing, insofar as it is possible to know.
Toward the close of the Old Testament era, we have a unique way of testing the
understanding of those who read and used those very word pairs. It is the
translation of the Septuagint.
First, however, we must establish the trajectory from Ugaritic/Hebrew
through Late Hebrew and Aramaic into the Common Era. That from Ugaritic into
classical Hebrew has already been established. How much further can we take it?
That is the subject of this chapter.
The importance of establishing a trajectory for parallel language and the
existence of word pairs can scarcely be overestimated. That these word pairs were
part of the living tradition and its attendant literature in Ugaritic/Hebrew/
Canaanite traditions has been sufficiently well establshed. But as the spoken
language changed to Aramaic, did the same tradition continue? Kugel17
maintains that the tradition of parallelism continued and cites examples from
Qumran to Saadiah Gaon (882-942 CE). Evidence of word pairs is not so clear-cut
as that for parallelism, though it seems that where we have parallelism we also
have word pairs. Dahood gives examples of the use of a few word pairs in
Qurnran texts not biblical in origin. The number is negligible. It is not however
my purpose to quantify the number of word pairs used in Late Hebrew or
Aramaic. I wish only to establish a trajectory for their use amongst Jews at a time
which post-dates the translation of the LXX, the better to establish their presence
as a living tradition among those very translators.
A Prayer from Qumran
Kugel gives an example of a hodayah found at Qumran. He notes its late
characteristics and makes much of the parallelism. I have examined it for the
word pairs found at Ras Sharnra, and found a not insignificant number. The
language is not Aramaic but a Late Hebrew, written by the pious men of Qurnran
somewhat in the style of prayers found in the Hebrew Bible. That the style is not
slavishly imitative is seen by Kugel as evidence that parallelism (and, we would
say, word pairs) was a living tradition.
Prayers and songs going back to this period, like indeed later Hebrew,
Aramaic, and even Greek compositions of various genres, show
themselves to be true heirs of biblical style, not only in their penchant
for familiar forms of "seconding" but in their use of traditional pairwords, differentiation, repetition, verbal alterations, and ellipses-17 1981
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features that, as we have seen, accompany parallel style in much of the
Bible. Nor ought one to see here an antiquarian revival. For the ways
in which these compositions differ from, for example, their Psalter
prototypes, precisely in the matter of parallelism, argue that they are a
development rather than an imitation of biblical stylistics, one that
preserved some of the conventions of the latter and yet underwent an
overall loosening of constraints and formulae, a phenomenon that in
fact probably began in the latest stratum of biblical texts. 18
It contains proportionately as high a number of word pairs as does Psalm

29, the psalm generally agreed to be of North Canaanite provenance which
we analysed in the previous chapter. If the high number of word pairs
cognate with Ugaritic is evidence of that provenance, as is often alleged,
what does that say about this little prayer? It seems to me that it says one of
two things: 1] The scribes of Qumran were so steeped in biblical language
that they reproduced it right down to the word pairs, though the latter had
long since fallen out of "ordinary" language. This situation is similar to
the way "thee" and "thou" remained in the language of Christian prayer
and liturgy long after they fell into disuse in everyday speech. 2] (Some)
word pairs remained in the tradition so strongly that they were a natural
part of the way everyone spoke and wrote no matter what kind of style of
language they were speaking or writing. This situation is similar to the
way some obsolete words remain in common usage, like "fro" in "to-andfro". Naturally, these two possibilities are not exclusive; they could and
probably did occur together, each reinforcing the other. The likelihood is
greater that tradition, in the form of option 1] or 2] above or both, takes a
prominant role, when we note that the pairs are not just any pairs, but are
cognate with the very same traditional pairs that we have already seen in
Ugaritic and in the Hebrew Bible. In this prayer, indeed, we find seven
different examples of those pairs, one occurring twice and one an
uncertain number of times.1 9

It is hardly surprising that RSP I 032 ("God":: "God") appears in verses 1 and
4; this is a prayer after all, and these verses show the studied repetition described
in Chapter ill How Word Pairs Mean. Similarly the conjunctions in verses 1
and 2 (RSP 1 275) fail to raise eyebrows.
The marked parallelism of verses 1 and 3 is rather different:
l....you...have sheltered me against [the sons of] men. .
2....you have saved a poor man's soul in the lions' den .
18 Kugel, 1981, p. 96
19 The texts discussed and the word pairs in them appear in an appendix at the
end of this chapter.
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The pair (RSP III 059) is present, infrequently, in the Hebrew Bible, though never
in the strict parallelism of this prayer.
[udah is a lion's whelp;
from the prey, my son, you have gone up.2 0
As regards classification, what would we call this? It is scarcely a merismus or
even a collocation. It is probably best to regard it as a word pair one member of
which is a literal term and the other a metaphor for the same thing, making it a
kind of kenning. That interpretation is credible for both the texts just mentioned.
There are several examples of the word pair "t!f~r:: "t!f~r (RSP I 391).
Though its common translation is "soul", commentators agree that t!f~.~ in
classical Hebrew should not be interpreted as Western thinkers under the
influence of Greek philosophy tend to regard it. In fact, the meaning
approximates "what makes something alive as opposed to dead". For this reason
the t!f~.~ was associated with blood (Leviticus 17:11), and the word is sometimes
translated "life" in modem versions. How later Jews, those who wrote the texts
we are examining in this chapter, regarded the concept is another matter.
2. For in my soul's trouble you have not abandoned txie]
you have heard my crying in my soul's distress....
3. So that you saved a poor man's soul in the lions' den....
4. But you my God shut up their teethl
lest they savage the soul of one poor and needy 11
5. So you returned their tongues like a sword to its scabbard I
leaving unharmed your servant's souL..
Verse 2 is a clear case of parallelism, though of what sort may be a matter for
dispute. Synonymous or staircase parallelism seem the most likely contenders.
But there is another way of viewing the use of t!f~9 in the whole prayer which is
less clear-cut and less satisfying to tidy minds. On the other hand, it explains all
the pairings the same way. There could be a system of interlocking pairs so that
the one just quoted stands as the first pair, followed by the second pair that takes
the second occurrence of t!f~.~ as its first member, and so on. This way the second
pair would be
2. For in my soul's trouble you have not abandoned me .
3. So that you saved a poor man's soul in the lions' den .
and the third pair,
3. So that you saved a poor man's soul in the lions' den...
4....lest they savage the soul of one poor and needy....
with the final pair
20 Genesis 49:9 NRSV
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4 .lest they savage the soul of one poor and needy....
5 .leaving unharmed your servant's soul.,..
If this analysis is correct, the use of pairing is traditional as are the words chosen,
but the stylistics of the prayer shows the kind of development Kugel noted in its
loosening, and the pairs are interlocked to provide continuity.
Verses 3 and 5 both have phrases which contain a striking word pair.
3....whose tongues are as sharp as a sword....
and
5. So you returned their tongues like a sword to its scabbard....
This pair qilli?:: ~:)1J RSP 1II 113) is not one that would spring immediately to
mind, as do "father" :: "mother" or "heaven" :: "earth". However, given the
shape of the ancient sword and the image of Death as one who devours, the
association becomes understandable. This is a good example of the way it is
possible to rationalise the pairing of words without being able to predict it.
The pair "tongue" :: "sword" (RSP lil113), two very concrete words, is
juxtaposed in an interesting way with the pair previously discussed (RSP I 391),
which we think of as very much less concrete.
3. So that you saved a poor man's soul in the lions' denl
whose tongues are as sharp as a sword I I ....
5. So you returned their tongues like a sword to its scabbard I
leaving unharmed your servant's soul.,..
Two examples of the pair "tongue" :: "sword" fit inside the pair "soul" :: "soul".
There is nothing to say that the Qumran sectarians regarded the images as more
concrete surrounded by less concrete, though that is probably the way we would
see them.
There is another word pair in this part of the prayer. It is ,IQ. :: 0" ~tQ, "sharp"
:: "teeth" (RSP ill 316), where the same word is used once as an adjective and once
in the plural as a substantive. Thus the Hebrew forms a reduplicative, but the
translation does not.
3. So that you saved a poor man's soul in the lions' den I
whose tongues are as sharp as a sword I I
4. But you my God shut up their teeth I
lest they savage the soul of one poor and needy.
And the final word pair in verse 5 (RSP I 196) is a clear case of collocation, where
two words of weaponry are associated.
5. So you returned their tongues like a sword to its scabbard....
A Fragment of Narrative from Qumran
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Alexander Rofe has published an interpretation of a fragment from a cave at
Qumran, based on the translation by F.M. Cross. It is in Hebrew and could
possibly be a piece from an early version of 1 Samuel which fell out of the MT in
the course of transmission. It is included here for examination because it
represents one of the few narrative examples in extra-biblical Late Hebrew. This
we will examine next for the presence of RSP word pairs, though Rofe sounds a
cautionary note regarding the style.
[Wje would suggest that linguistic criteria are inadequate for such short
passages. Late authors knew the classical texts almost by heart and were
sometimes able to imitate perfectly the classical style in writing a few
verses. 21
I wholeheartedly endorse Rofe's remarks. Indeed, I would go further than that
and say that what seems at first glance to be a cautionary note, on closer
examination provides support for my contention that the RSP word pairs
persisted in Late Hebrew and Aramaic into the Common Era.
The Qumran sectarians, like many another band focussed on imminent
eschatology, were a closed group. The interests, pursuits and goals of the
individuals in the community were largely the same. From this we may fairly
conclude that their turns of phrase came over time to be very similar, whatever
their initial background. We may see the same thing happening in schools, army
units, and religious communities. In addition, the sectarians spent a great deal of
time in liturgical exercises, in reading and copying scripture, and in various sorts
of godly discussion. They were preoccupied with scripture and its interpretation;
inevitably their speech patterns must have reflected the patterns found in
scripture, especially since their common language was one very close to the
language of scripture.
Thus it is hardly surprising that texts composed at Qumran in Late Hebrew
are very muchin the style of. It would be strange indeed if they were not. Even
so, the piece of narrative prose published by Rofe contains five separate examples
of RSP word pairs. Three of the five are reduplicatives and none appear in
parallel structure, a fact that may be due to its narrative style. The three
reduplicatives "all" :: "all" (RSP I 283), "son" :: "son" (RSP I 112), and "eye" ::
"eye" (RSP I433) produce no surprises, and the same is true of the other two
pairs "king" :: "servant" (RSP I 362, II 036) and "right" :: "face" (RSP I 461).
The Prayer of Nabonidus

21 Rofe, 1982, p. 131
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The reconstruction of fragments from this prayer was published by Frank Moore
Cross22. It is from Qumran and in Aramaic, the only one of the texts in this
chapter which is. Nevertheless, the word pairs found in it are no different in
either number or type from the others. For technical reasons, I am addressing
only the first eight verses.
This prayer, like the one translated by Kugel, contains nine RSP word pairs,
three of which are reduplicatives. One is used three times. There is also one pair
which does not occur in Ugaritic but which is nevertheless recognised for what it
is. C'J9-? :: ::l.iJ7 is the pair found in verse 7 here and in the Aramaic part of Daniel.
"The head of that statue was of fine gold [::l.iJ7], its chest and arms of silver [C'J9-?1
its middle and thighs of bronze, its legs of iron, its feet partly of iron and partly of
clay:'23 ::l.iJ7 is the Aramaic cognate of the Hebrew word ::l.iJ!, thought to be from
the South Canaanite dialect. This pair is far more common in the Hebrew Bible
than is the pair cognate with Ugaritic, C'J9-?:: ynlJ (RSP I 301), which may reflect
North Canaanite usage. This represents the only case in these texts where the
continuity of cognate word pairs from Ugaritic to Hebrew to Aramaic has been
broken. There remains, however, a point at which the two traditions of word
pairs cross over. The Hebrew Bible contains both the North Canaanite tradition
and the South Canaanite one, with Aramaic to back up the latter, while Ugaritic
backs up the former,
The reduplicatives are ~~iT :: ~~iT (RSP I 161) "he" :: "he", iT]tif:: iT]tif (RSP I
574) "year" :: "year", and S~ (C"iJ'Sl;;P:: S~ (C"iJ'~) (RSP I 032) "God" :: "God",
"god" :: "god". The classification in each case is studied repetition, though none of
them is in parallel structure. And the reduplicatives are often several verses
apart. While this tends to make them less immediately noticeable, it also
encourages a subliminal sense of familiarity with wording, which heightens its
effectiveness.
Several of the other word pairs are adjectives + nouns, the noun in each
case being"~ (C"iJ'''~), and the adjectives being epithets of God. The classification
is therefore of the kenning type. "Most High" (RSP I 023) occurs three times, in
vss. 2 and 3, 5, and 6. In vss. 2 and 3, one member of the pair occurs in the former
verse and the other in the latter.
1.
[...when he was stricken]
2. with an evil disease by the decree of Glol d in Teman.
3.
[...and I prayed to the Most High]

22 Cross, 1984
23 Daniel 2:32-3 NRSV
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APPE NDIX TO CHAP TER V

A Praye r from Qum ran!
have you hidde n
1. For you my God have shelte red me again st men/ your Torah
in me till the end of your salva tion's unfol ding to met /
/iTn: m lnim /~:n~ ~):l ,,,) ~min o ~l;J~ iin~~.::l (1)
/ / ~l;J il.::l:.ltli~ ml;J" il yp ,:.l ~:l
have heard my
2. For in my soul's troub le you have not aband oned met you
nized my
cryin g in my soul's distre ss/ and taken stock of my pains , recog
suffe ring/ /
~n:.litlh m:ll':. l ~l;J ~tli~:)) ni~:l ~.::l (2)
ilni.:: lil ~) u~ m'i /~tli~) ~iiir.l:l iln:.lr.ltli
/ /~nm~:l

r

e tongu es are as
3. So that you saved a poor man's soul in the lions' dent whos
sharp as a swor d/ /
j))tli itli~/m~i~ li:.lr.l :l ~):.l tli~) l;J~m (3)
/ /!:Di tlil;J :liiT.::l
of one poor and
4. But you my God shut up their teeth / lest the savag e the soul
needy / /
~):.l tli~) mi~~ 1~/Oil~)tli ,:.l:l rrrru c ~l;J~ iin~i (4)
/ /tliii

leavin g unha rmed
5. So you return ed their tongu es like a swor d to its scabb ard/
of men/ /
your serva nt's soul/ and so as to show your powe r in the sight
iln[i.::l ~]il;J:l / ili~n l;J~ .::liiT:l O)itlil;J "l0m i (5)
O'~ ~):l ,,,)l;J il:li~ll""il pr.ll;J i / il.::l':l~ tli~)

l;J~ :: l;J~ r "God " :: "God "
RSP I 032
1. For you my God have shelte red me....
4. But you my God have shut up their teeth.

vv.l ::4

vv. 1 :: 2

~ Zl

:: ~ Zl r "for" :: "for"

R5P I 275

1 Kuge l, 1981, p. 306
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1. For you my God...
2. For in my soul's trouble....
vv. 1 :: 3

(I::l':r~)

"oP ::

"':l~

, "sons (of man)" :: "lion"

RSP III 059
1. you...have sheltered me against [the sons of 1 men .
3. you have saved a poor man's soul in the lions' den. .
v. 2

tU5:l)
...... :: tU5:l)... ' "soul":: "soul"
"."

RSP I 391
2. For in my soul's trouble you have not abandoned me,
you have heard my crying in my soul's distress....

v.2::3

tU5:lJ
:: tU5:l)".' , "soul":: "soul"
': ...
"."

RSP I 391
2. For in my soul's trouble you have not abandoned me .
3. So that you saved a poor man's soul in the lions' den .

v. 3

1itU~ ::

vv.3::4

It!! :: 1t!!,

:lj1J ' "tongue":: "sword"
RSP III 113
3. whose tongues are as sharp as a sword ...
"sharp":: "teeth"

RSP III 316
3....whose tongues are as sharp as a sword/ /
4. but you my God shut up their teeth....
v. 3 :: 4

3
4

tU5:lJ :: tU5:l) "soul":: "soul"
... "."

".' "."

I

RSP I 391
So that you saved a poor man's soul ...
.lest they savage the soul of one poor and needy.

v. 5

1itU~

:: :lj1J ' "tongue":: "sword"

RSP III 113
5. So you returned their tongues like a sword to its scabbard....

v. 5

:l1"
:: 1~r1
"sword":: "scabbard"
... "."
- - I

RSP I 196
5. So you returned their tongues like a sword to its scabbard....
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A Fragment of a Narrative from Qumran6. [And Na]hash, king of the Ammonites, sorely oppressed the Gadites and the

Reubenites, and he gouged out a[ll] their

[?'P OiT? ipm:l P'~i ~J:l n~, ,,, ~J:l n~ yTl? ~'iT l'r.l~ ~J:ll?r.l tlim,

(6)

7. right eyes and struck ter[ror and dread] in Israel. There was not left one among
the Israelites in Tr[ ans-]
[i:l~:l ?~iW~ ~ J:l:l tli~~ i~tliJ ~,?, ?~iW[~]?~ [,mn ;-Yr.lr~ Inn Pr.l~ p [~] (7)
8. [jordan who]se right eye was no]t go]uged out by Naha[sh king] of the
[A]mmonites; only seven thousand men

n~:ltO pi Pr.l~ p~ ?,;:) Im[~]~J:l 11?r.l tli.]m ,? ip[J ~,b i[tli~ Pi~iT]

(8)

tli~~ O~E:l?~

9. fled from the Ammonites and entered [Ja]besh Gilead. About a month later
Nahash the Ammonite went up and beseiged [abesh [Gilead] and all the men of
[abesh said to Nahash

tlim ?~ tO~:l~ ~tliJ~ ?,;:) 'ir.l~~' ,~?" to:l[~]?~ '~:l~' l'r.l~ ~J:l [~JE:lr.l 'OJ]

(9)

10. [the Ammonite: Make] with [us a covenant and we shall become your

subjects.] Nahash [the Ammonite said t]o [th]em: [On this condition will] I make
[a covenant with you]...
[n~~:l ~nr.l~iT] tOm o~,~b[~ ir.l~~' l':lE:lJ' n~i:l 'Jb [ni;:) ~Jm~;-y] (10)
[OW? mp~
vv. 6 ::9

?;;:) :: ?;;:), "all":: "all"

RSP I 283
6.... and he gouged out anll their
7. right eyes...
9.... and all the men of [abesh ....
v. 6

1~ :: 1~
RSP I 112

2

Rofe, 1982

1

"

son" :: "son"
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6..,. sorely oppressed the Gadites [lit. sons of Gad] and the Reubenites [lit. sons of
Reuben] ....
vv. 6 :: 10

1?~

:: ,.;:!-~ ' "king" :: "servant"

RSP I 361, II 036
6. [And Najhash, king of the Ammonites, sorely oppressed the Gadites and the
Reubenites...
10.... we shall become your subjects [Heb root ,:I::J = "servant"]
vv. 7:: 8

1:~

::

T?~

,

lI

ey e" :: "eye"

RSP 1433
6.... and he gouged out a[ll] their
7. right eyes and struck ter[ror] and dread in Israel. There was not left one among
the Israelites in Tr[ans-]
8. [jordan who]se right eye was not gouged out by Naha[sh king] of the
[A]mmonites;
vv.8::9

RSP I 461
8. [... who]se right eye was no]t go]uged out by Naha[sh king] of the [A]mmonites;
only seven thousand men
9. fled from [the face of] the Ammonites ....
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The Prayer of Nabonidus-'
1. The words of the p[rajyer which Nabonidus, king of [Ba]bylon, the great king,
pray[ed when he was stricken]
[ii1ii tU~n:l ~1ii ~i:l ~~, ~P?r.l ?~[~] {11?r.l ~)~) ~i ~nr,)'£ ~?r.l (1)
2. with an evil disease by the decree of G[o]d in Teman. [l Nabonidus] was stricken
with [an evil disease]

[~tU~~~ ~mtU~ ~ )~) m~lTr.l~n~ ~~i?~ c.?mJ~ ~tU~~~ ~mtU~ (2)
3. for seven years, and from [that] (time) 1 was like [unto a beast and 1 prayed to
the Most High]
[~~?;.l Cip n~?:£1 ~1~TT? ii)~ ~1tU [~ilTr.l1 ;.l~tU P)tU n~1ii tU~n:l (3)
4. and, as for my sin, he forgave it (or: my sin he forgave). A diviner - who was a
Jew off the Exiles - came to me and said.]
['r.l~1 ~? ?;.l rl1?.?. ~)~ 1}':l ~i1ii~ ~1ii1 ,n iT? p~tU ~~~m (4)

5. "Recount and record (these things) in order to give honour and great(ness) to
the name of the G[od Most High." And thus 1 wrote: 1]
[ii)~ n~n:l p1 ~~?;.l ~ii?~ CtU? 1[~Ii1 'p1 i~;.lr.l? ~n:l1 ~mii (5)
6. was stricken with an evil disease in Teman [by the decree of the Most High

God, and, as for me
[ii)~1 ~~?;.l ~ii?~ C.?rlO~] lr.l~n~ ~tU~~~ ~mtU~ n~ irt tU~n:l (6)

7. seven years was 1 praying to gods of silver and gold, bronze, iron.]
[~?r,O ~tUm] ~~iii1 ~OO:l ~ ii?~ [Cip]n~ irt ~?:£r.l ;.l~tU P) tU (7)
8. wood, stone (and) clay, because [1 was of the opinilon that th[ey] were gods [....]
[11r.l]ii rii?~ ~i '[~O n~1ii] ~i lr.l ~OOTT ~)~~ ~;.l~ (8)
:: ~1ii r "he" :: "he"
RSP 1 161
1. The words of the p[ra]yer which Nabonidus, king of [Ba]bylon, the great king,
pray[ed when he was stricken]....

vv. 1:: 4

3 Cross, 1984

~1ii
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4. and, as for my sin, he forgave it (or: my sin he forgave) ....

"ll;?.;J :: :lir:;r , "silver" :: "gold"

v. 7

not found in RSp4
7. seven years I was praying [to] gods of silver and gold....
vv.3::7

*iT~tif

:: *i"TJtif ' I'years" :: "years"

RSP I 574
2. '" was stricken with [an evil disease]
3. for seven years, ....
7. seven years I was praying ....
vv. 2 :: 3
2
3

i"!?11;l :: tI:;~~, "God":: "Most High"

RSP HI 023
by the decree of Glold in Teman.
[...and I prayed to the Most High]

v.5

i"!?11;l :: tI::?~~, "God":: "Most High"

RSP HI 023
5. '" give honour and great(ness) to the name of Clod Most High....]
v. 6

i"!?11;l :: tI::?~~, "God":: "Most High"

RSP HI 023
6. '" was stricken with an evil disease in Teman [by decree of the Most High God.
vv.1::5

17l? ::

CtQ, "king":: "name"

RSP HI 200
1. The words of the p[ra]yer which Nabonidus, king of [Ba]bylon ..
5.... give honour and great(ness) to the name of G[od Most High. ]
vv.5:: 6·

i"!l;ltl: :: i"!l;ltl: "God":: "God"
T

".";

T

".": '

RSP I 032
5. "Recount and record (these things) in order to give honour and great(ness) to
the name of the Glod Most High." And thus I wrote: I]
6. was stricken with an evil disease in Teman [by decree of the Most High God, ...]
vv.7:: 8

iT?~

:: i-T7~ , "god" :: "god"

RSP I 032

4 See text of Chapter V.
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7. seven years I was praying [to] gods of silver and gold, [bronze, iron.]
8. wood, stone (and) clay, because [I was of the opini]on that th[ey] were gods [...].
vv. 1 :: 2

~~'J :: i'T?~ r "great" :: "God"
RSP I 038

1. The words of the p[ra]yer which Nabonidus, king of [Bajbylon, the great king,
pray[ed when he was stricken]
2. with an evil disease by the decree of Glold in Teman.
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Psalm 154 from Qumranf
16. Behold the eyes of the Lord are compassionate on the good ones

Srmn c~.:l.'~ S~

'iT ~ )~~

rnrt

(16)

17. And upon those who glorify him he increases his kindness[;] from an evil
time will the redeemer deliver [their] soul[.]

c)l.is:n

S~:::;~ iT~' n~n

non S·n~

'~'~5Jn S~,

(17)

18. [Bless] the Lord who redeems the humble from the hand of a[dversaries [and
delivjers [the pure from the hand of the wicked,
c~,:::; I~n ~)~ S~U 'iT [n~ '~'.:l. (18)
19. Who established a horn out of [a[cob and a judge of [people out of Israeli]

[S~'W~n C~n~] ~5J'W'

.:l. 'p[~~n I'P c~pn

20. for his habitation [he desires] Zion ... ch[ooses Jerusalem forefer [sic

[c.,SW"~.:l.
vv. 16: 17

n:::;)S ,m~ l P:::;.:l. ')WWn

(19)

D
&I'~] (20)

.:l. i~ :: 1917,

"good":: "kindness"
not found in RSp6

16. Behold the eyes of the Lord are compassionate on the good ones
17. And upon those who glorify him he increases his kindness ....
v. 18

l'.:l :: I; , "to bless" :: "hand"

RSP I 214
18. Bless the Lord who redeems the humble from the hand of adversaries and
delivers the pure from the hand of the wicked.
vv.16::18
RSP III 240
16. Behold the eyes of the Lord are compassionate on the good ones....
18. Bless the Lord who redeems the humble from the hand of adversaries and
delivers the pure from the hand of the wicked.

v. 18

I~
T

::

5 Eschel et al., 1992

6 See text of Chapter V.

I~,
T

"hand":: "hand"
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RSP I 217
18. Bless the Lord who redeems the humble from the hand of adversaries and
delivers the pure from the hand of the wicked.
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A Song of the Sabbath Sacrifice?
Column I:
1. [...wondrous new works. All this] He has done wondrously in His eternally
hidden ways (or: in His Hidden ways). And not
?:l1 n Dl:l ~?5J iTt.!.'~ [;r!;>1:-I: !;>1:l1:-l:!;>:J mW"Tn 'W:.lr.l (1)
2. [...allthe words of knowledge. «For from the God of knowledge» came into
being everything which exists forever. And from His knowledge
m:'lIr.n ,::J ., 1iT ?[1]:l r-rn n::J'

?1:l [

(2)

3. [and from ]His [purposes] have come into existence all things which were
eternally appointed. He makes the former things
m 1 1tU"~i iTtU1::J Z:J"lr.l?1::J

rrrtisn ?1:l

PiT r-n [

(3)

4. in] their [seasons] and the latter things in their due time. And there are none
among those who have knowledge
.,?U O"::J,":l 1'~1 OiT",::J1r.l? m:J1iTl~1 OiT"n[1'1::Jn? (4)

5. who can discern [His wondrous] revelations before He makes them. And when
He acts all [those who do righteousn ]ess cannot comprehend that
?1:l 1s..:ltU., ~? 1mt.!.'::J:l1 1mt.!.'::J ., l5J? T':liT? [I:-I:!;>D (5)
6. which He purposes. For theyare part of His glorious works; before even they
existed

7. [they were part of ]His [pla]n .

m[

(7)

8. By [For the maskil. Son]g of the sacrifice of the sixth Sabbath on the ninth of

the [second] month.

9. [Praise the G]o[d] of the angelic elim, 0 you inhabitants of the height of heights!
O'r.l1i "r.l1ir.l ":ltOP O.,?~., ~'T1b[1:-I: ,!;>!;>;r 'Jw;r (9)

7

Newsom and Yadin, 1984
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10. [...

] most holy. And exalt His glory

"lJ.:l mr.l'" O~ tlf,p tlf" [ P
11. [...

12. [ ...

k]nowledgeof the eternal angelic elim
O~r.l?U.l ~?~ n~ [i

(11)

[the dignitaries of the height of heights
O~r.l'i

13. [...

(10)

l::ni ~~"p[

(12)

[with all holiness
(13)

vv. 1 :: 2 :: 3 :: 5

?i:l :: ?i:l , "all" :: "all"

RSP 1283
1. [... wondrous new works. All this] He has done wondrously in His eternally
hidden ways (or: in His hidden ways). And not
2. [...all the words of knowledge. «For from the God of knowledge» came into
being everything which exists forever. And from His knowledge
3. [and from] His [purposes] have come into existence all things which were
eternally appointed. He makes the former things
5. '" And when He acts all [those who do righteousness cannot comprehend...

1~!:!;::~? , "there is not" :: "not"
RSP I 310
4. '" And there are none among those who have knowledge
5. who can discern [His wondrous] revelations before He makes them. And when
He acts all [those who do righteousn]ess cannot comprehend....
vv. 4 :: 5

vv. 5 :: 6 ~ ..J~?
:: ~ ..l~?
: .
: . , "before":: "before"
RSP I 338
5. who can discern [His wondrous] revelations before He makes them....
6..... For they are part of His glorious works: before even they existed
7. [they were part of His [pla]n.
vv. 2 :: 3

,::.l :: O?i~, "until" :: "forever"
-

T

RSP 1411
2. [...all the words of knowledge. «For from the God of knowledge» came into
being everything which exists (until) [forever]. And from His knowledge
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3. [and from] His [purposes] have come into existence all things which were
eternally appointed.
v. 2

i1.?~

::

n~1

, "word" :: "knowledge"

RSP HI 032
2. [...all the words of knowledge....]
Column II:
1. ...

] [ ]?

(1)

]?

(2)

]"i~'i

(3)

2....

3. words of [...]

4. truth and [...]
]' nr.lN: (4)

5. all the an[gelic elim...]

6. great [...

7. chief [...the third of the chief princes]
[W1i '~'tlil?

'tli'?w;r

8. will exal]t the God of lofty angels seven times with seven words of]
['r.J1i 'i:l., ;r:.l:ltli:l ;'I:.l:lW 01i '::I~?r.J ';'11?~? o}Jn (8)

9. wondrous [exaltations. Psalm of praise by the tongue of the fourth to the
Warrior who is above all the]

10. angelic elohim [with its seven wondrous powers; and he will praise the God
of powers]
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11. seven times with [seven words of wondrous praise. Praise of thanksgiving]
[m,1;; n?;;n ~?;) rnrnaen ":l, ;;:.I:lw]:l :1::.l:lW (11)
12. by the tongue of the fifth to [the king of glory with its seven wondrous
thanksgivings;]

13. they will give thanks to the God of glory seve[n times with seven words of
wondrous thanksgivings

14. [Ps]alm of rejoicing by the tongue of the sixth to [the God of goodness with its
seven wondrous songs of joy;]
[ml' ;;:.I:lW:l:l 1~;; ?~b 'Wtl';:1 PW?:l p i r1?[;;rT] (14)
15. [and he will cry joyously] to the king of goodness seven [times with seven
words of wondrous rejoicings.]
[ml' ":l, ;;:.I:lW:l ;;}.l:lW :l1!:'l:1 1?r.l? [1l'1 ;;'~?;)] (15)
16. [Psalm of praisesong by the tongue of the sev[enth of the chief princes.]

[W1' '~'Wl?

':.1' ]:lW:1 l1W?:l im n?~,n ~?~

(16)

17. a praisesong of strength to the God of holiness with [its] seve[n wondrous
praisesongs;]

18. and he will sing praise to the king of holiness seven times with s] even words
of] wondrous [praisesong.]

19. Seven psalms of His blessings; seven p[salms of the magnification of His ...;]
[1p-r.;; ?,,, '?;;)"1 ::.l:lW l'nl.:li:l '?:1n ::.l:lW ~?.:l (19)
20. seven psalms of the exaltation of His kingdom; seven psalms of the p[raise of
His ...;]

21. seven psalms of thanksgiving for His wonders; seven psa[lms of rejoicing in
His strength;]
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[mll mrl'? jm ll:U.!i 1"nmS~J rrrt'rt "S;"Tn ll:U.!i (21)
22. [sev]en psalms of praise of His holiness, the twldwt...]
] nnSm 1W'1P n[lj1"m "S;"Tn ll[:ltJi] (22)
23. [... s]even times with seven wondrous words, worlds of... The first]
,,~, ~S~ ",.:1, ;"Tll.:1W.:1 ;"Tll.:1[W

] (23)

24. [of the chief princes will bles]s in the name of the glory of God a[ll the ...]
?lPS O';"T1S~ ".:1~OtO.:1 1[':l' Wl' 't':'WJ?] (24)
25. [... with seven] wondrous [worlds, to bless all [their] councils [in the sanctuary
of]
] (25)
26. [... with seven wondrous words andwith ]them (he will bless) those who have
eternal knowledge [...]

vv. 8:: 10

S~

:: S~ , "God" :: "God"

RSP 1032
7. chief [...the third of the chief princes]

8. will exal[t the God of lofty angels seven times with seven words of]
9. wondrous [exaltations....]

10.....; and he will praise the God of powers]
11. seven times with [seven words of wondrous praise.... ]

vv. 10:: 13

~~ ::?~ "Cod" :: "God"
1

RSP I 032
10.....; and he will praise the God of powers]
11. seven times with [seven words of wondrous praise.... ]
13. they will give thanks to the God of glory seveln times with seven words of
wondrous thanksgivings.]

vv. 14:: 17

?~

:: ?~ , "Cod" :: "God"

RSP I 032
14. [Ps]alm of rejoicing by the tongue of the sixth to [the God of goodness with its
seven wondrous songs of joy;]....
17. a praisesong of strength to the God of holiness with [its] seveln wondrous
praisescngs.]
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v. 17

?~

:: to'Jip , "God" :: "holiness"

RSP I 033
17. a praisesong of strength to the God of holiness with [its]seve[n wondrous
praisesongs;]
vv. 12 :: 13

?~

:: 171.;1 , "God" :: "king"

RSP I 036
11....Psalm of thanksgiving]
12. by the fifth to [the king of glory with its seven wondrous thanksgivings;]
13. they will give thanks to the God of glory seve]n times with seven words of
wondrous thanksgivings.]
vv.8:: 11

-.:1 :: -.:l , "with" :: "with"

RSP I 092
8. will exal[t the God of lofty angels seven times with seven words.... ]
10..... and he will praise the God of powers]
11. seven times with [seven words of wondrous praise.... ]
vv.24::25

1';:), :: 1';:), r "bless" :: "bless"
RSP I 122

23. [....The first]
24. [of the chief princes will blesls in the name of the glory of God a[ll the ...]
25. [... with seven] wondrous [worlds, to bless all [their] councils [in the sanctuary
...]
vv. 12:: 14

"'to"'r.Jn :: "'tOtO
•

•

_:

••

I

"fifth":: "sixth"

RSP I 200
11. ... Psalm of thanksgiving]
12. by the fifth to [the king of glory with its seven wondrous thanksgivings;]
14. [Ps]alm of rejoicing by the tongue of the sixth to [the God of goodness with its
seven wondrous songs of joy;]
vv. 14 :: 15

;:). i~ :: ;:).i~ , "goodness" :: "goodness"

RSP I 203
14. [Psjalm of rejoicing by the tongue of the sixth to [the God of goodness with its
seven wondrous songs of joy;]
15. [and he will cry joyously] to the king of goodness seven times [times with
seven words of wondrous rejoicings.]
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~i:l :: ~i:l , "all" :: "all"
RSP I 283
5. all the an[gelic elim...]
9....who is above all the]
10. angelic elohim
vv. 5 :: 9

vv. 24:: 25

~i:l :: ~i:l , "all" :: "all"
RSP I 283

23. [....The first]
24. [of the chief princes will bles]s in the name of the glory of God am the ...]
25. [...with seven] wondrous [worlds, to bless all [their] councils [in the sanctuary
...]

-~ -~ "to" :: "to"
RSP I 316
9. '" Psalm of praise by the tongue of the fourth to the Warrior who is above alL.]
11. ... Psalm of thanksgiving]
12. by the tongue of the fifth to [the king of glory with its seven wondrous
thanksgivings;]
vv.9::12

vv. 13 :: 15

::

I

-? :: -~

I

"toll :: "to"

RSP I 316
13. they will give thanks to the God of glory seveln times with seven words of
wondrous thanksgivings.]
15. [and he will cry joyously] to the king of goodness seven [times with seven
words of wondrous rejoicings.]
vv. 14::17:: 18

-? :: -?

1

"to" :: "to"

RSP 1316
14. [Ps]alm of rejoicing by the tongue of the sixth to [the God of goodness with its
seven wondrous songs of joy;] ...
17. a praisesong of strength to the God of holiness with [its] seve]n wondrous
praisesongs;]
18. and he will sing praise to the king of holiness seven times with s]even words
of] wondrous [praisesongs.]
vv. 17 :: 18

'r i:.l

:: ir.l'r r "strength", "sing praise"

RSP I 414
17. a praisesong of strength to the God of holiness with [its] seveln wondrous
praisesongs;]
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18. and he will sing praise to the king of holiness seven times with s[even words
of] wondrous [praisesongs.]
vv.7::9
7
9

"w"l;lw
:: "::,l":li
.
.. '
.:

:

"third":: "fourth"

RSP I 602
[...the third of the chief princes]
Psalm of praise by the tongue of the fourth to the Warrior who is above.... ]

vv.14::16

"WW
.. :: "::,l":lW
. . : ' "sixth":: "seventh"

RSP I 609
14. [Ps]alm of rejoicing by the tongue of the sixth to [the God of goodness....]
16. [Psalm of praisesong by the tongue of the sevlenth of the chief princes.]

l~rt :: c~ , "king" :: "name"
RSP III 200
18. and he will sing praise to the king of holiness seven times with s[even words
of] wondrous [praisesongs.]
23.... The first]
24. [of the chief princes will bles]s in the name of the glory of God....]
vv.18::24

1~1.;l :: W'Jip , "king" :: "holiness"
RSP III 271
18. and he will sing praise to the king of holiness....]
v. 18
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WHICH WORD PAIRS?

We have seen that word pairs are a significant feature of parallel language in
Ugaritic, in classical Hebrew and in Late Hebrew, and presumably Aramaic. The
widespread presence of this type of speaking in one sort of language caused it to
become pervasive throughout, so that it found its way from poetic and ritual
language into "ordinary" speech. In much the same way rhyme, which is a
feature of English poetry, has become pervasive throughout the English
language, and most especially in the popular spoken form of English. (Just listen
to the lyrics of popular songs.) For some reason, the ear of the English speaker is
so pleased by a feature of poetics that it has appeared in "ordinary" speech in the
form of rhyme reduplicatives, rhyming doggerel such as limericks, and rhyming
slang. Similarly, the ear of many speakers of non-lndoEuropean languages,
Ugaritic and Hebrew amongst them, is pleased by a feature of parallel language
and has incorporated it into "ordinary" language in the form of pairs of words
that recur regularly.
For this reason, as well as the practical one of searching for occurrences, I
have not confined my selection of data to those places in the Hebrew Bible where
word pairs occur in parallel language. The phenomenon of pairing is much
wider, as was demonstrated in Chapter III How Word Pairs Mean. In fact, like
rhyme~ it appears in every language style and under every circumstance.
Therefore, I looked for proximity of words, not for the circumstances under
which they appeared.
Word pairs are, then, a feature of the language of the Hebrew Bible. In
previous chapters we have indicated some ways that it is possible to identify
them. They are culturally conditioned, as is every other aspect of language, so that
the pairing of some words seems self-evident while it is difficult to imagine how
others came about. In general terms, it seems as though those which "feel" selfevident are those which fall into the categories described by Gurevic-, namely
tautological, complementary and opposite. These are pairs like '1':);;;: :: T~ ("cedar"
:: "tree")2, l:l".:;l".:;l~:: ~ ("shower":: "dew )3 and T:);;;: :: l:l?r;t# ("earth" ::
"heaven")". There is another group of pairs which are less immediately obvious
FF

(to our eyes) as pairs. Nevertheless, it is possible to imagine how they may have
IGurevic, 1986
2 RSP I 442
3 RSP I 205
4 RSP I 071, I 554
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come about, by association of ideas or the application of the concrete to the

1,tU? ::

abstract. Among these are C; :: iT; ~~ ("sea" :: "ship")5 and
=>')17 ("tongue" ::
"swor'd")". Finally, there remains a group of pairs which just defy imagination as
to what could possible have produced them. These are few in number, but
remain very noticeable. Among them are C"iJ?~ /?~

no

:: it.,. ("God, god" :: "this")?

and y:)~ ::
("earth" :: "hook")8. Yet both these latter word pairs are attested not
only in Ugaritic but in the Hebrew Bible.
In trying to explain how word pairs came about, or even just identifying
them, we need to keep firmly in the forefront of our minds the vast cultural
differences which separate us from the people who used these pairs. Chief
amongst those differences is the basically oral nature of their language in contrast
to our more literary orientation. For this, the work of A.R. Luria in documenting
the psychodynamics of orality is relevant:
Subjects were presented with drawings of four objects, three belonging
to one category and the fourth to another, and were asked to group
together those that were similar or could be placed in one group or
designated by one word. One series consisted of drawings of the objects
hammer,saw,log ,hatchet. Illiterate subjects consistently thought of the
group not in categorical terms (three tools, the log not a tool) but in
terms of practical situations - "situational thinking' - without adverting
at all to the classification 'tool' as applying to all but the log. If you are a
workman with tools and see a log, you think of applying the tool to it,
not of keeping the tool away from what it was made for - in some weird
intellectual game. A 25-year-old illiterate peasant: They're all alike.
The saw will saw the log and the hatchet will chop it into small pieces.
If one of these has to go, I'd throw out the hatchet. It doesn't do as good
a job as a saw.' (1976, p. 56). Told that the hammer, saw, and hatchet are
all tools, he discounts the categorical class and persists in situational
thinking: 'Yes, but even if we have tools, we still need wood otherwise we can't build anything.' (ibid.j.?
Where situational thinking predominates, it is necessary to know the situation in
order to understand. Even where we know a good deal about context, there is still
much we don't know. For example, there is a great deal of argument over the
origin of the expression "O.K." Here the situation lies in a dead culture, which is
very much less known to us. Hence it is probably more remarkable the amount
we do know, rather than what we don't.

5 RSP 1 053
6 RSP III 113
7 RSP III 018
8 RSP III 116
9 Ong, 1982, p. 51
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The Nature of RSP Word Pairs
Presenting an argument for the definition of any specific word pairs within the
technical meaning of the term is not the purpose of this study. And yet we have
seen in the work of Watters, for example, how lack of precision about what a
word pair is can lead one into finding word pairs anywhere one wishes to find
them, and to a subjectivity which renders research of dubious value. In order to
avoid this problem, I have confined my choice of word pairs to those accepted by
an independent authority. The 1019 word pairs identified by Dahood and his
associates in the three volumes ofRas Shamra Parallels are, in Adele Berlin's
words, "one of the major achievements of modern biblical research't.lv
It is worthwhile to consider the nature of Dahood's collection of word pairs
in general terms. And let me emphasise once again that R5P does not contain all
the word pairs in existence, not even all those in Ugaritic/Hebrew. Merely, for

convenience, they are deemed to be the corpus from which I work.
So, what are they like? First, they are all words cognate in Ugaritic and
Hebrew, and in most cases the meanings of words are the same in the two
languages. Occasionally there is a transfer of meaning, as whenTannin in
Ugaritic (a proper noun) comes to mean in classical Hebrew a "sea-serpent" or
"monster". Further, in the great majority of cases (about 80%), both members of
the pair are words at least potentially the same part of speech. It is not however,
in spite of Watson, invariable. Anyway, nearly half the total are pairs where a
noun is paired with a noun, while just under a quarter are verbs similarly paired
with verbs.
A significant number are reduplicatives (pairs that consist of the same word
root twice), and these represent 13.84% of the total. Because that percentage
constitutes a statistically significant number, it is necessary to address them as a
group. Unfortunately, they also present difficulties of analysis. These problems, as
well as others that arose in the course of the study, will be discussed later in the
chapter.
There are only fourteen triplets (1.37%) in the total, a number that falls short
of being statistically significant, with the result that that group need not be
addressed as a separate entity.
Many prepositions in Hebrew are attached to their objects, which makes
their identification difficult sinceAnyText scans for complete words only.
However, only 4.91% of the total are prepositions of any sort, and none of those
which are attached are found in the group I analysed. There is one preposition

10 Berlin, 1985, p. 65
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(not attached) found in the group; I will discuss later in this chapter my reasons
for not including it among the words I analysed.
Upon further examination of RSP, I began to feel most strongly that
segholate nounsl l formed a very large portion of nouns in the word pairs. In fact,
the pairs where both words are segholate nouns are only sixteen in number, or
1.57% of the total. Also my efforts to discover if my impression was true were
hampered by not being able to find out what proportion of the total number of
nouns in classical Hebrew are segholate. A suggestion which may resolve the
problem appears in Chapter IX Some Conclusions.
A complete analysis of parts of speech in RSP may be found in the first of the
two appendices at the end of this chapter.
Developing a Methodology
I recognised early in the project that a careful analysis of all 1019 word pairs was
impossible. The scope was simply too large. I had to narrow it down somehow.
Finding a way to do that which did not lay me open to charges of subjectivity and
which included enough pairs to be significant but still manageable, presented a
considerable challenge to my ingenuity.
In the chapter on parallelism 1 included a survey of more than a dozen
works that discuss word pairs. Some of them, like Whallon (1969), foundered on
methodology: he assumed rather than proved that the word pair was a formula
that functioned in Old Testament poetry in the same way that Parry and Lord
postulated the formula functioned in Homeric verse. Others, like Kugel (1981)
and Watson (1984), are so concerned to convince that they have failed to note
points that discredit their arguments. Both make generalities about word pairs
that argue a startling unfamiliarity with those identified by Dahood. O'Connor
(1981) unfortunately reserves judgement, though he refers to the "astonishing
vitality"12 betokened by the research of Dahood and others. Pardee (1988) simply
concentrates on a very small (and different) aspect of parallelism. None of them
consider what a study of the translation of word pairs in the LXX may tell us.
Having concluded that my projected study was worthwhile and that the
word pairs on which I focussed would be some of those in RSP vols. l-Ill, it only
remained to decide which. I felt that whatever approach I took it was necessary to
move from the Ugaritic/Hebrew word pairs to the Greek translation instead of
11 Segholate nouns are those in which both the vowels are seghols, like tli;.l.~ or
,~~ or y:)~. They all form constructs and add suffixes and prefixes in the same
way.
12 O'Connor, 1981, p. 108
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the other way about, since that was the way the Seventy did it. They had in their
minds, and most likely in writing as well, a specific Hebrew text or texts, their
Varlage. It was this (or these) that they sought to render into Greek. (In some
cases, like Judges, parts of Joshua and Daniel, we have more than one rendering.)
Therefore it was necessary to approach my research in the same way. With the
Ugaritic/Hebrew word pairs before me, I would then discover how they were
rendered into Greek, making the text from which I started the Mr. It is probably
the closest we have to theVorlage from which the Seventy worked. And, from
the evidence of the Qurnran literature, such textual corruption as has occurred in
the intervening millennia is remarkably slight.
There were several possible ways to approach the translations. 1 could sift a
single book minutely for every word pair and discover how each was translated.
However, it is believed that various books (and parts of books) were translated at
different times, perhaps in different places and certainly by different people. That
means that the translation of one book could be idiosyncratic. Therefore the only
way to avoid what may have been idiosyncratic is to use as many books as
possible, thus as it were levelling out the differences and concentrating on
commanalities of language. I determined to select some word pairs and to
pursue them through the whole of the BHS, since that is not only the standard
critical edition but also the one provided witMnyText . Such an approach would
also reveal if some word pairs were concentrated in certain books. For example, if
particular word pairs were dear to the Deuteronomistic Historian, my method of
data collection would reveal it.
Now, it is possible that certain pairs of words were idiosyncratically
translated, especially if they occur only a very few times. Therefore I felt that it
was necessary to achieve a statistically significant spread of specific word pairs,
some with a higher degree of frequency and others with lower. In order to
provide a statistician with the necessary information (and far from incidentally to
learn how to use the concordance programmeAnyText ), I recorded the number
of occurrences of both members of all the word pairs in RSP, as well as all the
occurrences of the two words together within the maximum proximity allowed
by the programme (ninety-six bytes). Several discussions with Brian Niven of the
Centre for Applied Statistics and Mathematics at the University of Otago
indicated that the most promising approach was to pursue a random selection
within each size grouping. Whilst preparing the information to achieve that, I
began to feel that, as well as having a statistically significant spread in high-to-low
frequency word pairs, I should also have numbers of parts of speech that reflect
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the numbers in the total corpus of word pairs. Thus, if 30% of RSP word pairs
were nouns, then 30% of my sample should be nouns as welL., and so on. 13
I studied RSP in greater detail than before and, as I did, an interesting pattern
began to emerge. I was struck by the number of words that kept recurring, and not
only words (like God) that we biblicists tend to expect. In fact, I was reminded of
nothing so much as a spirograph, where lines radiate out and then converge
again to form geometric patterns. Word A paired with word B, which paired with
word C. But A and C also paired, as B did with E and F. And so it went. I
determined to unravel the puzzle, at least for some words. And that was the
point at which I jettisoned any thought of statistically Significant numbers of
words. And yet, interestingly, it did come to pass in the end. But more of that
later. On with the story.
One Word Which Is A Focus
One word turned up over and over; it was one I did not expect, though upon
further reflection I wondered why I had not. It was also a segholate noun, a class
of nouns that seemed to appear in disproportionate numbers in word pairs.
Further, it is a word of deep significance to the earliest Israelites as it remains to
Jews today, and to indigenous peoples everywhere. It is of course y:)~ ("earth",
"land").
The words that pair with y)~ are thirty in number (thirty-one if we count
itself -- n~ n~, RSP I 062): "WILDERNESS" (RSP I 063), "SEA" (RSP I 064),
"ALL" (RSP I 065), "DUST" (RSP I 067), "TREE" (RSP I 068), "ROCK" (RSP I 069),
"FIELD" (RSP I 070), "HEAVEN" (RSP I 071, I 554), "HOUSE" (RSP I 127, III 069),
"THRONE" (RSP I 297), "KING/TO REIGN" (RSP I 358), "NORTH" (RSP I 479),
"ROOT/TO UPROOT" (RSP I 584), "WAY /TO TREAD" (RSP IT 006), "GOD" (RSP
III 030, III 036), "INHERIT/ ANCE" (RSP III 044), "FRUIT" (RSP III 045),
"SHOWER" (RSP III 046), "DEW" (RSP III 122), "TO SIT" (RSP III 151),
"UNDER/NEATH" (RSP III 328) and "FOOTSTOOL" (RSP I 160). Several pair
with no words other than n~: "BED" (RSP I 066), "MOUNTAIN" (RSP I 169),
"CLOUD" (RSP 1447), "MIRY BOG" (RSP III 099), "HOOK" (RSP III 116), "TO
DENY /TO SUBMIT /DECEPTION" (RSP III 161), "TO PLANT /PLANTATION"
(RSP III 212). Finally, there is one triplet, made up of "STONE" <T.;f~) and "TREE"
cy~) with y~ (RSP III 245). n~, a noun, pairs with twenty other nouns, with
three words that may be either verbs or nouns, with one adjective, with one word
that may be either a common or a proper noun, with two verbs and with one

::

13 Tables of the parts of speech of words in RSP, and the proportions of each are
found in the first of the two appendices at the end of this chapter.
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preposition. The triplet consists of all nouns. Two words ("MIRY BOG" and
"CLOUD") arehapax legomena . A glance at the first appendix at the end of this
chapter indicates that percentages here are roughly similar to those in RSP
overall. This group of words I have called the first shell, like the shell of electrons
that surrounds the nucleus of an atorn.l t
The second shell consists, not of more words that pair with y:)~, but of the
words that pair with the words in the first shell. But some of these are also words
that pair with y:)~. "WILDERNESS", for example, is a word in the first shell.
Words that pair with it (that is, words in the second shell) are "wasteland" (RSP I
344), "seed" (RSP HI 182), "devastation" (RSP HI 183), "dunes" (RSP III 184), and
"corner/side" (RSP HI 257). Also pairing with it, but still in the first shell, is
"FIELD" (RSP I 536). In noting these relationships we may observe
psycholinguistics at work. The word "WILDERNESS" sets up the expectation of
any of the six words that may be paired with it. And if "FIELD" is the pair of
choice, then an expectation arises that may involve any of the words that can pair
with it. For instance, "FIELD" pairs with "to hunt/hunting" (RSP II 062), which
pairs with "bread" (RSP I 475), which forms a triplet with "oil" and "wine" (RSP I
333), and "oil" pairs with "DEW" (RSP I 206), which brings us back to the first
shell. This is what I mean by the pattern being like a spirograph.
The words that surround y:)~ particularly show how the associations of the
pairs build a richness far beyond any immediate word. And this richness
permeates the language of the Hebrew Bible. For example, consider Deuteronomy
26: 5-10 (NRSV):
[Y]ou shall make this response before the Lord your GOD: "A
wandering Aramaean was my ancestor [lit. father]; he went down into
Egypt and lived there as an alien, few in number, and there he became
a great nation, mighty and populous [lit. many]. When the Egyptians
treated us harshly and afflicted us, by imposing hard labour [from ,~~
"servant"] on us, we cried to the Lord, the GOD of our ancestors [lit.
fathers J; the Lord heard our voice and saw our affliction, our toil, and
our oppression. The Lord brought us out of Egypt with a mighty hand
and an outstretched arm, with a terrifying [lit. great] display of power,
with signs and wonders; and he brought us to this place and he gave us
this LAND, a LAND flowing with milk and honey.
Such a relatively short passage still demonstrates the kind of richness that word
pairing promotes. The words indicated here are by no means all the pairs present,
14 The translation of words in the first shell is in capital letters; words in the
second shell are underlined; words in the third shell are in lower case letters.
They are enclosed within quotation marks and this convention is maintained in
the rest of the chapters wherever the words analysed appear in the body of the
text.
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but only those from RSP that I have chosen to analyse, approxiInately 20% of the
total. There is no doubt that RSP does not encompass all pairs even in the
Ugaritic/Hebrew corpus, let alone those which have another provenance.tf
The Major Complex16
There is a particular way that some words group, a constellation as it were, that
appears over and over again in this collection. It is a largely self-contained
grouping into which entry may be gained by a number of routes. I noticed it in
the course of determining which words pair with which other words, to see if I
could find for words that pair with r:)~ the kind of matrix Fox describes for some
words in Rotinese.l ? The project, which arose from the detailed examination of
RSP described above, proved too complex to achieve for all words pairing with
r:)~. But as I struggled with the many combinations these words form, I found
myself meeting again and again the same group of these words, which I have
called the Major Complex. In order to illustrate the complexity of the matrix
which would surround r:)~ (if it could be carried out using a computer
modelling system, for example), I have described the Major Complex in some
detail and have included itin toto in the second of the two appendices at the end
of this chapter.
This grouping consists of a number of interlinking concatenations like
"bread" :: "to serve / servant" (RSP III 228), "to serve / servant" :: "son" (RSP I 404),
"son" :: "name" (RSP I 547), "name" :: "hand" (RSP I 219), etc. All the words in
the Major Complex pair either with "KING/TO REIGN" ("to serve/servant"RSP 1362 and "name" - RSP III 200) or with "GOD" ("son" - RSP III 017 and
"hand" - RSP III 124), except for "bread" which pairs with both :lW" "TO SIT"
(RSP III 154) and withn:~ "HOUSE". We shall see later that the words which
pair withboth :lW"and n:~ are particularly significant in terms of how they are
translated and what may be implied by those translations.
As I have already said, entry may be made into this grouping, which I have
called the Major Complex, by means of several different routes. The entry points
are numerous: tli1.;l~ "sun", 01j? "bread", T1.;l~ "oil", "'T~~Ii:l~ "servant/to serve ",
:l~1:::l "star", O:~ "water", T.;} "son", ~~qh:t.l~ "Baallmaster/ to own",:l~

15 For instance, Barre (1986) has made a convincing case for including :i1~1i91J
("goodness" / "steadfast love") among them.
. .
16 A section of the interlocking word pattern I have called the Major Complex
appears as the appendix at the end of this chapter. Its detail is too complex and
tedious to appear in the main body of the text.
17 Fox, 1975
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"father", andC?i::.l "eternity"18 and no doubt many others which do not appear
in this (unashamedly contrived) scheme.
U one considers the Major Complex from the point of view of the entry
word Wl,;l~ "sun", which pairs with C:' "SEA" (RSP I 235), the former also pairs
with ?~~;'::.lZl "Baal/master/to own" (RSP III 319), which itself pairs with
?~iC~iJ'?~ "GOD" (RSP I 034) and, more immediately relevant to the point at
hand, with T~ "son" (RSP I 116). T~ in its turn pairs with Wjtlfttli,w "ROOT ITa
UPROOT" (RSP I 116) and with :l~lZJ "star" (RSP I 117).
"Star" is a little different from other words in the Major Complex because,
instead of pairing with a number of third shell words and two or three from the
first and second shells, it pairs with several words in the first and second shells C:'r.l~ "HEAVEN" (RSP 1282) and T~ "son" (RSP I 116), as we saw, among them,
but only one in the third shell, DJ; "moon" (RSP H 023), which is so common a
pairing in this and other languages that it would be surprising if it didnot occur.
But "star" does not only form pairs; it also forms part of the only quadruplet in
theRas Shamra Parallels , "star" :: "GOD" :: "HEAVEN" :: "water" (RSP IH 190). A
related triplet "HEAVEN" :: "GOD" :: "star" also occurs (RSP III 031), but it is
impossible to tell whether one derived from the other, and if so, which. An
interesting point to note is that while both "star" and "water" pair with
"HEAVEN", neither pairs with "GOD". lt appears that the latter words can
associate in a triplet or quadruplet, but not in a pair. However, the quadruplet
brings C:'1;I "water" into the picture, though "water" also gains an entry point
through "DEW" (RSP I 352), "FIELD" (RSP III 298), and "oil" (RSP I 354, III 191).
Tl,;l~ "oil" is a particularly significant word in this context. It, together with
CiJ~ "bread" and the words with which both pair, forms a significant portion of
the Major Complex. Most of the words with which "oil" pairs are third shell
words, but through its triplet with "bread" and T:':? "wine" (RSP I 333), it provides
another point of entry. It also forms a rather unexpected triplet with "DEW" and
"SHOWER" (RSP I 207), which in its turn provides the basis for a pairing of
phrases which evokes the heart of Israelite thinking about Yj~. Given the
Ancient Near Eastern setting, what could be more poignant than Isaac's words
when he blessed [acob whilst under the impression that he was Esau.
Ah, the smell of my son
is like the smell of a FIELD that the Lord has blessed.
May GOD give you of the DEW of HEAVEN,
and of the fatness [oil] of the EARTH,

18 Note that the first four of these words are segholate nouns.
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and plenty of grain and wine. (Genesis 27:27-8 NRSV)19
The same pairing of phrases occurs in Genesis 27:39, where lsaac confirmed that
the blessing for the first-born had irrevocably gone to [acob rather than Esau.
"Son" i~, which we noted above as pairing with "Baal! master I to own"
(RSP I 113) and "ROOT/TO UPROOT" (RSP I 116), also pairs with Ct!t "name"
(RSP I 547), and that provides yet another point of entry in its most notable
pairing with 171?QSn "KING/TO REIGN" (RSP ID 200). The other signficant
word with which "name" pairs is'; "hand" (RSP I 219). And "hand" pairs with
"GOD" (RSP ID 124), providing a last point of entry into the Major Complex.
Words That Pair With T1~
Several of the words that pair with y)~ do not pair with any other words in the
RSP corpus. Most however do pair with at least some other words. Fewer pair
with many other words, like 171?QSn ("KING" / "TO REIGN") and S~!C"'iJ'S~
("GOD"). So much chimes well with traditional expectations for the Hebrew
Bible. Even the many pairs with :ltl.h ("TO SIT") are not unexpected, given that
the word carries shades of meaning ranging from "TO SIT" through "TO BE
ENTHRONED" on to "TO DWELL" and "TO BE INHABITED". Its implications,
as well as its forms, are affected by an intermittent confusion with :l 1tli ("to
return", "to go back"). The same sort of thing happens with the two English verbs
"to lie" and "to lay". The many words which pair with c.., ("SEA") also have their
logic, at least in hindsight, for often they are associated with water in its many
manifestations - "SHOWER", "rain", "river", "DEW", etc.
The extraordinarily rich associations of n?~ ("HOUSE") are far more
complex. On one level it is entirely clear why we should find words pairing with
it again and again: shelter is a major preoccupation of humans. But so is food,
and ii"Jt¥ ("FIELD") and "'''J~ ("FRUIT") between them only amount to two-thirds
the volume of pairings that n? ~ does. However, the social implications of n? ~
resonate through many things. Order and civilisation, domesticity and comfort,
domination through familial ties are only some of what the word implies.
Further, and most importantly, none of these concepts preclude the others, but all
overlap and form a powerful complex of implications which emerge wherever
any word is used. And this, it must be noted, is true of the way word associations
open up ideas in all these pairings.
Why Some Words Are Missing
19 Note the number of words from the group we are analysing; for ease of
recognition they are printed in bold type.
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Some word pairs should, according to the criteria above, have been analysed.
However, for a variety of reasons, that has not been possible. Probably the largest
class is what we may (somewhat inaccurately) call reduplicatives. These are words
that pair with themselves, like l':)~ above. I have not been able to search for these
because it is not possible usingAnyText . Where there is a cognate verb and noun,
simply searching for one and then the other overcomes the problem to some
degree.1?'/? ("KING") and 1?i'J ("TO REIGN") provide a suitable example. The
words in the first shell that form reduplicative pairs are "ALL" (RSP I 283),
"TREE" (RSP I 443), "SEA" (RSP I 231), "HEAYEN" (RSP I 559), "HOUSE" (RSP I
129), "FIELD" (RSP I 537), "KING" / "TO REIGN" (RSP I 361), "GOD" (RSP I 033),
"TO SIT" (RSP I 271) and "UNDER/NEATH" (RSP I 590). Of these it has been
possible to search for pairings only for "KING" / "TO REIGN" n?/?!1?i'J) and
"GOD" b~Itl"iJ?~). Whether analysis was achieved and what the results were is
indicated in the complete listing of data at the end of this study.
Two words in the first shell were excluded for technical reasons. ?:J "ALL"
presented insuperable difficulties in the handling of computer files, simply
because the number of occurrences was so large that the files were impossibly
bulky. n1J8 "UNDER/NEATH", a noun, a preposition, and even at times an
adverb, also presented theAnyText programme with insuperable difficulties.
However, since my intention in this study was principally to analyse a sufficient
number of words to be statistically significant, I did not feel that a lack of those
when there so many left constituted a major fault.
Another type of word pair that presented a challenge was the paired phrase.
An example is "son of GOD" :: "star of morning" (RSP I 117), where "GOD" is a
word in the first shell and both "son" and "star" are in the second shell. This
situation presents a challenge becauseAnyText searches for words rather than for
phrases. However, as in the case of reduplicatives, it has been possible to get
around the problem to some degree. I have searched for one word in each of the
phrases and then checked the references the programme generates in order to
determine where the phrase (as opposed to the word) occurs. Luckily there are
not many of these.
Another challenge, but of a different sort, was found in the words modified
or retranslated in RSP to fall into line with the editors' understanding. Since it is
no part of my study to argue these issues, I have settled any questions by
appealing to BDB and KB. Where the RSP translation agrees with both of them, it
is deemed to be accurate. Otherwise the word pair is simply not analysed. In the
case of repointing or redivision of words, the BHS is always followed because
AnyText uses it. In each case where a word pair should have been analysed but
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was not for one of the reasons cited above, it has been included in the appendix at
the end of this study and the reason stated for its exclusion from analysis.
Some word pairs present still another challenge. These are actually not pairs
as such but rather triplets; it is possible that they have developed from
concatenations of pairs. For example, ory? :: p:? :: l1.?tif ("bread" :: "wine" :: "Qil",
RSP I 333) may have arisen from the word pairs ory? :: p:: ("bread" :: "wine", RSP
1332) and p:? :: l1.?tif, ("wine" :: "oil", RSP I 249) . Interestingly, * cry?:: l1.?W
("bread" :: "oil") does not appear. The argument may be put forward that the pairs
ory? :: p:? and p:? :: l1.?tif are in fact derived from the triplet instead of the other
way about. This may be so. However, since word pairs in RSP outnumber triplets
by a massive 996 to twenty-three, so that triplets form only 2.2% of the total, the
balance of likelihood tips in favour of the pairs being primary and triplets
secondary. The same situation as that outlined above occurs with the triplet ?~ ::
l1.?tif:: o"~"~-:; ("DEW" :: "oil" :: "SHOWER", RSP I 207), which may consist of the
pairs ?~ :: o"~"~) ("DEW" :: "SHOWER", RSP 1205) and ?1;1 :: T1.?tif ("DEW" ::
"oil", RSP I 206). Again, as with the triplet ory?:: p:? :: l1.?tif above, one of the
possible combinations is missing in RSP. 11.?tif :: o"~"~) ("oil" :: "SHOWER")
may be lurking as yet undiscovered in the vast library of Ugaritic documents. An
alternative explanation for the apparent lack of one possible combination of word
pairs in the concatenation that makes up a triplet is that the third word can only
be paired with the other two when they are both also present. If this is the correct
explanation, then ory? can pair with l1.?tif only when p:: is present as a sort of
intermediary. It is probably not significant that ory? and l1.?tif are both words from
the second shell while 1?:? is from the third, or that the first two words are
segholate nouns. The classification which produces shells is entirely arbitrary,
intentionally developed to display certain relationships. Viewed from a different
perspective, the pairs would exhibit different relationships. Nevertheless if p::
acts as an intermediary in the triplet with ory? and l1.?tif, the same may be true of
the triplet?~ :: l1.?tif :: o"~"~) ("DEW" :: "oil" :: "SHOWER"), wherer1.?tif would
be able to pair with O.,.;t"~) only where?~ also occurs.

HowAnyText Works
The time has come to explain how I usedAnyText . For this I rely heavily on the
manual provided with the programme. AnyText is a concordance programme
prepared by Linguists' Software Inc. that searches for specific words in any text.
The copy of the programme I have used is supplied with a copy of the BHS and
one of the LXX. For my purposes, I have used only the BHS. It was compiled and
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then indexed in its grammatically tagged form so that words in whatever
grammatical construction that appears can be identified.
There are two indices for simultaneous use. One member of the word pair
was placed in each index so that they would display a word count. The proximity
size was set; I used the largest possible, ninety-six bytes. Then the proximity search
was initiated. It took only a few seconds. The result was displayed, and the
references were written to a file which was printed at the completion of each
search. The printout formed the basis of my research because, while I might
misread something on a screen or write down incorrectly a figure I have seen, the
computer itself will print what it finds in a file. And it has no preconceived ideas.
Mention has already been made above of two characteristics ofAnyText
which presented a challenge to my ingenuity, and which I managed to overcome
to some degree. AnyText also throws up multiple identical entries from time to
time, depending upon the relative positioning in a verse (or verses) of the words
in question.
Two occurrences of a word can overlap the same proximity word, thus
resulting in one listing for two words. Example: "...the Lord, the God of
heaven, and the God of the earth,...." If your proximity search is based
on the word "Lord," there will be one listing, since there is only one
occurrence of "Lord" that can be listed for this verse. If you use "God"
as the basis, there will be two listings, since there are two occurrences of
"God" that can be listed for this verse. Even though you would have
different numbers of occurrences in the two searches, all of the
occurrences will have been found either way.20
It means that the figure given for the number of occurrences of a word pair is
likely to be several more than the actual number because, scanning down the list
of references, one often sees the same entry more than once. However, while the
number may be a little larger than the actual references warrant, it is never
smaller. This idiosyncracy ofAnyText does not present a problem to one who is
familiar with it, but it may seem strange to a person meeting it for the first time.
Where The Data Came From
This then is how I obtained my primary data. First the word pairs are those in
RSP; since they proved to be too numerous, I chose those which pair with r)~
and the ones that pair with those. This makes a total of about twenty percent of
the word pairs in RSP, a significant number for statistical purposes. Further, those
word pairs encompass some which appear very frequently, such as ?~Il:l"iJ?~
("GOD"), which together occur 4785 times, and some infrequent such as ;'il;?r,l

20 Payne, Stringham and Saia, 1991, p. 21
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("BED") occurring thirteen times. There are even twohapax legomena ("MIRY
BOG" and "CLOUD").
These have the advantage of being words chosen by a system. They are not
simply words that for one reason or another appeal to me or, still worse, ones
that 1 think are found in word pairs. Rather, they are already accepted by biblical
scholars as word pairs, and the way I have identified those for analysis is easily
verified by anyone. Thus I am able to avoid charges of subjectivity in my
selection.
In the appendix at the end of this study, each word pair is listed in succession
by its RSP number. Each word is given in Hebrew and in English translation.
Greek translations are also given, with the number of times each translation is
used. Every effort is made to insure that English translations are not duplicated,
though this is not always possible. A check with the Hebrew should settle any
queries.
It will be noted that in some cases the number of word pairs found is
indicated by zero (0). This does not mean that there are no examples of those
word pairs in the BHS, because Dahood's work is a listing of those Ugaritic word
pairs the cognates of which are also found as word pairs in the Hebrew Bible. A
zero result simply means that the two words in question do not occur within
ninety-six bytes of each other. If recourse is made to the some of the references
that Dahood gives but which have not been generated byAnyText , it is found that
the relevant words are lurking just outside the proximity limits.
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FIRST APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VI
Table I

Frequency
Word Pairs
Reduplicatives

% of Total

1019
141

13.84%

14

1.37%

Palindromes

2

0.20%

Words x 4

1

0.10%

Word Pairs containing Construct Phrases

17

1.67%

Word Pairs containing Attached Parts of Speech

39

3.83%

Word Pairs containing Noun + Adjective

1

0.10%

Word Pairs containing Preposition + Noun

1

0.10%

Word Pairs Both Members of Which are the
Same Part of Speech

821

80.57%

Word Pairs Which May contain More than
One Part of Speech

94

9.22%

Triplets
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Table IT
Part of Speech

Number

% of Total

Noun:: Noun

478

46.91%

13

1.28%

Noun in Construct:: Noun in Construct

4

0.39%

Noun:: Noun + Noun

1

0.10%

Noun + Adjective:: Noun in Construct + Noun

1

0.10%

Noun:: Noun in Construct + Noun

1

0.10%

16

1.57%

9

0.88%

Noun:: Not Noun

70

6.87%

Noun:: Verb

56

5.50%

Noun:: Adjective

9

0.88%

Noun:: Pronoun

2

0.20%

Noun:: Preposition

2

0.20%

Preposition + Noun:: Adverb

1

0.10%

Noun:: Noun:: Noun:: Noun
Noun:: Noun, where both Nouns are Segholate
Noun:: Noun, where both Nouns are Proper
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Table III
Part of Speech

Number

% of Total

Verb:: Verb

244

23.95%

Verb :: Non-Verb

59

5.79%

Verb :: Adjective

2

0.20%

Verb :: Preposition

2

0.20%

Verb :: Adverb

1

0.10%
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Table IV
Part of Speech

Number

% of Total

14

1.37%

Adverb:: Verb

1

0.10%

Adverb:: Preposition + Noun

1

0.10%

Adverb:: Adverb
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Table V
Number

% of Total

50

4.91%

Preposition:: Enclitic

2

0.20%

Preposition:: Verb

2

0.20%

Preposition + Noun:: Adverb

1

0.20%

Preposition:: Noun

1

0.10%

Part of Speech
Preposition:: Preposition
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Table VI
Number

% of Total

Pronoun:: Pronoun

11

1.08%

Pronoun:: Noun

3

0.29%

Part of Speech
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Table VII
Part of Speech

Number

% of Total

10

0.98%

Adjective :: Verb

1

0.10%

Adjective :: Noun

7

0.69%

Adjective :: Adjective
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Table VIII

Part of Speech
Conjunction::

Conjunction

Number

% of Total

8

0.79%
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Table IX
Part of Speech
Interjection:: Interjection

Number

% of Total

4

0.39%
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SECOND APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VI
The Major Complex

servant/ to serve :: prisoner -- 1403
servant/ to serve :: son of a handmaid - I 404
son :: son - I 112
son :: beloved - Il 013
son of GOD :: star of morning - I 117

==>

GOD

star :: moon - Il 026
son :: assembly - Il 014
assembly:: GOD - ill 022 -~> GOD
son :: GOD - ill 017 ==> GOD
son :: lion - ill 059
son :: scion - I 115
son :: ROOT ITa UPROOT - I 116 ==> ROOT
son :: to give birth - I 226
§!ill ::

wife - I 085

son :: daughter - I 114
son :: band - ill 061
son :: generation - III 093
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son :: youth - I 386
son :: name - I 547
name :: name - I 548
name :: KING/TO REIGN - III 200 ==» KING
name :: shame - lIT 308
name :: hand - I 219
hand :: hand - I 217
hand :: arrow - I 180
arrow:: arrow - I 179
arrow:: quiver - I 084
arrow:: STONE - I 178 ==> STONE
arrow:: bow - I 505
hand :: arm - I 213
hand :: knee - I 214
hand :: flesh - I 215
hand :: sword - 1216
hand :: right hand - I 218
hand :: soul - I 389
hand :: GOD - III 124 --> GOD
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son :: Baall master I to own - I 113
Baallmaster/to own :: death I to die/dead- I 371
death/to die/dead:: death I to die/dead-I374
death I to die I dead :: to live - I 372
death/to die/dead:: soul - I 374a
deathl to die I dead:: to fall - I 387
death I to die I dead:: plague - III 084
deathl to die/dead:: to gather - III 205
deathl to die I dead:: to break forth - III 206
deathl to diel dead:: sword - III 207
deathl to die I dead:: to descend - III 208
to descend :: to ascend - 1421
to ascend :: to go I walk - III 237
to go/walk:: to go/walk-I 165
to go/walk:: WAY /TO TREAD - III 098
to go I walk :: to come - I 081
to go / walk :: to return - I 596
to go/walk:: step/foot/to march - II 008
to go I walk :: to hasten - III 096

==>

WAY/TO TREAD
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to go ! walk :: to dance -1II 097
to go ! walk :: to make to dwell- III 302
to go! walk :: hunting! to hunt - 1166, 1474
hunting! to hunt :: FIELD - IT 062 ==> FIELD
hunting! to hunt :: to eat - I 473
hunting! to hunt :: bread - 1475
bread:: grain - I 151
bread :: wine - I 332
bread :: wine :: oil - 1333
oil :: DEW - I 206 ==> DEW
oil :: DEW:: SHOWER - I 207 ==> DEW
==>SHOWER
oil :: wine - I 249
oil :: honey - I 376
oil :: balsam - 1561
oil :: meal - I 562
oil :: perfume - I 563
oil :: water - III 191, I 354
water :: FIELD - III 298 --> FIELD
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water :: soul- III 189
water :: GOD :: HEAYEN :: star - III 190 ==> GOD
==>HEAYEN
star :: HEAYEN - I 282 ==> HEAVEN
star :: HEAYEN :: GOD - III 032 ==> GOD
-->HEAVEN
star :: moon - II 026
star of morning :: son of GOD - I 117 ==> GOD
oil tree :: cypress - I 564
oil :: blood - III 088
oil :: olive tree - III 104
oil :: drink-offering - III 311
oil :: bone - III 315
bread :: drink - I 334
to eat (bread) :: to drink - I 335
bread :: table - 1336
table :: HOUSE - I 136 ==> HOUSE
table :: THRONE - I 300 ==> THRONE
table :: wine - I 600
table :: cup - I 601
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bread :: soul - I 390
bread :: to refresh - II 032
bread :: lamb - III 034
bread :: meat - III 068, III 294
bread :: HOUSE - III 072 ==> HOUSE
bread :: sweat - III 072
bread :: TO SIT - III 154 ==» TO SIT
bread :: offering - III 175
death/ to die/ dead:: to smite - III 209
death/to die/dead:: to consume - III 226
death/ to die/ dead:: bones :: Pit - III 246
death/ to die/ dead:: Pit - 1I1300
death/ to die/ dead:: afterlife - II 001
death/to die/dead:: KING/TO REIGN - II 034, 1I1171 ==> KING
Baal/ master / to own :: to love - 1Il 063
Baal/ master / to own :: Lord - I 120
Lord :: suzerain - I 013
Lord :: mother - I 012
Lord :: GOD - I 011 ==> GOD
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Lord :: father - III 001
father :: father - I 001
father :: mother - I 047
father :: GOD - I 030 ==> GOD
father :: to be - I 003
father :: generation - I 002
father :: ROCK - I 004 ==> ROCK
Baall master / to own :: great - I 5121
great :: great - I 517
great :: arm - lIT 285
great :: mighty - 1516
great :: to pound - I 513
Baall master / to own :: Asherah - III 064
Baall master / to own :: guard / to guard - III 065
guard / to guard:: GOD - III 025 --> GOD
Baal/master/to own :: shame - I 076
Baall master / to own :: sun - lIT 319
sun :: sun - I 578

1 "Great" here is the Hebrew word :lJ. There is another "great" in Hebrew l;:Jii~.
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sun :: moon - I 577
sun :: SEA - I 235 ==> SEA
servant! to serve :: eternity - I 405
eternity :: until - 1411
eternity :: until death (?) - I 413
eternity :: generation after generation - I 425
eternity :: living - III 239
eternity :: KING/TO REIGN - I 363 ==> KING
eternity :: day:: year - I 234
servant! to serve :: lad - I 406
servant! to serve :: messenger - II 036
servant! to serve :: personal possession - II 044
servant! to serve :: KING/TO REIGN - I 362 ==> KING
servant! to serve :: to bring - III 227
servant / to serve :: bread - III 228
bread :: grain - I 151
bread :: wine - I 332
bread :: wine :: oil - 1333
oil :: DEW - I 206 ==> DEW
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oil :: DEW:: SHOWER - I 207 ==> DEW
==>SHOWER
oil :: wine - I 249
oil :: honey - I 376
oil :: balsam - I 561
oil :: meal - I 562
oil :: perfume - I 563
oil tree :: cypress - I 564
oil :: blood - III 088
oil :: olive tree - III 104
oil :: water - III 191, I 354
water :: FIELD - III 298 ==> FIELD
water :: soul - III 189
water :: GOD :: HEAYEN :: star - III 190 ==> GOD
==>HEAYEN
star :: HEAYEN - I 282 ==> REAYEN
star :: HEAYEN :: GOD - III 032 ==> GOD
==>HEAYEN
star :: moon - II 026
star of morning :: son of GOD - I 117 ==> GOD
oil :: drink-offering - III 311
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oil :: bone - ill 315
bread :: drink - I 334
to eat <bread) :: to drink - I 335
bread :: table - I 336
table :: HOUSE - I 136 ==> HOUSE
table :: THRONE - I 300 ==> THRONE
table :: wine - 1600
table :: cup - I 601
bread :: soul- I 390
bread :: to refresh - II 032
bread :: lamb - ill 034
bread :: meat - ill 068, ill 294
bread :: HOUSE - ill 072 ==> HOUSE
bread :: sweat - III 072
bread :: TO SIT - ill 154 ==» TO SIT
bread:: offering - ill 175
bread:: hunting! to hunt - 1475
hunting! to hunt :: FIELD - II 062 ==> FIELD
hunting! to hunt :: to eat - I 473
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hunting / to hunt :: to go / walk - I 166, I 474
to go/walk:: to go/walk - I 165
to go/walk:: WAY/TO TREAD - III 098 ==> WAY/TO TREAD
to go/walk:: to come - I 081
to go / walk :: to return - I 596
to go / walk :: step / foot/ to march - II 008
to go / walk :: to hasten - III 096
to go / walk :: to dance - III 097
to go/walk:: to make to dwell- III 302
servant/to serve :: female servant - III 317
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THE SEVENTY AS TRANSLATORS

We have seen in previous chapters that certain words are regularly paired in all
sorts of written composition, most especially in ritual language. In some
Germanic languages, such as Icelandic and Old English, whose antecedents were
forerunners of English, those pairings were found most often as two words of the
same grammatical class or in kennings. In Ugaritic and in classical Hebrew, word
pairs often occur in contiguous parallel lines. But in those languages, they are
found as well juxtaposed in composite phrases like a noun and its attendant
construct (C");:t?~-").P) and in figures of speech like hendiadys ('91j) :l.il!l). The
fact is that they do, in Quirk's happy phrase, set up a "reciprocal expectancy" 1 of
each other wherever they are found. And they are found everywhere, in every
style of speech and composition. They are in classic constructions of synonymous
parallelism and they are in texts where one member of the word pair is in a
phrase which concludes a train of thought and the other is in a phrase which
begins another -- and everything in between. In each case,the expectation has
been set up that the other member of the word pair will follow .
Numerous examples have been given in previous chapters of word pairs in
parallel language and in "ordinary" language. We have also shown how some of
the same cognate word pairs persisted into the Common Era in Late Hebrew and
in Aramaic compositions from post-biblical sources. We have thereby established
them as traditional cognate pairings that were sustained for approximately 1500
years.
A Way To See How Some Jews Viewed Their Language
It is possible to open a window (albeit small, clouded, and ill-lit) on the internal
workings of some Jewish minds in the last few centuries before the Christian era.
Composition uses one set of reflective equipment, and by examining it one may
gain insight into the mind of the author. But it does not make its methods
transparent. Since the discovery of the subconscious, twentieth century literary
criticism has been made aware how very opaque the process of composition is.
Even modern self-reflective analysis of living authors takes us only a limited
distance into the consciousness of writers. We have far less chance of
understanding what went on in the minds of those who put together
compositions using a now dead language in a now dead culture so very different
from our own, and before widespread literacy and industrialisation.
1 Quirk, 1963, p. 151
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There is, however, another linguistic activity related to composition but
using a somewhat different set of reflective equipment. It is not entirely
transparent either, but it does provide an alternative route by which to examine
the problem of how Jews of the last few centuries before the Common Era
understood the language of their scripture. And, we have a sustained example of
that form of linguistic activity dating from the period.
Some decades after the spoken language of the Jewish people in Palestine
became Aramaic, in the new social and intellectual climate that followed
Alexander's conquest, Jews of Alexandria undertook to translate their scripture
into Greek. The cultural impact of this translation is incalculable; its effect on
subsequent Western civilisation is unimaginably huge because it established that
revelation can be translated, leading eventually to centuries of linguistic effort on
the part of missionaries who learned the languages of their intended converts in
order to translate scripture for them. We are not concerned, however, with the
subsequent impact. Its importance to us lies in the unique insight it gives into the
linguistic processes of a particular group of people who struggled to render their
sacred writings into a language unrelated to its original. Further, this had not
been done before on a systematic basis (as far as we know), so there was no
precedent and no pattern from which to work.
It is not possible for me to analyse the whole of the LXX. Such a mammoth
task is not within the capacity of a single individual. Anyway, the subject of this
study is a particular type of formulaic language and how it performs in the face of
translation. Through a study of the way the Seventy translated word pairs, we
may learn something of the way they perceived their own language. Did the
Seventy recognise implicitly or explicitly the strength of the bond between pairs
of words? If so, had the tradition remained sufficiently strong to allow the
bonding between the members of the word pairs to persist through translation?
Or had the tradition of the (later rabbinic) exegesis that "failed" to recognise
parallelism- (and maybe word pairs as well) developed sufficiently by the time of
the Septuagint translation to affect it? We are unlikely to get a simple answer to
these questions, given the difficulties of finding these things out and given the
differences in practice and belief through space and time that we now recognise in
[udaism.S
The question of how the Seventy perceived the language of scripture and
how that perception may have affected their translation of word pairs is further
complicated by the question of their mother tongue. They may not have been
Kugel, 1981, p. 97
3 Neusner, 1983
2
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native speakers of Greek and their experience of it may have been largely
confined to literature and commerce. The Jewish community may well have
spoken Aramaic or Late Hebrew in their homes and amongst themselves, just as
there are areas of New York City where Yiddish is still the language of choice.
Nevertheless, these suppositions must also reckon with the undeniable truth
that the Septuagint is not a translation made by people who only half understood
Greek. And bilinguality or even trilinguality is frequent in urban commercial
centres where several languages are in common use.
The Jewish Scholars of Alexandria
We could postulate a situation in Alexandria in the second century before the
Common Era not unlike that in, say, Babylon several centuries later. It might be
suggested that "proto-rabbis" laboured to read, translate and comment on their
Scripture, using in their speech and writing the very parallelisms they interpreted
differently when they encountered them in Scripture.
[T]his [tradition of reading and writing] is laterally connected to the
rabbinic conception of the Bible's sanctity, and most notably to the
principle of biblical "omnisignificance." For the basic assumption
underlying all of rabbinic exegesis is that the slightest details of the
biblical text have a meaning that is both comprehensible and
significant. Nothing in the Bible, in other words, ought to be explained
as the product of chance, or, for that matter, as an emphatic or
rhetorical form, or anything similar, nor ought its reasons to be
assigned to the realm of Divine unknowables. Every detail is put there
to teach something new and important, and it is capable of being
discovered by careful analysis.... 4
It turned for them upon the fact that this was Scripture, no ordinary literature for
them to read:
Now in this principle of biblical omnisignificance there is certainly a
theological element. The words of the Pentateuch are, after all,
instructions given to a prophet with whom God had spoken "mouth to
mouth" (Num, 12:8). It is inconceivable that any of those words should
owe their existence solely to chance, rhetoric, or for that matter some
mechanical principle of parallelism. The purpose of the Torah is to
teach; if a statement is parallelistic in form, that statement must be
examined to reveal its full meaning -- everything must be read, in
other words, as potentially "sharp.rf
An assessment of the situation that parallels that which Kugel describes for early
rabbis may well be substantially correct, but it was complicated in Alexandria by
the involvement of the authorities in the life of the Jewish community there.
4 Kugel, 1981, p. 104

S Kugel, 1981, p. 104
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That the initiative for the translation itself came from the monarch is argued
persuasively by Barthelemy,
Qu'elle ait ete ou non suggeree par des conseillers juifs, l'initiative
royale instituant une commission de traduction est tellement
vraisemblable et tellement largement attestee qu'on peut le considerer
comme historiquement certaine....Le resultat fut une version dont le
standing de fidelite etait ultrasatisfaisant si on la comparait aux
targums liturgiques fragmentaires qui avaient pu la preceder.v
That initiative explains why the LXX differs in kind from contemporary targums:
Il s'est passe quelque chose qui a empeche le processus de se derouler de
la', meme facon qu'il le fit pour les targums samaritains ou
palestiniens, ou encore pour la Vieille Latine. Or nous possedons une
tradition externe ancienne et largement diffusee sur cette initiative
toute puissante exterieure a Israel qui, triomphant de certains scrupules
juifs, rompit le cours normal des choses.?
How, then, did this situation affect them when they came to translate the
Scripture into Greek? If Barthelerny is right, the Seventy were politically aware,
but to what extent and how this may have affected the specifics of their
translation remains debatable.
The question of the nature of LXX Greek is of course a complex one,
involving many factors. There is an extensive literature on it and on
matters that have a bearing on it, and there are many differing shades
of opinion. It seems to me, however, that the central issue involved is
as I have outlined above. Essentially the question that faces us is: in
order to account for the undoubted peculiarities of LXX Greek, is it
sufficient to refer to the fact that the LXX is a translation, or is it
necessary to assume the existence of a living 'Jewish-Greek' dialect?8
Space prevents me entering fully into all sides of this question. In any case, at our
present state of knowledge we probably cannot make a definitive answer.
Therefore, the best we can do is to draw up a hypothesis which seems to fit the
facts as we know them, always remembering the likelihood that the picture will
change.
The position I take for the purpose of this study is closer to the first of the
two outlined by Lee above. It is like one advocated by Deissmann:
Over the Hebrew, with its grave and stately step, they have, so to speak,
thrown their light native garb, without being able to conceal the alien's
pecular gait beneath its folds. So arose a written "Semitic-Greek" which
no one ever spoke, far less used for literary purposes, either before or
after.?

6 Barthelemy, 1974, p. 32
7 Barthelemy, 1974, p. 32
8 Lee, 1983, pp. 13-4
9 quoted in Lee, 1983, p. 12
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While noting the speculation in Deissmann's comment ("which no one ever
spoke...either before or after"), there is undeniably a written Semitic-Greek. found
in the LXX. This fact we can firmly base our study on, while notions of a living
Semitic dialect of Greek remain in the domain of hypothesis.
It is a truism that all translation is interpretation (traduttore traditore); it is
also a truism (a position pioneered by these same Seventy) that SCripture must be
translated with the most careful attention to its profoundest meaning. We
therefore conclude that to the best of their ability and understanding, the Seventy
translated the Hebrew Bible into the Greek (either literary or spoken) of their day.
TheLetter of Aristeas fosters this view and should accepted as correctly reflecting
the general situation in spite of its questionable status as a forgery.
La lettre du Pseudo-Aristee sera sans doute remplie de nombreux
details fictifs, mais ces details fictifs sont brodes sur une tradition deja
farniliere aux lecteurs du faussaire et consideree par eux comme
solide.Jf
In spite of sometimes fanciful details, then, the impression left by Aristeas
remains valid:
When the work was concluded Demetrius assembled the community
of the Jews at the place where the translation was executed, and read it
out to the entire gathering, the translators too being present; these
received a great ovation from the community also, in recognition of
the great service for which they were responsible.
And they accorded Demetrius a similar reception, and requested
him to have a transcription of the entire Law made and to present it to
their rulers. When the rolls had been read the priests and the elders of
the translators and some of the corporate body and the leaders of the
people rose up and said, "Inasmuch as the translation has been well
and piously made and is in every respect accurate, it is right that it
should remain in its present form and that no revision of any sort
should take place." When all had assented to what had been said, they
bade that an imprecation be pronounced, according to their custom,
upon any who should revise the text by adding or transposing anything
whatever in what had been written down, or by making any excision;
and in this they did well, so that the work might be preserved
imperishable and unchanged always.
When these proceedings were reported to the king he rejoiced
greatly, for he thought that the purpose he cherished had been securely
carried out. The whole work was read out to him also, and he
marvelled exceedingly at the intellect of the lawgiver, To Demetrius he
said, "How has it not occurred to any of the historians or poets to make
mention of such enormous achievements." And he said, "Because the
Law is holy and has come into being through God; some of those to
whom the thought did occur were smitten by God and desisted from
10 Barthelemy, 1974, p. 25
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the attempt." Indeed, he said, he had heard Theopompus say that when
he was on the point of introducing into his history certain matter
which had previously been translated from the Law, too rashly, he
suffered a derangement of the mind for more than thirty days.... l1
In its rather florid style, theLetter makes several important points, all to do with
the way contemporary Jews perceived the translation: it was done with their
knowledge and approval, it was regarded as divinely inspired and its lack of
recognition by non-Iews was seen as part of God's plan. These add up to a
conclusion that the most committed efforts of contemporary Jews were brought
to bear upon the translation.
Jerome As A Biblical Translator
Unfortunately, theLetter of Aristeas does not give us even as detailed
information about principles of translation as do the letters and prefaces of
Jerome half a millenium later. In fact, [erome (331-420) offers an excellent
translator to study, because, much closer in time than we are to the Seventy, he
too wrestled with the relationship between the MT and the LXX. And he left a
great deal of material in addition to the translation itself.
It was around 390 that [erome at last took the plunge Cwith my eyes
open I thrust my hand into the flame'), and embarked on an entirely
fresh translation of the Old Testament based directly on the Hebrew.
His intensive Biblical studies over the past decade had finally
convinced him that, however revolutionary it might seem and
whatever hostility it might provoke, the only ultimately satisfying
Bible for Christians was one which reproduced the Hebrew original. In
principle, of course, he was entirely right, even allowing for the fact
(which he could not possibly know) that, being older, the Septuagint in
many passages preserves a more ancient reading than the currently
accepted Hebrew text (substantially the same as our 'Massoretic' text).12
But as with the LXX, we can only get so far into the translator's mind by reading
. his translation. Hence the enormous value of his own comments about what he
was doing:
Although in 395 he was to inform Pammachius that Scripture ought to
be translated word for word, his guiding principle in practice was that a
good translation should express the meaning, not the actual words, of
the original. Since the idioms of one language could not be reproduced
in another, he felt justified in preserving the characteristic elegance of
Latin so long as he did not alter the sense. Hence in the interests of
'grace' and 'euphony' he consistently rearranges in more complex
groupings the paratactic sentences favoured in Hebrew, and goes to

pp. 221-3
12 Kelly, 1975, pp. 159-60
11 Hadas, 1951,
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every length to eliminate, by the substitution of synonyms, the
monotonous but distinctively Hebrew repetition of words and phrases.
What surprises us, however, is that, with these principles and
with his reverence for the classical models, he never dreamed,
apparently, of translating the Bible into the cultivated literary prose of
which he was a master without rival among his contemporaries. For
all the corrections and embellishments he introduced, the Latin of his
new version was essentially that special 'Christian Latin', with its
strong Hebrew colouring, which as a young man in the desert had
repelled him (as it repelled many an educated Christian) as barbarous
and uncouth. The explanation of this paradox was in large measure
practical: he had no wish that his Old Testament should deviate more
than absolutely necessary from the style and general tone, indeed from
the actual wording, of the familiar version hallowed by centuries of
usage. At a more theoretical level he, like other Christian intellectuals,
was persuaded, first, that what mattered in Scripture was the content,
not the literary form; and, secondly, that, being intended for ordinary
folk, it was appropriate that it should be expressed in the simple, even
crude language which most of them appreciated. Later generations
have good reason to be grateful for Jerome's decision, for in spite of
inequalities (stylistically, for example, his Pentateuch stands out as
supreme, while Job is about the least satisfactory of the books), his Old
Testament raised the vulgar Latinity of Christians to the heights of
great literature. 13
It would seem therefore that while the translation of the Seventy may have
retained the significance of word pairs, [erome's did not and indeed by his
recasting of characteristic Hebraic turns of phrase may have effectively removed
them from the language of the Vulgate.
Universal Principles Of Translation?
Sidney Jellicoe provides a masterly summary of the issues faced by translators,
those of Scripture and of the LXX in particular.
For what are we looking in a translation? Is it to be literal or
paraphrastic? Or is its purpose to consist in aportrayal of the original to
men of strange lips and another tongue? If the last, it might justifiably
be denied the term 'translation'. No doubt such questions are of more
vital moment to a 'translation-conscious' age such as our own than
they were to those who gave us the LXX.14
Nevertheless, the vexed question of how to translate Scripture is one pioneered
by the Seventy. Not much later the translators of the Peshitta had to come to
terms with it, and they seem to have followed more nearly the tradition of the
Targum. Jerome also faced it, and answered it to some degree with his concept of
13 Kelly, 1975, pp. 162-3
14 Iellicoe, 1968, p. 318
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Hebrewveritas . Every other translator has had to come to her/his own
conclusion.
So what is the theory of translation that lies behind what happened to word

pairs? Just as sometimes (as we have noted) the pairing did not persist into Greek,
so sometimes a pairing appeared in later translations that was not present in the
original. In short, word pairs in a translation do not always reflect word pairs in
the Hebrew original. They can also occur as an answer to a translation problem:
Ernst Hansack (1979) has shown in his study on Exarch John, a prolific
translator and writer active in Preslav around 900, that the prelate's
frequent use of double translations, two Slavic words for a single Greek
one, is not a stylistic or rhetorical device but derives from the theory he
followed in his translation. The foreword to one of John's translations
refers to this theory as it was most clearly expressed by Dionysios the
Areopagite (Pseudo-Dionysios), one of the most prominent Greek NeoPlatonists. It stipulates that a transaltion [sic] render the
"etymologically " correct meaning as well as the contextually
determined "semantic" one; in other words both the "form" and the
"content" of the original must be conveyed. If the target language
lacked a single word that could perform both functions, the transaltion
[sic ] would have to use two words. IS
We will see later in this chapter the way Emmanuel Tov's demonstration of
"sterotypical translation" in the LXX reflects a remarkably similar theory of
translation. That the theory was almost certainly unwritten and almost as
certainly unarticulated in no way detracts from its importance as a principle of
biblical translation. The methods that different individuals use to resolve the
difficulties of translating from a source language to a target language remain
remarkably alike. This study observes what was done by the Seventy, not
principally in order to deduce principles of translation, but in order to draw
conclusions about their understanding of a particular linguistic phenomenon.
There is no doubt that certain writers of the Hebrew Bible were enamoured
of some words. This applies to word pairs as well. For instance, the pair 1':)1;): ::
iiE:l~ ("EARTH" :: "NORTH" - RSP I - 479) occurs nineteen times, of which
fourteen appear in Jeremiah and Zechariah. Likewise, the Seventy favour some
words for translation. For instance, ll;lii ("to walk") in the pair with 17J
("WAY" - RSP III - 098) is almost without exception translated by TIOPE:u0lJ..a1.,
while TIE:p1.TIE:TW occurs only once, at Ecclesiastes 11:9.
Why should such favouritism occur? This study sets aside sociological
factors which, though of vital importance, are for us unknowable or difficult of
access. An example of the kind of sociological factor of which we are only dimly

IS Sjoberg, 1987, p. 148
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aware is the translation 13a.<Jl.Ae:uS for 17.1t. The only probable alternative
available to the Seventy was TUpa.VVOS, which has the same kind of negative
connotations as the Latinrex . Ba.<Jl.Ae:US, on the other hand, lay in the same
positive realm as 17.1t, and so was chosen by the Seventy.16
And So To ... Word Pairs
We come at last to the central question of this study: did the Seventy recognise
some words as paired in a special way? If so, were those the ones that have been
identified as word pairs in Ugaritic/Hebrew? Specifically, how did they view the
words we have selected from RSP? We have already seen some examples of the
way in which the Seventy failed to appreciate parallelism in general and word
pairs in particular. But was this consistent? Could the examples cited by Dahood
be aberrations?
It seemed to me that the most realistic way to answer these questions (and
some of the others raised by this issue) was to check the LXX for consistency in the
translation of the word pairs. At a distance of time which is rather more than two
thousand years, little remains by which we may acquire the information which is
relatively achievable with living cultures. The comparative studies in earlier
chapters were one means of illumination. But they, as I have already pointed out,
go only some distance toward answering the questions. We are not able, by asking
practitioners of parallel language in Rotinese for example, to know how ancient
Israelites viewed their parallelism. Thus ultimately we must look at the Hebrew
itself and at what the Seventy did with it.
Thestudy of Biblical translators offers a...fruitful path toward
understanding the process by which a text is rendered from one
language into another. In fact, such a comparative study may be shown
to constitute a neglected, but potentially valuable means for evaluating
the work of those responsible, for example, for the early Greek
translations of the Bible that we commonly refer to as the Septuagint.J?
Because the Seventy left (as far as we know) no notes about their techniques of
translation, we must reconstruct their mental processes by indirect methods. And
the clues by which this is done frequently look to be minor, insignificant or even
irrelevant.
For example, O~iJ'S~ IJ'11, in Genesis i, 2, which might signify nothing
more than 'a great Wind' or, with Onkelos and his later followers, 'a
wind from before [or, sent by] the Lord', is rendered quite literally and
ambiguously 1TVe:Uf.La. Ele:ou. Narrative again is literally rendered even
to the retention of characteristic Hebraisms, as, for example, the use of
16 For this insight I am indebted to Ian Cairns.
17 Greenspoon, 1989, p. 91
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cognate accusative; 1TP0O"T{6TU_L1. with infinitive to indicate repetition
of an action; parataxis; phrases such as 'in the eyes of' and 'the face
of'.l8
Thus do biblical scholars build up a picture of the HebrewVorlage used by the
Seventy and of what they thought they were about when they translated it. The
underlying principle of Hebrew poetics was enunciated more than two centuries
ago by Lowth. Evidence gleaned from numerous discoveries of how the Seventy
(and other translators) accomplished their aim is examined critically to
determine how it fits into the overall picture, or if indeed that picture must be
redrawn.
From [erome onwards Aquila has been ridiculed for his supposed
grammatical absurdity in rendering the Hebrew sign of the definite
accusative by the 'preposition' O"UV. Contrary, however, to what is often
stated or implied this is not his universal practice....Of late, Barthelemy
has sought to acquit Aquila of grammatical absurdity on the grounds
that n~ is to be construed not as a preposition, but as an adverb, a usage
found mainly in Homer, though not confined to him.J?
Another piece was added to the puzzle when, in the 1930's, a considerable body of
poetic texts was recovered from the ruins of ancient Ugarit. Their decipherment
gave new impetus to the study of Old Testament and related literature.
The poetic texts, in their extant form dating to the fourteenth century
B.C.E., were found to have been composed in a language closely related
-- from a lexical point of view at least -- to biblical Hebrew....More
importantly in the present context, it was found that the parallelistic
structures evident in the Ugaritic poems were in all Significant respects
virtually identical with those known from Old Testament poetry. Still
more central to the concerns of the present work was the recognition of
a poetic diction common to the two literatures. Specific "pairs" of
words in fixed parallel relationship were found to occur in both
Ugaritic and Hebrew literature with such frequency and regularity as to
preclude the possibility of coincidence, while the differences in age and
locale excluded the possibility of direct borrowing.
It is to Professor H.L. Ginsberg that we owe this second major
discovery, namely that the poets of ancient Syria and Palestine had at
their command a body of conventionally fixed pairs of words upon
which they might freely draw in the construction of their literary
compositions.2 0
Theway word pairs were actually used in composition remains unclear;
evidence points to their use having been learned through implicit
understanding. The Seventy were faced with the translation of those words.
18 [ellicoe, 1968, p. 316
19 [ellicoe, 1968, p. 81
20 Gevirtz, 1973, pp. 2-3
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Greek is not cognate with Hebrew and is developed on different principles.
Therefore, a use of word pairs which was like that used in the targums and in
Late Hebrew (as we saw in Chapter V Did Word Pairs Persist? ) was out of the
question.
Moreover, and this is particularly important in the current context, Hebrew
is triliteral, which in theory limits the number of words available. There are
certainly far fewer word roots in classical Hebrew than in Hellenistic Greek,
though there may be reasons for this other than triliterality.21 Potentially several
words were available to the Seventy for the translation of any particular Hebrew
word. So, as regards word pairs, did they take advantage of the broader vocabulary
that Greek offered? In order to answer that question, we need to examine some of
the results of this study.
Observations On Translation Techniques Of The Seventy
At least as early as Origen (185?-254?), people have been interested in and have
studied LXX Greek. (It is no accident that he was an Alexandrian.) There exists a
large body of literature which seeks to identify the differences between the MT
and the LXX. Often such differences as are found are subsumed under one allembracing point:
That the translators of the Septuagint could theoretically have been
subjected to influences of a Hellenistic nature is surely true, for the
impact of Hellenism upon the Ancient Near East was widespread. In
the realm of religion, reactions to Hellenism were disparate. Broadly
speaking, three positions can be defined. In some instances, Hellenistic
ideas were rejected. The Jewish sect whose writings were discovered in
the Judean desert (Qumran) is a suitable example, though even their
writings do exhibit some Greek influence. In other instances, such ideas
were only partly accepted. And third, Hellenistic ideas were absorbed
totally, with syncretism as a result. Philo of Alexandria, the graecized
Jew whose treatise on the creation (De opificio mundi) for example is
interspersed with Greek philosophical ideas, belongs to this grouping.
One of the significant results of this encompassing hellenizing
process was actually the creation of the Greek translation of the Hebrew
Bible, but just where it should be placed within the three groupings
above is a matter of dispute. The question consequently remains: "Is
this document only, primarily a Hellenistic writing, [as is suggested
inter alia by Gerleman (1950)], or is the Jewishness of its authors indeed
a factor to be reckoned with?,,22

21 Another reason may be the very much smaller corpus of works we have for
classical Hebrew as compared to classical Greek.
22 Cook, 1987, p. 31
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Because the LXX is not, everyone is agreed, a monolithic work, there is no single
answer to Cook's question. The extent to which the LXX reflects directly reflects
the MT varies widely from book to book. For instance, the LXX book of Jeremiah
is rather shorter than its Hebrew counterpart and in many places seems to reflect
a very different source from the MT. The LXX book. of Proverbs is different from
that of Jeremiah in that
[t]he text of Proverbs...(LXX) differs considerably from the MT. The
reasons for these deviations should be searched for in three directions.
On the one hand, the translator could have had another Vorlage at his
disposal. On the other hand, these deviations could have been brought
about by the translator. A third possibility -- the question of inner Greek
corruptions - has a bearing upon the intricate tradition history of the
Septuagint.2 3
Cook concentrates on the second direction, but follows a very different line from
that of the main scholar he criticises:
I am of the opinion that Gerleman made a methodological mistake by
endeavouring to analyse the Septuagint only thematically. In the
process, words/ concepts were taken out of their contexts, opening the
way for misinterpretation. 24
Cook, then, focuses on specific words and phrases found in Proverbs 2 (with a
sidelook at chapter 7). Are the word pairs we have chosen to be found among
them? Alas, no. But then our word pairs are not much found in the MT Proverbs
anyway. It is perhaps just as well, considering the complications that exist
between the HebrewVorlage and the Greek translation.
It is not possible to describe all the characteristics of the LXX that have been
identified, so we will confine those mentioned to the ones which directly affect
this study of the translation of word pairs.
Many translators rendered all occurrences of a given Hebrew word,
element (e.g. preposition), root or construction as far as possible by the
same Greek equivalent, often disregarding the effect of this type of
translation upon its quality. Although this system of consistent
representation, usually called stereotyping, needs to be studied in
greater detail, it is probably true to say that from the outset a tendency
towards stereotyping was the rule rather than the exception. The
system of stereotyping was an integral part of the translation technique
and it originated from a certain approach to the O'T, viz. that the words
of the Bible should be rendered consistently in order to remain as
faithful as possible to the source language. This type of translation
created a consistent representation of whole Hebrew word-groups
(roots) with Greek words also belonging to one word-group. While this
root-linked system had its origin in a certain conception of translation
23 Cook, 1987, p. 35
24 Cook, 1987, p. 35
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technique, it was also used in connection with difficult words. If such a
difficult word has a recognizable Hebrew root, it was sometimes
rendered by a Greek word which belonged to a Greek stem that
elsewhere rendered other Hebrew words which, together with the
"difficult" word, also belonged to the one group (root). The Greek word
does not necessarily carry the same meaning as the Hebrew word, but
other words close to that Greek word are used elsewhere as renderings
of Hebrew words close to the Hebrew word under review.25
We shall see this tendency from time to time in the translation of specific words.
It appears in a particularly marked manner in the translation of ;l.W", "to sit"; we
will examine this word in detail in the next chapter.
Modern commentators must be willing, when assessing the translation of
the LXX, to accept that the Seventy had serious reasons for their choice of words
and syntax. If we analyse the "mistakes" as either textual or semantic, they fall
into one of two categories:
1) either the translators were faced with a reading that could not be
deciphered,
2) or the word or phrase in question was legible but not
understandable.
Dahood cites examples of each. RSP I 374 - nm/ nm "to die, Death" / "to die,
Death":
This well-documented repetition safeguards the second Tnr.:l" "they
shall die," in [er 11:22 against emendation to 1r.:1n" suggested by the LXX
teleutesousin, "they shall come to an end." Or is this merely an
instance of "elegant variation" on the part of the LXX which renders
the first lnr.:l" by apothanountai, "they shall die," and the second 1nr.:l"
by teleutesousin ? 26
We cannot at this distance enter fully into the minds of the Seventy, but,
Dahood's suggestion of "elegant variation" notwithstanding, the likelihood is
that they found the double n1r.:1 in Jeremiah 11:22 inappropriate and assumed the
second n1r.:1 occurred by scribal error for a similar word:
therefore thus says the LORD of hosts: I am going to punish them; the
young men shall die by the sword; their sons and daughters shall die
by famine.-?
This sort of emendation, as well as those more numerous where the Seventy left
out phrases which secure the parallelism, argues for an unfamiliarity (conscious
or unconscious) with parallelism as a language device. It also argues for
25 Tov, 1984, pp. 67-8
26 RSP I, pp. 271
27 NRSV
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unfamiliarity with specific word pairs. For instance, RSP I 127 is the pair n:~ ::
Y:)l;!i ("house" :: "earth"), to which Dahood appends the comment "In Isa 23:1 the
LXX omits n".:lr.l 'from the house,' but the apparent parallelism with yi!ll:r.I 'from
the land,' tells against the LXX reading. What is more, 1QIsa supports MY."28 The
other sort of "mistake" involves, not the belief that their confusion was caused by
scribal error, but that the meaning had been wrongly conveyed. As well as RSP I
329, mentioned in a previous chapter, where the pair 1:']9,;;1 :: tti~.!l.7l:;l ("silver" ::
"clothing") was "corrected" in Job 27:16 to a.PyuPl.OV :: xpuo{ov ("silver" ::
"gold"), we have RSP IT 049 Wiil? :: i~~ ("holy" :: "ROCK") changed to Wiil? ::
P"'Ji? ("holy" :: "just") in I Sam 2:2. Dahood points out in connection with this
word pair that
[t]he Ugaritic collation bears text-critically on I Sam 2:2, where for i'~,
"mountain [rock]," the LXX and Vet Lat read P"i~, "just." To these
versions, the pairing of "holy" and "mountain" ["rock"] may have
seemed odd, but the MY is now sustained by the Ugaritic text. 29
Jellicoe has identified several types of differences between the LXX and the
Vorlage of the Seventy. The differences fall roughly into two categories: those
which were deliberate because the Hebrew was thought to be wrong or corrupt,
and those which have occurred because
the meaning of a Hebrew word was known to the Greek translators and
preserved in their version but subsequently lost. Hence it was thought,
mistakenly, that the translators were using a text different from our
own, whereas the explanation is that the meaning had undergone a
long period of hibernation which modern philology has brought to
reawakening. 3D
The first category, which corresponds in sOII].e respects to the two types of
"mistakes" described above, may be further subdivided, according to Jellicoe, into
alterations which he describes as 'Haggadic':
Some changes from the Hebrew made by the LXX translators are quite
clearly interpretative. Genesis ii.2 will serve as an example: In this
passage MY reads: 'And on theseventh day God ended his work, etc.'
LXX renders 'sixth day', which some have accordingly adjudged the
true reading. That 'sixth' has the support of the Samaritan Pentateuch
and the Syriac (both based on the Hebrew) would seem to make it
almost certainly so. Nevertheless, there are grounds for pause. G.J.
Spurrell...regards 'sixth' as an intentional alteration on the part of the
Samaritan Pentateuch, the LXX, the Peshitta, and the Midrashic

28 RSP I, p. 152
29 RSP IT, p. 27
3D [ellicoe, 1968, p. 324
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Bereshith Rabba 'to avoid the idea that God created anything on the
seventh day'.31
There are also changes which Jellicoe describes as "rubrical directions":
[Psalm 84: 5-7] which has baffled a succession of translators and
commentators, can only be construed with any measure of
intelligibility as a processional direction specifying the route from the
assembly point on the western hill southwards via the Tyropeon
Valley to the Pool of Siloam, and thence northwards to the Temple.
The LXX, as most modems, has attempted to extract some sense from
the passage by paraphrase involving figurative interpretation.... 32
Most differences between the MT and the LXX fall into one of these major
categories.
And where does the translation of word pairs fit into this discussion? Are
they invariably translated with the utmost sensitivity to the nuances found in
Ugaritic/Hebrew? Or did the Seventy not recognise at all what they had in hand,
and translated them (like everything else) according to one of the three
philosophies Jellicoe offers as possible in a translation?33 This is one of the
questions which we must keep in mind as we pursue our study of translations.
The answer may be one or the other, but it is more likely that, given the
individual differences from book to book in the LXX, that we will find that there
is every possible variation within the extreme positions we have outlined.

31 [ellicoe, 1968, p. 321
32 [ellicoe, 1968, p. 323
33 Jellicoe, 1968, p. 318
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HOW WERE WORD PAIRS TRANSLATED?
From Hebrew to Greek
Before we consider this last and most crucial question, it is necessary to
understand how I used the basic data the collection of which was described in
Chapter VI Which Word Pairs. As explained there,AnyText generates, as well as
the number of occurrences of the two words within the proximity chosen (ninetysix bytes), a complete concordance listing for those words. I then looked up each
of the references in the LXX to determine which Greek words had translated the
Hebrew. It may be suggested that I should have usedAnyText to find the Greek;
that was certainly the way I intended to conduct the study, until I actually tried to
do it. For instance, when I tried to find the Greek of the word pair T~ :: i?~
("TREE" :: "STONE", RSP I 009, 1441), I looked for *6EV6pov:: iTETpOS". I soon
found that these words were inappropriate, as the references where they occurred
did not correlate with those I had for T~ :: i ?~. Therefore I checked the LXX at the
references generated byAnyText and found that the words chosen by the Seventy
were not *6EV6pov :: iTETpOS" but rather ~UlloS" :: 11 t8oS". After this experience,
I concluded it was more rational simply to look at the evidence, rather than to
conjure out of my imagination what words the Seventy might have chosen.
Thus I usedAnyText as a basic tool and worked forward from it to find the Greek,
emulating the work of the Seventy in constructing the LXX from the Hebrew text
they knew. From time to time I referred to HR. It provided separate
documentation of links in the LXX between specific Hebrew and Greek words.
HR, being entirely independent of what I found in the course of my study, proved
a valuable crosscheck.
Does T1~ Become yij?
Before beginning to discuss the word pairs that I have analysed, it is necessary to
set out the conventions I have used to describe the study:
1) Transliterations are, for the most part, avoided. Where they are used, they
are in italics.
2) Translations are enclosed in quotation marks.
3) Translations of all words in the first shell are in capital letters wherever
they occur.
4) Translations of all words in the second shell are underlined wherever
theyoccur.
5) "In close proximity" means within ninety-six bytes, the closest proximity
thatAnyText can accommodate.
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6) "Occurrence" means the number of times the word appears in the BHS
according toAnyText.. As explained in Chapter VI, Which Word Pairs, this
number may be a few more than the actual references indicates. The
discrepancy for each word pair is noted in the appendix at the end of this
study.
In Chapter VI, it was noted that the word pairs chosen for analysis! were
those which surrounded y:)~ ("EARTH, LAND"), itself occurring 3311 times in
the BHS. The total number of y:)~ :: X, where X is anyone of the thirty potential
words discussed in the previous chapter, comes to 2220. My first duty then was to
discover how r:)~ was translated when paired. LS describes yf] as "EARTH" as
opposed to "HEAVEN" and therefore including both land and sea, or as "LAND"
as opposed to "SEA", or as "NATIVE LAND". It is therefore a logical translation
of y:)~ when n~ is paired with t:r'1;Irq ("HEAVEN")2, when it is paired with c;,
and in those places where the implication is "NATIVE LAND". Now, LS as well
lists ETIHPOS' as meaning "land" as opposed to "sea", which makes it an
alternative translation to y:)~ when paired withC'.'~. The fact is though that
ETIHPOS- is not used in these situations. For y:)~ :: C'.'1;Irq we have yf] ::
oupavos-, just as for y:)~:: C; we have yf] :: 6aAoo<Ja. But ETIEtpoS- also has
implications of "plain" as opposed to "mountain", which suggests that it may be a
translation alternative to yf] where y:)~ is paired with i;:T ("MOUNTAIN")4.
And that is not so either. i;:T is customarily translated by opoS', while here as in
the other pairings cited, y:)~ is translated by yf].
HR does not even list ETIHpOS', though it does list xiOpa, which LS defines
as "land" or, better, "country" as opposed to "town". In fact, xiOpa is a serious
contender for an alternative to yf] as a translation for y:)~, because LS points out
that it was used specifically as a way of distinguishing "country" from "city" in
Alexandria in the 3rd century BCE. x&pa does occur as a translation for y:)~ in
the LXX, but only sixty-five times as opposed to the 2220 of yf] for the same
word S, [osephus, writing several centuries later, does not use ETIEtpOS' any more
than the LXX does, but the proportion of times he uses yf] rather than xiOpa is
1 Further information may be gained about any word pairs mentioned by

consulting the appendix at the end of this study. All pairs are listed in order
under their RSP numbers, with all the information collected in the course of the
study.
2 RSP I 071, I 554
3 RSP I 064
4 RSP I 169
5 These figures are taken from HR.
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very different - 418 to 618 6. The parallel is not exact: [osephus was not translating
as such, nor was he an Alexandrian. On the other hand, he was a Jew writing
post-classical Greek, and his subject had a religious orientation, even when he
was not recounting the history of the Jewish people.
With the exception of the handful of instances decribed below, in the 2220
occurrences that I examined of Yj~ pairing with another word, the translation for
n~ was yfj. This suggests a very strong bias to the translation of Yj~ by yfj. It
should be noted, moreover, that HR does not even list EiTE:\.POS'. This raises the
possibility of an explanation. It may be that the word had simply dropped out of
current use and therefore did not occur to the Seventy as an alternative
translation for Yj~ That possibility is strengthened by the fact that Iosephus does
not use it either. But the same is not true of xGipa, which is not only present in
the LXX, but is also known from secular sources at about the same time and
place". Further, as we saw above, not only does Iosephus use xGipa but he uses it
rather more frequently than he does yfj. We do not know what Aramaic word
Josephus may have been translating, and his Greek may well have been so good
that he thought as well as wrote it, but he certainly preferred xGipa to yfj.
The same type of comparison can be made with the Christian scriptures.
Again, comparison is not exact, but again the writers were Jews writing on
religious themes using post-classical Greek. Like Josephus they were acquainted
with the LXX. The results of the analysis are rather different for the Christian
scriptures: yfj is used 250 times while xfupa is used twenty-eight timesd,
EiTE:\.POS' is, as we should expect by now, not used at all. It is possible that the
great preponderance of yfj has appeared under the influence of LXX Greek. One
way to discover if this is so is to find the context in which the instances appear.
While it may not be significant that only one instance of the twenty-eight
occurrences of xGipa occurs in a quotation from the LXX, surely it is significant
that more that half (sixteen) of those occurrences are in Luke-Acts and none at all
in the Pauline corpus. It indicates at the very least that the yfjlxGipa choice is one
susceptible of idiosyncratic usage.
As mentioned above, xGipa is used in the LXX as a translation for Yj~ sixtyfive times. Twenty-two of those occurrences appear in text where Yj~ was found
with one or more of the thirty words with which it is potentially paired. These
show the same sort of idiosyncratic usage as found in NT texts. The Pentateuch

6These figures are taken from Rengstorf, 1983.
7 cited in LS
8 These figures are taken from cc.
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does not appear, nor do the historical books, except for one example in 2 Kings 9
and two in 2 Chronicles10. Likewise, the sapiential books and the minor prophets
are little represented l I. Otherwise, all occurrences are in Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and
First Isaiah. The only instance in Jeremiah appears in Jer 3:18-9, which the LXX
translates like this:
EV TaL';- T]IL£paL';- EKEt Vat.;- OUEAEuooTaL olKo,;- Ioudn Em TOV
olKov TOU IopaTJA, Kal. Ti~ouOLV bTl. TO aUTO cmo yij~ ~oppa
-,

,...

.........

.....,

"...

....

It,

KaL aTIO TIaoO)v TO)V xmpmv ETIL TTJV Y1)V, TJV
KaTEKATJPoVoILTJOa TOUS' TIaTEpa.;- aUTwv. Kal. EyC:O e:1TIa
[EVOLTO, KUpLE:" on Tli~O) OE Et.;- TEKva Kal. 000(0) OOL yijv
EKAEKTT]V KATJpOVOILLav eEOU TIaVTOKplhopo.;- EeVWV
Ezekiel contains xwpa at 20:41 and 29:12, while the translator of First Isaiah uses it
most, at 8:8, 18:2-3, 21:14, and 36:10. Thus, while xwpa is not entirely missing
from the LXX as a translation for r)~, as ETIELpO';- is, it is not common, and it
appears in only a few books. We cannot be certain of the reason, but we can be
certain that, especially where r)~ was used with one of its pairs, yfl came very
much more readily to the minds of the Seventy as a translation than did xwpa.
Words In The First Shell
Having discussed r)~, its translation and pairing, at length, it is now necessary to
go on and address the words that pair with it, i.e. those in the first shell. How
these words were chosen was discussed in the previous chapter. To recapitulate,
those in the first shell are the ones that themselves pair with r)~, with the
exception of "ALL" (RSP I 065) and "UNDERNEATH" (RSP ID 328) for the
reasons described in Chapter VI Which Word Pairs? They are, as well as
"EARTH" itself (RSP I 062), "WILDERNESS" (RSP I 063), "SEA" (RSP I 064),
"BED" (RSP I 066), "DUST" (RSP I 067), "TREE" (RSP I 068), "ROCK" (RSP I 069),
"FIELD" (RSP I 070), "HEAVEN" (RSP I 071, 1554), "HOUSE" (RSP I 127, ill 069),
"MOUNTAIN" (RSP 1169), "THRONE" (RSP 1297), "KING/TO REIGN" (RSP I

92 Kgs 18:33 (LXX 32-3), where yfl appears four times, ~aOt)..EuS' once,
xwpa once, eEO';- once, and XELpOS' once.
10 2 Chron 15:5 which contains EKTIopEuOILat, EtO"TIOpEUOILaL,
KUpLO';-, KaToLKw, and xwpa, each once. 2 Chron 32:13 has TIaTTJP,
eEO';-, Yfl, XE:1poS', and xwpa each once. AaoS' occurs twice.
11 Prov 8: 26-7 (where the Hebrew is in any case unclear) and Prov 29: 4,
also Amos 3:9, which is particularly interesting as xwpa occurs twice, once
in close association with Atyu TIT 0S', a word pair which, when it occurs in
the Pentateuch has n~ translated by yfl·
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358), "CLOUD" (RSP I 447), "NORTH" (RSP I 479), "ROOT/TO UPROOT" (RSP I
584), "WAY/TO TREAD" (RSP II 006), "GOD" (RSP I 030), "TO
INHERIT/INHERITANCE" (RSP III 044), "FRUIT" (RSP III 045), "SHOWER"
(RSP III 046), "MIRY BOG" (RSP I 099), "HOOK" (RSP III 116), "DEW" (RSP III
122), "TO SIT" (RSP III 151), "TO SUBMIT" (RSP III 161), "TO
PLANT/PLANTATION" (RSP III 212), "FOOTSTOOL" (RSP I 160), and finally a
triplet which pairs "EARTH" with "STONE" and "TREE" (RSP III 245). We shall
not take them in that order, but start by discussing those which arehapax
legomena ,and then those which pair with no other words.

Hapax Legomena
Thehapax legomena are ~T'}~, "CLOUD", (RSP I 447), found only at Isaiah 5:30,
and ri"1:li:!~, "MIRY BOG", (RSP III 099), at Psalms 140:11-12. The meaning of the
former word, even though ahapax legomenon ,does not seem to be under
dispute. The LXX translates the verse in question as
KUt ~oTjO"E:1. 61.' U1JTOUS' €v Tll TJIJ-EPIl he:{ V"G ooS' .pOWf)
9O;AfrO"O"TjS' KUIJ-UWUO"TjS'· KUt EIJ-~M*ovTu1. EiS' TllV Yiiv, KUt
i60u O"KOTOS' O"KATjPOV €v Tll a1fopi"q. uiJTwv.
The Greek CtTIOp1.U does not exactly translate "1'}~ because it means something
more like "shade" than it does "cloud". A more literal translation might have
been 01J-~poS', which is used elsewhere 12 as a translation for C"l.:P~; "SHOWER"
when it pairs with C"l}'~~ "rainfall" (RSP I 519), itself ahapax hegomenon.
ri"1:li:!~, which derives from 'r.l:1, means according to BDB "to pour out"
and KB "it is pouring rain". While "MIRY BOG" satisfactorily conveys the
meaning of the noun, BDB translates it as "FLOOD", or "WATERY PIT", and KB
as "PITS FILLED WITH RAIN". The LXX (at Ps 139:11-2) translates it
11. TIE:O"ODVTU1. ETI' UVTOUS' CtV9PUKE:S'
€v TIUp1. KUTU~UAdS' UVT01JS',
12. &'VllP Y AOl0"0" 056TjS' OV KUTE:u9uv9TjO"E:TU1. ETI1. TfiS' viis,
av6po; a61.KOV KUKO:. 9TjPE:UO"E:1. EiS' th.acflo90pC£v.
Since these are the only occurrences of both those words, it is not possible to
make any comparisons about the way they were translated in different places.
Words That Pair Only With T"l~
The next group to consider are those words which pair with nothing other than
n~· They are :1l@r,l, "BED" (RSP I 066); 'i], "MOUNTAIN" (RSP I 169); mJ,

12 Deuteronomy 32:2
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"HOOK" (RSP III 116); lliT1~1J~, "TO SUBMIT/DECEPTION" (RSP III 161);
::.l~r.lf.l,llaJ, "PLANTATION/TO PLANT" (RSP III 212).
iT~1;l occurs in the BHS thirty-two times, but it occurs only once within the
ninety-six bytes thatAnyText searches. That is at 1 Sam 28:24, where the LXX
translates it as 61..ppoS'.
Kat OUK £~OUAT]6'l .paydv· KatTIapE~l.C£'OVTOaUTOV oi.
TIa16ES' aUTOV Kat Tt yUVT], Kat fjKOU<lEV TTtS' .proVTtS' aUTrov Kat
aV€<lT'l aTIO TTtS' yij~ Kat £Ka61.<lEV £TIt TOV 6{+pov.
T1ry; is similar. It does not occur as often as iT~1;l (only nine times), but the
pairing also appears in only one place - Ezekiel 19:4, which is translated
Kat fjKOU<laV KaT' aUTOV E6V'l, £V T'Q 6w.p60pll aUTrov
<lUVEAT]IJ...p6Tj, Kat fjyayov aUTOV €:v KTlllqi EiS' yijv Ai.yUTITOU.
Like aTIOpl.a above, KTjIJ..OS' does not exactly translate T1ry, but since hooks and
thorns were used in the ancient world like bridles for directing domestic animals,
the reason for the Seventy's choice is clear.
'0 is rather different. It occurs in the BHS 793 times, and sixty of those times
it is in close proximity with rJ~. Every one of those sixty times it is translated by
opoS'. And every time rJ~ appears as one member of this word pair, it is
translated by yTt; when'0 ooccurs, it is translated by opoS'.
lliT1.::lIlli1J~, "TO SUBMIT/DECEPTION" (RSP III 161); Dahood translates the
verb in RSP as "TO CRINGE". He appends a note:
S. Rin, BZ, XI (1967), 182-183, sees in lliT1:J ("to worship") the root found
inkht , a connection that is phonetically and semantically acceptable. 13
T

-

This suggestion brings it closer to the BDB and KB translation of "TO SUBMIT"
or "TO DENY". The verb occurs in the BHS twenty-two times, and with rJ~ only
three, where it is translated in each case by the root 1jrEv60-. There is another
possibility for this root. The noun meaning "LIE, DECEPTION" and also
"LEANNESS", lli1J~, is agreed by BDB and KB to be cognate. Though it occurs
eight times in the BHS, it never appears in close proximity with rJ~ and
therefore lies outside the scope of this study.
::.l~1;lf.l,llaJ appears, like its predecessor, as both a noun and a verb from the
same root. The noun, which means "PLANTATION", occurs only twelve times
and pairs four; the verb "TO PLANT" is found more often, fifty-nine times, but
still pairs only five times. In each of the translations the Greek root .pvro- occurs.
This completes all the words of the first shell that do not pair with any words
other than n~.

13 RSP III, p. 90
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Word s That Pair With One Word Othe r Than T'J1$
other than y)~.
The next group to consi der are those whic h pair with one word
ory.
"DUS T", "NOR TH" and "FOO TSTO OL" each fall into this categ
but apart from that, pairs
,~~, "DUS T", pairs of cours e with n~ (RSP I 067),
word s, of which
only with t!f~, ("hea d" RSP III 284), which pairs with ten other
"upo n" :: "head ")
only one is a word not in the third shell. ?~:: t!f~., (RSP III 234,
"in" (RSP I 100, I
allow s entry into the comp lex of prepo sition s in RSP, such as
are largel y
417), "betw een" (RSP III 060), and "behi nd" (RSP III 062). But these
seem main ly to
separ ate from the word here unde r analy sis. Prepo sition s in RSP
h t!f~'i pairs are
group toget her and to pair with each other . The word s with whic
inkin g whic h
simil ar, and this mean s that ,~~ is effect ively outsi de the interl
this isolat ion is
chara cteris es the group of word s surro undin g y)~. I sugge st that
it: cq.\.I.w<;"
reflec ted in the varie ty of transl ation s which the LXX gives for
Y", (2 Sam
"SAN D", (Gen 13:16), X&IJ.Cl, "DUS T", (Exod 8:12-3), TIT]AO<;', "CLA
h 34:9), XOVV,
22:43), E:OClCPO<;', "SOIL" (Isaia h 29:4), iT1.(H )(l, "PITC H, TAR" (Isaia
"DUN G", (Psal m
"DUS T", (Psal m 44:26 - LXX Psalm 46: 26) and even KOTIPl.O<;',
be that a patte rn
113:7 - LXX Psalm 112:7). As the inves tigati on proce eds it may
The next chapt er
will emer ge in the way the word s unde r analy sis are transl ated.
r.
will attem pt some tentat ive expla natio ns of the result s that appea
0T.J" "FOO TSTO OL", appea rs in the BHS only twelv e times . Four of those
"THR ONE " (RSP I
times it pairs with y)~ (RSP I 160) and twice it pairs with ~~.;J
"DUS T", does
298). In each case the Greek is UTIOT IOOl.o v. "FOO TSTO OL", like
sis. Howe ver,
not direc tly enter the comp lex of word s curre ntly unde r analy
its assoc iation in
unlik e "DUS T", it does enter this comp lex indire ctly, throu gh
ONE ", and
word pairin g, as in Ancie nt Near Easte rn icono graph y, with "THR
er first-s hell
"THR ONE " with "KIN G/TO REIG N" (RSP I 299), which is anoth
with many
word . "THR ONE" will be dealt with a little later becau se it pairs
regal
word s other than y:)~; suffic e to say here that it conju res not only
" (RSP 1300) and
assoc iation s but also those of order and civili sation , like "table
"QtC' (RSP III 279).
eithe r of the two
Ti~;;;, "NOR TH", is in rathe r a differ ent situat ion from
other than y)~,
previ ous word s. Altho ugh like those it pairs with only one word
come from
it is both a prope r noun and a comm on noun. It seems to have
name of a moun tain
Ugari tic as a prope r noun , and was retain ed in Hebr ew as the
great consi stenc y as
as well as mean ing "NOR TH". It is transl ated in the LXX with
32:30, is not
j30ppfr. The place name , used in Ps 89:13 MT, Job 26:7 and Ezek
we have
transl iterat ed, unlik e most prope r name s. At Psalm 88:13 LXX,
TOV

popp iiv

KCll. eClAa(J(JCl~ (J1) EKT1.(JCl~,
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8a~oop Kat EpjJ.-oov E:V TiiJ

OVOjJ.-aTL OOU a.yaAAuioovTaL

and this in spite of the presence of other place-names in this text that might have
alerted the Seventy to Ti~;;: as a proper noun. In Job 26:7,
E:KTELVOOV popla.v br' ouoE:v
KP€jJ.-UI;:oov yijv brt oU6€VOS'·
appears, in which the parallelism could scarcely be clearer. Finally, Ezekiel 32:30
has
hd ot apXOVT€S' TO\) poppii TIUVTE:S' OTpaTTlYOt Ao e oup
Did the Seventy not know thaqi~;;: could be a proper noun? The number of
examples, thirty-four, is hardly enough to let us make a definitive answer, but
there is enough information to make us wonder if that might be the case.
li~;;:, as we pointed out earlier, is one of those words which pairs with one
word other than Ti~;;:. In this case the other word is ii:£, "to bind" (RSP III 266). It
occurs sixty-one times in the BHS but never appears within ninety-six bytes of

Ti~;;:.
We have now considered, of the words which pair with r:)~, those which
are hapax legomena (two), those which pair with no words other than r:)~ (five),
and those which pair with only one other word (three). That totals ten, which is
more than one-third of the entire number of words that pair with r:)~.
Words Which Pair With Between Two And Five Words
The next group of words we shall consider are those which pair with two words
and up to five other than r:)~.
W:)iliJUiiW, "ROOT/TO UPROOT" (RSP I 584) is one of those words which
may be (when unpointed) either a noun or a verb. The noun only occurs in close
proximity three times, and each time it is translated by ptl;:a. The verb, also
occurring only three times and once with w:)ili as a cognate accusative, is
translated by the verb ptl;:oo, which preserves the internal cognate at Isaiah 40:24.
In the other places where WiW appears the Seventy translate it in a more complex
way:
Psalm 52:7 (LXX 51:7)
Kat TO ~HCmJ.u£ o ou h yijs I;:oSVTUlV
Psalm 80: 10 (79:10)
Kat KaT€q:.VT€uoaS' TO:S' P\.Ca.s aUT'IlS', Kat hA'Ji08Tl'; yij.
"ROOT" pairs with one other first-shell word, n:~, "HOUSE" (RSP III 074).
"HOUSE", it transpires, forms pairs of many types; it seems probable that its
association with "ROOT" comes through the derived meaning of "ROOT" as
"OFFSPRING". The translation of "ROOT" in this pairing is exactly the same as it
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is when it pairs with Y~, p1.Ca, probably because the Greek p1.Ca has the same
derived meaning. (The verb has no examples in close proximity with "HOUSE".)
We assume that the same rationale lies behind the way "ROOT" joins with its
only other paired word, 1~, "son" (RSP I 116). Through "son" as through
"HOUSE", we enter the Major Complex of word pair relations already described,
and indeed demonstrated, in Chapter VI Which Word Pairs? That it was
extraordinarily rich was very clear there; here we see the way several words that
are only peripherally involved enter the Complex through a seemingly minor
association.Yn, "son", like n;~, "HOUSE", andtl1j7, "bread", will be discussed
later in detail. Here we only note that 1~ pairs with fifteen words other than itself
and "ROOT", including only one first shell word, "GOD", which will be discussed
at length in its turn. Of the other words that 1~ pairs with, only .:l-?~, "star" (RSP I
117), oQ., "name" (RSP I 547), and ~~;l;'~.:l, "Baal/ master / to own" (RSP I 113) are
second shell words. The rest are all third shell.
1~~, "STONE", appears in the next group of words we are considering in
association with Y)~ as a triplet. Therefore it only appears in this context with Y~
("TREE") as well (RSP ill 245). The possible phonetic relationship of the three
words has already been discussed in the previous chapter. Be that as it may, the
occasions where the three occur in close proximity are few, Exod 7:19; Deut 8:9, [er
3:9, and Ezek 20:33 (LXX 32-33). In each case the relevant words are translated yfJ,
A1.60C;, and SVAOC;. "TREE", when paired with Y)~, is once translated 6EV6pov
(Deut 22:6) and once ~OTav'Tl (Gen 1:11), with one occasion where both 6EV6pov
and SVAOC; appear (Exod 9:25-6). The only first shell word in RSP with which
"STONE" pairs (as opposed to appearing in a triplet) is J~, "TREE" (RSP I 009, I
441). That pair occurs fifty-four times, and with one exception at 1 Kings 18:38 Y~
is translated by SVAOC;, while p~ is always translated by Ai sosor twice by one of
its cognates. A second shell word with which "STONE" pairs is 0; .n~r.l,
"balances" (RSP I 008), which though it occurs in the BHS forty-two times never
appears in close proximity with 1~~. It pairs with nothing else. Another second
shell word falling into this category is YIJ, "arrow" (RSP I 178). It pairs with 1~~
only three times; the Greek words are TOSOC; and A1.60C;. "Arrow", as so many
words do, pairs with itself (RSP I 179), but also with ':', "hand" (RSP I 180), "bow"
(RSP I 505), and "quiver" (RSP I 084). As the other two words are third shell, ':' is
the only one that concerns us further. Also, it is through YIJ and its pair with ':'
that we enter the Major Complex which includes words like 1~ "son", otP.
"name", 171.;l'1~r.l "KING/TO REIGN", and ~~iD"i)~~ "GOD". Each of those will
be analysed in its turn. YIJ "arrow" and""1; "hand" (RSP I 180) pair seven times
and while '''; is, as might be expected, translated XE1. p OC;, YIJ is on all but one
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occasion translated PEA OS' rather than TO';OS', as it was when paired with i~
"STONE" above. As often before, the number of occasions where the words occur
is too small to be able to draw any firm conclusions. In any case, such conclusions
as seem possible will be considered in the next chapter.
In this context, this is a good place to discuss T~ "TREE". While it does
appear in the triplet, unlike i';]~ "STONE" it pairs with itself (RSP I 443) and with
one other first shell word apart from the other two in the triplet. This word is,
logically enough, "Jsp, "FRUIT" (RSP III 260). Second shell words are nearly as
sparse. They are "Lebanon" (RSP 1327), "juniper" (RSP I 446), "cedar" (RSP I 442).
"Juniper" forms no other pairs, and none of its occurrences with "TREE" are in
close proximity. "Cedar" and "Lebanon" pair with each other twenty-six times,
but form no other pairs with first or second shell words. The translation for
"TREE" is consistently ';VAOS', while that for "FRUIT" is KCLpTIOS' two times out
of three. "Cedar" is KE:6poS' or KE:6pl, vOS', and "Lebanon" is without exception
simply transliterated, the common fate of proper names.
"Jsp, "FRUIT", pairs with three words, one of which is also in the first shell
<T~, "TREE", RSP HI 265). "TREE", as was mentioned above, is consistently
translated ';VAOS'. One of the other words with which "J~ pairs is ?~.:l;,
"produce" (RSP I 211). However, it does not occur in close proximity to "Jsp in the
BHS and does not pair with any other words. The third is n?r, "olive tree" (RSP
III 103). "Jsp is like C-riJ, ("FOOTSTooL") mentioned above. Through one of the
words with which it pairs, n?r, it enters the huge Major Complex which includes
"oil", "bread", "to serve/servant ", etc. The translation of that Complex will be
discussed at length in the appropriate place. Suffice to say here that the word
through which "Ji1;'l enters, n?r, "olive tree ", is translated by EACLl,CL, which is
cognate with and very similar to EACLl,OV, "oil", the word that customarily
translates i1?tif. "Jsp does not pair directly with i1?tif "oil", though n?r does (RSP
III 103). Note that though the Hebrew words n?r "olive tree" and i1?tif "oil", a
word pair (RSP IH 104), are not cognate, nonetheless at every occasion on which
the two are paired the Seventy translated the words by cognate words. There is
only one occasion (jer 11:16) of the pairing "Jsp :: n"r but many more of the pair
n?r:: i1?tif. At first glance this would seem to be a reversal of the phenomenon of
stereotypical translation noted by Emmanuel Tov above. However, as that
principle is enunciated, it states that cognateHebrew words tend to be translated
by cognate Greek words; this is a case of Hebrew words (not cognate, but within
the same semantic field) being translated by cognateGreek words.
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The last word that pairs with three words other than y:)~ is i~~ "ROCK" 14.
When it pairs with y:)~, and this only happens four times, the translation is
1TETpU. Otherwise, "ROCK" pairs with two first shell words - "GOD" (RSP I 448)
and "HEAVEN" (RSP I 453). It also pairs with one second shell word - "father"
(RSP I 004). In each case the translation is the same as when i~~ pairs with y:)~,
1TETpU/Oo;. i~~ enters only tangentally into the Major Complex. Through
"GOD" and "HEAVEN", it certainly does, but a more direct entry, which might be
achieved through "father", carries on through "Lord" (RSP ID 001),
"Baal/ master / to own" (RSP I 120), and "sun" (RSP ID 319) but peters out there.
Like entry through either of the two first shell words, involvement in the Major
Complex can come indirectly through any of those words, but there is no direct
route.
The Sole Verb
The next word in the first shell that we will consider is the only one under
analysis which is a verb only and not a noun as well. For this reason it may have
been handled by the Seventy rather differently from, say, 17~'1?r.:l, ("KING" /
"TO REIGN").
And let me say immediately that, with only a handful of exceptions, ':Ull"l is
translated by a verb that derives from the Greek noun OiKOo;, "HOUSE". Most
often that verb is KUT01.KW, but the simple verb appears as well, along with other
compounds. This verb shows to a marked degree the stereotypical translation
described by Tov and discussed in the previous chapter. .:It.!.h, "TO SIT", pairs, as
so many of these words in the first and second shells do, with itself (RSP I 271). It
also pairs with several other first-shell words - "TO INHERIT" /
"INHERITANCE" (RSP I 272), "TO REIGN" / "KING" (RSP I 360), "WAY" / "TO
TREAD" (RSP ID 152), and "ROCK" (RSP ID 155).
"TO INHERIT" / "INHERITANCE", ?m/il?1J,~ (RSP I 272), appears in close
proximity with .:lW"l only a few times. While KUT01.KW appears, as explained
above, it is not invariably the verb of choice for translation. That is shared by both
verbs and nouns based on the Greek root KATJP-. However, the numbers are
insufficient to be able draw definite conclusions from them.
"KING" / "TO REIGN", 17~'1?r.:l (RSP I 360), is one of the pairs that shows
the most frequent number of pairings in this study. While the number of
14 Dahood, in RSP, customarily translates i~~ as "MOUNTAIN" rather than

"ROCK", as local geography tends to make the two synonymous. I have confined
the translation of i~~ to "ROCK" in order to allow ii] to be translated
"MOUNTAIN" .
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occurrences of both ~tlh and 1~1,;l'1l;,r.J is high (1088 for the former and 4086 for
the latter), that, as a glance at the appendix at the end of this study shows, is not a
guarantee of a high instance of pairing. In fact, the total number of pairs, of ~tIi..
with both 1~1,;l and 1l;,r.J, is 105. OiKiii and its compounds as always predominate
in the translation; in fact, where ~tIi.. pairs with 1~1,;l, there are no exceptions.
Where it pairs with 1l;,r.J, the only exception is 1 Kings 1:13:
Go in at once to King David, and say to him, 'Did you not, my lord the
king, swear to your servant, saying: Your son Solomon shall succeed
me as king, and he shall sit on my throne? Why then is Adonijah
king?' (NRSV)
which the LXX renders

6EDpo EioEAeE 1TPOS' TOV pam,A€ct ~ctUl.,6 Wl. E1TdS' 1TPOS'
ctlJTOV Myouoct OUXl. OU, KVpl.,€ fWU pacn>\e:u, wl-t0oa.S' T1t
60VAll c ou MyOJv on L:ctAOJI-tOJV 0 utoS' o ou paol..>\e:voE:l. I-tET'
EI-tE: Kctl. ctUTOS' Ka81..e:'hal.. E1Tl. ToD apOVOu I-t0u; Wl. Tt on
€pao{>\e:uoe:v A6OJvwS';
Clearly, the exceptional use of a Greek verbnot cognate with OiKOS' was
influenced by four successive uses of the word 1~1,;l in that verse, three of which
precede it while one follows. Thus, on a subconscious if not a conscious level,
here the Seventy exercised an alternative to stereotypical translation. In the
instance, the Hebrew used the noun 1~1,;l with the customary though not cognate
verb ~tIi.. r while the Greek used I3a.Ol.,AEUS', the cognate verb l3a.ol.,AEuiii, and
another Greek verb not cognate. The implications of 1~1,;l'1l;,r.J and the way it is
translated will be taken up when we get to that first shell word.
"WAY/ TO TREAD", T)":;r'1'''T (RSP lIT 152, IT 024), is another very important
first shell that pairs with tIi~... Like 1~1,;l'1l;,r.J above, it is a segholate noun with a
cognate verb. The noun is found in close proximity with "TO SIT" twenty-six
times, and the only verb once. (This pairing, at Jeremiah 25:30, is missing from
the LXX.) "WAY" and "TO SIT" appear in the BHS approximately a thousand
times each, but are within ninety-six bytes of each other only about 2.5 % of the
time. This is hardly significant, and could well be regarded as a chance selection,
were it not for the cognate word pair in Ugaritic. If the Seventy did not recognise
(either consciously or subconsciously) these two words as a pair, that could
account for the uncharacteristic presence of CtVctl3ctl., viii and Ct1TEPX0l-tctl., as
translations for ~tIi.. r as well as the more usual OiKiii and its compounds.
Finally, among first shell pairings, "TO SIT" pairs with ,~~, "ROCK" (RSP lIT
155). The number of occurrences is minimal, only four, .and the LXX translates it
equivocally, using neither At sos nor 1TETP0S', one of which we would have
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expected. However, ::lW", the focus of this section, does behave in the expected
manner, being translated with any of several compounds of oiKio.
"TO SIT" pairs with a number of second shell words, among theml:l1J?,
"bread" (RSP III 154). Each of the second shell words will be discussed in turn, but
here is a convenient place to discuss at length the translation of the Major
Complex which I described in detail in the previous chapter and have mentioned
since. It is appropriate to look at the way the LXX translates word pairs that
juxtapose concepts central to Israelite culture, like "bread" :: "oil" :: "wine" (RSP I
333).
Translation Of The Major Complex
Because this section is devoted to the translation of the Major Complex in
general, not to the way that words within it pair with first shell words, I shall
confine my discussion to second shell words that pair together. First shell words
are covered elsewhere in this chapter and third shell words, as explained in
Chapter VI Which Word Pairs?, are not analysed but only recorded to provide
context.
In the Major Complex, we see the same kind of consistency of translation we
have found elsewhere in this study. It is not perfect - that would be so unlikely as
to arouse suspicion - but itis remarkable, given the belief common in some
quarters that the Seventy had little unanimity of design.
"Servant/ to serve" is translated in a very interesting way. i.;;l*, is almost
evenly divided between the nouns TIettS and oo1).,OS. The verb oou).,6i is more
often recorded than TIet1.0E:vUJ is as a translation for the verb, but both are present.
The reasons for which noun is chosen seem to be based on nuances drawn out of
the social circumstances of the culture. These are elaborated in the conclusions
chapter. In the pair "servant" :: "son of a handmaid" (RSP 1404), 1~ is always
translated V1.0S, buti.;;l*, is evenly divided between TIettS (and, rarely, its
cognates) and oou).,OS, with a few transliterations of the proper name as E~E:O.
In the case of i::l:,.l pairing with 1~, the verb is translated oou).,6i or KetTetOOU)"6i.
The same pattern of using both TIettS and oou).,OS appears throughout the
translation in pairings between the noun "servant" and the other second shell
nouns, "eternity" d?i:,.l (RSP 1405) and "bread" l:l1J? (RSP III 228). Ao1).,OS
outnumbers TIettS in both these cases, but where i::l:,.l "to serve" is a member of
the pair, the verb is oou).,6i when paired with l:l?i:,.l and, somewhat surprisingly,
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E:pya.{0fJ..Ut when paired withr:::n:.r7 15. But "eternity" is always translated u'tOOVU
and "bread" is always UpTO~.
"Son" i ¥. as far as I can tell is very consistent. It is almost always Uto-;, one
exception being a few cases of T€KVOV "child", where i ¥. pairs with c~;:r?~ ( RSP
III 017), Cw. "name" (RSP I 547), ?~~h~.!1 "Baal! master / to own" (RSP I 113). The
other exception is posed by three instances in the book of Job where it is translated

Uyy€AO-;16.
;:l-?Zl "star" is always translated UOTTlP. This applies whether it pairs with
"son" (RSP I 117), or "water" (RSP ill 190), or is in the triplet or quadruplet which

will be discussed under "HEAVEN". The same consistency is true of "water"
whether it is in the pair with "star" or it occurs in the aforementioned
triplet/ qualruplet or in a pair with "oil" (RSP III 191, I 354). It is invariably uowp.
cw. "name" is just as consistent. Its second shell words are only "son" (RSP I
547) and'; "hand" (RSP I 219), but 6v0fJ..u appears without any exceptions.
"Hand" ';, apart from the pair just mentioned, pairs only with itself (RSP I 217)
and with yn. "arrow" (RSP I 179). "Hand" is always translated Xnpo-;, but
"arrow" is not quite as remarkably consistent as we have seen with this set of
nouns. It is sometimes translated ~€AO-; and other times seems to be TO~O-;; the
former is strictly an arrow (or at least a cast missile) while the latter is a bow, but
they may appear as alternatives through merismus.
"Baal/ master / to own" is potentially one of the most revealing words in the
Major Complex because it has several meanings and therefore contexts, because it
is sometimes a noun and sometimes a verb, and because it pairs with an
unusually large number of second shell words. Those five words are i¥. "son"
(RSP I 113), nir.linm "death/to die/ dead" (RSP I 371), i i'~ "Lord" (RSP I 120),;:lJ
"greaf' (RSP I 512), and Wl.?W "sun" (RSP ill 319). These offer as well as nouns, a
verb and an adjective. Unfortunately, of the pairs, the second and fourth have no
occurrences in close proximity, and the third has only one, Isaiah 26: 13,
translated in the LXX
KUpl..E 0 6E:0-; TlfJ..OOV, KTiioal.. i]fJ..a~· Kupt€, hTO~ oou ctAAOV

OUK o'{oUfJ..€V, TO OV0fJ..a. OOU 6 V0fJ..a.,O fJ..E:V •
The fifth, "sun" is more promising with five occurrences and, though "sun" is
reliably 1'\AtO-;, ?~~ proves disappointing because it is transliterated, as is
customary with proper names. The same is true of RSP I 113, the pair with i ¥.,
which seems to confine itself to proper names and place names. There is however

15 Two out of the three instances are in Proverbs (12:11 and 28:19) and the third is
in Ezekiel (48:18).
16 Job 1: 6, 2: 1,38: 8 (LXX 7)
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one notable exception, Proverbs 31:28, which in the LXX pairs TEKva and a.VTJp.
So much for a promising example; the reality is sometimes disappointing.
"Death! to die! dead" offers the possibility of more revealing information
except that it too proved a disappointment, but not for the same reason as
?~~hll:l. In the pairing of the latter with the former (RSP I 371), there are, as we
saw, no occurences in close proximity. And the only other second shell word with
which nir.lIrmJ pairs is "" "to descend" (RSP 1II 208). Thus we actually gain very
little information about translation from this word too.
But "to descend" also pairs with "to ascend" (RSP I 421), and hardly
surprisingly this pair is translated KaTa~al.viii and 6:va~a{vfu. The latter
member of this pair pairs also with l?iT which means "to go, walk" (RSP 1II 237).
It might be supposed by the uninitiated that the most likely translation for l?iT
would be 'ITEpL'ITaTiii, but this occurs in only one place - Ecclesiastes 11:9. No, the
verb of choice is 'IT0PEu0f.1.al., or one of its compounds, and that with great
consistency. IIopEU0f.1.al., or one of its compounds, is the customary translation
for l?iT across the board.
l?iT also pairs with 'Ji?rn~ "hunting/ to hunt " (RSP I 166, I 474), and this is
translated by the noun eTipa or the cognate verb eTJpEUoo whether it is in that
pair or with "FIELD" (RSP 11 062) or with 1:::I1J? "bread" (RSP 1475).
This latter word "bread", which as we saw above, pairs with "hunting/to
hunt", also forms a triplet with one other second shell word, "oil" and "wine"
(RSP I 333). "Oil" here and in its other pairings is consistently translated EAal.OV
and in the pair F?~ "oil" :: C:'r.;l "water" (RSP I 354, 1II 191) the translation is
EAaLov :: u6oop. (Note that we have already covered "water" through its
appearance in the quadruplet "star" :: "GOD" :: "HEAVEN" :: "water" (RSP 1II 190);
one of the ways these words reinforce the universe of discourse they describe is by
this kind of multiple pairing.) C1J? "bread" finally pairs with l1J7t~{ "table" (RSP I
336), and the latter word is consistently translated Tpa'ITEl;a.
I have discussed the translation of the Major Complex at some length
because I have occasion to refer to it many times. Most of the first shell words
analysed connect with it, particularly if they pair with a total of several words.
Increasingly as this chapter progresses we will be considering words of that kind.
With "SEA", as we saw above, the way into the Major Complex was through
its pairing with "sun". In the case of :It!j'', the point of entry is the pair with C1J?
"bread" (RSP 1II 154). "Bread", as we already know, forms a triplet with "oil" and
"wine" (RSP I 333), and so on. Once entry has been made into the Major Complex,
that Complex is exactly the same as when we discussed it in connection with
"SEA". It is the sameness that is so powerful; the Complex resonates with
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powerful semantic forces, which may be accessed through any of a large number
of pairings. And as soon as any member of the Complex is used, the aura of the
entire thing begins to pervade the composition. The Major Complex appears
again and again in the constellation of words that surround yj!;j:, and we shall
note each of those occasions when it arises.
Once Again :ll,i~
:lW" pairs with two further second shell nouns, "gate" (RSP ID 156) and "family"
(RSP ID 339). The former pairs with only two other words, one of which is a first
shell word ("HOUSE" - RSP I 137), and the other a third shell word and therefore
not analysed. The translation of this pair is a little different from some others we
have seen. The overwhelming majority of occurrences of i~tQ "gate" is translated
by 1WATJ, but while several times :lW" is translated by OtKW or KUT01.KW (as we
would expect), almost as often it is translated by KUeTJ\-LU1. and once by
do-E:pX0\-L(u. As we will see in detail later, "HOUSE" is a very interesting word
with a wide variety of pairings which suggest a breadth of implication far beyond
the immediate notion of shelter. It may be, given the pairing of :lW" with i~tQ
and i~tQ with n? ~ (RSP I 137), that the nuances from n? ~ flow over into :lW".
This supposition would be strengthened if :lW" paired with n?~. In fact it does
not, and we have already seen how :lW" when paired with i~tQ is sometimes
translated by a cognate verb of otkos but almost as often by a word which has no
etymological association with it.
The pairing of :lW" with "family" (RSP ID 339) is another of those instances
where the noun iilJ~t+'1;l pairs with nothing else. In the only place (1 Chronicles 2:
55) where the two pair, :lW" is translated entirely predictably, just as we have seen
so often before. ii"'T, an entirely different word, is sometimes translated "family"
and it is this word which pairs with:l~ "father" (RSP I 002) and with C?i::,l
"eternity" (RSP I 425). I have translated ,i"'T as "generation" in order to avoid
confusion with iilJ~t+'1;l. As a third shell word, the pairs that form with ii"'T were
not analysed.
:lW"'s final collection of pairs is a group of verbs. ~roJ "to raise" (RSP ID 222)
pairs with itself (RSP I 394) as well as with ten third shell words. There is also a
triplet consisting of :lW" with "to ascend" ii~::,l and "to descend" "" (RSP III
238), and these pair with each other (RSP I 421), as they both do with :lW" (RSP I
422 and 1256 respectively). "To ascend" also pairs with six miscellaneous third
shell words and "to descend" with itself (RSP I 255) as well as two other third
shell verbs. In all these cases, :lW" is translated by KUT01.KW, while the
translations of choice for "to ascend" and "to descend" are &.vu~U1.VW and
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KaTapcn vOl. The rest of the verbs pairing with :tW" are 1!UTT "to overturn" (RSP
ID 337), which pairs also with two third shell verbs,
"to possess" (RSP ID 338),

W,.,

which pairs also with one third shell verb, and iT~' "to shepherd" (RSP I 274),
which pairs with nothing else. In all these cases, the translation of choice for :tW"
is KaToLKOl with only an occasional exception.
Words That Can Be Either A Noun Or A Verb
Words that fall into this category number five. They are W')W /W'W, "ROOT/TO
UPROOT" (RSP I 584), ~~1;l/~~), "PLANTATION/TO PLANT" (RSP III 212), both
of which have already been discussed, and 17~/1~r.J, "KING/TO REIGN",
1TI/1", "WAY/TO TREAD" (RSP II 006), and iT?D.~/~m "INHERITANCE/TO
INHERIT" (RSP III 044). Because all these words can be more than one part of
speech, in each case the noun and verb is pointed differently. That fact has
enabled me to check to some degree for reduplicatives. As explained in Chapter
VI Which Word Pairs?,AnyText does not allow testing for the proximity of two
identical words. But technically (taking into account the pointing) the noun and
the verb are not identical, and so I was able to do proximity checks on those word
pairs which exhibit this characteristic. 17~ "KING" and 17~ "TO REIGN" (RSP I
361) appear in close proximity eighty-three times. Without exception, the noun is
translated pa<nAE:uS' and the verb pa<nAE:UOl, as we would expect from the
principle of stereotypical translation put forward by Emmanuel Tov and
discussed in Chapter VII The Seventy as Translators.
17~/1~r.J ("KING/TO REIGN") pairs with n~ (RSP I 358) 202 times as a
noun and twenty-one times as a verb; it may be thought that because of the
unique situation of these words, the noun and the verb should really be discussed
separately. In fact, we have here a classic example of Tov's stereotypical
translation - every time the Greek word has the root pa<nA- just as the Hebrew
always has the root -:l~r.J. Therefore the noun/verb distinction is not necessary.
An important first shell word with which "KING/TO REIGN" pairs is ~~/c"::r~~
"GOD" (RSP I 036); this is another of those pairings which is a little complicated
by the translation of words for "GOD". The entire issue of the translation of
words for God is discussed later in this chapter. In this section I am focussing on
the member "KING/TO REIGN", and that follows the principle of stereotypical
translation with one exception - apxovToS' instead of 17~ at Numbers 23:2l.
Another, almost equally important, word is 1TJ /1" which, in pairs with
17~/1~r.J (RSP I 359), provides four possible combinations. "KING" :: "WAY"
appears thirty-two times, and is just as consistent as the others. "TO REIGN" ::
"WAY" occurs in close proximity only once, at Psalm 146:9 (LXX 145:9-10), and
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there "WAY" is OOOV while "TO REIGN" is, of course, pwnAE:uiiJ·179/1Sr.l
paired with T" does not appear in close proximity. "KING/TO REIGN" paired
with "TO SIT" (RSP I 360) exhibits the same translation consistency we have
already seen. "TO SIT" :J.W"l has already been discussed, and 179/1Sr.l does not
pair with any other first shell words. Among second shell words, there are a
number that may be expected, like "Lord" (RSP I 357), "servant! to serve" (RSP I
362), "to judge!ruler/justice" (RSP I 365), "to establish" (RSP HI 199). All these are
entirely consistent regarding the translation we have seen already. Other second
shell words, probably less expected or even entirely unexpected, are nir.l/n,r.l
"death! to die!dead" (RSP II 034, HI 171), iTJ~ "to build" (RSP HI 197), '~:J. "to
fortify" (RSP HI 198), 17CrQ "name" (RSP III 200), ::,l:J.W /",>q.iJ{ "to be sated/ satiety"
(RSP I 364). The translation of 179/1Sr.l is, throughout all these pairs, consistent,
although in many cases there are so few occurrences that it is not really possible
to be sure that apparent consistency is the same as actual consistency. Through
the second shell words we have seen before - "Lord", "servant/to serve ",
"death! to die! dead", and "name" - entry can be achieved from several directions
into the Major Complex.
iT7T])ISm "INHERIT 1ANCE" pairs with n~ (RSP HI 044) a total of seventyfive times. "INHERIT 1ANCE" is always translated by a Greek cognate of
KA'llP0S' /KA'llPOVOf.LT..a. Setting aside n~, "INHERIT / ANCE" does not pair with
itself as so many of the nouns do, but it does pair with the first shell word, "TO
SIT" (RSP I 272), and there it is translated just as it is when paired with r)~. Of
second shell words, there is only "dominion" (RSP I 380) and "holiness" (RSP I
484) and these are again consistently translated. None of these words form a point
of entry into the Major Complex in any direct way; through "TO SIT" there is
indirect entry, but the lack of a direct point (or, as in the case of 179/1Sr.l several
points) to some degree isolates this word from the constellation of words here
analysed. The same phenomenon can be seen to a greater degree with another
first sheli word, "DUST".
"WAY/ TO TREAD" is the final word among those that may be either a
noun or a verb. It pairs with r)~, of course, (RSP II 006) and here the distinction
between noun and verb becomes important. When r)~ pairs with 177, the latter
is translated as oooS', and this occurs fifty-seven times. When, however, it is
paired with 1", only eight times, the translation is not the verb cognate with

oooS', OOE:uiiJ, but rather bnpcn VOl.
Other first shell words with which 1TJ 11" pairs are C?1;I~r "HEAVEN"
(RSP III 094), and the pairing we have already seen with 179/1Sr.l. Second shell
17 BDB and KB do not agree with this translation. Therefore it was not analysed.
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words are "path" (RSP III 225) and "to submit/deny" (RSP Il 027), and neither of
these pair with anything else. Out of the possible pairings with both these words,
there is only one example - Psalm 119:35 (LXX 118:35) - and the translation there is
indirect.

661fYTJO"ov j.L€ EV Tpip" TOOV hOAOOV <YOU, on aurrJV
fteEATf<Ya.
The direct path of entry into the Major Complex from 1:)7/1''1, however, is
through its pairing with the second shell word l"il "to go / walk" (RSP III 098). At
first glance, that pair is interesting in the same way that the pairing with l':)~ is.
However, when 1:)7 "WAY" pairs with "to go / walk", as it does 177 times, 1:)7 is
always translated OOOS'.l"il, "to go/walk", turns out though to be nopeuoum
or one of its compounds, but there are also six examples of CL1T€PXOj.Lal., all in 1
and 2 Samuel and 1 and 2 Kings, a clear case of idiosyncratic translation.
TI€p1.TIaT€OO appears only once, perhaps significantly, at Ecclesiastes 11:9 and
even there 1:)7 is oOoS'. The pair 1''1 :: l"il is much the same, though there are
only three pairs to analyse. "To go/wall<' pairs with "hunting/to hunt" (RSP I
166, 1474), which pairs with "bread" (RSP I 475), and thus we have entered
decisively into the Major Complex.
Words Which Pair With More Than Five Words
The remaining words in the group we are analysing are those which pair with
more than five words other than l'}~. They are all nouns, seven of them: "DEW"
(RSP III 122), "FIELD" (RSP I 070), "HEAVEN" (RSP I 071, I 554), "HOUSE" (RSP I
127, III 069), "SHOWER" (RSP III 046), "THRONE" (RSP I 297), and
"WILDERNESS" (RSP I 063).
The last of these words, '~7r,l "WILDERNESS" (RSP I 063), is the least
typical of the group. It pairs with a total of seven words. When it pairs with l')~,
it is translated either by iSpTfj.LTf or iSpTfj.LoS'. The same is true when it pairs with
il7lq "FIELD" (RSP I 536), the only first shell word. It also pairs with four words
that pair with no words other than ·W7r,l, "wasteland" (RSP I 344), "seed" (RSP III
182), "devastation" (RSP III 183), and "dunes" (RSP III 184). These four words
together elicit only three examples of pairs so the sample is not large, but in every
case the LXX has iSpTfj.LTf for '~7r,l. The final pairing of '~7r,l is with il~;l
"corner/side" (RSP III 257), which pairs with only one other word, "face", which
is third shell. i~7r,l in the i~7r,l :: il~;l pair is translated with the same
consistency we have seen in its other pairings.
"SHOWER", C".:;l." .:;l.';1, (RSP III 046), pairs with six words other than n~.
Since "SHOWER" appears in the whole of the BHS only ten times, it is difficult to
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make any generalities about the way it was translated by the Seventy. However,
when it pairs with r")~ (only once), the LXX has O"pay6v£s. The only first shell
word with which it pairs is ?~ "DEW" (RSP I 205), and there it is TIt TITouO"a. It
does, however, form a triplet with "DEW" and "oil" (RSP I 207), as described in
Chapter VI Which Word Pairs? The triplet only occurs once in the Hebrew (at
Genesis 27:28). The LXX understands art here as the noun meaning "abundance"
rather than the singular of the noun C.,,:;I-'~) "SHOWER" and translates the
verse
Kat 6qJTl 0"0\, 0 8£os uno Tfls 6poO"ou TOV 8£ov
-, ,
.........
Km. urro TTlS 1Tl,.OTTJTO~ TTlS YTlS'
Kat 1T J\fjeo~ O"1.TOU Kat ot vou.
The Seventy may well have been right; they were closer in time and thought
patterns to the writers of the Hebrew Bible than we are. Modern translations like
NRSV follow the LXX:
May God give you of the DEW of heaven,
and of the fatness of the earth,
and PLENTY of grain and wine.
All the other words with which "SHOWER" pairs are in the second shell. Two
are (different) words for "rain" (RSP I 519 and RSP II 056) and the others are
"light! to shine" (RSP I 060) and "fire" (RSP I 518). There is only one occurrence
among all these pairs, which makes it impossible to determine if there is any
consistency in translation. At Deuteronomy 32:2, the only example of RSP I 519,
"SHOWER" is translated Of.L~pOS, while III 056 was not analysed because BDB
and KBdo not agree the translation of "rain". The pairing of "SHOWER" with
"i~/",,~ (RSP I 060) produces no pairs in close proximity. "Fire" when paired
with "SHOWER" (RSP I 518) is equally disappointing for the same reason.
"THRONE" ~l;;)~ also pairs with six words other than r")~. In that pairing
(RSP I 297), as in all the others with 'THRONE", we find complete consistency,
the Greek invariably being apovos. ~l;;).:;l pairs with only two first shell words,
"FOOTSTOOL" - RSP I 298 and "KING/TO REIGN" - RSP I 299, neither of which
offer any surprises. But 'THRONE" also pairs with "table" (RSP I 300), through
which it enters the Major Complex, with "seat" (RSP I 409), "Q!i' (RSP III 279),
and "holiness" (RSP ill 270). As explained before, in all these cases, 'THRONE" is
...."...".

translated by 8povoS.
We note again a curious circumstance concerned with Wjip "holiness ",
which I have already discussed as a part of the Major Complex. It pairs with nine
words, of which two are third shell words (andthey pair with nothing else), but
all the rest are first shell words. Further, these first shell words are not only the
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expected ones, like "KING", "HEAVEN", and "GOD", but others less obvious "ROCK", "HOUSE" and "INHERIT lANCE".
Another noun, very like "SHOWER" in several respects both semantic and
lexical, pairs with half again the number of words. "~ "DEW" shows the kind of
consistency of translation that we have come to expect. From its pairing with r}~
(RSP III 122) to the paired phrases "DEW of HEAVEN" :: "oil of EARTH" (RSP I
208) and everything in between, we find absolute consistency in its translation as
6p000S-. Its first shell pairings are minimal, "SHOWER" (RSP I 205) plus a
triplet which includes "oil" (RSP I 207) and "HEAVEN", as well as the latter in a
pair (RSP III 121). The second shell words are equally unsurprising: "to drip" (RSP
III 250); "rain" (RSP I 350), which in fact has no pairs in close proximity; "oil"
(RSP I 206), a pair independent of the triplet seen above; "water" (RSP I 352); and
"light/to shine" (RSP III 041). The LXX translation in all cases is 6p000S-.
il7~, "FIELD" pairs with eight words in all. The translation of its pairs with
n~ (RSP I 070) shows some variation. Usually we find aypos-, but several times
it is TIE61.oV instead. Unfortunately, we don't know what happens when il7~
pairs with itself (RSP I 537), but in the rest of the pairings, which are not
numerous, the proportion of aypos- to TIE61.oV is .about the same as it is in the
RSP I 070 pairing. There does not seem to be any pattern in the choice; maybe
both seemed equally possible. It is noticeable that "FIELD" leads quickly and
directly into the Major Complex, and those pairs that lie outside it are minimal.
The word pair "EARTH" :: "HEAVEN" n~ C?i';It¥ (RSP I 071, I 554) exhibits
the classic pattern of word pair translation which this study has found in the LXX.
The number of occurrences is high by the standards we have seen, 185. r}~ is
always translated yf), while C?i';It¥ is with equal consistency translated oupavos-.
"HEAVEN", as we have already seen, forms a triplet with "star" and "GOD" (RSP
III 032) and a quadruplet with those same words plus "water" (RSP III 190). Entry
into the Major Complex could come through the first shell word, but is achieved
more directly through "star" which pairs with "water" (RSP III 190) or through
"water" itself which, since it pairs with "oil" (RSR III 191, I 354) leads into the
heart of that Complex. "HEAVEN"also pairs with itself, C?i';It¥ :: C?i';It¥ (RSP I
559), though it is not possible to find out if the translation in this case is
consistent with what we have seen already. Apart from that, the other first shell
words with which C?i';It¥ pairs are "WAY ITO TREAD" (RSP III 094), "DEW" (RSP
III 121), "SEA" (RSP I 555), and "ROCK" (RSP I 453). It can be seen straight away
that the pairings offer a much richer and wider scope than do those that pair with
"WILDERNESS", for example. This is true not only in number (thirteen as
opposed to six), but in type: C?i';It¥ has four first shell words other than itself and
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r}~,

and one of those words is both a noun and a verb. It also pairs with six
second shell words. Of these, two lead directly into the Major Complex,
"hunting! to hunt" (RSP III 261), and the quadruplet which combines "HEAVEN"
with "star", "GOD" and "water" (RSP III 190). The remaining second shell words
are a miscellaneous combination of some that lead nowhere, like "Rider of the
Clouds" (RSP I 557)18 and "height" (RSP I 558), and others that develop a series of
interesting pairings, like "holiness" (RSP III 310) mentioned above and "deep"
(RSP I 560). Contrast this with "WILDERNESS", which as described above pairs
with only one first shell word (other than r~), four second shell words that pair
with nothing else and one that pairs with one other word. And yet - this is the
really interesting point - for both these words, both "HEAVEN" and
"WILDERNESS", the translation is utterly consistent. In the first case, it is E:p'lfl.'l,
E:p'lfl.oS', and in the second oupuvos. The only reason one might question the
conclusions drawn is the small sample of words for "WILDERNESS" and the
large one for "HEAVEN", though it must be admitted that most of the latter are
in the pair "HEAVEN" :: "EARTH" (RSP I 071, I 554).
The most interesting of the first shell words, because the richest and the
most varied, has turned out to be n?~, "HOUSE". It pairs, like so many of these
words we have been studying, with itself (RSP I 129) and of course with r}~. It
also shows the same kind of consistent translation patterns we have seen in other
examples: O'cKOS' is found throughout the LXX as the translation of choice for
n?~. The first shell words with which "HOUSE" pairs, apart from those
mentioned above, are few, only "ROCK" (RSP I 135) and "ROOT ITO UPROOT"
(RSP III 074), and both of those require a certain amount of lateral thinking to
encompass them. Nevertheless, OiKOS' is found for n?~ everywhere. The second
shell words are even more interesting and varied. There is one triplet, where
"HOUSE" combines with both "palace. temple" and "courtyard" (RSP I 162), and
it also pairs with both words as well (RSP I 130 and RSP I 131, respectively).
Unfortunately the triplet occurs in close proximity in only one place (2 Chronicles
29:16), so it is difficult to tell if any of the words perform differently in a triplet
setting from what they do in pairs. In any case, OiKOS' appears consistently and in
fact appears twice in the translation of the triplet above. Other second shell words
are much more curious; several of them don't pair with any other words. These

18 "The disputed n1:J.i::J:J. :J..:::li? has finally been cleared up by means of the
Ugaritic texts. Aliyan Baal has the attribute rkb 'rpt = "cloud rider'. The mutation

from p to:J. can be documented otherwise too in a comparison of Ugaritic and
Hebrew." Kraus, 1989, p. 46
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are "feed-trough" (RSP I 126a), "bed" (RSP I 134),19 "window" (RSP I 131a), "to
enclose" (RSP I 132), "to prepare" (RSP I 133), "entrance" (RSP ID 070),20 "hut"
(RSP ID 056), and "prison" (RSP III 073). For the most part, they are not, it must be
admitted, words that immediately spring to mind as pairs with "HOUSE", with
the possible exception of "entrance ", the translation of which is disputed anyway.
When n:~ pairs with each of these words, it is consistently translated OtKOS-, and
consistency is also a feature of the translation of the words with which it pairs. It
is not however, true of W')~ ("bed" RSP I 134), perhaps because there appears to be
not only more than one Hebrew word for the same thing, but also more than one
Greek word. What, if any, nuances existed between them remains unclear.
Second shell words that pair with several others are a little more obvious, and
very familiar by now because they provide entry points into the Major Complex.
"Table" (RSP 1136) and "bread" (RSP III 072) are too obvious to require comment,
and they exhibit consistent translation. There are several words that pair with
only a few words other than "HOUSE", like "holiness" (RSP III 269) whose
idiosyncracy has already been discussed. "Kotharot ", a word of Canaanite origin
which will be discussed later in this chapter in the section on proper names, pairs
only with "HOUSE" (RSP III 071) and "merry" (RSP III 170). "Length (of days)"
(RSP III 043) similarly pairs with only one word other than "HOUSE", "life" (RSP
I 173) which is almost a foregone conclusion. There are three other second shell
words that form a semantic cluster and form pairs freely with each other. These
are "gate" (RSP I 137), "wall" (RSP I 494), and "rut' (RSP I 499). The consistency
we have already seen for otKOS- is maintained throughout. The total number of
words with which "HOUSE" pairs is twenty-three.
The Translation Of Proper Names
One type of word pair preserves even greater consistency than what we have
already seen: those containing proper names. The pairs which fall within the
group I have analysed are Ti )-i~ :: l' ')~' "Lebanon" :: "cedar", (RSP I 326);
t:r'iJ"1;l~/1;l~ :: C?J¥r,l, "God" :: "Egypt", (RSP 1037); the triplet C"iJ"1;l~/1;l~::C?J¥r,l::
Ti1J~, "God" :: "Egypt" :: "Amon", (RSP I 048); and T;¥ :: Ti )-i~, "tree" ::
"Lebanon", (RSP I 327).

19 This is W')~ in Hebrew, not the same as "bed" in RSP I 066, which is :i1Glr,l in
Hebrew. The former is translated Kf"CVTl, and the latter 6{<j>pos-.
20 This word, :i~'l~r;J, is translated by Oahood "entrance". Both BOB and KB
translate it "produce" or "yield". The only place it occurs in close proximity with
"HOUSE" is Prov 15: 6, where it is translated as xuprr os .
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Another small group of words were proper names in Ugaritic. However, by
the time the word was used in classical Hebrew, they had become common
nouns, and as such were treated like any other. For example, the proper name
Tannin in Ugaritic became a common noun in classical Hebrew meaning "sea
serpent", and was translated consistently as 6pIXKOo; in Greek. The same thing
may have happened with "Kotharot ", but its pairing with "HOUSE" (RSP III 071)
was not analysed because Dahood's translation did not agree with BDB and KB,
nor was its pairing with "merry" (RSP III 170) because "merry" is a third shell
word.
The pairs containing "Baaf/ master " are a different matter. It is a proper
name in its own right. In addition it is used in combination to form other proper
names like Baal-zebub (2 Kings 1: 2,3,6,16). These are in the main simply
transliterated.2 1 However, ?;;q is also a common noun meaning "husband" and
"master". This nuance is not usually directly reflected in the translation of
pairings, with a few notable exceptions like Proverbs 31:28 in which

: i'T~7iJ: J i'T~~~ iJ 'litif~: J iJ" l~ mj?
becomes

Tt 6E: EAE:T]P.OOUVT] CLlhfto; aVEOTT]OE:V TO: TEKVIX IXUTfto;, KIXl,
E1rAOUTT]OIXV, Kal, 6 a.vijp IXuTfto; i]VE:OE:V IXuT'llv.
Nevertheless, that the translator of Hosea was fully cognisant of the multiple
implications of ?~~ is evident from his sensitive translation of 2:16 (LXX 2:18).

Kal EOTCLt h EKdVll TQ TtP.EPQ:, Myn KUp1.Oo;, KIXAEon p.E: 6
a.v1fp uou, KIXl ou KIXAEon p.E: En BIXIXA \-j.l'
In this connection, the comments of Peter Boodberg on the translation of
parallel lines in Chinese poetry are interesting:
[The Japanese translators] would maintain that 1.1-2, being a proper
name, cannot be / / to 2.1-2, and that 1.3 is definitely a substantive. If
so, they would have overlooked two important rules of parallelism:
a) it is a function of the second line of a distich to give us the clue for
the construction of the first; b) a common noun / / to a proper name
can subtly revive the concrete connotations of the latter. 22
We have already seen how the meaning of some Ugaritic words changed from
proper to common nouns, and how the Seventy seem not always to have been
aware that some words were proper nouns. As for Boodberg's suggestion that a
common noun lying parallel to a proper name "can revive the concrete
connotations of the latter", in Chapter IV Three Completely Diverse Languages?,
21 Thackeray, 1909, p. 160
22 Boodberg, 1979, p. 173
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we saw the exact opposite. The two common nouns that pair with Lebanon
(cedar, RSP I 326, and wild oxen, RSP HI 173) do not nuance the proper name, but
the reverse.
The Translation Of Words For God
One persistent question in Septuagint studies surrounds the use of a substitute
term for the Tetragrammaton. Pietersma gives a lucid summary of the question:
When more than fifty years ago Wolf Wilhelm Graf Baudissin wrote
his massive work entitledKyrios als Gottesname im Judentum und
seine Stelle in der Religionsgeschichte he arrived at the conclusion, on
the basis of his extensive, detailed and at times belaboured
investigation, that the ancient LXX readkyrios as a surrogate forYhwh,
and not a form of the Hebrew tetragram, as had been maintained as far
back as Origen. Since his time, however, the claim for an original
tetragram, either in Semitic guise or in Greek transliteration, is being
asserted by an increasingly growing number of scholars. The reasons for
the revival of a theory already espoused by antiquity's great hebraizer
are well known. Important early Greek texts have recently come to
light on both Egyptian and Palestinian soil, which give us proof
positive that the tetragram was indeed employed in pre-Christian
biblical manuscripts. Hence Baudissin must be wrong and Origen must
be right!23
Many centuries of uncertainty surrounds this issue. In the first years of the
Christian era, even LXX texts sometimes contained a transliteration for the name
of God, which is interesting in the light of what we said earlier about the
tendency of the LXX to transliterate proper names.
Interestingly enough, as we indicated earlier, the originality of the
tetragram in the LXX is not a modern theory. No less a textual critic
than Origen put forth the same claim. Wrote he,
In the more accurate exemplars [of the LXX] the (divine)
name is written in Hebrew characters; not, however, in the
current script, but in the most ancient.
Similar statements are found in [erorne. Clearly in Origen's estimation,
Greek MSS with the tetragram written inpaleohebrew were the best
representatives of the LXX. There is, furthermore, evidence to suggest
that Origen wrote the tetragram in his Hexapla. The Mercati palimpsest
of Psalms has it in all its columns, including the LXX one, and the
Cairo Geniza fragment of Ps 22 from the Hexapla has 1T1,1H. But it may
well be asked what Origen's statement about "the more accurate
exemplars" or the possible evidence from his Hexapla proves about the
originality of the tetragram. In our opinion, neither proves anything!
Origen obviously knew what we now also know first-hand, namely
that among the Jews there were Greek texts which sported the
tetragram in Hebrew characters - and he seized on this as original LXX.
23 Pietersma, 1984, p. 85
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But in the light of his allsurpassing regard for thehebraica veritas and
his colossal undertaking to attain it, is not this precisely what one
would have expected, and is it any wonder 1) that Origen fondly and
wishfully judged the tetragram to be "more accurate" and hence
presumably original, and 2) that he therefore incorporated it in his
Hexapla? One should rely on Origen for an original tetragram no more
than one should rely on his fifth column as a whole for original LXX.24
The question is further complicated by the problematical nature of the word iniT"
itself, by the coyness of rabbinic commentators on the subject, and by the paucity
of our information, as described earlier in this chapter. Nevertheless, by
examining the words that pair with the various Hebrew words for "GOD" and
how the Seventy chose to translate them, we may be able to gain some insight
into their thoughts on the subject.
Pietersma concluded, as I did independently, that
[c]ertainly more than a glimpse of what the LXX must have read can be
obtained by examining transitional consistency....Proof that, of the
translators of the Pentateuch, at least the translator of Exodus
understood both adon and the tetragram as being equivalent to kyrios
can be ascertained from two passages in which they occur together in
the Hebrew. Both solutions which the translator forged are well known
in the LXX outside of the Pentateuch.... 25
As we shall see below, I reached the same conclusion whilst examining the
translation of word pairs.
As mentioned, meaning of the Hebrew word iT1iT" is a well-known source of
puzzlement to scholars. It is undeniably a form of the verb "to be" and the one
place in scripture which throws light upon the meaning of the word is Exodus
3:16, that enigmatic remark of God's discussed in Chapter III How Word Pairs
Mean as an example of theidem per idem construction.
"I Am that I Am," replies God. The verbs are first person common qal
imperfects of the verb iT"iT "to be," connoting continuing unfinished
action. "I am being that I am being," or "I am the Is-ing One," that is,
"the One Who Always Is." Not conceptual being, being in the abstract,
but active being, is the intent.... 26
iTliT" was pointed in later manuscripts with the vowels of 1;'1;;': ("Lord"),
indicating that the latter word was to be pronounced in its place. It is usually
translated as KVP1.0,>, as is li,l;;':, but absolute consistency simply does not occur.
When it appears with C"i'J'S~ (C"i'J'S~ iT liT" ), it is almost always translated
KVp1.0'> 8EO,>, which is straight-forward enough. But, the issue is further
complicated by the presence of S~, a proper name for the high god in Ugaritic and
24 Pietersma, 1984, pp. 87-8
25 Pietersma, 1984, p. 95
26 Durham, 1987, p. 39
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another name for iniT~ in older portions of the Hebrew Bible. It appears in
combinations like Ti~7~?~ ("GOD Most High" - itself a word pair, RSP III 023)
and often functions like a proper name, which it also is in combination - like
iT;~~ (Elijah - "my God is iT;"). There is an added complication that?~
(unpointed) also means "not", "toward", and several other less common things.
On occasion this may have presented a source of confusion to the Seventy. As a
result of all these factors, not much consistency is apparent, though z:p;:r?~. is
translated most often as eEOS'.
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SOME

CONCLUSIONS

When students of biblical literature read modern translations, their attention is
drawn in the notes to differences between the received text we have today and
what is found in ancient versions. There is frequently an assumption in such
notes that the Hebrew is necessarily "correct", and that ancient versions have
little value apart from being all we have when the Hebrew is unintelligible.
While ancient versions are indeed useful for clarifying disputed readings, to
confine their value to that is to ignore the rich heritage they have transmitted to
us. By study of the LXX, the Peshitta, and the Vulgate, we do not merely gain
insight into the Vorlage to which the translators had access. We also are exposed
to the writings they thought worthy of translation, to principles of translation
they regarded as important, to what they thought needed explanation and what
was obvious, and so on. These ideas are not ones they catalogued for the use of
future generations (with the possible exception of [erome), but rather must be
carefully, painstakingly, and tentatively drawn out by a close scrutiny of the
ancient translations.
I have engaged in a close scrutiny of one very small aspect of the LXX. In so
doing, I have formed some impressions of what the translators thought about
what they were doing. In some cases these impressions are only that, and require
further investigation. Other cases have more foundation in fact, and are
substantiated in the discussion. This chapter deals in generalities and tries to
answer the question "So what?" ....
Who Were The "Seventy"?
In the preceding chapters I have referred to "the Seventy" frequently, as though
they were some six dozen minds with but a single thought. That is manifestly not
true, and indeed, I have demonstrated it in several places, such as in the
discussion in the previous chapter about how YJ~ was translated. The turn of
phrase is one commonly used by students of the LXX and is not meant to imply
that the Seventy translated in concert or necessarily at the same place and/ or
time. What it does mean is that I consider they were profoundly influenced, in
Alexandria or wherever in the third, second or first century BeE, by the tradition
they inherited. In the present context, I am particularly interested in the way that
tradition urged certain words to appear together. It is in this sense that the
Seventy are carriers of a tradition and it is in this sense that they are spoken of as
a single unit.
The Value Of The Project
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The data which this project has generated is far in excess of what was foreseen
when it was initiated. As recently as a few months ago I still imagined that I
could analyse a couple of hundred word pairs in exhaustive detail. I cannot; the
amount of information this study has produced is too great. The previous
chapter pointed to some suggestive trends; this chapter tries to pull those trends
together into some coherence and point to areas for further study. Thus such
comments as I make are divided into two groups:
1) those that are relevant for the study of word pairs and as such may have
wider implications for linguistics and biblical studies, and
2) those which consist of ideas and suggestions for further research.
Whichever group each comment falls into, it must be regarded as tentative. The
data is clear and plain for anyone to see. What I deduce from it is another matter,
and that is susceptible to misunderstanding by me and to correction by others.
The cultural baggage we carry with us (not to mention the cultural baggage of the
Seventy, overlaid on the cultural baggage of ancient Israelites) makes it
impossible to gain a transparent view of the translation of the LXX. That
knowledge does not prevent me from trying to make what sense of it I can.
The Significance Of TJ~
In a previous chapter, I mentioned that y)~ occurs 3311 times in the BHS. The
pairings I have looked at with YJ~ and some other word number 2220, and that
only includes those word pairs the two members of which lie within ninety-six
bytes of each other. Put most simply, it means that in two-thirds of the instances
where Y)~ appears it is in close proximity at least one of the Ugaritic/Hebrew
word pairs recorded inRas Shamra Parallels . Therefore, more often than not, the
words we have been examining occur along with the concept of "earth", "land",
bringing to bear upon the text in question all the richness of association this study
has been concerned to uncover. The very appearance of the word Y)~, or in the
LXX ¥ft, is enough to begin to collect the sorts of associations that tradition has
brought to bear upon it. These associations may be thought of as bringing
together the two eyes of binocular vision. Thus we return to the image of
stereoscopy with which we began this study.
To draw out some generalities about the word pairs we have seen, we may
roughly divide them into groups corresponding with the kinds of words that
surround n~.
First, there are those that appear ready-made to be word pairs in connection
with land - :ltlh, the verb used when speaking of "dwelling" in the "land"; C? r,l~,
"the heavens" that God made at the same time as he made "the earth"; 179, the
"king" who rules the "land".
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Second ,there are words which have an indirect semantic association with
y}~. They are not in the Major Complex, but they do appear frequently and they
may have influenced the way thinking developed. "God" forms a word pair with
"he" in Ugaritic as in classical Hebrew (RSP III 095). The same two words appear
in close proximity more than 300 times in the Hebrew Bible; is it not likely that in
time an unreferenced "he" in liturgical and devotional liturature came tom ea n
"God"?

Third ,there are those words we concentrated on in the Major Complex,
words that may not directly pair with y}~, but which provide shadings for the
concepts lodged in the more directly pairing words. Words like "Lord" and
"Baal/master/to own" provide nuances for "king" and "God", which in their
turn associate back to "earth/land". "Bread" and "oil" develop ideas in "tree",
"field", and "house", and "oil" less obviously with "dew". These are only
examples, but they offer a way of looking at some of these words that may help to
make sense of why y}~ appears so often in pairs.
The Importance of Many Pairings
In the course of this project, I formed the opinion that a critical factor for the
stable translation of a word is the number of words with which it pairs. This
hypothesis has significance not only for the study of word pairs in
Ugaritic/ Hebrew but also perhaps for the same sort of study in other languages. It
emerges out of results rather different from the tentative hypothesis with which I
began. I had thought that the power of oral tradition was such as to induce great
consistency in the translation of word pairs in the LXX. So much seems to be true.
I had thought further that the more frequently a word was used the more likely it
was to be consistently translated, the idea being that a word heard (or read) over
and over would induce the same sort of repetition in the translation. That does
not seem to be demonstrable. It seems rather that the more words with which a
given word pairs, the more likely it is to exhibit consistency in translation. If the
given word is imagined as a tarpaulin on a trailer, the more places it is tied down
the more likely it is to remain attached (= be consistent).
For example, ju.i'> pairs with more than a dozen words as well as with itself.
This is not as many words as pair with y}~, but it illustrates the same principle,
that multiple pairings tend to encourage stability of translation. When the words
used by the Seventy to translate:ll.!i~ are examined, there appear to be a number
of different ones, but on closer examination it is apparent that virtually all the
words are compounds with o'{Kio. "Dust", which is translated by seven different
words, pairs with only one word other than y}~. iiJ, on the other hand,
"mountain", which pairs only with y}~, does not conform to this principle as it
is completely consistent in being translated by opoS'.
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'.;f~

"servant" is a little different. It is a second shell word, one which has a
very important part to play in the Major Complex. It also forms pairs with ten
other words and exhibits great consistency of translation, but there are two words
used, na1,:> and 60uIl0,:>. In Hebrew, the one word '.;f~ conveys a meaning both
of "servant" and of "child", as does our English word "boy". no:1,:> has the
dominant meaning of "child", whereas 60u1l0,:> is more nearly "servant", as
shown by the predominance of the verb 60VllOO to translate ,;l.:,l "to serve". '.;f~,
like na1,:>, refers on the sociological level to a "servant" who is a member of the
household - a "child" in fact. What then of 60uIl0,:>, and why is it regarded as an
acceptable translation for '.;f~ ? It appears that 60u1l0,:> is used when the
dominant meaning intended is "servant" and na1,:> when the emphasis is on
inclusion in the clan. For instance, where [oseph's brothers wish to claim his
kindness by emphasising that they are his servants (Genesis 42: 13), the LXX uses

no:1,:> .
ot 6£

d rrrrv b056£KcL EOj.LEV o i

lHll:O{S o ou 6:.6EII<j)ot EV y'Q

Xavaav, ....

The translation is the same in Exodus 20:10 in the commandment to do no work
on the Sabbath.

T'Q 6£ TWEPi;l T'Q £~66j.Lll ocL~~aTa KVpLqJ TiP eEiP OOV· OV
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On the other hand, Saul berated his entourage for not telling him that his son
had made pact with David, "my servant" (1 Samuel 22: 8). Saul is here
emphasising Davids betrayal of his favoured status in Saul's household and the
LXX reflects that nuance in its translation.
... Kat OVK Eon v novwv nEpt Ej.LOU ES Uj.LOOV Kat

aTIOKa;"unTOJV TO UJTLOV j.LOV on EnTlYE:1.pEV .) uios j.LOV TOV
ooiiJ\.ov uou £n' Ej.L£ Et,:> EXepOV 00':> Tj Tjj.LEpa aVTTj.
iTli1'~ '.;f~

"the Servant of Yahweh" in Second Isaiah is translated consistently by
nal,:> ToD eEoD, which would seem to confirm the impression that that Servant
is emphatically a member of Yahweh's clan. While this sort of consistency is
based on interpretative factors as well as on multiplicity of pairings, still the
information gained from this study leads me to feel comfortable with the
hypothesis that many pairings are one determining factor in consistency of
translation.
A Modification Of Stereotypical Translation?
As discussed in an earlier chapter, Emmanuel Tov has shown that one principle
of translation used by the Seventy was that called stereotyping. In it the
"translators rendered all occurrences of a given Hebrew word, element (e.g.
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preposition), root or construction as far as possible by the same Greek
equivalent't.! The data accumulated in the course of this project tend to confirm
Tov's view, which he felt in 1984 needed to be studied in more detail.
In one respect however, I would wish to modify his opinion. We have
seen already how ::!.t1i~ is translated in its many meanings with O'l:Kro or one of its
compounds. We have also seen several Hebrew roots which may form either a
noun or a verb, such as 1?1?/1~r.l ("king" / "to reign", RSP I 358) and ~Q /:.l!!lj
("plantation" / "to plant", RSP III 212). Just occasionally, these words do not
exhibit stereotypical translation when the shift occurs from noun to verb. For
instance, in the translation of the pair n~ 1)''], (RSP II 006) TT] is without
exception translated o6os-, but r}~ is paired with the verb 1i"T, the case is
different. The verb of choice is not o6E:uro but rather €1Tl.~(nvro. More work
needs to be done on this problem to see if a pattern can be found which makes it
possible to predict when translation is stereotypical and when it is not. At the
moment, the most that can be said is that when the principle breaks down in
instances of word pairing, the critical factor seems to be the grammatical shift
from noun to verb.

::

Phonetics
Because of the volume of data, I have not been able to follow up some aspects of
this study that look both interesting and promising. For instance, the whole issue
of phonetics has deliberately been avoided, even though I recognise its primacy
because it is the basis of orality. I have avoided it for the same reason that Lowth
thought scansion impossible to discover for Hebrew.
Lowth's argument against the likelihood of defining the meters of
biblical Hebrew poetry has never adequately been refuted: namely that
the correct pronounciation of ancient Hebrew, the syllabification of
many words, and the quantity and accent of the syllables are all highly
uncertain.2
The fact is that phonetics must be a major factor in the rationale that creates word
pairs. However, the problems presented by a study of phonetics in dead languages
would cause hearts stouter than mine to fail. Further, it would I believe
constitute a thesis on its own, and I have no acquaintance with modern Arabic, a
language which seems likely to be a good starting point.
Having said that, I have not been able entirely to avoid noticing some points
of phonetics. I was intrigued early on in my research to note what seemed to my
inexperienced eye a disproportionately large number of segholate nouns among
the word pairs. I wondered if segholates tended to pair together because ancient

1 Tov, 1984, p. 67

2Gevirtz, 1973, p. 12
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Israelites regarded y}~ :: 171.;1 ("earth, land":: "king")3 or ';!-~ :: 171.;1 ("servant" ::
"king")4 as more euphonious than z::J:'Q :: ?~ ("water":: "dew")S, for instance.
However, several attempts to follow up the question failed to achieve conclusive
results. I have been unable to discover what proportion of nouns in classical
Hebrew are segholate, and am therefore unable to determine if those amongst
RSP constitute a higher than average count.v What does seem to be the case,
however, is that many of the nouns which occur with great frequency (such as

n~ = 3311, 171.;1 = 3735, ';!-~ = 922, 17J = 993) are segholate. This may account for
my impression that pairs containing segholate nouns are unusually common.
As an adjunct to the idea that phonetics is a major factor in the
development of systems of word pairing, word plays based on phonetics may well
constitute an important part in the dynamics of performance composition. By
using phonetics with skill a performer can work within a tradition but still
remain innovative -- the great challenge to practitioners of oral composition. To
use an analogy previously discussed, a rap artist may end a line to rhyme with a
previous word. A really skilled performer may make a rhyme with the first
syllable of a word and finish the word in the next line. Thus the tradition is
maintained by using rhyme to complete a line, but innovation is achieved
through atypical use of enjambement.
In a similar vein, a composer using parallel language in Hebrew pairs y~
"tree" with 1;!-~ "stone'<", fairly understandable to us because they are both
features of the natural landscape and were in common use as building materials
8_ a collocation or merismus, in fact. However, 1;!-~ is also paired with another
word strikingly like y~ in sound, but far less understandable (at least to us) in
terms of associations. yn. "arrow" pairs with 1;!-~ occasionally, though nothing
like as often as y~ with 1;!-~.9 By what mental association could yn. and 1;!-~ pair?
Is it a reflection of the Stone Age when an arrowhead was flint? If so, we are
looking back to early days indeed. I suggest that for an answer we need look no

3 RSP I 358
4 RSP I 362
5 RSP I 352
6 The book to which I was advised to go (Sagarin, 1987) gave absolutely no
information on that point.
7 RSP I 009, I 441
8 But see the work of A.R. Luria discussed in Chapter VI Which Word Pairs ?
Nevertheless, lean plead that the Seventy thought along these lines because they
consistently translated y~ by ~UAO~ rather than 6EV6pov, and 1;!-~ by Al.eO~
rather than iTETpO~. Walter Ong would probably explain those translations by
appealing to the literacy of the Seventy and their familiarity with abstract patterns
of thinking developed by the Greeks.
9 RSP I 178
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further than phonetics: yn. sounds very like y~ which pairs with T?~. Therefore
it is a logical alternative to yn. when an innovative artist wanted another
member to pair with T?~. in.:: y~ is a pair that present an obvious relationship
of sound and YIJ pairs with itself. lO Further, the words are related by metonymy
in that YIJ is a material used in the manufacure of Y~.But the fact remains that
that pair does not occur in RSP. However, we must not forget that this corpus
does not contain all possible word pairs, and that there are certain to be more in
the literature only awaiting careful examination to be found.
As already explained, phonetic considerations do not form a part of this
study. Nevertheless, it is clear that much remains to be done in the study of this
corpus of word pairs.
The Seventy's Awareness Of The Nature Of Word Pairs
In this context there is a related issue which needs discussion even if there is no
way to reach an ultimate conclusion about it. One thing about word pairs I have
been addressing is whether the Seventy were aware of them. But, if my research
indicates that theywere aware, it still leaves open the question of whether that
awareness was implicit or explicit. In other words, were the Seventy consciously
aware that certain words which appeared in contiguous lines of parallel verse,
and by extension in other contexts as well, fitted together in a special way? Or was
the awareness on a subconscious level, the kind of thing that leads one to think
thatit sounds right? We cannot, of course, at this distance in time answer the
question in any definitive way. But the LXX arose from a group of people who
were particularly interested to render classical Hebrew into Greek as accurately as
possible. They presumably talked to each other about matters of translation; we
do not know if the subject of word pairs came up.
While, as I said, we can't ultimately know the answer, we can approach the
understanding of the Seventy in indirect ways. It seems to me likely that if their
consciousness of word pairs was of the explicit kind, the translation would be
extremely consistent and correct to the point of rigidity. That is to say that a
certain mechanical influence would have crept into the translation owing to an
awareness of the Seventy concerning what was the "correct" translation. If, on
the other hand, their awareness was of the implicit sort, there would be
consistency, but it would be modified by a feel which might well go beyond
immediate correctness. If I may make the distinction, the Seventy used the
"right" translation rather than the "correct" one.
From the examples I have shown in this study, I think it is beyond question
that the Seventy were aware of word pairs, but that this awareness was of an

10 RSP I 179
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implicit sort. It was the kind of awareness which knows what's "right" but
doesn't know why. They wished by their labour to reflect nuances in their
translation and in this they succeeded with word pairs, as they did in other
aspects of their translation to a greater or lesser degree.
The Implications of Pairings
One of the main ways the ambience which is associated with a word pair or a
group of them is through the use of particular words. We have already seen the
way the meaning of :l.W" varies with context. In some cases this variation is
attributable to (or at least reflected by) the word with which :l.W" pairs. An
example of this is the pairing of :l.W" with 171.;1/1?7:) (RSP I 360). The primary
meaning of "to sit" is made more specific and at the same time metaphorical as it
develops meaning into "to reign" when 171.;1 is the noun and :l.W" is the verb.
But that is not the whole story; words do not simply take on the colouring of
the other member of the pair. They also maintain their own colouring at the
same time. We return once again in this context to the image of stereoscopy with
which we began this study. The quality of being "three dimensional" emerges
creatively not only when the words are used in hendiadys or in merismus but
also when they are found in parallelism, as in Ezekiel 27:35:
All the inhabitants of the coastlands
are appalled at you;
and their kings are horribly afraid,
their faces are convulsed.
:l.W", which is here the root word lying behind "inhabitants", retains the
implications of its primary meaning "to dwell". But at the same time the
awareness that :l.W" also means "to reign" suffuses the parallel structure. The
"inhabitants" react in a particular way; their overlords, their representatives and
mediators, their "kings", react similarly but in more detail. The people respond
in a general way; the person on whom specifics about them focus responds in a
detailed way. The pairing of the two words creates a three-dimensional picture
that superimposes the image of the frightened kings upon that of the appalled
inhabitants. The representatives stand in the foreground while their people fill
the background. In this way, the members of the pair serve to nuance each other.
The Greek words used by the Seventy to translate these words do not of
themselves convey this kind of nuance. But then neither do the Hebrew words
by themselves . The stereoscopy provided by parallelism, of which word pairs are
a feature, enables the words to carry added dimensions. And the implications
inherent in the stereoscopy are retained by the traditional word pairs even when
they are not being used in parallel language.
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Sometimes the same thing that is true of the Hebrew words happens also
when they are translated into Greek. It is true when :tll.h is consistently translated
by otKiil, but it is not so true when ,~~ is sometimes translated by 1TuiS' and
other times by 60UAOS'. The implications of 1TuiS' include the commitment and
obligations of the patriarchal clan to its dependents. ..6..ouAOS' conveys a sense of
unremitting toil and a measure of the alienation felt by one who spends her/his
life for another. This richness is conveyed by the Hebrew with overlapping
meanings in a single word, but is lost when those meanings are split if they are
translated by two different words. Thus, ii'ii~ ,~*' not only confirms
emphatically the familial relationship existing between the "Suffering Servant"
of Second Isaiah and his God, it also nuances Jesus' cry of dereliction from the
cross. So too does Saul's characterisation of David as his ,~~ confirm Davids
status while describing Saul's sense of loss, even while it emphasises Davids
disillusionment and his risk-taking on Saul's behalf. All this is blurred if not lost
when the one word is translated by two different words.
If this sort of dichotomy can occur in the translation of specific words, how
much more is this so when we are dealing with the subtle nuances and
stereoscopic overlay of word pairs.
Changes In The Use Of Word Pairs
We have seen in previous chapters, especially in Chapter VDid Word Pairs
Persist?, the way parallelism and word pairs are both found in Late Hebrew texts.
However, we also saw that differences in stylistics appeared as welL These
appeared under three headings:
First, word pairs in parallel positions have become very much less
common. It is not that parallelism has disappeared, but that its classic use with
word pairs in exactly parallel positions in contiguous lines has largely
disappeared. Instead, we find an increased use of merirnus, collocation, and
hendiadys. Even where word pairs are used in grammatically parallel positions,
increasingly the tendency is to use them with different referents, so that the
parallelism has become a little skewed.
Second, word pairs appear, not so much in strict twos, but in long strings or
concatenations that act as a cohesive element throughout the composition. They
may appear in a chiastic structure or in an extended merismus. This
development, which like the one above appears to be an example of the kind of
"loosening" Kugel l l describes, deserves more study.
Third, some kinds of meaning lying behind the pairs appear to me to have
undergone a subtle shift in the later texts from that found in the Hebrew Bible.

11 1981, p. 96
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The words are the same -- as we have already demonstrated; but the way the
words are used is more metaphorical, or better, more figurative.
Fourth, word pairs seem to appear more frequently in prose in later texts. It
may be that word pairs in prose are a kind of fossilised remnant of the poetic
compositions that lie behind some prose texts we have, like those found in the
parallel stories in prose and poetry of Judges 4 and 5. It may be that we have more
later prose and less later poetry, just as we have more earlier poetry and less
earlier prose. Certainly, our sense of which is which is changing. These matters
need more study.
I have not been able to gain any sense of whether developments in the use
of word pairs affected translation by the Seventy. However, since my impression
is that their understanding of word pairs was implicit and since they were
translation from a Vorlage which lay before them, my inclination is to say that
there was no effect, except where, as Kugel says12, the development had already
occurred in the later strata of the Hebrew Bible.
My feelings upon completion of this study are neatly summed up in a few
words of Jerome:
I am well aware that there will be many who, with their customary
fondness for universal detraction (from which the only escape is by
writing nothing at all), will drive their fangs into this volume. They
will cavil at the dates, change the order, impugn the accuracy of
events, [and] winnow the syllables.... I should be within my right if I
were to rebut them by saying they need not read unless they choose;
but I would rather send them away in a calm state of rnind....The
truth is that I have partly discharged the office of a translator and
partly that of a writer. 13

12 1981, p. 96
13 Fremantle, 1893, p. 484
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FULL APPENDIX
1- 001
FATHER

FATHER

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-004

ROCK

FATHER

149

1392

6

actual pairs: 4
number complete: 0
Greek:
TIUTTJP

3

TIUTPl"U

Ioup
BUl,,8ooUp

1
1
1

8EOV

1

aVHATJI.LTWP

1

1- 008

STONE

BALANCES

p~

0: ]T~r.I

404

7

STONE

TO BALANCE

p~

p~

o

244

0

42

404
1- 009, I - 441

TREE

STONE

n'

p~

506

406

54

actual pairs: 36
number complete: 36
Greek:
35
1
34
1
1

.;uAos
c X1.61. KO;<;'
A1.80S
A1.80upY1.Ka
A1.81. vas

1-011

LORD

GOD

1"1;:':

?~

367

1121

8

actual pairs: 6
number complete: 2
Greek:
KUpl.OS
8E:oS

f·;:r,

5
2
1?

1"1;:':

c~;:r?~

367

3664

43

actual pairs: 26
number complete: 24
Greek:
27
23
1

KUPl,.OS6EOSA6OJVUl,.E:

1-030

FATHER

GOD

~~
T

S~

1392

1121

25

actual pairs: 18
number complete: 15
Greek:
15
12

TIUTTJP
6E:oS,
oUX
,
OUXl,.

1

3
1
2

fJ-TJ
KUP1,.OS~~
T

1:l";:rS~

1392

3664

152

actual pairs: 94
number complete: 92
Greek:
TIUTTJP
6E:OS-

1-033

92
94

246
GOD

HOLINESS

~

t.!i7P

1121

620

14

actual pairs: 11
number complete: 6
Greek:

"aY1.0S
"aywo-IJ-a

10
1
5
1

8EOS
KUp1.OS

C~;:r?l;;1

tt.'7P

3664

620

actual pairs: 30
number complete: 24
Greek:
"ay 1.0 S
"aY1.ao-lJ-aTOS
8EOS
KUp1.OS

36

23
1
22
3

1-034

BAAL/MASTER

GOD

?~q

?~

282

1121

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 3
Greek:
8EOS

2

4

247
KUPWS-

1

aV6pES

2

Kpq;..0I-lEVOS-

1

22

3664

282

actual pairs: 16
number complete: 10
Greek:
Et6wAov
8EOSplacename

1
13

3

~aaA

9

TO OWN

GOD

16

1121

2

actual pairs: 1
Malachi 2:12 (LXX 11)
The translation is achieved by circumlocution.
TO OWN

GOD

16

3664

Isaiah 26:13
Greek:
KUP~E

6

8EOS-

TWmv,

1

KTfjO(U..

TWfrS-·

aAAov OUK ot6al-lEV, TO OV0l-la
I - 036

OOU

KUp1.E:, EKTOS- (01)

oV0l-lal;0I-lEV.

248

KING

GOD

171.?

S~

3735

1121

34

actual number: 26
number complete: 10
Greek:
~a.(nil£1)~

20

~a.(nil£1)OVTO~
e£O~

1
8

~cneT]iI

2

K1)P1,.O~

2

171.?

l:l"i)S~

3735

3664

162

107
actual pairs:
number complete: 92
Greek:
~w:nil£1)~

97

a.PXOVTO~

1
86

,

e£o~

9

K1)P1,.O~

TO REIGN

GOD

l Sr.J

S~

351

1121

l Sr.J

l:l"~~

351

3664-

0

15

249
actual pairs: 9
number complete: 8
Greek:
~a0LA£voo

8

e£o~

7

KVPLO~

1

I - 037

GOD

EGYPT

1121

1023

7

actual pairs: 4
number complete: 3
Greek:
AtYVTITO~

4
3

e£o~

82

1023

3664

actual pairs: 52
number complete: 46
Greek:
AtYUTITO~

47

e£o~

46

I - 038

GOD

GREAT

1121

596

13

250

actual pairs: 8
number complete: 6
Greek:
(fJ-UKPO)eUfJ-O~

3

1TOAAO~

3

eEO~

3
5

KUP1.0~

3664

596

20

actual pairs: 15
number complete: 8
Greek:
1TOAAO~

7

fJ-EYUAO~

1

eEO~

11

KUP1.O~

3

I . 048, see also I - 037

GOD

EGYPT

AMON

.,~

O:'J¥r,l

T1b~

1121

1023

41

o~;:r"~

O~J¥r,l

pb~

3664

1023

41

o

1

The only place where all three words occur in close proximity is Jeremiah
46:25; which is missing in the LXX.
1·053

251
SEA

SHIP

tj"

i1" J~
T'

T

T:

35

481

13

actual pairs: 10
number complete: 8
Greek:
ea-I\a-00a-

8

TIl\o1ov

8

Va-UTtKO~

1

1-058

LIGHT

LIGHT

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.

TO SHINE

LIGHT

"1~

45

245

actual pairs: 6
number complete: 3
Greek:
tlii~

twn(1ii

4
2

ta-viii

1

TO SHINE

TO SHINE

"1~

"1~

8

252
This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-060

SHOWER

LIGHT

:1"'

o

288

245

SHOWER

TO SHINE

:1"'

'1~

288

45

EARTH

EARTH

o

1-062

n~

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
I - 063

EARTH

WILDERNESS
'.:l.ir.l
T

301

3311
actual pairs: 27
number complete: 23
Greek:
y

EpTJVTJ
EpTJVOS-

19
4

yfi

23

y

:

•

42

253

1-064

EARTH

SEA

3311

481

53

actual pairs: 44
number complete: 39
Greek:

eaAa<J<Ja

37

TIoTafwS'

2

yfJ

39

1-066

EARTH

BED
i1~1:l
T •

3311

32

1

1 Samuel 28:23
Greek:

Kat OUK E~ovMjeTl tayE:1.v· Kat TIapE~U£'OVTO aUTov ot
TIa16ES' aUTO)) Kat il yvvi), Kat fjKOV<JE]) TTtS' <p(j)VTtS' aUTWV
Kat UVE<JTTI UTIO TTtS' yij~ Kat hciewEv ETIt TOV 6i"+pov.
1-067

EARTH

DUST
i~~
TT

3311

191

44

254
actual pairs: 29
number complete: 13
Greek:

yfi
,

cq.J.,j.,wS'

XWfJ.IX
TITJAOS'
E:6wpoS'
TIHHJIX
oDv
KOTIPl,OS'

x

23
2
2

1
1
1

5
1

1-068

EARTH

TREE

n~

no'

3311

506

actual pairs: 18
number complete: 15
Greek:
eUAOS'
6E:v6pov
~OTIXVTJ

yfi

35

13
1
2
15

1-069

EARTH

ROCK

n~

i'l~

3311

149

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 1

4

255
Greek:

TIETpa
yfi

1
1

1-070

EARTH

FIELD

n~

il""Ttu

3311

358

.:

T

28

actual pairs: 26
number complete: 18
Greek:

,

aypoS'

xmpa

TIE6LOV
yfi

12
1
5
18

1-071,1-554

EARTH

HEAVEN

n~

C~r.lW
•
T

3311

503

actual pairs: 141
number complete: 132
Greek:

yfi,

oupuvc c

135
134

1- 075

SEA

FIRE

185

256

481

752

2

actual pairs: 1
Zechariah 9:4
Greek:

6uJ: TOUTO

KUptOS' Kf\'!]POVOfJ.:rj<YEt aurfW Kal.. TIaTa%Et
EiS' eaAaO(H~V 6uvalJ-1. V aurrlS', Kal.. aUT'!] EV lTUpt
Krrr a V af\ ()J eTj <Y ET a t ,

1-112

SON

SON

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1 -113

BAAL/MASTER

SON

282

5035

actual pairs: 20
number complete: 16
Greek:
" toS'
U
TEKva
placename
paaf\

18

paaf\tlJ,
a V'!]P
personal name

2
1
2

1

7

4

28

257

TO OWN

SON

?::;.~

P

16

5035

3

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:
1
1

TEKva

"
U1.0<;'

,

1
1

EX°f!a1.
(JUV01.KW

1-116

SON

ROOT

P

tll)W

5035

45

SON

TO UPROOT

P

tllitll

5035

8

SON (OF GOD)

STAR (OF MORNING)

P

:L.:Ji:~

5035

38

0

0

1-117

actual pairs: 3

T

3

258
number complete: 0
Greek:

,

uorpu

2

1-120

BAAL/HUSBAND

LORD

282

367

TO OWN

LORD

16

367

o

1

Isaiah 26:13
KVpl.E (. ElEOS 1]j.LWV, KTfj<HU.1]j.LfrS· KUpt.E, EKTOS oou UAAOV OUK
O'(Oaj.LEV, TO OVOj.LQ OOU 6VOj.LQI;0j.LE:v.

I -126a
HOUSE

FEEDTROUGH

2376

5

o

I - 127, HI - 069

EARTH

HOUSE

3311

2376

72

259
actual pairs: 64
number complete: 51
Greek:

yfi,
01-KO<;'

55
56

1-129
HOUSE

HOUSE

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-130
HOUSE

PALACE/TEMPLE

2376

119

17

actual pairs: 10
number complete: 8
Greek:
~

orxos
,
vo:.O<;'

10
8

1-131
HOUSE

COURTYARD
i~n
••
T

2376
actual pairs: 37
number complete: 20

284

47

260
Greek:

,

22
23

OlKOS'

au,>.,Tj
I -131a

HOUSE

WINDOW

2376

47

6

actual pairs: 4
number complete: 3
Greek:
~

OtKOS'

3

eUpt6oS'

4

1-132

TO ENCLOSE

HOUSE

i::;J

2376

63

1

Job 27:19 (LXX 18 ?)
Greek:

, ,
6'
U1f£f)Tl E
, ,

't?,

,,..,,

01:....

ap a xv ll ·
1-133

HOUSE

..-.

-,

t .....

0 0 l..KOS- aUTOU (DuTIEp u11TE<;- Kat (DU-ITEp

TO PREPARE

26]
This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.
1-134

HOUSE

BED

2376

13

4

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 2
Greek:

,

O,KOS'

2

OTWfJ..U

1?

K).,'VTj

1

1-135

HOUSE

ROCK

2376

149

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 1
Greek:

,

O,KOS'
TIE:TpU

3
1

1-136

HOUSE

TABLE

6

262
2376

94

7

actual pairs: 5
number complete: 1
Greek:
~

OtKO';

TpaTIE(a

2
3

1-137

HOUSE

GATE

n"~

i~W

2376

531

58

actual pairs: 39
number complete: 26
Greek:
~

OtKO';

TIvA'fj

27
31

1-156

TO DECIDE

TO JUDGE

l.:)~t.!i

11"

205

1

TO DECIDE

JUDGEMENT

l.:)~t.!i

1i.,

205

42

Psalm 9:5
Greek:

0

1

263

on broLTl<YaS' TT]V Kp{<Y1. v

jJ.OU Kat TT]V 6LKTlV jJ.OU,
€KCteL<YaS' brt apovou, 6 Kp{vmv 6LKaLo<YvvTlV.

1 -160

EARTH

FOOTSTOOL

3311

12

4

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:

YTf
tl1To1To6LOV

2
2

1 -162

HOUSE

PALACE

COURTYARD

S.::l'iT

.,~n

T

••

••

17

119

2376

119

T

285

3

The triplet occurs only at 2 Chronicles 29:16.
Greek:

Kat Ei<YTfAeOV ot tEpdS' Eo-m EiS' TOV OiKOV KUpLOU d:.YVL
Kat E%E~aAOV 1Tfro-av TT]V Cl.Kaeapo-{av TT]V EUpEeEL<Yav EV
Tip oiKl\I KUp{OU Kat EiS' TT]V au~Tiv o'tKou KUpLOU, .. ,
1-165

TO GO/WALK

TO GO/WALK

264

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
I - 166, I - 474
TO GO/WALK

TO HUNT

ll;,iT

,,~

1560

17

2

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:
TIOpEVOf.Lal

eTJPEUW

2
2

1-169
EARTH

MOUNTAIN

n~

iiJ

3311

793

60

actual pairs: 50
number complete: 45
Greek:

yi',!

,

opOS

46
47

1-178
STONE

ARROW

p~

yrr

404

67

3

265

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 1
Greek:
1
1

1-179
ARROW

ARROW

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-180

HAND

ARROW

,.,

yn.

T

67

2336

7

actual pairs: 5
number complete: 5
Greek:
XHPO~

5

PEAO~

4

TO~EUJ..la.Ta.

1

1-205
SHOWERS

DEW

10

49

2

266
actual pairs: 1
Micah 5:6
Greek:

KOJ E:OTa.1 TO tmo;"nfJ..fJ..a. TOU Ia.KWP Ev To1~ E:eVEOtV EV
fJ..£OqJ ;"a.wv TIO;";"WV w~ opOOOS rrupu KUp{OU 1f{1fTOUCHl
Kat w~ apvE~ ETIt aypWOTtV, OTIW~ fJ..Tt OUva.Xw'Q fJ..'f]6d~
fJ..'f]6€ VT100T'Q Ev uto1~ avepoJTIWV.
1-206

OIL

DEW

269

49

1

Numbers 11:9 (LXX 8-9)
Greek:

... Kat T]V Tt Tt60vTt a.VTOU wod YEUfJ..a. EYKpt~ Et, EAU{OU·
9 Kat OTa.V KaT£p'f] Tt oPOOOS ETIt TTtV TIapEfJ..l3o;"Ttv VUKT6~
Ka.T£l3a{ VEV TO fJ..avva ETI' aVT'll~.
I - 207, see also I - 206

OIL

DEW

SHOWER

TI?t.if

S~

O'~'~';l

269

49
49

1

10

Genesis 27:28
Greek:

Kat
...
Kat
Kat

6cP'f] ON (, eEO~ aTIO T'llS' oPOOOV TOU ovpaou
, .........,
..........
aTIO T'f]S' 1fl.OT1JTOS T'f]S' Y'f]~
1f Aij90S 01 TOU Kat ot VOU.

2

267
1- 208

DEW OF HEAVEN

OIL OF EARTH

Genesis 27:28
Greek:
Kat Oql'll ON (;, 8EOSTfjS- 6P000U TOU oupaou
... , ...
"""'''
.........
Km aTIO T'llS' 1T1..0TTJTOS' TTJS' YTJS'
Kat TI.h.fj8oS' 01.TOU Kat otVOU.

cmo

Genesis 27:39
Greek:

cmo

J:6ov
TfjS- 1T1..0TTJTOS' TijS' yijS' E0TaL Tt KaTOlK'll0lS' 00U
Kat UTIO TfjS' 6po<You 'ou oupavou avw8Ev'
1-211

FRUIT

PRODUCE

170

25

actual pairs: 4
number complete: 4
Greek:
KapTIOS'

,

4

yEv'lllJ-aTa
,
,

2

L0XUV

1

0TIOP0S'

1

HAND

HAND

,,,,

,,,,

T

6

T

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.

268

1-219

NAME

HAND
,~

T

1240

2336

33

actual pairs: 19
number complete: 13
Greek:

,

OVOf·w

18

XE1 po;

13

1-229

SEA

SERPENT

z::J~
T

481

115

2

actual pairs: 1
Psalm 68:23 (LXX 67:23)
Greek:

Et iTEV K1JpWS' EK
EiTteJTp£1jroo EV

Baoav EiTt(JTp£1jroo,

~ueo1S' ea~a:OOTJS'

1-233

SEA

RIVER

z::J~
T

i;"TJ
TT

481

133

actual pairs: 17

23

269
number complete: 16
Greek:

ea1laooa
TIOTap.o£,

16
17

1-235

SEA

SUN

Cl~

tUr.?tif

T

197

481

2

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:

ea1laooa

1111 l.-O£'

2
2

1-236

SEA

DEEP

Cl~

Cli;'lr;t

T

55

481
actual pairs: 8
number complete: 7
Greek:

1-237

ea1laooa

7

~UA"
c
~~"

1

P.EOO£,
paeTJ
lipvooos

1
1
4

12

270
SEA

TANNIN

481

21

actual pairs: 4
number complete: 3
Greek:
9UAUoou
6pUKOS'

4

TO DESCEND

TO DESCEND

,.,.,

,.,.,

6

3

1-255

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-256

TO SIT

TO DESCEND

,.,.,
1088

383

actual pairs: 14
number complete: 6
Greek:
KClTOfRw

KUTUIl Ul..V 00

11

1- 270

TO SIT

SHADE

14

271

79

1088

7

actual pairs: 5
number complete: 5
Greek:
KUTOtKtO

3

KUeWlJ-m

1

u1ToKaTro

1

0KtU

2

,

0KE:1Tll

3

1-271

TO SIT

TO SIT

This word pair has not been analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-272

TO INHERIT

TO SIT

59

1088

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 1
Greek:
KAllPOV0IJ-W

1

KUTUKAllPOV0IJ-W 1
KUT01.KW

INHERITANCE

1

TO SIT

2

272

;'l?nJ
T

-:-

296

1088

6

actual pairs: 7 (Judges A + B)
number complete: 6
Greek:
KATJPOVOfHO:

3

KATJP0o;

2

KO:TO:KATlPOV0fJ..OO

2
7

KO:TOl,KOO

1-273

TO SIT

RESTING PLACE

1088

22

TO SIT

RESTING PLACE

o

nim
-

T

48

1088

2

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 0
Greek:

,

/

0: V 0: 1T O:U m

TO SIT

1

RESTING PLACE

;'lmm
T

1088

30

Psalms 132:14 (LXX 131:14)

,

1

273
Greek:

A\h'll Tt KaTCt1TaUO(s IJ-OV Eis- atUiva atUivos-,
ro6E KaT01..KTIOm, OTt -oPETtOUIJ-'llV aUT1') V •
1-274
TO SIT

TO SHEPHERD
if:,);

175

1088

2

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 1
Greek:

KaT01,.KUi
TIO"LlJ-a1,.vUi

2
1

1- 275
JUDGEMENT

TO SIT

16

1088

1

Ezekiel 28:26
Greek:

Kat KaTOl-K1')oOVOl- v ETI' aUTfis- EV EA TI{61,. Kat
otKo6olJ-1')ooVOl-V O"Ldas- Kat <!>VTEUOOVCHV aIJ-TIEAUivas- Kat
KaT01..KTlOOU01..V E:v EATI{61,., OTav TIO"L1')ooo Kp(f.l-a EV TIQ;o{
TotS- aTtlJ-uoaOl- v aUTOVs- E:v TOtS- KUKAqJ aUTUi V •
TO JUDGE

TO SIT

205

1088

6

274

actual pairs: 6
number complete: 4
Greek:

Ka6l(W

2
1
1
1

xp t VW

4

KaTo"tKw

,

EV01. KW
ouyKaEn(w

1-282
HEAVEN

STAR

Cl" r.ltli

:l~i:l

503

38

•

-

T

20

actual pairs: 21 (Judges A + B)
number complete: 20
Greek:
,
20
oupnvos
,
20
aOTEpoS'
1-297
EARTH

THRONE

n~

~1;l.:;l

3311

198

actual pairs: 6
number complete: 5
Greek:

yft
6povoS'

6
5

9

275
1-298

THRONE

FOOTSTOOL

198

12

actual pairs: 1
Isaiah 66:1
Greek:
Ounl)~

.\Eyn

U1l01l06l0V

2

KJJPLO~ 0 oupav6~

TlOv TIo61Ov

uo t

epOVO~,

il6E Yll

fJ,OU· •..

1-299

THRONE

KING

198

3735

52

actual pairs: 36
number complete: 30
Greek:
~a0t.\E:U~

36

epOVO~

30

THRONE

TO REIGN

198

351

actual pairs: 5
number complete: 5
Greek:
epOVO~

5

8

276
~aCHAE:vGi

5

1-300

THRONE

TABLE

198

94

2

actual pairs: 1
2 Kings 4: 10
TI01:fjcY(0flEV 6+i U1JTi1 UiTEP00V TOTIOl' f,HKPOl' Kat. eGiflEV
a{n0 hd K.\ {VTjV Kat. Tpn1T£{a.v Kat. 6{-,pov Kat.

'\vxv{al', ...
1-306

VINEYARD

VINEYARD

This word pair has not been analysed because it is a redupIicative.
I - 321, II - 031

SEA

PEOPLE

481

34

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:
ea.\uoou
Eel'OS'

2
2

2

2Ti
1- 326

LEBANON

CEDAR

liJ~7

l')~

91

93

actual pairs: 20
number complete: 19
Greek:
KE:6poS'
';1)).,OV

';1)).,0: KE:6plVO:
i'l.l~O:VOV

26

16
4
2
21

1-327

TREE

LEBANON

y;;J

l i l -??

506

91

12

actual pairs: 8
number complete: 7
Greek: .

';15.\OS'
i'l.l~O:VOV

7
7

1-333

BREAD

WINE

OIL

ClIJ7

l1?tY

542

269

8

278
None of the four references includes all members of the triplet.
I . 336

TABLE

BREAD

94

542

14

actual pairs: 7
number complete: 4
Greek:

aPT °':>

4

TpCCITE:(a

4

1-344

WILDERNESS

WASTELAND

i;l.""Tr.J
T

:

•

1

11

301

Deuteronomy 32:10
Greek:

, -,
,
aUTapKTlCYE:V aUTOV E:V Y\J

,..~"

,,/'

E:v

6{ * 0 Kavf.laTo,:>

EPTlIl-qJ,
EV livU6plQ·

1- 350

DEW

RAIN
i~r.J
T

49
actual pairs: 4

58

T

6

279
number complete: 3
Greek:

6po<Yoo;
,
e
UETOo;

4
3

DEW

TO RAIN

,,~

it:3r.l

49

17

WATER

DEW

Cl"1;1

,,~

786

49

0

1-352

2

actual pairs: 3 (includes Judges A + B)
number complete: 3
Greek:
3
i5600p
3
6po<Yoo;
1-354

OIL

WATER

11?tt!

Cl"1;1

269

786

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 3
Greek:

EAawv
Moop

3
3

3

280

1-357

KING

LORD

1?1?

l1i~

3735

367

85

actual pairs: 72
number complete: 67
Greek:
~a(H'\EuSKUPl,.OS-

67
67

TO REIGN

LORD

1?1:l

li'~

351

367

3

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 3
Greek:
~ WJ"l,.!, EU W
KUPl,.OS-

3
3

1-358

EARTH

KING

n~

1?1?

3311

3735

actual pairs: 128
number complete: 98
Greek:

202

281

yfl
~a(}LAEV'>

99
113

EARTH

TO REIGN

n~

lSrJ

3311

351

21

actual pairs: 18
number complete: 14
Greek:

yfl
~a(}LAEvw

14
15

1-359

KING

WAY

1?1?

TJ7

3735

993

32

actu al pairs: 23
number complete: 21
Greek:
~a(}LA LKO,>
~a(}LAEv,>

660<;

2
19
20

TO REIGN

WAY

lSrJ

1)7

351

993

Psalms 146: 9 (LXX 145: 9-10)
Greek:

1

282
9. KUpl..OS' eUAaCJCJEl,. TOUS' npOCJ'lMTOUS',

xfjpav avaA1']fJ,.1frE:Tal
Kat o6ov ufJ,.apTloMov a1>avlEt.
1O.PIXO'1..AEUO'El KUpl..OS' EiS' TOV atrova....
opqmvov Kat

KING

TO TREAD

3735

63

TO REIGN

TO TREAD

351

63

KING

TO SIT

3735

J088

o

o

1-360

actual pairs: 87
number complete: 34
Greek:
~aCJlAEUS'

73

KaTolKw

31

fJ,.ETOlKW

1

OlKW

3

aVOlKO)

1

1-361
KlNG

TORE1GN

92

283

351

3735

83

actual pairs: 81
number complete: 69
Greek:
~U(JLI\EV<;
~U(JL>\EUW

73
77
KING

KING

This word pair has not been analysed because it is a redupIicative.
TO REIGN

TO REIGN

This word pair has not been analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-362

SERVANT

KING

922

3735

actual pairs: 109
number complete: 89
Greek:
6oDAo<;

51
38

~a(JLAEU<;

89

nul<;

SERVANT

TO REIGN

143

284

-,

i-i~

' '7:1

922

351

4

actual pairs: 4
number complete: 1
Greek:
nulS'
60v!\0S'
~Uo-lAEVS'
~ UO- l

Atv W

1
2
1
2

TO SERVE

KING

i:Lll

,?~

317

3735

51

actual pairs: 31
number complete: 10
Greek:
~ UO- l A EV S"

60VAEVW
KUTU60VAEVW
60VAOS'

20
8
2
1

TO SERVE

TO REIGN

i:Lll

,S7:I

317

351

KING

ETERNITY

,?~

chill

1-363

T

0

285

845

3735

4

actual pairs: 27
number complete: 21
Greek:

,

~

utun-u
~a(}tAEU<;

~a(}tAEUfo

23
20
2

TO REIGN

ETERNITY

l SI:l

l:hill

351

845

-r-

3

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:

,

~

aWlVa
~a(}tAEUfo

2
2

1-364

KING

PLENTY

1?1?

ll~tu
T
T

3735

10

KING

TO BE SATISFIED

1?1?

ll~t!.'

3735

98

KING

SATED

0

0

286
:.J~W
•.
T

o

3735

12

TO REIGN

PLENTY

351

10

TO REIGN

TO BE SATISFIED

351

98

o

2

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 0
Greek:

pwnAE:ufu
TO REIGN

2
SATED
:.J~W
-

••

T

12

351

1

1 Chronicles 29:28
Greek:

KO:.t E:TEAEVTTl<YEV E:v Yrlpn KaAq'J TI ArlPTlS' T]f,LEpfuv 1T A01.ITrv
Kat 66~"G, Kat lpaO:{AE:UO:E:V ZaAUJf,LUJv uioS' aUTO\) Q:VT'
,
aUTOU.
~

1-365
KING

TO JUDGE

287

205

3735

15

actual pairs: 14
number complete: 12
Greek:
~a(n'\EUS'

6lKa(OJ
6lKaooS'
Kpl VOJ
6lKa{(J)!J.a
xp t VOS'

14
2
1

3
1

5

TO REIGN

TO JUDGE

351

205

2 Chronicles 1: 11
Greek:
Kat ET TIEV .) eEOS' TIpoS' :::o;.1.,(J)V(J)v Ave'

1

iLv

EYEVETO TOUTO
Ev T'(j KapMll OOU Kat Ol,W 'GTT]O(J) TI '>"OUTOV XPTJvch(J)v OU6E
66~av o06E TT]V *UxT]V TOJV VTIEVaVT{(J)V Kat iWEpaS'
TIo'\'>"os OUK 'GTT]O(J) Kat tiTTJoaS' OEaUTcp oo4>tav Kat
OVVE:OlV, QTI(J)S' Kp(V1JS" TOV .>..aov VOU, E1J' QV £J}aO(AEu<ni
OE ETI' aUTOv.

1-371

DEATH/DEAD

BAAL/HUSBAND

ni1:l
112

282

DEATH/DEAD

TO OWN

o

288
nii'J

S:>1~

112

16

TO DIE

BAAL/ HUSBAND

nm

S~~

845

282

actual pairs: 9
number complete: 9
Greek:
Cl;1T 08 a v W
npoo-an08avw
TETEAEVTIjKOS
,
anOKTEVw
proper name
KUpLOS
rlv6poS
~aaA

o

19

6
]

1
1
2

3
]

3

TO DIE

TO OWN

nm

S:>1~

845

16

1

Deuteronomy 22: 22
Ea.v 6£ EUpE8f1 i'iv8poJTIOS K01.f.Lolf.LEVOS f.LETa. yuvatKOS
o-UV41KW"f.LEVOS liv6p{, li1TOKTEVE'iTE rlf.L<tOTEpOUS, TOV

i'iv6pa TOV KOtf.Lolf.LEVOV f.LETa. T'fjs yuVatKOS Kat TllV
yuva1Ka •••
1-374

DEATH/DEAD

DEATH/DEAD

289

nir.l

nir.l

This word pair has not been analysed because it is a reduplicative.

DEATH/DEAD

TO DIE

nir.l

nm

845

112

61

actual pairs: 43
number complete: 53 (both Judges A + B)
Greek:
8avaTos
53
Ev0XOS
o:'TIo8avw

2
27

TeAeuw

3

o:'TIOKTeVW

1

8avaTo)

28

TO DIE

TO DIE

nm

nm

This word pair has not been analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-379

DEEP

RIVER

,;orl
TT
55

133

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:
TIOTav0O;

2

4

290

1-380
TO INHERIT

INHERITANCE

Snl
This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.
1-394
TO RAISE

TO RAISE

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-404
SERVANT

SON (OF A HANDMAlD)

922

5035

actual pairs: 72
number complete: 43
Greek:
<

62
23

UlO-;

11cU-;
11 a.l6

a.p t o V

11a.l6lO"KTl

6oDAo-;
E~E6

TO SERVE

1

2

24
4
SON (OF A HANDMAID)

93

291

1-'1

"j~ll

actual pairs: 24
number complete: 12
Greek:

,

VtOS'

24

60VI\rJJ

11

KUTU60VI\rJJ

1

1-405

SERVANT

ETERNITY

"j.:;f~

DSi::.l

922

845

T

26

actual pairs: 12
number complete: 9
Greek:

,

~

aHtlVa

601)1\0S'
1Tat6 tKil

10
8
1

TO SERVE

ETERNITY

"j~::.l

DSill

317

845

T

actual pairs: 4
number complete: 2
Greek:

,

~

aH.tlVa

60vI\rJJ

1-409

4
2

6

292

THRONE

SEAT

This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.
1-421

TO ASCEND

TO DESCEND

895

383

22

actual pairs: 21
number complete: 18
Greek:
ava.~a.LvGi

18

Ka.Ta.~D:.L vGi

18

1-422

TO SIT

TO ASCEND

1088

895

actual pairs: 25
number complete: 7
Greek:
Ka.TOLKGi

10

ava.~a.L vGi

13
3

Ka.Ta.~a.LVGi

I - 441, see I - 009

25

293

1-442

CEDAR

TREE

1")~

y~

93

506

34

actual pairs: 19
number complete: 17
Greek:
KEOPLVOS'
KEOP°S'
~U.\OS'

15
5
17

1-443

TREE

TREE

P

y~

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-446

TREE

JUNIPER

506

4

EARTH

CLOUD

1-447

o

294
3311

1

1

Isaiah 5:30
Greek:
-,

./

!:,:,:1

....

,

.....

>:,.

,

"

>:...f...

-,

KCH ~ on <J E: t. ,-,,' G.UT OU '> E: V T(l 'llp.. E: P Q:. E: KEl. V'll (JJ S' 'Y (I) V'll
eaAfr<J<J'llS' KUp..W.-VOU<J'll'>' Ka1..Ep..~A£*OVTal. Et,> TT]V YllV,
Ka1.. t60v <JKOTO'> <JKA'llPOV EV TTJ a1TOp(~ WJT iD V •
1-448

ROCK

GOD

149

1121

20

actual pairs: 8
number complete: 0
Greek:

eEOS'

2

ROCK

GOD

149

3664

actual pairs: 11
number complete: 0
Greek:
Results inconclusive
1-451

ROCK

ROCK

18

295

This word pair was not analysed because it is a redupiicative.
1-453

HEAVEN

ROCK

503

149

4

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 1
Greek:

,
oupnvo s

1

TIE:Tpa

2

1- 474, see I - 166
1-475

TO HUNT

BREAD

1

542

1

Joshua 9:12 (LXX 11-2)
Greek:

••• i'..uPHE: E:avTols- E:1H<H T 1.0" j.lO V E:lS- T1lV o6ov Kat
TIOpE:V8TjTE: E:lS- 0VVUVTTj01,.V atJTWV Kat EpE:1TE: TIpOS- a{JTOVSOiKETal.. 00V E01J.-E:V, Kat vDv 61,.u8E:08E: TW1v 6W8ijKTjV.
"i'
:v
-,
OVT01,. 01,. a.pT01., 8E:plJ.-ovs- ..••
0:

HUNTING

BREAD

296
26

542

2

actual pairs: 1
Joshua 9:5
Greek:

... Kat 2> U:PTO~ alJTWV TOU E1T1,(H T1. 0" I-lofi %TJPOS' Kat
EUpmTlWV Kat ~E~pmfLEvoS'.
1-479

EARTH

ZAPHON (NORTH)

3311

233

34

actual pairs: 19
number complete: 12
Greek:

yfi
~oppa
~oppEav

13
12

1

1-483

HOLINESS

MAJESTIC

tttJp
620

36

HOLY

MAJESTIC

152

36

Psalm 16:3 (LXX 15:3)

o

1

297
Greek:
....

"1:"

"...

~

........

~

....

TOl.'; aYl01S" T01S- E:V TU YU aUTOV
E6au.,ufoTWOEV mrVTU
6E:ATjp.aTU uiJTOV €v alJT 01 s- .

Ta

HOLY

MAJESTIC

14

36

TO INHERIT

HOLINESS

o

1-484

Sm
620

59

1

Isaiah 57:14 (LXX 13)
Greek:
... 01. 6E: aVTE:xop.E:Vo{ p.ou KTTjooVTal yfjv Kat

KATJPOVOI.nloou01V
INHERITANCE

TO opos- TO UY1QV

HOLINESS

620

296

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:

1iywsKATJpOVOp.w

2
2

1- 492

GOD

P.OV.

TO CREATE

3

298

s~

;"TJp

1121

85

6

actual pairs: 5
number complete: 2
Greek:
Knew
6£0<;

2
2
TO CREATE

GOD
!::P ;:rS~

;"TJp

3664

85

2

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:
KT aourn.

2
1

'\ClfL~ClVW

1

8£0<;

1-494

HOUSE

WALL

n?~

"~p

2376

115

actual pairs: 21
number complete: 16
Greek:
v

OlKO<;
TOlX°<;
TEl.. XTI

19
15
1

34

299

1-499

HOUSE

CITY

2376

76

3

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:
2
2
1-503

CITY

CITY

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-512

1-517

BAAL / MASTER

GREAT

?~~

.:lJ

282

288

TO OWN

GREAT

?:.lZl

.:lJ

16

288

o

o

300

GREAT

GREAT
:lj

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.

1-518
FIRE

SHOWERS

752

10

SHOWERS

RAINFALL

10

1

o

1-519

1

Deuteronomy 32:2
Greek:

npocr6oKacrKw 00-; UWTO-; TO cm6~eE:Yf.La f.L0V,
Kat KaTapijTw 00-; 6pocro-; Ta pijf.LaTa f.L0V,
oocrE:t 0ll-PPOS En' aypwcrTLv
Kat oocrE:t v\.~E:TOS Ent X6pTOV.
1-524

GOD

TO HEAL

1121

69

1

301

Numbers 12:13
Greek:

Kat E~61lo-EV Mwuo-fjs- TIPOS- KlJp1.OV .\£ywv 6
~

,

aEO~, 6£OfLa{

/

O-OU, UL(HU.. aUTTlV ..

GOD

TO HEAL

3664

69

3

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 3
Greek:

8EOS-

3

3
I - 534, III - 132

SEA

FIELD

1:l~

;'Tiro
.:

T

T

358

481
actual pairs: 4
number complete: 4
Greek:

8a.\ao-o-a

4

TIE6T..OSaypos-

3
1

~

1-535

FIELD

VINEYARD

4

302

11

358
actual pairs: 5
number complete: 4
Greek:
"
aypoS'

afJ_TIEAOS'

5

4
4

1-536

WILDERNESS

FIELD

1nf,l

iilto

301

358

-:

T

2

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:

TIES{OS'
"
opoS'
"EP'll~WS'

2
1
1

1-537

FIELD

FIELD

iiltt.'

ii;to

-..

T

-:

T

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-547

SON

NAME

303
5035

1240

205

actual pairs: 159
number complete: 130
Greek:
</

UtO<;
TEKVOV
y

oVOfW..

LTlfJ..

143
1
126
8

1-548
NAME

NAME

Dt.!!

Dt.!!

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
I .. 554, see I .. 071
1-555
SEA

HEAVEN

D~

D~i'Jtli
- ..
T

T

481

503

actual pairs: 14
number complete: 12
Greek:
6uI\uooU

,

oupuvo<;

12
12

1-557
HEAVEN

RIDER OF THE CLOUDS

17

304

1

503

1

Psalm 68:5 (LXX 67:5)
"The disputed m~i~~ ~~il;l has finally been cleared up by means of the
Ugaritic texts. Aliyan Baal has the attribute rkb "rpt = 'cloud rider'. The
mutation from p to ~ can be documented otherwise too in a comparison
of Ugaritic and Hebrew." 1
Greek:

go-an: TiP 6EiP, lj.rciAan: TiP OVOf.WTt alJTOu·
60oTIot'fio-aTE TiP E1flPEP1]K<>Tl E1fi 6UcrIl-IDV, KUp1.05
"'.

,

~

o vouu rnrrrp,
Kat 6:.yya.AA l.-Uo6E Evwmov aUToU.
1-558

HEAVEN

HEIGHT

Z::l"'r.JtO
•

-

T

503

68

actual pairs: 5
number complete: 4
Greek:
oupavo5
Ulj.ro5
Ulj.rWTo5

4
2
2

HEAVEN

HEAVEN

C~r.JtO
•
T

C~r.JtO
•
T

1-559

1 Kraus, 1989, p. 46

5

305

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-560

HEAVEN

DEEP

503

55

9

actual pairs: 5
number complete: 4
Greek:

,

oupuvo c

5

UPPU000S'

4

1-578

SUN

SUN

This word pair was not analysed because it is a reduplicative.
1-584

EARTH

ROOT

3311

45

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 3
Greek:
3
3

3

306

EARTH

TO UPROOT

3311

8

3

actual pairs: 3
Isaiah 40:24
Greek:

••• oUSE: fiT] pO;m8ij

Et~ TT]V

yfjv Tj pL(a alJTmV...

Psalm 52:7 (LXX 51:7)
Greek:
... Kat TO pq::mj.la o-OU E:K yfj~ (WVTlOV.
Psalm 80:10 (LXX 79:10)
Greek:
••. Kat Ko;TE.UTE1J(H[~ Ta~ p{(a~ aiJTfj~
Kat E1T (,rio-eT] TJ yfj.
1- 607

BULL

GOD

135

1121

4

3664

4

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 0

135
actual pairs: 2
number complete: 1
Greek:

307
1
1
II - 006

EARTH

WAY

T)7
993

3311

57

actual pairs: 35
number complete: 31
Greek:

yfi
060-;
EARTH

33
33

TO TREAD

1''1
63

3311

8

actual pairs: 7
number complete: 6
Greek:

yfj

6

bnpcn.voo

6

II - 007

FLAME

FIRE

This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.

308

11- 014

SON

ASSEMBLY

This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.

11- 024, III - 152

TO SIT

WAY

1T:r
1088

993

26

actual pairs: 18
number complete: 7
Greek:
060':>
nQ;p060,:>
aVQ;~Q;1,vGi

,

~

OtKOl
KQ;TOtKGi

14
1
1
3
3
1

TO TREAD

TO SIT

1''1

:Ll1i~

63

1088

1

The only occurrence, Jeremiah 25:30, is missing from the LXX.

II - 025

309

TO SIT

TO DRINK

1088

223

9

actu al pairs: 9
number complete: 1
Greek:
KCLTOlKiil

1

rn viil

5

II - 027

WAY

TO SUBMIT/DENY

lJ7
993

22

TO TREAD

TO SUBMIT/DENY

63

22

o

o

II - 031, see I - 321
II - 034

KING

DEATH/DEAD

nin
3735
actual pairs: 8

112

9

310
number complete: 7
Greek:
~aO"tAE:uS"

cmoElVT]O"KOJ
ElavaToS"
TO REIGN

8
7
3

DEATH/DEAD
nir.l

351

112

KING

TO DIE

o

nm
845

3735

56

actual pairs: 50
number complete: 37
Greek:
~aO"tll£uS"

T£II£UW
cm£KTw
cmoElavw
ElavaTw

43
1
1

18
17

TO REIGN

TO DIE

351

845

actual pairs: 23
number complete: 23
Greek:

cnToElavw
ElavaTw

19
3

26

311
TEf\EUW
po:.cnf\WW

1
23

II - 056

SHOWER

RAIN

This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.
II - 061, III - 297

CAIRN?

FIELD
i1'"Ttl.>
...

T

1

358

1

Micah 3:12
Greek:

61.1). To\ho 6,' UIJ-OS LWlV 00<;' dypos- apoTpweTjerETo:." Ko:.1.
IEpouero:.f\T]1J- 00<;' onmpo+uj\dnov EerTo:.t Ko:.t TO opo<;, TOU
OlKOU 00<;' fiAero<;, 6pulJ-ou.
II - 062

FIELD

HUNTING

i1'"Ttl.>
...

T

358
actual pairs: 3
number complete: 3
Greek:

26

4

312
~

ayp01.KOSKuvTlyElv
lTEOWV
eTlPEUO"OV
eTlpav

1
1

2
1
1

FIELD

TO HUNT

iT"'TW

"'T'l~

358

1

...

T

1

Genesis 27:5
Greek:
PE~EKKa OE: TlKOUo-EV AaAoDvTOS- Io-aaK lTPOS- Ho uu TOV vi(

a1JToD. ElTOpEVeTl OE: Houu Eis- TO 1TE6{ov 9TJPEUO"CU
eTjpav T({J lTaTp1. aUToD'
III - 001

FATHER

LORD

:n~
T

1392

367
actual pairs: 16
number complete: 15
Greek:

lTaTTlP
KUPWS-

15
15

III - 016

GOD

VICTOR

21

313

This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.
III - 017

SON

GOD

5035

1121

actual pairs: 17
number complete: 14
Greek:
"
UtOS'

125

13

7
2

8EOS'
KUptOS'

,

ouXt
1
placenames
4
proper name Emmanuel 1
pair=oiKOS' TOU IopUTlA
SON

GOD

5035

3664

actual pairs: 130
number complete: 113
Greek:

,

UtOS'
TEKVOV

110
3

ayyEAoS'
8EOS'

3
107

KUptOS'

27

206

314

III - 018
GOD

THIS

.,~

i"il'

1121

21

cr';:r"~

iil'

3664

21

0

4

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:

Toiho

2

6EOS

2

III - 020
GOD

WISE/ WISDOM

.,~

;"Tr.l:m

1121

272

T

:

T

4

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 1
Greek:
(j"O~W:

2

KUP\.OS

1

GOD

SKILLED

.,~

can

1121

206

T

T

0

315

GOD

TO BE WISE

?~

L:l~n

1121

28

GOD

TO BE WISE

L:l~;:r?~

L:l~n

3664

28

o

1

Psalm 58:7 (LXX 57:6-7)
Greek:
6. TjnS' OVK d<YUKOV0E:Tal.
<l>Upj.tUKEUOj.tEVOU TIUpa
7.

,

0

<l>OJvf]v

E:1TI;t.60VTOJV <l>upj.taKoU TE

0"04000.

91'005 0uvEnljrEv TOVS' 66oVTUS' UVTWV

E:v

Tqi 0TOflun

~

UUTOJV,

SKILLED

GOD

L:l~n
T T

3664

206

6

actual pairs: 4
number complete: 3
Greek:
00<l>OS'
eEOS'

GOD

3
3
WISDOM
iTf.I~n
T : T

3664

272

17

316
actual pairs: 12
number complete: 11
Greek:

O"oq,w

7

O"oq,o~

1

q,poV'rJO"~~
eEO~

3
9

KUP~O~

3

III - 021

GOD

EVERLASTING

1121

2655

45

Any text cannot distinguish between the adjective here and the
preposition 'i~ meaning "until". This renders the results inconclusive.

3664

2655

131

Any text cannot distinguish between the adjective here and the
preposition 'i~ meaning "until". This renders the results inconclusive.
III - 023

GOD

MOST HIGH

1121

105

actual pairs: 10
number complete: 10
Greek:

20

317
10
10
GOD

MOST HIGH

3664

105

15

actual pairs: 8
number complete: 8
Greek:

,

/

u1TEpav(J)
llljr l(JT 0 q

7

eEOq

8

1

III - 024

GOD

SAGACITY

This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.
III - 025

GOD

TO GUARD
i:.l
T

i:.l
T

This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.

318
IIl- 026
DISTANT

GOD

pin:'!
8

128

1121
actual pairs: 5
number complete: 0
Greek:

Results inconclusive
TO BE DISTANT

GOD

pm
1

59

1121

Psalm 22:2 (LXX 21:2)
Greek:
6 eEO~ 2;, eEO~ fJ-OV, TIpOOXES' uor- '{ vu

Tt EYKaTE)..l1TE~

fJ-E; •••
GOD

DISTANCE / DISTANT PLACE

?~

PV11.?

1121

22

GOD

DISTANT

Cl~;"T?~
.
'.":

pin:'!

3664

128

Jeremiah 23:24
Greek:

0

1

319
6EOS- EYY((roV EYW EifJ-~, Myn KUPWS-, Kat OUXt 9EOS
lfoppm9EV.

GOD

TO BE DISTANT

pry;
3664

59

4

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 3
Greek:

6EOS,
TIOpEUOfJ-aL fJ-aKpav

3
1

E:KaTal>. (TIW

]

fJ-aKpuvw

1

GOD

DISTANCE / DISTANT PLACE

3664

22

o

III - 027

GOD

TO INHERIT

~m
1121

59

GOD

TO INHERIT

o

~m

3664
actual pairs: 4

59

4

320
number complete: 3
Greek:
3
4

KaT CJ;K fiT] P 0 V 0 IJ-W
8EOS

GOD

INHERITANCE

l:l~i),?~

i1'?m

3664

296

T

-;-

31

actual pairs:19
number complete:16
Greek:
KflT]POS
KflT]POVOIJ-W

8
7

8EOS

1
15

KUpWS

1

KflT]POVOIJ-W

GOD

INHERITANCE

'?~

i1?m

1121

296

T

-:-

3

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 0
Greek:
Results inconclusive

HI - 028
GOD

TO DECIDE

?~

~~tU

1121

205

9

321

actual pairs: 7
number complete: 5
Greek:
~(He'llA

1

KUPWS
KptVGi

3
2
3

6w-KptvGi

1

6tKU(Gi

1

6tKUtOS

1

eEOS

GOD

TO DECIDE

3664

205

18

actual pairs: 17
number complete: 13
Greek:
KptvGi

13

eEOS

16

III - 029

GOD

BEGETTER

This word pair was not analysed because Dahoods translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.
III - 030

GOD

EARTH

322

s~

n~

1121

3311

50

actual pairs: 27
number complete: 13
Greek:

yfi
eEOS'

, ,
ou fL'll
KVp1.OS'

25
11
17
27

z::l~;:rS~

n~

3664

3311

281

actual pairs: 206
number complete: 191
Greek:

yfi
eEOS'
KVp1.OS'
e E0

er E 131'i S'

193
191
3
2

III - 031

HEAVEN

GOD

z::l~i.IW

S~

503

1121

•

-

T

actual pairs: 16
number complete: 14
Greek:

,
oupcvos
eEOS'

16
12

28

323
KVp.O~

2

ovx

1?

,

0"' 1J tU

O"';P~

503

3664

•

-

T

90

actual pairs: 46
number complete: 46
Greek:

,

46
46

OVPClVO~

eEO~

HEAVEN

STAR

GOD

0"' 1JtU

:1.;:1i:3

S~

503

38

•

-

T

T

38

20
2

1121

Deuteronomy 10:22
Greek:

E:v

E:~SOf.J:I'jKOVTCl 1(rvXCl1~ KClTE~TjO"ClV o l ITClTEPES o ou Et~

AtyVITpOV,
WO"Et

vvvt

SE: EITO{TjO"EV O"E KUPW~

Ta liOTpa TOll oupavou Ti(i IT.),:r'jeEL

STAR

GOD

38

3664

actual pairs: 4
number complete: 3
Greek:
eEO~

3

ClO"TEPO~

4

,

0 6EOS- o ou

6

324

III - 041

DEW

LIGHT

49

245

2

actual pairs: 1
Isaiah 18:4
Greek:

on o\:!TWS £11TEv uo i

K1JpWS A04JaAna E0Tal E:v TT! EflT!
1ToAn WS ,*,oo~ KauflaTOS flE0'llfl~p{as, Kal- WS vE4J£A'l
6pocrou iw£pas 6:VrlTOV E0Tal.
DEW

TO BE LIGHT
..,,~

49

o

45

III - 043

HOUSE

LENGTH (OF DAYS)

2376

157

13

actual pairs: 8
number complete: 7
Greek:

,

OlKOS
fl~KOS

,

flaKpT'llTa'llflEpwv
III - 044

7
5
2

325

EARTH

INHERITANCE

;'iSm
T

3311

-:-

296

50

actual pairs: 30
number complete: 29
Greek:

yfJ

32

K/o,T\povofua

24
4
5
4

K/o,T\POV0fJ.-ELV
K/o,T\PO~

KU-TaK/o,T\pOVOfUol V

EARTH

TO INHERIT

3311

59

25

actual pairs: 24
number complete: 22
Greek:

yfJ

24
K/o,T\POV0fJ.-oo
9
K/o,T\POV0fJ.-La
3
K/o,T\PO~
1
KaTaKAT\pOV0fJ.-oo 12

III - 045

EARTH

FRUIT

3311

170

27

326

actual pairs: 18
number complete: 17
Greek:

yfj
KapTIOS
EK~opLa
KapTIO~OpOS

18
15
1
1

III - 046

EARTH

SHOWERS

3311

10

2

actual pairs: 1
Psalm 72: 6 (LXX 71: 6)
Greek:
Kat KCLTCLpTj0E:nn WS UE:TOS ETIt TIOKOV
Kat W0Et <nl:lYOVES 0TUl;OV0aL ETIt TT]V yijv.
III - 056

HOUSE

HUT

This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.

III - 065

BAAL / MASTER

GUARD
i~
T

327

This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.

TO OWN

GUARD
i::.l
T

This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.

III - 069, see 1-127
III - 070

HOUSE

ENTRANCE

2376

45

1

BDB and KB give the definition "produce, yield", which is confirmed by
the only LXX translation of this word pair.
Proverbs 15:6
Greek:
Ot"KOlS

61,KalOlV

to"xUS" no'>"'>"Tj,

Knplfoi 6€ (WEPWV O:noAoUVTa1..

Ill-on
HOUSE

KOTHAROT

328
This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.

HI - 072
BREAD

HOUSE

542

2376

actual pairs: 24
number complete: 12
Greek:
,
OlKOS'
,
OlKOyEvElS'
,
apToS'
~

29

17
1
16

HI - 073
HOUSE

PRISON

2376

8

1

Isaiah 42:7
Greek:

avo1.;al o<jleaAIWUS' Tu<jlAtiiv, E';ayayd V E:K oEolunv
6E6qtEVOUS' Kat E.; Oi:KOU <jluAaKfjS' KaeT]j.tEVOUS' E:v OKOTEl.
HI - 074
HOUSE

ROOT

2376

45

5

329

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 1
Greek:

,

OlKOS

1

pl(a

2

HOUSE

TO UPROOT

2376

8

o

III - 094

WAY

HEAVEN

993

503

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 1
Greek:
,
ou pavos

1

3

2

OOOS

TO TREAD

HEAVEN

63

503

2

actual pairs: 1
Job 9:8
Greek:
....
'"
oupnvov
fLOVOS
Kat 1T£P1.1T(l.TlJ)V WS £11' £oa<}ovs £11t eaAao0"'Tls'

o
'I:

'"

....:JI

TaVV0"as TOV

330

III - 095

GOD

HE

1121

2826

59

actual pairs: 20
number complete: 6
Greek:
Results inconclusive

GOD

HE

3664

2826

280

actual pairs: 134
number complete: minimal
Greek:
Results inconclusive
III - 098

TO WALK

WAY

T.T}
1560

993
actual pairs: 175
number complete: 145
Greek:
TIEP1,.TICLTEW

0605'

1

162

177

331

° °

IT Ptu um
IT ap aA €U (J ° IJ-al.
,
alT€PX°lJ-a t
EK lTO P€UO IJ-at

131
1

IT P° IT ° P€UO IJ-a t

6 - all in 1 - 4 Reg.
1
2

6 urno peuoum

1

KaTalT OP€U 0IJ-at

1

TO TREAD

TO WALK

63

1560

3

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 3
Greek:

o6oS'

2

E~ou6€v6i

1

rropeuoum

2

6WlTop€U0IJ-al.

1

III - 099
EARTH

MIRY BOG

3311

1

1

Psalm 140:11-2 (LXX Ps 139:11-2)
Greek:
11. lT€(JOUVTal. ElT' WJTouS' 6:vepaK€S'
E:v lTUpl.. KaTapaA€1S' alJTouS',
12. 6:vi)p yAUl(J(Jw6TjS' OU KaT€UeuveTj(J€Tat ElTl.. T'fiS' y'ijs,

Kv6pa K6tKOV KaKO:. eTjp€U(J€"L €iS' 6Ul4>eopdv.
III -103

332

FRUIT

OLIVE TREE

25

49

2

actual pairs: 1
Jeremiah 11:16
Greek:

£Aa{av wpaiav
~

,

d:iOKLOV

Ti(i don EKaAEoEv KUpWS- TO

OVOIJ.U OOU· •••

TO BEAR FRUIT

OLIVE TREE

iTI>:)

30

49

o

III -104
OIL

OLIVE TREE

269

49

actual pairs: 7
number complete: 6
Greek:
EAUWV

6

EAUia
EAai VOV

6
1

III -116

EARTH

HOOK

12

333
TTTT
T

9

3311

1

Ezekiel 19:4
Greek:
Kal. fjKoucrav KaT' aVToD E:eV'll, E:v T'G 6wq>eop~ aVTOOV
(JUVE)':llfJ-q>e'll, KUl fjyayov aVTOV E:v K1JJ.lqi d~ yijv
Atyu1TToD.
III -121

HEAVEN

DEW

503

49

6

actual pairs: 6
number complete: 6
Greek:
ovpavo~
6po(Jo~

6
6

III -122

EARTH

DEW

3311

49

actual pairs: 9
number complete: 9
Greek:

yfj

9

6pocro~

9

9

334
II1-124
GOD

HAND

S~

i~

1121

2336

T

53

actual pairs: 26
number complete: 23
Greek:

eEOS'

23
1?
12

KUp1.OS'

11

XE1.poS'
e

uTIoXnp1.OS'

1:l~;:rS~

i~

3664

2336

T

167

actual pairs: 121
number complete: 96
Greek:
eEOS'
KUp1.0S'
XnpoS'

91
48
95

III - 132, see I - 534
II1-140
GOD

PRECIOUS

S~

ii?::'

1121

45

1:l~;:rS~

ii?::'

0

335

3664

2

45

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:

6E:oSXfYll 0 po SETT A'T]6uvaS-

2

1
1

GOD

PRECIOUS THING

1121

32

o

3364

32

o

GOD

TO BE PRECIOUS

1121

11

1

Psalm 139:17 (LXX 138:17)
Greek:
EfJ..Ot

SE: Atav E:.lIL1l911<JQ.V oi

<!>{AOL 00U,

6 9EOS,

A{av hpaTaLuJ6'T]0aV at apxat WJTwv.

3664
actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:

11

2

336
eEO~

2

EvTLiJ-WeTjTW

1

TLiJ-TjV

1

III -151

EARTH

TO SIT

3311

1088

actual number: 184
number complete: 136
Greek:
OiKW

10

KU-TO'KW

117

nU-pO'Kw

2

~

~

EO'KW

yfj

7

164

III - 152, see II - 024

III -153

TO SIT

TO INSTRUCT

1088

44

o

III -154

BREAD

TO SIT

542

1088

14

337

actual pairs: 13
number complete: 3
Greek:

,

apT OS-

9

K err 01,. K W

2

,

~

EV01-KW

,

1

~

1

01-KW

III -155
TO SIT

ROCK

1088

149

4

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 1
Greek:
? IJ-eyas-

,

~

1

EVO 1-KW

1

KaT01-KW

1

III -156
TO SIT

GATE

1088

531

actual pairs: 22
number complete: 11
Greek:
TIUATj

14

aUATj

3

,

~

01-KW

3

33

338
KaTOl.K&
,
EWEPX0f.lal.
Ka6'f]f.lal.

3
1
4

III -161

EARTH

TO SUBMIT

3311

22

3

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 3
Greek:

yfj

3
1

\frEu6o£,
\frEu6&

2

EARTH

DECEPTION

3311

8

o

III -182

SEED

WILDERNESS
iZJ.ir.l
T

:

•

299

301

1

Psalm 106:27 (LXX 105: 26-7)
Greek:
26. Kat bTfJPEV TT)V xE1pa alJToD who!'£" ToD KaTa~aAE1v
,

...

,

.-.

aUTOU£, EV TO

2'

,

EPl]I.U~

339
27. Kat TOV KaTapaAdv TO ()"1r{p .....a allToov ETJV TOtO;
E:eVEOl,V
Kat OWOKOp1T{OaL allTouo; E:v Tato; XoJpaLo;.
III -183

WILDERNESS

DEVASTATION

i:;'r.l
T

;

-

301

o

7

III -184

WILDERNESS

TRACKS

301

4

1

Jeremiah 4:11
Greek:

E:v TiP Kal,pip hEt VqJ £POVOl,V Tip Aaip TOVTqJ Kat T'Q
IEpovoaATJfJ- ITvEUfJ-a TIAaVT)OEOlO; E:v T'Q EP'If.....", ooos Tfio;
evyaTpoo; TOV AaOV uou OUK do; Kaeapov OUO' do; ayl,ov.
III -190

STAR

WATER

GOD

HEAVEN
O~r.lw'
• T

38

786

1121

503

The only place where all four members of the quadruplet occur is Psalm
148: 3-5.
Greek:

3..•• d VEtTE aUTov, TIaVTa Ta nOTpa Kat TO <pOOS'.

340
4. atVELTE atJTov,

ot oupavoi TWV ovpavwv

Ka.1.. TO uomp TO UTIEpaVOO TWV ovpavwv.
,;'
...
,
5. at VEoaToooav TO ovoun KUpl.OU, ...
"..

III - 191, see I - 354

111-192
TO SIT

TO BE ESTABLISHED

1088

220

10

actual pairs: 9
number complete: 0
Greek:
Results inconclusive
111-195
SEA

AGENT

0"
T

This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.
111-197
KING

TO BUILD

3735

399

actual pairs: 17
number complete: 15

18

341
Greek:
~ ac 1. AEUS-

OiK06of.LEW

16
15

TO REIGN

TO BUILD

351

399

1

1 Kings 6:1 (LXX 6:l-ld)
Greek:
1. Kat EyEV'fj9T] EV Till TEooapaKOOTill Kat TETpaKOO1.00Till
ETa1. Tf]S- E~66ou utGiv IopaT]A E~ AiyVTITOU, Till ETn Till
TEnipn(l E:v f.LT]vt Till 6EUTEpqJ 13a<HA€UOVTOS TOU
~a01.AEWS- LaAWf.LWv ETIt IopaT]A,
la. Kat E:vETtLAaTO 0 ~a01.AEUs- Kat atpoU01.V A{90usf.LEyaAous- T1.f.L{OUS- Eis- TOV 9Ef.LEAl.OV TOU OtKOU Kat .>d90uscmEAEK'fjTOUS- •
lb. Kat ETIEAEKT]OaV ot ui ot LaAwf.LWV Kat ot ul ot X1.paf.L Kat
E~aAav alJTOvs-.
le. E:v Till ETn Till TETapTqJ E9Ef.LE,\{WOEV TOV OtKOV KUp{OU
E:v f.LT]vt Ni.cto Till 6EUTEpqJ f.LT]v{·
Id. E:v h6EKaTqJ E:v1.aUTill E:v f.LT]vt BaaA (oi'JTos- 0 f.L"hv 0
oy6oos-) OUVETEAE09T] 0 OtKOS- ds- TIaVTa A6yov aUTOU Kat
Eis- TIuoav 61.aTa~1. v aUTOu.

III -198

KING

TO FORTIFY

This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.
TO REIGN

TO FORTIFY

342

This word pair was not analysed because Dahood's translation does not
agree with BDB and KB.
III -199

KING

TO ESTABLISH

3735

220

11

actual pairs: 10
number complete: 7
Greek:
~a(H'>"EvS'

7

~a(H'>"Eta

1

~a(H'>"dv

1
8

EToqJ.a(Gi
TO REIGN

TO ESTABLISH

351

220

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 1
Greek:
~a(H'>"E1JGi

2

EToq..La(Gi

1

III - 200

KING

NAME

2

343

179

Clt{!

3735

1240

34

actual pairs: 24
number complete: 14
Greek:

,

ovoIJ-u
PW:n;"WsPU(T1.;"E:U

15
16
1

TO REIGN

NAME

1~r.l

Clt{!

351

1240

actual pairs: 29
number complete: 29
Greek:
,
ovoIJ-U
PU(T 1.;" E:U Gi

29
29

56

III - 208

DEAD/DEATH

TO DESCEND

nin

........
, ,.

112

383

actual pairs: 4
number complete: 4
Greek:
8UVUTOscmo8uvGi
KUTUPUt vGi
(TUyKUTUPUtVro

3
1
3
1

4

344

TO DIE

TO DESCEND

,.,.,
845

383

15

actual pairs: 12
number complete: 10
Greek:

O:TIo8avGi
T€A€uGi
8avaTGi
8avaTos

6
2
3

KaTa~a1..vGi

8

KaTayGi

2

1

III - 212

EARTH

PLANTATION

3311

12

12

actual pairs: 1
Isaiah 60:21
Greek:

Kat /:; Aaos OOU TIfrs 6{Kaws, Kat 61..' atGivos
KATfPOV0fJ.-T100U01..V TTJV yijv, <pUAaooOJV TO .;UTEu .....a,
Epya X€l..pGiv WJToD d<; 66~av.
EARTH

TO PLANT

3311

59

5

345
actual pairs: 5
number complete: 2
Greek:

y'i)

3

tvn:vGi

1

KUTUtVTEVGi

1

III - 221

GOD

LAMP

1121

93

o

3664

93

4

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:

'>"vxvo,>

2

eEO'>

2

III - 222

TO SIT

TO RAISE

1088

662

actual pairs: 16
number complete: 1
Greek:
KUTOlKW

3

£VO~KW

1

17

346

xmpGi

1

III - 225
WAY

PATH

177
o

993

9

TO TREAD

PATH
'::PrlJ
• T

63

9

1

Psalm 119:35 (LXX 118:35)
Greek:

06T1YTJO"OV J..1.£ Ev Tp{PlY TGiv EvTOAGiv o ou,

on aUTT]V

Tj8€AT]Oa.
III - 228

BREAD

TO SERVE

542

317

actual pairs: 4
number complete: 3
Greek:

,

apToS'
epya'0J..1.at
BREAD

3

3

SERVANT

4

347

922

542

4

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 3
Greek:

,

apTO£'
TIaL£'
6oDAO£'

3
1

2

III - 238

TO SIT

TO ASCEND

TO DESCEND

,.,,,
1088

895
895

1088

25

383

22

383

14

The only place where the triplet occurs is Amos 9:5.
Greek:

Kat KVp1.O£' KVp1.O£' 0 eEO£, 0 TIaVTOKpchUlp, 0 E<paTIT0IJ.EVO£,
T1l£' Y1l£, Kat OaAEVUlV mJTTlV, Kat TIEVeTlOOUO~ v mlvTE£, ot
KIXTO\.KOfivT€~ aUTTlV, Kat dVIXPtlO'€TIX\. cO£' TIOTalJ.0£,
OUVT€1Ina aUT1l£' Kat KIXTIXPtlO'€TIX\. cO£' TIOTalJ.0£,
AtyvTIT OU .
III - 250
DEW

TO DRIP

49

8

1

348
Deuteronomy 33:28
Greek:
Kat KaTaOK'llVoJOE:t Iopa'llll iTEiT01.6WSJ.LOVOS- £TIt yfjs- IaKW p
,.....".
...
""
EiT1. 01.Tep Ka1. 01. VqJ
Kat 6 oupavos- aUTqJ O"uvve:~i'js 6poO"~.
III - 257

WILDERNESS

CORNER/ SIDE

iZl"TIJ

ii~:;)
T
••

301

87

T

:

•

2

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 0
Greek:
Results inconclusive
III - 260

FRUIT

TREE

~i:;)

.,

170

506

actual pairs: 22
number complete: 22
Greek:
~U1l0V

19

~UlIl.VOV

2

OEVOpOV

1

KapiTOV

19

KapiTo4>opa

1

r

yEV'llJ.LaTa

2

36

349
III - 261

HEAVEN
o~
•

ntU
-

HUNTING
T'~

T

503

26

HEAVEN

TO HUNT

o~•

ntU
-

0

i~~

T

503

1

0

III - 266

NORTH

TO BIND

Tio¥

,,~

233

61

0

III - 269

HOUSE

HOLINESS

n?~

tU7P

2376

620

actual pairs: 42
number complete: 37
Greek:

,

OtKO<;'

"ayw<;,
III - 270

39
37

66

350
THRONE

HOLINESS

198

620

2

actual pairs: 2
number complete: 2
Greek:
epOVO~
v
ctYLO~

2
2

III - 279

THRONE

CITY

198

5

1

Proverbs 9:15
Greek:
TIPOO"KctAOUfLEvTj TOV~ TIctpL6vTa~
Kct1- KctTEUeUVOVTct~ EV Tct1~ o601~ ctUTOJV

III - 284

HEAD

DUST
i~:.l
TT

1072

191
actual pairs: 4
number complete: 3
Greek:

XOU V

2

O"To6ov

1

10

351
KEq:.aAT]

3

III - 286

DEEP

SHOWERS

Oi:1r;'!

O".:l."::li
. .:

55

10

0

III - 297, see II - 061
III - 298

FIELD

WATER

:1ito

0:'1;1

358

786

...

T

6

actual pairs: 4
number complete: 4
Greek:

\JOUlP
,
aypov
TIEOWV

4
2
2

!II - 310

HEAVEN

HOLINESS

o"nw

W7P

503

620

•

-

T

actual pairs: 6
number complete: 6
Greek:

6

352
,
oupuvos
"ayl..OS'

6
6

C"r.ltO

to'Jip

503

1

•

-

T

0

III - 319

SUN

BAALI MASTER

t09o/

l;l~q

197

282

5

actual pairs: 3
number complete: 1
Greek:
~aa/\

Tj/\ l..OS'

1
2

SUN

TO OWN

t09o/

l;l~~

197

16

0

III - 322, see I - 016
III - 337

TO SIT

TO OVERTURN

:ltO"

l~;;

1088

95

Genesis 19:29

1

353
Greek:

KUt €yEVETO €v TiP E:KTp1Jjrm KVP1,OV 1TaOUS: TUS 1TOAE1.S:
T1lS: 1TEP1,O{KOV €j.LVT]OeTl /:; eEOS: TOU A~puuj.L KUt
€';UTIEOTE1.AEV TOV "OlT €K j.LEOOV T1lS: KUTUOTpO<P1lS: €v TiP
KIXTIXO"TpltIX\. KVptOV TUS: 1TOAEts:, €v uis: KIXT.yKE:\. E:V
UUTu1s: "OlT.
III - 338

TO SIT

TO POSSESS

:UV"

Wi"

1088

233

28

actual pairs: 35 (includes Judges A + B)
number complete: 22
Greek:

KUTOtKOO
O:1TOAAVj.Lt
KATlPOVOj.LUt
KATlPOVOj.LLa
';TlPu{ VOl
6l.!VUj.LUt
E:';oAoepdiOl

49
7
6
1
3
2
1

III - 339

TO SIT

FAMILY

::wh

;'iTTOWr.J

1088

309

1

1 Chronicles 2:55
Greek:
1TIXTP\.IXi

YPUj.Lj.LUTEOlV

KIXTO\.KOUVTf:S IU~ES:,

eupyj.Lettj.L,

354

III - 343

WALL

GATE

iTr.lin
T

193

531
actual pairs: 21
number complete: 18
Greek:

,

°XVPO;
TIUAT]

TE1.X°S'
TE1.XT]

2
16
4

15

27

